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Abstract

This thesis addresses prediction and ranking tasks using web content data. The main

objective is to improve the ability to accurately predict and rank recent and highly popular

content, thus enabling a faster and more precise recommendation of such items. The main

motivation relates to the profusion of online content, and the increasing demand of users

concerning a fast and easy access to relevant content.

To fulfill these tasks an extensive review of previous work is carried out in order to define the

state-of-the-art and to identify important research opportunities. As a result, three problems

are identified and addressed in this thesis: (1) the lack of an interpretable and robust

evaluation framework to correctly assess web content popularity prediction models focusing

on highly popular web content; (2) issues concerning proposals of popularity prediction

models and their ability to predict the rare cases of highly popular content; and (3) the need

for recommendation frameworks concerning such items using multi-source data. For each

of these problems novel solutions are proposed and extensively evaluated in comparison to

existing work.

The first problem (1) concerns the evaluation methods commonly used in web content

popularity prediction tasks. According to previous work, the popularity of web content

is best described by a heavy-tail distribution. As such, at any given moment, most of the

content under analysis has a low level of popularity, and a small set of cases has high levels

of popularity. Standard evaluation metrics focus on the average behaviour of the data,

assuming that each case is equally relevant. Given the predictive focus on highly popular

content, it is argued that such assumption may lead to an over-estimation of the models’

predictive accuracy. Therefore, an evaluation framework is proposed, allowing for a robust

interpretation of the prediction models’ ability to accurately forecast highly popular web

content.

The second problem (2) is related to the fact that proposals concerning web content popular-

ity prediction models are based on standard learning approaches. These are commonly biased

towards capturing the dynamics of the majority of cases. Given the skewness of web content

popularity data, this may lead to poor accuracy towards under-represented cases of highly
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popular items. An evaluation with a diverse set of such proposals is carried out, confirming

their issues when learning to predict such items. Also, it is additionally confirmed that the

use of standard evaluation metrics often presents an over-estimated ability to accurately

predict the most popular items. Novel approaches are proposed for the prediction of web

content popularity focusing on accuracy towards highly popular items.

The third and final problem (3) concerns the task of ranking, but also evaluating, web

content by its predicted popularity. Although the task of ranking may be trivial in most

cases, when considering scenarios with multiple sources of data such task is considerably

di�cult. Notwithstanding, ranking tasks and their evaluation in single-source scenarios are

not exempt of issues concerning the ability to account for highly popular content. The ability

to rank web content based on models’ predictions is discussed, given an extensive evaluation

in both single-source and multi-source scenarios.

Each of these problems is evaluated using real-world data concerning online news feeds from

both o�cial and social media sources. This type of web content provides a di�cult setting

for the early and accurate prediction of highly popular items, given their short lifespan.

Experimental evaluations show that the approaches proposed in this thesis concerning the

prediction and ranking of highly popular content obtained encouraging results demonstrating

a significant advantage in comparison to state-of-the-art work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet has become an inescapable source of information for users, enabling access to

a large and increasing amount of information. As information progressively shifts from a

physical medium to online content, making sense of this information is crucial to provide the

best set of information resources to users.

The increasing ability to access information was accompanied by the added speed and reach

in information sharing. This development poses a significant impact in social, economic

and political contexts [136], to which the advent of social media platforms played and

continues to play a key role. The creation and proliferation of such platforms allow users

to post information in real-time and interact with others. This provoked an increase of

available information known as social media data, and a growing demand concerning the

computational capability to analyse, interpret and act upon such information.

Consider the case of search engines: search engines essentially gather, process and store

documents. Then, either factoring or not the influence of a given social media platform

or other mediums, these systems provide a ranking of resources classified by itself as most

relevant given a user query. These suggestions are commonly based on data that ranges

from a given point in the past to the present. This opens the issue dealt in this thesis: with

the profusion of online content and related feedback from users via social media platforms,

an important task is to anticipate the relevance of very recent web content, for which user

feedback is nonexistent or scarce.

This thesis addresses the problem of predicting and ranking highly popular web content. Our

main problem is the prediction of numeric values of a continuous variable (i.e. popularity)

in order to provide a quicker and more accurate ranking of relevant and recent web content.

In this first chapter the main problem is contextualized and defined, and the main motivation

for this work and its contributions are described.
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1.1 Scope

The evolution of data mining provided tools to understand the relation between variables,

providing valuable insights in many domains spanning from finance to meteorology. However,

data mining allows for more than modelling interplay between variables such as the prediction

of future values in the same domain. Consider the example of the meteorology domain.

Given a set of temperature observations, data mining enables the learning of models. By

using this model and a set of future values’ indicators, it is possible to attempt the prediction

of future target values. Target values di↵er concerning the type of data mining technique

and approach employed. For example, in classification tasks the target value is nominal; in

regression and time series forecasting tasks the target value is numeric.

An important issue is that the prediction of each future value in a given domain may not

have the same relevance for the users. In many cases the user is focused on predicting

what is anomalous or rare instead of what is common or standard. This is a well known

problem known as imbalanced data. Data imbalance is defined by the existence of an over-

representation of a given class(es) or numeric value interval(s), over another. Adding to this,

in many cases, the under-represented class or numeric value interval is the most relevant

for the user and a wrongful prediction may be costly. The combination of these two factors

(skewed distribution and focus on under-represented items) is the basis of imbalanced domain

learning tasks. Solving such tasks is an interesting and open issue, considered to be one of

the most important problems in machine learning and data mining [247].

1.2 Context and Problem Definition

This thesis addresses a specific type of data mining applications: tasks where the main

objective is to maximize predictive accuracy concerning an interval of a given numeric target

variable, using social media data. Additionally, a second objective is using the outcome of

such prediction tasks to significantly improve the accuracy and timeliness of web content

suggestions.

Social media data surged with the advent of social media platforms and the e↵ort of some

proprietaries to share some of its user-generated content. This type of data is considerably

di↵erent from conventional types due to its distinct characteristics such as size, noise and

bias, but also due to it being heterogeneous, multi-source, partial and asymmetrical [152].

These characteristics have challenged the data mining community over recent years and the

contributions using such data in predictive tasks have significantly increased.

An important characteristic in many social media data sets is that the popularity of items

is described by a heavy-tail distribution [216]. As such, we may infer that only a small set
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of cases are in fact highly relevant to users and that most of the cases are non-relevant.

This is the case for some of the most known types of social media data, such as YouTube

video visualizations or users’ feedback in social media platforms concerning online news. In

predictive tasks using social media data from either of these examples, one major challenge is

to accurately predict the popularity of highly relevant cases, so that they may be promptly

suggested to users. On the other hand, failing to do so comes at a cost. This implies

the existence of non-uniform preferences as to predictive accuracy concerning web content

considered by users as non-relevant or highly relevant.

A great amount of interest surrounding the task of accurately predicting relevant web content

using social media data is related to the ability to anticipate the impact of such content

in order to properly suggest it to users. Therefore, in addition to successfully tackling the

predictive task, a second component also plays a significant role: time. Upon the publication

of a given web content, the interest in anticipating its popularity decreases over time. After

users start to generate related social feedback, and given a period of time, it will become

obvious which content is highly relevant or not. As such, the problem addressed in this thesis

does not only focus on predictive accuracy towards the most relevant web content, but also

concerning the ability to suggest it as soon as possible.

In this thesis, experimental evaluation e↵orts are focused on the online news type of social

media data. Online news is one of the most researched types of social media data in

popularity prediction tasks. This type of data is very interesting due to two reasons. First, it

is massively di↵used over social media platforms, but its life-span is relatively short, raising

greater interest in its early and accurate prediction of the highly popular items. Secondly,

it is very heterogeneous in terms of data considering that it is not only described by related

social feedback from online platforms, but it also has o�cial meta-data descriptors from

news outlets (i.e. title, media source, publication date).

1.3 Motivation and Main Contributions

Previous work concerning the task of predicting the popularity of web content has determined

the success of proposals based on standard error metrics. Overall, these metrics quantify

the magnitude of prediction errors. However, given the heavy-tail distribution and the

importance of accurately predicting rare cases of highly popular web content, these metrics

may lead to over-estimated results and misleading conclusions. As such, serious issues may

be raised in understanding if the evolution of web content popularity prediction approaches

has provided an increase in predictive ability concerning the cases that are the most relevant.

Although the problem of imbalanced domain learning has an extensive record of research in

classification tasks, only recently a framework was proposed in order to provide regression
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tasks with an adaption of the concept: utility-based regression [196].

In this thesis such framework is leveraged. It is an adaptation of cost-sensitive learning for

regression tasks. It is used as a platform to analyse approaches to the task of predicting web

content popularity and for the development of new approaches that are more attuned to the

problem of imbalanced domain learning. However, some issues arise concerning the concept

of utility-based regression. The proposal is originally focused on actionable forecasting tasks.

In such tasks, the predicted target value is used in order to make a certain decision. However,

the specifics of such tasks are not entirely adaptable to the scope of this thesis, and therefore

require an extension concerning the evaluation of the prediction tasks.

Given that the objective of this thesis includes the ability for timely suggestions of web

content, the matter of ranking the results of prediction models is also crucial. Previous work

in predicting the popularity of web content and ranking such predictions have focused on

single-source scenarios. However, a significant problem arises when considering the need to

rank a given web content as to its popularity in scenarios with multiple social media data

sources.

The work carried out and described in this thesis lead to the following main contributions:

i) an extensive review of previous work is presented, including a thorough discussion on

several open issues;

ii) two new data sets of online news feed data are presented, including an exploratory

analysis of the data;

iii) unlike previous work, the task of web content popularity prediction is framed as an

imbalanced domain learning task;

iv) a new approach for deriving utility surfaces is proposed, based on rules knowledge;

v) a new evaluation metric is proposed, and a proper evaluation framework for popularity

predictions tasks is presented;

vi) based on the concept of utility-based regression, a set of diversified prediction approaches

are proposed;

vii) an extensive evaluation as to predictive and ranking accuracy of the prediction ap-

proaches is presented, for both single-source and multi-source scenarios.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized in seven chapters, outlined as follows.
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Introduction

In the present chapter, the context and the problem definition of this thesis is described and

the motivations and contributions of this work are presented.

Literature Review

In the second chapter a review of previous work is presented. A discussion is provided on key

aspects of existing work, including the type of predictive modelling tasks used to formalize

the problem, objectives, the types of features used as well as evaluation metrics employed to

assess the accuracy of the models. A thorough discussion is provided, pointing out some of

the main caveats raised by previous work, motivating the work presented in this thesis

The Case of Online News Feeds

In the third chapter two new data sets are presented concerning online news feeds data.

Upon the description of the methods used to create such data sets, an exploratory analysis

is provided. This analysis is based on 10 research questions, providing significant insights.

Learning with Imbalanced Domains

The fourth chapter raises the issues related to the focus of this thesis on highly popular web

content. The task of utility-based regression is presented and detailed on its key aspects.

A discussion is provided on the adequacy of existing evaluation metrics for the task tackled

in this thesis. Previous work and new proposals are combined to present a new evaluation

framework. This framework is detailed and finally, an experimental analysis is provided and

results are discussed.

Popularity Prediction Models

The fifth chapter describes the approaches proposed to tackle the prediction of web content

popularity when focusing on highly popular content. It thoroughly describes a representative

group of existing approaches. It further describes each of the proposed approaches in this

thesis. Finally, an extensive experimental evaluation is carried out.

Single- and Multi-Source Ranking

The sixth chapter introduces the problem of ranking web content in two scenarios: single- and

multi-source data. The use of popularity prediction models to derive rankings is evaluated

in an extensive experimental evaluation, and a discussion of results is provided.

Conclusions

The seventh and final chapter concludes the thesis. It provides a summary of the motivations

and contributions provided by this work, as well as insights on future directions of research

in the topic of web content popularity prediction.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter the work described in this thesis is framed, by presenting a thorough review

of related work on web content popularity prediction and ranking. Such tasks has been

extensively studied and analysed throughout the last decade, presenting many distinct ap-

proaches. Such approaches can be framed within two objectives: the prediction and ranking

of web content popularity before or after the items are published. A detailed description

of such approaches is presented concerning their various aspects such as the formalization

of prediction tasks, features used and evaluation methods employed. A discussion on their

strengths and shortcomings is introduced, motivating the work developed in this thesis.

2.1 Introduction

The exponential growth of online users and content developed rapidly throughout the course

of the last decade. Many justifications for such development may be presented, such as: i)

increased connectivity, ii) multi-modal access, and iii) the rise of Social Media.

Increased Connectivity. The age of information in which we currently live has been

defined by the appearance and exponential growth of Internet users, as observed by Internet

World Stats1. The results of this observation state that from the year 2000 until 2012 the

number of Internet users grew 566.4%, and that in 2012 the number of users was set around

360 million worldwide, with the highest concentration registered in Asia (44.8%), followed

by Europe (21.5%) and North America (11.4%).

Multi-Modal Access. The number of Internet users has risen at an accelerated pace,

accompanied by the evolution of devices. Today, these provide near full-time access to the

Internet. The main contributor to this new reality is the rise of mobile technology, both

concerning the devices themselves and mobile data connectivity. This allows an increasing

1Internet World Stats: www.internetworldstats.com
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number of Internet users to access the Internet from virtually anywhere and at anytime.

The Rise of Social Media. Social media platforms such as Facebook 2 and Twitter 3 have

greatly influenced the Internet due to their ability to not only connect users, but mainly for

allowing users to generate content of various types. These platforms continue to expand at a

great pace, increasing their number of users, and the amount of content generated by them.

Additionally, with the growing connectivity between users, these platforms form powerful

mechanisms that are highly important for both information dissemination and information

search.

The combination of these three factors caused a severe shortening of distance between each

and every other person in the world. Consider the concept of ”six degrees of separation”:

initially set forth by poet and journalist Frigyes Karinthy in his short story Chains [120],

it claims that everyone in the planet may be reached by at most six connections to other

people, i.e. six ”friend-of-a-friend” iterations. This idea has been the focus point of much

multi-disciplinary research, namely the famous experiment by Milgram [169] and the more

recent contributions in computer science of Barabasi [25] and Watts [234]. Recent studies

provide important insights concerning the impact of social media. For example, Ugander et

al. [229] provided a study of Facebook’s social graph concluding that the network approaches

full connectivity in one large connected component. Also, Backstrom et al. [22] has shown

that in the year 2012 the degree of separation in Facebook was in fact 4.74, therefore less

than the original idea of ”six degrees of separation”. This shows not only the impact of social

media platforms today, but also the potential impact for content spreading: if the world is

”smaller”, it is easier and faster for information to travel to massive amounts of users.

The increasing amount of available user-generated content presents crucial opportunities

in order to understand and improve user experience. One of the most challenging tasks

involving web content concerns accurately forecasting its popularity, in order to promote

agile and accurate suggestions to users. This is the main focus of this thesis, and in this

chapter a thorough review of related work concerning this problem is presented.

In the remainder of this chapter the following subjects are addressed:

• motivation of the use of social media and web content in data mining and machine

learning tasks;

• description of previous work on prediction tasks using such data;

• presentation of evaluation methods and formalization of the metrics used in previous

work;

2Facebook: http://www.facebook.com
3Twitter: http://www.twitter.com

http://www.facebook.com
http://www.twitter.com
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• discussion concerning the issues raised by web content popularity prediction and eval-

uation.

2.2 Social Media and Web Content

Social media is a broad term encompassing forums, blogs, video sharing websites, collab-

orative coding platforms and social networking platforms (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) [223].

Their common denominator is the possibility for users to generate content, i.e. web content.

Web content generated by social media platforms (also referred to as social media data) can

be generically defined as any type of information on a given web site. A more elaborate

definition was introduced by Tatar [214], described as follows.

Definition 2.2.1. Web Content: any individual item, publicly available on a web site and

which contains a measure that reflects a certain interest shown by an online community.

This content is diverse, including text, images, audio and videos, and the impact of social

media platforms is enormous when considering the volume of web tra�c and content it

generates. Consider the following statistics from three of the most popular platforms.

• Youtube has over a billion users (almost a third of Internet users) who watch several

hundreds of millions of hours in videos and generate billions of views, where more than

half come from mobile devices [250]. Youtube is owned by Google, which generates

6-10% of all Internet tra�c, and most of it comes from Youtube [96];

• Facebook counted 1.18 billion daily active users on average in September 2016, where

most of those (1.06 billion) accessed the social media platform with mobile devices [77];

• Twitter has 313 million monthly active users, where 82% are active on mobile devices,

generating over a billion visits to sites with embedded tweets [228].

The overwhelming amount of tra�c and data generated by social media also provides

interesting opportunities for researchers. For example, the conditions provided by these

platforms allow the study of the inter-play in social networks and the dynamics of web

content concerning both its generation and spreading.

However, the context in which social media data is generated presents several factors that

may facilitate or hinder the ability to use such data [152]. On one hand, social media data is

massive and linked. On the other hand, it is commonly noisy, sparse, informal and biased.

Additionally, it is heterogeneous, partial, asymmetrical and multi-sourced. This combination

of factors illustrates well the di�culty of using web content and their impact in reducing the

ability to successfully disclose its full potential.
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To illustrate the opportunities opened by web content generated in social media platforms, or

social media data, consider the case of Twitter. Twitter is a micro-blogging network where

communication is done through small communication packets called tweets that must not

contain more than 140 characters. This network facilitates access to information published

on it, making it a popular data resource in research. Social media data from Twitter has been

used in tasks related to many research topics, such as information retrieval, topic modelling,

summarization and others [143, 257].

Concerning the field of information retrieval, Dong et al. [63] use real-time data from Twitter

to crawl and detect fresh URLs and also to compute features for ranking those URLs.

Massoudi et al. [162] propose a retrieval model for searching data from Twitter according to

a given topic of interest, by introducing quality indicators to enhance the proposed model,

and a dynamic query expansion model for posts retrieval. On this same path, other proposals

were made, such as the intersection of event detection with query expansion methods [202],

the analysis of hashtags [108], amongst others [59, 156]. Efron et al. [70] present a review

that may be of interest for a further and deeper analysis on the state-of-the-art concerning

information retrieval in micro-blogs and several other sub-areas.

In the field of topic detection and tracking, Cheong et al. [48] use a combination of visual-

ization techniques and data mining to classify messages related to a determined topic, by

accounting for the demographics of the users. A technique to detect emergent topics in real-

time is proposed by Cataldi et al. [42] by modeling terms’ life cycle and applying an aging

theory which leverages user authority, in order to study its usage in a specific time frame.

O’Connor et al. [178] present TweetMotif, an exploratory search engine for Twitter based on

a message clustering technique for similar terms. The topic extraction system used involves

syntactic filtering, language modeling, near-duplicate detection and set cover heuristics.

Focusing on text summarization, Xu et al. [245] propose an event graph-based method to

create summaries of variable length for di↵erent topics. The authors use an extended version

of the PageRank algorithm proposed by Page et al. [182], in order to partition event graphs

and detect the fine-grained aspects to be summarized. A participant-based approach for

event summarization is proposed by Shen et al. [205], using a novel mixture model that

combines the ”burstiness” and cohesiveness properties of event tweets. Based on user inter-

action information on Twitter, Chang et al. [44] propose an approach to summarization that

leverages those signals, creating Twitter context trees for that process within a supervised

learning framework.

As made clear by the previous descriptions, the potential of social media data is immense.

In addition, its broad definition concerns a very diverse set of data types beside text, where

each type contains particular properties. For example, online news are a very dynamic type

of web content, due to the information it conveys and its impact on everyday life. As such,

new events and stories are constantly being published as well as updates on old stories. This
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causes news items to have a very short life span [60, 246]. In contrast, online videos have a

much longer alive-time, enduring for weeks or months [212].

2.3 Popularity Prediction

The concept of web content popularity has known di↵erent definitions, mainly due to its

subjectivity [135]. For instance, popularity can be defined as the number of views on an

online news site or Youtube; the number of likes, comments or shares in Facebook; the

number of ”diggs” in Digg; or the number of retweets in Twitter. In order to proceed,

instead of defining popularity in relation to a given data source, we provide the following

definition.

Definition 2.3.1. Web Content Popularity: Given a web content item, available in

a single or multiple data sources, the popularity associated to it is given by a metric, or

combination of metrics, capable of reflecting the magnitude of attention the item received

by users, in a given period of time.

A large portion of research using social media data has been focused on attempting to

predict the popularity of web content. The underlying interest of solving this task is mainly

related to improving user experience, by providing more timely and accurate suggestions

of web content or anticipating information needs, amongst other aspects of user activity.

Accounting for this potential, researchers have addressed this problem di↵erently, regarding

various dimensions. These include the objective of the work, the type of features used to

build the prediction models, the data mining task used to formalize the problem, or even

the evaluation framework employed.

Objectives. A singularity of the work related to the scope of our problem is the objective of

the proposed approaches. The objectives presented are mainly: i) to predict web contents’

popularity before they are published or upon publication, and ii) to predict the popularity

after the items are published. The main distinction between these objectives are the features

used for modelling. The prediction of popularity prior or upon publication relies solely

on descriptors of the items, as social feedback from users is still not available or scarce.

Therefore, it is not possible to peek into the early signs of the evolution of popularity.

Oppositely, when the objective is to predict the popularity of web content items after they

are published, approaches commonly resort to the use of early social feedback in social media

sources, in order to boost performance. The objectives mentioned have been previously

referred to as ”ex-ante” or ”ex-post” prediction [161]. Throughout our work, we will refer

to these objectives as a priori prediction and a posteriori prediction, regarding approaches

where the aim is to predict the popularity of web content before their publication or after

publication, respectively.
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Features. An important component of related work concerns feature selection. A diverse set

of features and combination of features has been used in previous approaches. We categorize

such features in six classes: i) behavioural, ii) social network, iii) content, iv) temporal, v)

meta-data, vi) external sources. These are described as follows, providing some examples:

i. Behavioural: features describing the evolution of popularity w.r.t. a given item, e.g.

number of comments [118, 109], votes [140, 207] or number of early adopters [239, 47];

ii. Social Network: descriptors of given users’ social network including, for example, its

structure [109, 226] the number of followers and/or followees [140, 185, 95], times listed

in user groups [185, 133];

iii. Content: includes a broad spectrum of features, ranging from bag-of-words models [114,

164] where features are derived from the presence of given words [174], to natural

language processing and text mining tools such as sentiment analysis [29], subjectivity in

language [24] or both [18], length of text [15] or presence of hashtags and emoticons [174];

iv. Temporal: description of the temporal aspect of the items, such as the time di↵erence

between the publishing time and first page view [121], the month, day and/or hour of

publication [224];

v. Meta-data: features providing indicators concerning the items or the users, such as if

the item contains a summary or the number of authors [224], the usual users’ topics

of interest, and the interaction of topics [161], or the past influence of publishing

entities [23];

vi. External Sources: describes features obtained from external sources to the actual source

of the data, such as temperature (in Celsius) at publication time [224], the contents’

URL category according to the OpenDirectoryProject4, or the popularity of recognized

entities in Wikipedia, Twitter and in web search [15]. In some cases [179, 200, 41]

behavioural features are extracted from external sources5.

This comprehensive list allows a thorough analysis of the feature selection process carried out

by the various contributions to tackling the problem of web content popularity prediction.

Also, it should also be noted that behavioural features are only used in a posteriori prediction

approaches.

Data Mining Tasks. Concerning the data mining tasks used, previous work has mainly

focused on classification, regression and time series forecasting tasks. A notable distinction

between these tasks is the type of target variable. The objective of the first task, clas-

sification, is to predict a nominal value, e.g. an item being classified as ”high” or ”low”

regarding its popularity (e.g. [140, 224, 121]). As for regression, its objective is to predict

4OpenDirectoryProject: https://www.dmoz.org/
5In such cases, we consider that the approaches use both behavioural and external sources’ features.

https://www.dmoz.org/
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a numeric value, such as the exact amount of an items’ popularity (e.g. [24, 157, 217]).

Finally, in the case of time series forecasting tasks, it enables the use of either nominal or

numeric values. In addition to formalizing the problem according to one of the previously

mentioned prediction tasks, other contributions have formalized this problem di↵erently, such

as time series clustering, learn to rank, survival analysis and matrix factorization tasks. Time

series clustering is a technique for classifying similar temporal sequences, by placing them

in homogeneous groups without previous knowledge of the groups’ definition [4]; in learn to

rank tasks the objective is to predict the order of a given set of examples according to a

given criteria; survival analysis refers to a statistical approach that analyzes and predicts the

expected time duration for a given event (or events) to happen; finally, in matrix factorization

tasks, the objective is to decompose relational matrices into (commonly) two factors, allowing

for easier inspection and reasoning.

2.3.1 Classification Tasks

Classification tasks assume the existence of an unknown function that maps predictor vari-

ables to a nominal target variable. This function can be defined as Y = f(X1, X2, · · · , Xp),

where Y is the nominal target variable, X1, X2, · · · , Xp are features describing the items and

f() is the unknown function we want to approximate. In order to obtain an approximation

(a model) of this unknown function we use a data set with examples of the function mapping

(known as a training set), i.e. D = {hxi, yii}ni=1.

A Posteriori Approaches

Early work by Lerman and Galstyan [140] studies the relation between social networks’

settings and the promotion of content in the news platform Digg6, which allows users to share

news items. The authors approach the problem of predicting the popularity of news in the

platform by discretizing the amount of votes obtained by items into two classes: interesting

and non-interesting, using an ad-hoc threshold of 520 votes. The prediction approach uses

a decision tree classifier [240], and a data set with behavioural and social network features.

The authors show that, in a small set of cases, it is possible to predict how interesting a

story will become, using statistics of its social network spread.

Focusing on virality, Weng et al. [239] propose an approach to predict meme (i.e. web

content) virality soon after they are published using data from Twitter. The proposal is

solely based on leveraging information concerning social network and behavioural features.

The authors frame the problem as a binary classification problem, where memes are denoted

as viral or not using a percentile threshold (experiments include thresholds of 70%, 80%

6Digg: http://digg.com/

http://digg.com/
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and 90%) regarding the number of tweets obtained by memes. The proposed approach

uses Random Forest [36] classifiers and results show that it provides better results than

approaches solely based on memes’ content features.

Using data from news items and the news platform Digg, Jamali and Rangwala [109] propose

to predict a popularity index defined as the di↵erence between the up-votes (digg) and down-

votes (bury). Based on the work of co-authorship [145] and citation networks [153], the

authors propose a prediction approach using behavioural, social network and content fea-

tures. Prediction models are built using decision trees [235], k-nearest neighbor classifiers [5],

and support vector machines (SVM) [230], for three di↵erent scenarios (2-, 6- and 14-class),

with di↵erent intervals of discretization. The authors show that the two most discriminating

features were the number of comments per story, and the sum of up-votes until the time of

prediction. Also, results show that SVM models obtained the best overall performance and

that it decreases as the size of the training set is reduced.

Gupta et al. [95] approach the problem of predicting future popularity trends of events in

Twitter. The objective is to predict the popularity of events in the next time interval.

The authors defined the problem as a 5-class classification problem, by discretizing the

target variable as nominal, where three of the classes describe di↵erent levels of decrease in

popularity, one describes an increase and the final class describes a non-significant change

in popularity. In order to train the prediction models, the authors decided on a feature

space of behavioural, social network and content features. Experiments include classification

modelling tools such as SVM, k-nearest neighbors, näıve bayes and decision trees classifiers.

Results confirm that the SVM models obtained the best results in comparison to other

modelling tools. With a similar objective, Cheng et al. [47] formalize the problem as a

probabilistic classification task (logistic regression), and attempt to predict if the popularity

of given tweets will grow higher than the median of known cases. To build these models, the

authors propose the use of behavioural, social network, content and temporal features.

Keneshloo et al. [121] approach the problem of predicting the dynamics of online news

views in order to anticipate when the item will reach its popularity peak. Using data

from the well-known news outlet Washington Post, the authors use a diverse set of features

(behavioural, social network, content, temporal and metadata) to build predictive models

using Random Forest classifiers. The authors frame the problem as a two-step classification

problem. First, they address the prediction of the shape of the visualisations’ evolution as

a 4-class classification problem, corresponding to four clusters of possible views’ evolution

shapes. Afterwards, for each cluster and using this information, the prediction problem is

formulated as a binary classification problem, in order to predict a peak in news views for

several points in time of the near future.

A cross-domain algorithm (see [214]), Social Transfer, is proposed by Roy et al. [200] with the

objective of predicting popularity bursts of Youtube videos, using related data from Twitter.
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The approach consists of extracting topics from Twitter and associate them with the topics

of Youtube videos. Using this information, the popularity in both sources is compared

and used as an indicator of future activity. Experimental results using SVM classifiers and

behavioural, meta-data and external sources features show that the use of social feedback

from other social media sources is capable of improving the prediction of which videos will

have sudden bursts of popularity. Authors report an increased performance of up to 60%

when compared to solely using data from Youtube.

The work of Schulman et al. [207] questions the ability of prediction models in anticipating

item’s popularity when peeking into its early behaviour. The authors compose the problem

as a binary classification task where the objective is to predict if a given item will be more

popular than a certain percentage of other items, using data from several sources. The

proposal includes behavioural, social network, temporal and meta-data features, which are

used to build predictive models with logistic regression, random forests and SVM classifiers.

Results show that the best predictive accuracy is reported when using logistic regression.

More importantly, authors conclude that in addition to obtaining fairly good results in

terms of predictive accuracy, these models also generalize well, performing with comparable

accuracy in data sets of other social media sources.

A Priori Approaches

Unlike previously described approaches, Petrovic et al. [185] tackle the problem of antici-

pating if a given tweet will be retweeted (shared), i.e. a priori prediction. The authors

propose a machine learning approach to time-sensitive Passive-Aggressive classifiers [53],

where the overall model is combined with hourly models, using social network and content

features. Results show that this approach improves the results obtained by naive baselines

(random guessing, predicting all positive) and a standard Passive-Aggressive classifier model.

Additionally, an analysis of the contribution of features shows that the performance is

dominated by social network features, but content features add a considerable improvement.

Tsagkias et al. [224] tackle the problem of a priori prediction by attempting to anticipate the

number of comments that news items will receive, as a two-step classification problem. First,

if the news items will obtain any comments, or not. The second problem is also presented

as a binary classification where the objective is to predict if the items will obtain a low or

high volume of comments. The discretization of the number of comments is done by using

the inverse cumulative log-normal distribution function at 0.5. The authors proposal uses a

broad type of features including social network, content, temporal, meta-data and external

sources features, and models are built using Random Forest classifiers. Results reported by

the authors show that although it is possible to obtain good results concerning the first task,

the performance of the models degrades considerably in the second task.
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Lakkaraju and Ajmera [135] study the problem of anticipating the popularity of Facebook

Pages’ posts before they are published. In a setting of closed communities the authors

propose a 5-class classification problem in order to predict if a given item will obtain “very less

attention”, “less attention”, “mediocre attention”, “high attention” or “very high attention”.

Using SVM classifiers and social network, content and temporal features (denoted by the

authors as an Attention Prediction Framework), results report a considerable improvement

of predictive accuracy over some baseline approaches [194, 248].

Addressing this problem as a logistic regression task, Hong et al. [104] approach the task

of web content popularity prediction, focusing on the popularity of tweets. Using social

network, content, temporal and meta-data features, the authors frame the problem similarly

to Tsagkias et al. [224], by using a two-step procedure. The first task is focused on predicting

if a given tweet will be retweeted in the future. The objective of the second task is to predict

the volume range of future retweets (discretized as in the work of Khabiri et al. [122]).

Similarly to the first task of the previously mentioned work, Naveed et al. [174] propose to

predict the likelihood of a given tweet being retweeted in the future in an a priori context.

In this case, the authors use content and meta-data features.

Concerning the prediction of news popularity, Bandari and Huberman [24] propose the use of

content and meta-data features on data from Feedzilla7 (news) and Twitter (related tweets).

The problem is framed as a 3-class classification problem, where the amount of tweets related

to the respective news are discretized according to the following rules: class A news have

between 1 and 20 tweets, class B news from 20 to 100 tweets, and class C news have more

than 100. The authors use support vector machine (SVM), decision tree, and Bagging [97]

classifiers to build predictive models, reporting that the best results were obtained with the

Bagging approach.

Finally, Arapakis et al. [15] study the feasibility of a priori approaches, by using news

items from Yahoo News8 and related tweets. The authors review the work of Bandari

and Huberman [24] and analyse the results w.r.t. several dimensions of the approach:

experimental methodology, evaluation metrics, and features used. A careful analysis of the

prediction results shows that the distribution of classes is skewed, and therefore, the results

reported may be over-estimated when concerning its ability to predict highly popular news.

As such, the authors conclude that the classifiers were biased to learn unpopular news and

that a priori prediction of news popularity is still an unsolved problem.

7This site was discontinued.
8Yahoo! News: https://www.yahoo.com/news/.

https://www.yahoo.com/news/
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2.3.2 Regression Tasks

Regression tasks are similar to classification tasks in terms of their definition. Given a set of

features X1, X2, · · · , Xp describing the items, the objective of the task is to approximate an

unknown function f() in order to predict a target variable Y . However, in regression tasks,

Y is a continuous variable, as opposed to the nominal target variables in classification tasks.

In some of the previously described work concerning classification tasks [109, 95, 135, 24, 15]

the authors also modelled their data as a regression task. Using the same feature spaces,

the authors modelled the problem using a numerical value of popularity instead of its

discretization as the target variable. Concerning the modelling tools used in such approaches,

for a posteriori approaches, Jamali and Rangwala [109] used SVM models and Gupta et

al. [95] used linear regression models. As for a priori prediction approaches, Lakkaraju and

Ajmera [135] used SVM models, and Bandari and Huberman [24] and Arapakis et al. [15]

experimented with linear regression, k-nearest neighbors and SVM models.

A Posteriori Approaches

Seminal work by Kaltenbrunner et al. [118] approach the problem of predicting the amount

of comments that news items will receive in the popular news site Slashdot9, solely using

data concerning the first moments of their respective activity, i.e. behavioural features. The

authors report experiments with di↵erent prediction time windows (30 minutes, 1, 8 and 24

hours and 14 days). The proposed approach is based on fitting the data in a PCI-distribution,

using such fit to predict the future amount of comments that news will obtain. Results show

that, despite the high levels of prediction error, this approach is capable of predicting the

magnitude of users’ reaction to posts using a small amount of the comments’ total.

With a similar objective, Szabo and Huberman [212] propose two modelling approaches for

the a posteriori prediction of web content popularity: the constant scale model and the log-

linear model. The authors validate their proposal with news items from Digg and Youtube

videos. The objective of the authors is to predict the future amount of votes in the former,

and the future number of views of the latter. As in the work of Kaltenbrunner et al. [118],

these models are solely based on information extracted from the early behaviour of the

respective items. Results show that the proposed models are capable of achieving interesting

results in both data sets.

Furthermore, the authors study the time series of popularity evolution, concluding that most

news achieve their top level of popularity within one day. In contrast, videos keep attracting

views for a longer period of time. These conclusions on the dynamics of popularity are

confirmed by the work of Tsagkias et al. [225]. In this work, the authors use the log-linear

9Slashdot: https://slashdot.org/

https://slashdot.org/
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model proposed by Szabo and Huberman [212] to predict the number of comments that news

from several news outlets (e.g. Algemeen Dagblad, De Pers, Financieel Dagblad, Telegraaf)

and a collaborative news platform (NUjij) will obtain in the future.

Kim et al. [123] propose the prediction of the popularity of an article using blog posts from

a political discussion blog in South Korea, SEOPRISE. The objective set by the authors

is to predict the number of hits the articles receive. The authors use an analogy between

virtual temperature and the concept of popularity, defining four levels on a temperature

scale: cold (hits < 100 comments), warm (100 6 hits < 500), hot (500 6 hits < 1500)

and explosive (hits > 1500). As in the previously described approaches for regression tasks,

Kim et al. solely resort to data concerning the evolution of the posts’ popularity. The

proposed approach for prediction shares the same idea as the log-linear model proposed by

Szabo and Huberman [212], by transforming the data with logarithms and studying its linear

correlation. Results show that the approach is able to achieve a good performance in articles

with the most common discrete temperatures (cold, warm and hot) using data of the first 30

minutes of activity. The authors denote the di�culty of predicting the highly popular cases

(”explosive”).

Tatar et al. [217] address the problem of popularity prediction by proposing a simple linear

regression model using news items’ data from a news web site (20Minutes). Although also

based solely on behavioural features, the methodology shows e�ciency in evaluating the

expected popularity of news articles after their publication. This work was extended [215,

216] in order to compare the proposal to the work of Szabo and Huberman [212] (the constant

scale model and the log-linear model) and to provide an analysis of the e�ciency of such

prediction models in accurately ranking news. The authors claim that a simple linear model

out-performs such proposals.

Proposing a two-step prediction approach, Ahmed et al. [6] tackle the problem of predicting

the popularity of news and video items from three di↵erent sources: Digg, Vimeo and

Youtube. The authors propose an approach that is conceptually similar to that of Keneshloo

et al. [121], although for regression tasks. Firstly, the patterns of popularity evolution are

clustered, and secondly, the future popularity of the content is predicted using maximum

likelihood path prediction. The clustering process is carried out using the A�nity Propa-

gation algorithm [84]. Evaluation using linear models as baselines, shows that the proposed

approach significantly improves predictive accuracy.

Shen et al. [206] propose a generative probabilistic framework using a reinforced Poisson

process [184] in order to model the evolution of items’ popularity, building on the bayesian

concept of conjugate priors. Solely based on behavioural features, the authors evaluate this

proposal with well-known approaches (e.g. [212]) using a data set containing all papers and
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citations published by American Physical Society10 between 1893 and 2009. Building on this,

Gao et al. [87] propose an approach to predict the future popularity of messages in Weibo11,

based on an extended reinforced Poisson process model. The proposal includes a time

mapping method and a power-law temporal relaxation function, in order to better capture

retweeting dynamics. Also based solely on behavioural features, experimental results report

that the proposed approach is able to provide better results than other approaches [191, 206,

212] both in terms of predictive and ranking accuracy.

Lerman and Hogg [142] propose an approach for popularity prediction based on stochastic

models of user behaviour. Unlike previously described regression approaches that solely

explore the correlation between popularity in di↵erent points in time, the authors specify

a mechanism to explain the evolution of popularity by combining behavioural and social

network features to build predictive models. The proposed approach is based on a mathe-

matical model of the dynamics of social voting [139, 103]. Experimental results show that

the proposed approach is capable of accurately predicting the success of a story by tracking

its spread through the social network and by using their first 10 votes.

Also based on behavioural and social network features, Yu et al. [251] tackle this prediction

problem di↵erently, by framing it as a cascading process prediction. This addresses the

problem of predicting the cumulative cascade size within a given social network. Cas-

cades can be loosely defined as the behaviour of re-sharing content from user to user [47].

The authors propose a novel Networked Weibull Regression model and a novel method

for predicting cascading processes through the aggregation of behavioural dynamics. An

experimental evaluation was carried out using publications from Weibo, which are similar

to tweets, using three baselines: the Cox Proportional Hazard Regression model [52], the

Exponential/Rayleigh Proportional Hazard Regression (special models of the former) model

and the log-linear model [212]. Results show that the approach proposed by the authors

obtained the best results, but also that the popular log-linear model did not perform well,

which is justified by it focusing on the average behaviour of the data (i.e. small-sized

cascades), a conclusion also corroborated by the work of Cheng et al. [47].

Accounting for the circadian nature of user activity and aging of information, Kobayashi and

Lambiotte [124] approach the popularity prediction problem by modelling the system by a

Time-Dependent Hawkes process, using data from Twitter. Specifically, the authors use a

feature space based on the temporal patterns of retweet activity from the original tweets and

the underlying social networks. Experimental evaluation results on a set of popular tweets

(with over 2000 retweets) show that the proposed approach is able to out-perform several

baselines [212, 206, 87, 256].

A proposal to predict the popularity of hashtags in Twitter is proposed by Tsur and Rap-

10American Physical Society (APS): https://www.aps.org/.
11Weibo: https://www.weibo.com

https://www.aps.org/
https://www.weibo.com
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poport [226] in order to study the propagation of information in social networks. The

authors propose a linear regression approach to the problem. To optimize parametrization

the proposal applies Stochastic Gradient Descent [32] and the Nelder-Mead method [175].

Results show that by combining behavioural, social network, content and temporal features,

the proposal was able to minimize prediction error.

Kupavskii et al. [133] study the dissemination of information in Twitter and address two

predictive tasks, di↵ering on the data used and the target variable: the first predicts the

number of publications using only information available at the moment the item is originally

shared (a priori prediction), while the second predicts the audience size using additional

information on the cascade growth up until the moment of analysis (a posteriori prediction).

The authors use behavioural, social network, content, temporal and meta-data features to

build the data sets, and train all models using gradient boosted decision [99]. The authors

show that predicting the audience of a tweet is more precise than predicting the amount of

retweets.

Kong et al. [126] study the dynamics of hashtags in Twitter, based on formal definitions of

popularity evolution states: i) active, ii) bursting, iii) o↵-burst, and iv) inactive. Based on

these definitions, the authors propose to tackle two distinct research questions: i) will an

active hashtag burst in the near future, and ii) what will be the popularity of a bursting

hashtag. Using behavioural, social network, content, temporal and meta-data features,

results report that weighted SVM models provide the best results concerning the first

task, and that Gaussian Process Regression achieves the best performance in the second

task. Additionally, by studying the contribution of the various features used, authors report

that the biggest negative impact in predictive accuracy occurred when removing temporal

features.

Using data from Twitter, Asur and Huberman [18] propose an approach to forecast movies

box-o�ce revenue. Although not focused on web content popularity prediction, it provides

insights into the evolution of the movies’ attention and popularity. The authors propose a

linear regression approach using behavioural and content features and evaluate their work

against another similar proposal by Zhang and Skiena [255] which uses behavioural, content

and external sources features. Results show the authors’ approach was able to significantly

improve forecasting accuracy in comparison to previous work. In addition, results also show

the positive impact of using sentiment analysis to build features in the models’ evaluation.

Based on the theory of self-exciting point processes [171], Zhao et al. [256] propose a

statistical model to predict the popularity of tweets. Self-exciting point processes assume

that all previous points of knowledge influence the evolution of the data thereafter. Based on

behavioural and social network features, the proposed approach does not require training.

Experimental results show that this approach is capable of providing better results than

previously proposed approaches [212, 87, 2, 54] in both prediction and ranking.
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Recently, Lymperopoulos [157] proposed a three-stage approach prediction model for antic-

ipating the popularity of web content. The proposed approach encompasses the analysis of

the data, the identification of popularity evolution patterns and the use of such information

in building models and prediction tasks. The approach distinguishes the popularity evolution

patterns as linear and non-linear phases. Using such patterns in combination with temporal

and meta-data features, the authors evaluated the proposal with data from several sources

(Twitter, Memetracker and Flickr) using popular prediction approaches as baselines [191,

212, 126, 256]. Results show that the approach proposed by the authors obtained significant

improvements w.r.t. all of the baselines.

Oghina et al. [179] explore the possibility of using the behaviour of users in Twitter and

Youtube in order to predict ratings of movies in IMDB12. Using data from external sources,

the authors propose a cross-domain approach resorting to features obtained from Twitter

(e.g. sentiment words from tweets) and Youtube (e.g. ratio of likes/dislikes from Youtube).

Using a linear regression model, the authors were able to demonstrate that the combination

of data from multiple social sources is capable of boosting predictive performance. In a

similar approach, Castillo et al. [41] propose the use of the behaviour of users in Facebook

and Twitter in order to predict the popularity of news in the Al Jazeera website13. Also

based on external sources features, and using multiple linear regression models, the authors

show that this approach is capable of obtaining a predictive accuracy in 10 minutes of data,

similar to the accuracy obtained by models solely based on behavioural features in the first

3 hours.

A Priori Approaches

In contrast with to the previously described regression approaches, Bakshy et al. [23] and

Martin et al. [161] approach this problem as an a priori prediction task. The former addresses

the task of predicting the influence of Twitter users. Using social network and meta-data

features, the authors build linear regression models and confirm that the most popular

items tend to be generated by the most influential users, in addition to discovering that

links that have a more positive sentiment associated with them are more likely to spread.

As for the latter work by Martin et al. [161], the authors provide a deep discussion and

experimental evaluation on the limitations of a priori prediction of web content popularity.

The main research question is to assess the feasibility of the popularity prediction task

using simple regression models. The authors build several regression models using linear

regression, regression trees and Random Forests, based on social network, content, meta-data

and external sources features. Experimental results lead the authors to conclude that the

best performing models were unable to explain more than half of the variance in popularity,

12International Movie Database (IMDB): http://www.imdb.com/.
13Al Jazeera: http://www.aljazeera.com/.

http://www.imdb.com/
http://www.aljazeera.com/
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and that their performance is far from achieving deterministic accuracy.

2.3.3 Time Series Forecasting Tasks

In this section previous work on popularity prediction focusing on time series forecasting

tasks is described. A time-series is a time-ordered set of observations of a given continuous

variable y1, y2, . . . , yt 2 Y , where yt is the value measured at time t. The overall assumption

is that an unknown function correlates the past and future values of Y , i.e. yt+h =

f(hyt�k, . . . , yt�1, yti). The objective of time series forecasting tasks is to apply a learning

process that provides an approximation of this unknown function, i.e. a model, in order

to forecast future values of variable Y . Previous work in time series forecasting tasks are

all concerning a posteriori prediction, since one of its requirements is data on the items’

popularity evolution.

Pinto et al. [191] propose two new models, solely based on behavioural features, for time series

forecasting tasks. The proposed models build on the work of Szabo and Huberman [212].

However, instead of using data on a single point in time concerning the popularity of the

items, the authors propose to use historical data and sample the total number of views in

regular intervals. The first proposed model consists of a multivariate linear model where

weights are attributed to the intervals depicting the evolution of popularity. The second

model proposed by the authors builds on the former, adding a measure of similarity to other

patterns of popularity using Radial Basis Functions [99]. The models were validated using

data from Youtube videos. Results show that both proposed models are able to provide better

results in comparison to the work of Szabo and Huberman [212]. Additionally, the authors

address an issue left unresolved by Szabo and Huberman, concerning the specialization of

models. The authors studied this issue by building models for each of the available video

categories which, in the vast majority of cases, had a minimal impact on the prediction error.

Using a bayesian model, Zaman et al. [254] propose to describe the evolution of tweets in

terms of their respective retweets. The objective defined by the authors is to enable the

prediction of the popularity of tweets as early as possible. Using behavioural and social

network features, the experimental evaluation of the time series forecasting task shows

the ability to predict items with under 40% of error (relative to the metric Mean Average

Percentage Error, defined in Section 2.4) in the first 5 minutes after the tweet is posted.

Gursun et al. [96] provide an analysis of the popularity evolution of Youtube videos, con-

cluding that there are two types of patterns: those with rapid changes in popularity (rarely-

accessed) and those that are consistently popular in long time periods (frequently-accessed).

Based on these conclusions, the authors propose two approaches for each of the types of

patterns, solely based on behavioural features, i.e. the evolution of popularity. Concerning

the rarely-accessed videos, the authors propose a time series clustering approach based on
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hierarchical clustering. As for the frequently-accessed videos, the authors use Autoregressive

Moving Average models (ARMA) [38]. The authors evaluate their proposal both in terms

of predictive and ranking ability, concluding that it is capable of minimizing the prediction

error and of improving the quality of the rankings, in comparison to a set of standard learning

tools.

2.3.4 Other Tasks

Several proposed approaches have formalized the problem of web content popularity predic-

tion di↵erently from classification, regression or time series forecasting and tasks. In this

section we provide an overview of such work including time series clustering, learn to rank,

survival analysis and matrix factorization tasks.

Time Series Clustering

Clustering techniques are commonly employed in order to organize unlabelled data into

similar groups. Clusters are formed by grouping cases that show a maximum similarity

with other cases in the group and minimum similarity with other groups. Time series

clustering is a special type of clustering techniques where cases concern temporal sequences.

Its application is advantageous as it leads to discovering relevant patterns in time series

data [4].

Concerning time series clustering approaches and the task of web content popularity predic-

tion, Yang and Leskovec [246] propose the K-Spectral Centroid (K-SC) clustering algorithm.

This time series clustering approach uses a similarity metric which is invariant to scaling

and shifting. Additionally, in order to allow for its use in large data sets, it is coupled with

an adaptive wavelet-based incremental approach [43] for scaling purposes. The authors’

proposal is validated using news, blog posts and Twitter data. The time series clustering

approach proposed in the work by Keneshloo et al. [121], and described in Section 2.3.1,

uses this approach for clustering in combination with SpikeM [163], a time-series detection

method.

The work of Figueiredo et al. [81] presents a thorough study of the patterns and trends of

popularity evolution in groups of Youtube videos from three di↵erent data sets (most popular

videos, copyrighted videos, and videos from random queries). The authors provide important

insight into some of the main issues concerning the problem of popularity prediction. Results

show that the most popular and the copyrighted videos achieve the majority of the observed

views very early on and that this behaviour is concentrated in bursts, in contrast with videos

from random queries. Also, using the work of Yang and Leskovec [246], authors denote that

the most popular and the videos from random queries share the same type of popularity
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trends. Finally, results show that the internal recommendation mechanisms of Youtube are

the main propellers of popularity, and that videos with similar content often share the same

type of trends.

Learn to Rank

These tasks are quite similar to regression and classification tasks in a posteriori prediction

settings, where instead of predicting popularity (e.g. number of comments, popularity class)

the objective of the task is to predict the position of the items in a ranking. The target

variables in learn to rank tasks are ordinal, commonly described as integers, and ordered by

decreasing order of relevance.

Yin et al. [249] propose the Conformer-Maverick model based on two latent personalities of

items’ quality voting users: i) conformer, those with a high degree of conforming behaviour;

and ii) maverick, those casting opposite votes in relation to social groups. Based solely on

behavioural features, the authors evaluate their proposal with posts data from Jokebox14.

Results show that the proposed approach is capable of accurately predicting and ranking the

news articles clicked by users. Also using only behavioural features, McCreadie et al. [165]

propose a voting model combined with the weighting model DPH of the Divergence from

Randomness framework [14]. Results show that it improves performance over other popular

approaches when validated with a data set from TREC 2009 [158].

Hsu et al. [106] propose the use of SVM models with a feature space of behavioural, social

network and content features using news items’ data from Digg. Results show that this

approach could be useful in filtering comments in order to promote those of higher quality

(according to other users) and remove the low quality ones. Building on the work of

Joachims [115], an approach for personalized recommendation of news articles is proposed

by Morales et al. [60] by leveraging behavioural, social network and meta-data features from

both social media (Twitter) and o�cial media (Yahoo! News).

Survival Analysis

Assuming a hazard distribution, these tasks are focused on predicting the likelihood of

an item’s lifetime, i.e. how long will users keep sharing a web content. Lee et al. [136],

building on previous work [137], propose a generalized framework for such type of task.

Using behavioural and temporal features, the authors resort to the Cox proportional hazard

regression model [52]. Results show that the approach is capable of predicting the lifetime

of threads based on 5-6 days of observation, and also capable of predicting the number of

comments the threads will receive based on its first 2-3 days of behavioural data.

14Jokebox: http://www.jibjab.com/jokebox.

http://www.jibjab.com/jokebox
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Matrix Factorization

This task consists of the factorization of a given matrix into a product of its sub-matrices.

For example, in the work of Wu et al. [241], the authors propose the Multi-scale Temporal

Decomposition (MTD) framework, in order to decompose a popularity matrix into latent

spaces based on contextual associations. In the proposed framework the authors factorize

popularity of web content into user-item contexts and time-sensitive contexts and build the

prediction models using SVR [65]. This proposal is validated using a data set of photos’

popularity from Flickr. The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated using

several baselines, and results confirm its e↵ectiveness in popularity prediction tasks.

In order to provide a concise and summarized overview of the previous work described,

Table 2.1 is presented, focusing on distinguishing the approaches by type of task, scenario

(a priori or a posteriori, whether ranking evaluation was conducted and features used.

2.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches to the problem of popularity

prediction, a diverse set of metrics has been used. Their diversity is greatly related to

the task used to formalize the prediction problem. As such, the description of evaluation

approaches is divided according to the type of target variable: i) nominal, ii) numeric, or

iii) ranking.

Evaluation metrics regarding the first type of target variables, nominal, are associated

to classification and time series clustering tasks. However, in some proposals concerning

numeric target variables, the authors discretize the prediction outcome in order to evaluate

results as a nominal variable [95]. The second type of target variables, numeric, are mainly

related to regression and time series forecasting tasks. Nonetheless, we should note that

they have been used on a few occasions in other tasks such as ranking [249]. The third

type of target variables, rankings, are ordinal variables reporting to a type of tasks where

the results are ordered by importance. This importance is commonly denoted by numeric

values, ordered in decreasing fashion, i.e. the most important item is ranked first.

Nominal Target Variables

In a considerable number of previous works, approaches concerning nominal target variables

frame the problem as a two-class scenario, i.e. relevant or non-relevant items. Results are

commonly presented with a confusion matrix. An example of such matrix is illustrated in

Table 2.2. This matrix allows the analysis of correct and incorrect prediction of classes. Cases
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Table 2.1: Summary of the reviewed web content popularity prediction approaches as to the

type of task and setting. It provides an indication on whether the work provides a ranking

evaluation and the type of features used, including behavioural (B), social network (SN),

content (C), temporal (T), meta-data (MD) and external sources (ES) features.

Approach Features

Task Setting Ranking B SN C T MD ES Proposals

Classification

A Posteriori No

X X [140, 239]
X X X [109, 95]
X X X X [47]
X X X X X [121]
X X X X [207]
X X X [200]

A Priori
No

X X [185]
X X X [135]
X X X X [104]
X X X X X [224]

X X [174, 24]
X X X X [15]

Regression

A Posteriori
No

X [118, 212, 225, 123, 217]
[215, 6, 206, 87]

X X [142, 251, 124]
X X X [109, 95]
X X X X [226]
X X X X X [133, 126]
X X [18]
X X X [255]
X X X [157]
X X [179, 200]

Yes X X [256]

A Priori
No

X X X X [133]
X X X [135]
X X X X [161]
X X [23]

X X [24]
Yes X X X X [15]

Time Series Forecasting A Posteriori
No

X [191]
X X [254]
X X X [95]

Yes X [96]

Time Series Clustering A Posteriori
No X [246]

Yes
X [96]
X X X [81]

Learn to Rank A Posteriori Yes
X [249, 165]
X X X [60]
X X X [106]

Survival Analysis A Posteriori No X X [137, 136]

Matrix Factorization A Posteriori No X X [241]

that are correctly predicted as being positive or negative are considered to be true positives

(TP) and true negatives (TN), respectively. Conversely, instances wrongly predicted as

positive or negative are respectively considered as false positive (FP) or false positive (FN).

Table 2.2: General confusion matrix for a two-class scenario.

Predicted

Positive Negative

T
ru

e Positive TP FN

Negative FP TN
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Evaluation metrics concerning nominal target variables are mostly derived from the notions

presented by confusion matrices. The most common and general-purpose evaluation metric

is Accuracy (Equation 2.1), which concerns the overall predictive performance of the models

by denoting the rate of correct predictions in both classes.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

FP + TP + FN + TN
(2.1)

It is broadly used in previous work for classification ([207, 185, 95, 15]), logistic regression

([47, 104]) and time series clustering tasks ([246]). Roy et al. [200] evaluated their work

using the error rate, which is the complement of accuracy, i.e. 1�Accuracy. The Accuracy

metric may also be applied to multi-class scenarios, as in the work of Jamali et al. [109],

where the authors refer to the metric as k-way classification accuracy. This can be achieved

by framing the problem as a 1-n or n-n class scenario. This could also be accomplished by

applying the Balanced Accuracy metric, which measures the predictive quality for each class

independently, averaged by the number of classes. This metric uses the diagonal elements of

the confusion matrix (Table 2.2) and its row sums:

BalancedAccuracy =
c11

c11+c12 + c22
c21+c22

2
(2.2)

Although widely used, the accuracy metric has raised various issues, such as its inability to

handle imbalanced distributions [35], i.e. a set of cases in a binary classification scenario

where the positive and negative cases are not divided equally and are not equally important.

This issue, known as the accuracy paradox [260], expresses the contradiction that a model

with high accuracy may not be the best prediction model, and vice-versa. Taking into

account these issues, previous work has also used the F-Score metric, based on the work

of Rijsbergen [198], and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves [71] in order to

evaluate web content popularity prediction tasks.

The F-Score metric is a combination of two other metrics (Precision and Recall). These may

be loosely described as follows: Precision provides an indication on how accurate the model

is when predicting the positive cases, and Recall describes how frequently the positive cases

are identified as such by the model. The F-Score (F�) combines these two metrics using

the � coe�cient, which defines the importance of recall w.r.t. precision. As such, when

� = 1, both precision and recall have the same weight; when � > 1, the weight of recall

over precision increases; and, when � < 1, precision will weigh more than recall regarding

the F� outcome. These metrics are formally described in Equations 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. In

previous work, these metrics are widely used (e.g. [239, 224, 140, 121]), which is explained

by their ability to convey information on the predictive accuracy of the models on the target

cases [75].
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Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2.3) Recall =

TP

TP + FN
(2.4)

F� =
(1 + �) · Precision ·Recall

�2 · Precision+Recall
(2.5)

Finally, ROC curves are described as graphical representations of the classifiers’ performance

considering several levels of discrimination. They illustrate the trade-o↵s between the true

positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR), also named as sensitivity and fall-out,

respectively, and defined in Equations 2.6 and 2.7.

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(2.6) FPR =

FP

FP + TN
(2.7)

As such, ROC curves are essentially representations of TPR as a function of FPR. However,

the main caveat of this approach is that given a large amount of curves, a decision on the

best model may be di�cult [192]. This motivates the use of the metric Area under the ROC

curve (AUC) [166]. This metric, defined in Equation 2.8, allows for the evaluation of the

best model regarding its average performance. Both the ROC curves and AUC have been

previously proposed as alternatives to accuracy [193].

AUC =
1 + TPR� FPR

2
(2.8)

In previous work addressing the problem of web content popularity prediction both the ROC

curves and AUC were used in di↵erent types of data mining tasks, such as classification [109],

logistic regression [47, 174] and time series clustering [96].

Numeric Target Variables

Unlike data mining tasks such as classification, where the evaluation objective is to assess

the ability to correctly predict the class of a given example, the objective in numeric target

tasks is to reduce the distance (i.e. metric error) between the predicted value ŷ and the true

value y of a given item.

In order to capture di↵erent aspects in terms of evaluation, the metrics proposed and used

in the problem of web content popularity prediction are mostly related to the notion of

absolute, relative and squared error, or a combination of such notions.

Given a set of n predicted items, the mean absolute (MAE), and squared (MSE) errors are

defined as follows:

MAE =
1

n

nX

i=1

|ŷi � yi| (2.9) MSE =
1

n

nX

i=1

(ŷi � yi)
2 (2.10)
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The main di↵erence between these two evaluation metrics is the scale in which the prediction

errors are calculated. In the case of the MAE (used in [124, 179]), the scale used is the

same as the data, averaging all the pair-wise di↵erences between predicted and true values,

i.e. prediction error. As for the MSE (used in [226, 133, 24]), this metric averages the

prediction error, which in turn is scaled to the power of two. The scaling property of these

well known metrics entail some caveats as to the impact of under- or over-prediction. In

metrics accounting for absolute errors, each pair-wise comparison contributes equally to the

final score. However, this is not the case for the MSE evaluation metric: larger errors weigh

more when comparing to smaller errors.

Based on the notions of absolute, relative and squared error, several other metrics have

been used in previous work. For example, solely concerning the absolute error, previous

approaches have evaluated their work using the Median Absolute Error ([124]), Absolute

Percentage Error ([256, 157]), Mean Absolute Percentage Error ([123, 254]) and Alternative

Mean Absolute Error ([18]) metrics. These evaluation metrics are defined in Equations 2.11,

2.12, 2.13 and 2.14, respectively.

mAE = median(|ŷi � yi| , 8i 2 n) (2.11)
APE =

nX

i=1

����
ŷi � yi

yi

���� (2.12)

MAPE =
1

n

nX

i=1

����
ŷi � yi

yi

���� (2.13) AMAPE =
1

n

nX

i=1

����
ŷi � yi

ȳ

���� (2.14)

The most common evaluation metric in previous work is the Root Mean Squared Error (used

in [15, 249, 6, 225, 179] and others), defined in Equation 2.15. It is generally conceived as a

good measure of error magnitude, mainly due to its two main characteristics: as in MSE,

i) it penalizes exponentially large prediction errors, but ii) it rescales the results to the scale

of the target variable making the outcome more comprehensible.

RMSE =

vuut 1

n

nX

i=1

(ŷi � yi)2 (2.15)

Following the same idea of the use of the square root, the metrics Normalized Mean Squared

Error (NMSE) and Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (RMSLE) are also used in

previous work [6, 251]. The former normalizes the squared error using the square of the true

value in the respective pair-wise comparisons. The latter is defined similarly to RMSE but

uses the logarithms of the predicted and true values. These metrics are defined in Equations

2.16 and 2.17.

NMSE =
nX

i=1

(ŷi � yi)2

y2i
(2.16)
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RMSLE =

vuut 1

n

nX

i=1

(log (ŷ + 1)� log (y + 1))2 (2.17)

Additionally, some metrics used in previous work ([216, 157, 191]) combine the di↵erent

types of errors. These include the Absolute Squared Error (QSE) and the Relative Squared

Error (RSE), described in Equations 2.18 and 2.19.

QSE =
nX

i=1

(|ŷi � yi|)2 (2.18) RSE =
nX

i=1

✓
ŷi
yi

� 1

◆2

(2.19)

Apart from the aforementioned evaluation metrics, two of the most standard tools for evalu-

ation of models are the Correlation Coe�cient (R) and the Determination Coe�cient (R2).

The former (used in [15, 18, 161, 135, 23, 179]) is a statistical correlation coe�cient (defined

in Equation 2.20) also known as the Pearson product moment correlation coe�cient [183],

which measures the linear dependency between two variables, i.e. the predicted and true

values.

R =
n
P

ŷy � (
P

ŷ)(
P

y)p
n(
P

ŷ2)� (
P

ŷ)2
p
n(
P

y2)� (
P

y)2
(2.20)

The latter is a metric based on the variance proportion of the target variable, indicating the

models’ ability to predict such target. It is defined as the square of the correlation coe�cient,

R2, and is commonly used in previous work to explain the contribution of specific sets of

features [41].

Finally, in the work of Yu et al. [251], the authors used the metric Precision with �-Tolerance.

This metric is conceptually similar to the aforementioned metric Precision, used in tasks

with nominal target variables. However, since it is not possible to apply it in the same

manner, this metric considers a prediction as correct when the prediction error is smaller

than �. This enables the metric to account for cases where the prediction is considered to

be accurate or inaccurate, thus allowing a procedure as denoted in Equation 2.3.

Rankings

In the previous sections the evaluation metrics described pertained to tasks where the

objective is either to predict a nominal or to predict a numeric value. In the case of rankings,

which are ordinal variables commonly denoted as integers, the objective is to predict and

evaluate the correct order of a set of items. In terms of evaluation, given a set of queries

Q where each query q has n items, which are ordered by their relevance, the objective is to

evaluate the correctness of the items’ order in the predicted ranking (R̂) in comparison to

that of the true ranking (R). In previous work concerning regression tasks, some authors used
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the outcome of their numeric prediction tasks to derive rankings and evaluate the outcome

as a ranking (e.g. [256, 216, 106, 15]).

The Spearman Correlation (⇢) and Kendall Correlation Tau (⌧) are amongst the most well-

known evaluation metrics for rankings. The former (used in [241]) assesses two rankings as

to their deviation (i.e., error). The latter (used in [15, 215, 256]) is based on the number

of pairs with the same value (concordant) and those with di↵erent values (discordant), and

as such is insensitive to error. They are defined in Equations 2.21 and 2.22. Both metrics

are bounded by [�1, 1], and the predicted and true rank correspond to an exact monotone

function when ⇢ or ⌧ are equal to �1 (i.e. exact opposite) or 1 (identical).

⇢ = 1�
6 ·

Pn
i=1

⇣
R̂i �Ri

⌘2

n · (n2 � 1)
(2.21) ⌧ =

|concordant|� |discordant|
n·(n�1)

2

(2.22)

Precision at k (P@k) and Recall at k (R@k) are two standard ranking evaluation metrics

used in previous work concerning the scope of our problem [15, 60, 165]. Similarly to the

metrics of Precision and Recall in classification, the former measures the number of relevant

items on the top-k ranking positions, and the latter expresses the fraction of relevant items

in the top-k positions that were correctly ranked as such. These are described in Equations

2.23 and 2.24.

P@k =
|relevantk \ retrievedk|

|retrievedk|
(2.23) R@k =

|relevantk \ retrievedk|
|relevantk|

(2.24)

The metric Average Precision (AP ) computes the average precision for all values of i where

i is the rank position, n is the number of retrieved items and Rel(q, i) is a binary function

evaluating the relevance of the i -th ranked item of a given query q. This binary function

attributes 1 to relevant items at rank i and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, the Mean Average

Precision (MAP ) is computed to determine the e↵ectiveness of the ranking mechanism over

all queries, where |Q| is the number of queries. These metrics (used in [165, 215]) are

described in Equations 2.25 and 2.26.

AP (q) =

Pn
i=1 P@i(q)⇥Rel(q, i)

|relevanti|
, (2.25) MAP =

P|Q|
q=1AP (q)

|Q| (2.26)

An important commonality of the previously described metrics is that they do not account for

the position of the item itself. Conversely, the Reciprocal Rank ensures such accountability,

and is described as the inverse of the rank at which the first relevant document is retrieved.

As in MAP and MRP , the Mean Reciprocal Rank (used in [60]) is defined as the average

of the reciprocal ranks over all queries where |Q| is the total number of queries and rankq is

the rank position where the first relevant item was found, for each query q. This metric is

defined in Equation 2.27.
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MRR =
1

|Q|

|Q|X

q=1

1

rankq
(2.27)

The previously presented metrics, although di↵erent regarding the consideration of the items’

position in the ranking, are defined with the same binary concept of relevance, i.e. an item is

either relevant or non-relevant. Contrary to this binary notion, the Normalized Discounted

Cumulative Gain [111] (nDCG) allows users to associate multi-graded relevance judgments

to items in a ranking. It also uses discount factors to simulate user experience by decreasing

the impact of a given item’s evaluation, as one goes through the ranking in a descending

fashion, while most metrics weigh the positions uniformly. The normalization of Discounted

Cumulative Gain (DCG) to a value between 0 and 1 is done by dividing the DCG score by

the score corresponding to the optimal ordering of ranking (idealDCG). These metrics are

described in Equations 2.28 and 2.29.

DCG@k(q) =
kX

i=1

2Rel
q,i � 1

log2(1 + i)
(2.28)

NDCG@k =

PQ
q=1

DCG@k(q)
idealDCG@k(q)

Q
(2.29)

2.5 Discussion

So far, this chapter presented a thorough and extensive review of previous work. The review

addressed the problem of web content popularity prediction in several of its dimensions.

These include the previous proposals’ objectives, features, formalized data mining tasks and

evaluation metrics used.

Martin et al. [161] performed an extensive analysis of the predictive ability of popularity

prediction models. Concerning a posteriori prediction approaches, the authors conclude that

the ”peeking” strategy enables the prediction models to have a much better performance than

a priori approaches. This is justified as using the early behaviour of the items enables the

prediction models to take advantage of the cumulative advantage dynamics [207]. However,

the a priori task is di�cult to solve since it solely relies on descriptors of the items and the

known behaviour of past items. Given the fast changing context of the interplay between

content and user preferences, this results in more di�cult prediction tasks.

The limitations of previous a priori prediction proposals are outlined by the experimental

evaluation also carried out by Martin et al. [161], evaluating the use of a diverse set of

features (content, social network, meta-data and external sources). The authors conclude

the following: i) models solely based on content and/or meta-data features provide a poor

performance; ii) the use of social network features is more useful, but iii) the best results are

obtained when combined with user’s past behaviour; finally, iv) using meta-data or external
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sources’ features with the best performing models does not provide significant additional

performance.

Despite these conclusions, it should be noted that the authors used the Determination

Coe�cient (R2) metric in order to evaluate the models. This metric is insensitive to outliers

(i.e. rare cases), and therefore could cause the introduction of some bias in the analysis. In

any case, the use of social network features raises serious issues in at least two aspects. First,

using social network features in a broad spectrum prediction-based system raises the issue

of access to data. Although it is possible to relax this issue, by obtaining a sample of data

which is used to derive and test prediction models, its extensive use would virtually require

full access to real-time data. Unfortunately, it is highly unlikely that this option is available

to anyone other than the data owners. Secondly, handling data on the connections that users

establish with other users, as well as harnessing and using their interactions, raises issues

related to privacy [91].

It is possible that the distinction between a priori and a posteriori prediction scenarios made

in previous formalizations of the popularity prediction task could undermine the potential

of both types of approaches. As stated before, the a priori prediction models are focused

on predicting the popularity of web content items before their publication, when no social

feedback from users is available. It also includes situations when the access to the evolution

of popularity is not available. As for a posteriori prediction models, these are essentially

focused on modelling the behaviour of popularity in order to forecast the future popularity.

However, no previous approach has studied the combination of these two approaches to the

problem of popularity prediction, specially when focusing on the first moments after the

publication of web content items.

One of web content popularity’s most distinct characteristics relates to its distribution.

Barabasi [26] claims that increasing evidence shows that human behaviour is characterized

by short bursts of high activity followed by long periods of inactivity, as a result of decision-

based queuing processes, leading to power-law distributions. It should be noted that some

work [209, 146, 118] has presented evidence contrary to this claim, by proposing that the

data is better fitted by a log-normal distribution or the superposition of two log-normal

distributions. However, most authors have provided evidence of web content popularity

describing a power-law. Simkin and Roychowdhury [208] verify this claim through a thorough

experimental evaluation process and Easley and Kleinberg [56] associate this characteristic

to the ”rich-get-richer” e↵ect, where items that become popular have a higher probability of

becoming even more popular because they are promoted. Previous work has denoted the high

di�culty in predicting such cases of highly popular web content items [121, 123, 87, 206, 15].

This characteristic implies that the large majority of web content items gathers a low level

of popularity, in contrast to a small set of rare web content items that obtain very high

popularity levels. Standard learning tools and most evaluation metrics are focused on
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predicting and evaluating the average behaviour of data. As such, a problem surges in

the context of popularity prediction as items are not equally important, i.e. from a set

of many web content items, one wants to recommend to users the most popular ones. To

exemplify this issue, consider a classification task of predicting the popularity of web content,

where 95% of the items have normal levels of popularity and only 5% of the items have high

levels of popularity. In this case, the average item has a low level of popularity. As such,

if a standard learning algorithm would predict all cases as having a low level of popularity,

the widely used evaluation metric Accuracy would present an excellent result of 0.95. Since

the items are not equally important, using this metric will inflate the evaluation, failing to

convey that none of the highly popular items (those which we want to suggest) were correctly

predicted. In classification tasks and others with nominal target variables, this issue can be

more appropriately evaluated using metrics such as the F-Score or ROC curves.

Tasks with numerical target variables are equally prone to such learning and evaluation

issues. To describe such issues, a prediction scenario is exemplified15 in Table 2.3 and

depicted in Figure 2.1 using synthetically generated data. In this scenario, two models (M1

and M2) provide their respective sets of predictions.

Table 2.3: Predictions made by two artificial models M1 and M2 with their respective error

and the ground-truth values.

Predictions of Two Artificial Models

True 2.71 3.35 3.36 3.63 4.08 4.16 4.31 5.55 5.78 6.40

M1 2.67 3.29 3.43 3.73 3.97 4.28 4.54 5.91 7.03 4.72

Loss M1 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.12 0.23 0.64 1.45 1.68

M2 1.03 4.59 3.74 3.88 4.20 4.03 4.42 5.59 5.74 6.37

Loss M2 1.68 1.24 0.72 0.45 0.88 0.77 0.89 0.04 0.04 0.03
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Figure 2.1: Misleading scenario for standard error metrics in a regression task, using artificial

data.

Figure 2.1 shows that model M1 obtains a superior predictive accuracy at low values of

the data and that model M2 is far more accurate at the highest values. However, if

standard metrics such as Mean Squared Error and Mean Absolute Error16 (MSE and MAE,

15This example is based on the scenario proposed in the work of Ribeiro [196].
16Also known as Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD).
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respectively) are calculated, no di↵erence between these two models is found: both models

obtain a score of 0.461 for MSE and a score for MAE of 0.397. This occurs because these

metrics are unable to distinguish where (in the domain of the target variable) the errors

occur.

Considering the thorough review of previous work presented in this chapter, it is observed

that evaluation metrics used in previous work concerning numerical prediction tasks are

prone to this problem. Notwithstanding, proposals have been presented in order to deal

with learning and evaluation scenarios such as those of web content popularity prediction.

Based on the concept of utility, Ribeiro [196] proposes the formalization of such learning tasks

as utility-based regression tasks, and describes appropriate evaluation metrics to account for

non-uniform domain preferences of users.

Regarding the experimental methodology used in previous work, we observe that the pro-

posed approaches were mainly validated using either the out-of-sample method [213] or

k-fold cross validation [93]. The former consists of dividing the available data in two parts,

train and test sets, which will be used to build the models and evaluate its performance,

respectively. The latter partitions the data in k parts, and iteratively chooses one to predict,

the remaining to learn the models, and validation results are averaged. As to the definition

of k, previous work mainly defined it as k = 5 (e.g. [124, 23, 207]) and k = 10 (e.g.

[140, 239, 118, 225, 217]).

Given the scope of our problem and the context of the data (i.e. temporal order), several

issues concerning the usage of such experimental methodologies may be raised. Previous work

has shown that results obtained using the out-of-sample method may lead to a unreliable

measure of the models’ quality [213]. The main caveat is its limitations in providing an

optimal approximation of the error. In contrast, k-fold cross validation allows for the

convergence of the validation scores, although at a higher computational cost. However,

when the data is dependent, the validation of results using k-fold cross validation also raises

caveats [16], since this methodology assumes that train and test sets are independent. In

the case of dependent data, such as that of our scope where a temporal dependency exists,

the use of such strategy may not provide an adequate simulation. Notwithstanding, other

proposed methodologies are capable of tackling this caveat, such as forward validation [102]

and multiple period out-of-sample tests [213]. The former guarantees that the test set will

always be ahead of the train set, increasing incrementally the size of the train set. The latter

can be loosely described as an application of the out-of-sample method on k samples of the

entire data set, therefore maintaining the temporal order as well.

Finally, concerning ranking tasks, one of the characteristics of web content is that it is

multi-source [152]. As such, it is possible for one given item to be published in several social

media platforms, and therefore have multiple scores of popularity. In previous work, a set

of approaches focused on this characteristic [179, 200, 41]. Their objective is to predict
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the popularity of a given web content in a given social media source, using behavioural

features of the same web content in other social media sources. The encouraging results

obtained by the authors shows this connectivity between web content items in multiple

sources. However, we should note that precisely due to the connection of web contents in

several sources, using behavioural features from external sources in order to tackle the task

of predicting the popularity of contents in a third-party source, considerably relaxes the

prediction task. Despite the former, this multi-source characteristic of web content raises an

important related research question, of how to rank items that have more than one objective

target variable. Regardless of the extensive review presented in this chapter, this issue seems

to have not been considered in previous work.

2.6 Conclusions

The discussion provided in the previous section describes the issues and questions raised by

previous work. In addition, it also outlines the main focus points of the contributions in this

thesis. These are described as follows.

• The main problem addressed is that of accurately predicting and ranking rare cases

of highly popular web content items, by tackling the problems raised by standard

prediction models and evaluation metrics. As such, this work is focused on numer-

ical prediction tasks. Concerning the formalization of prediction tasks, the work of

Ribeiro [196] concerning utility-based regression is leveraged.

• New approaches for both a priori and a posteriori prediction are proposed, and a new

predictive strategy is proposed based on dynamic ensembles.

• Concerning evaluation, a robust framework is proposed. The objective of this frame-

work is to allow a multi-level overview of the models’ predictive accuracy and a

comparison between error-based and utility-based evaluation metrics.

• Finally, the problem of multi-source ranking is addressed. This includes the proposal

and evaluation of combinatorial methods concerning multiple feeds of popularity scores,

taking into consideration the issue of imbalanced data.

In the following chapter, the characteristics of social media data are studied in depth. For this

purpose, two novel data sets concerning online news feeds are presented and an exploratory

analysis is detailed. This analysis motivates the aforementioned contributions, which are

described in subsequent chapters.



Chapter 3

The Case of Online News Feeds

In this chapter the case of online news feeds is presented. A detailed description of its

characteristics is provided as well as the motivation for using this type of web content in

the experimental evaluations of the thesis’ contributions. Two new data sets are introduced

allowing for the analysis of scenarios involving both single and multiple o�cial and social

media sources. An exploratory analysis is performed in order to further discuss previous

works’ conclusions and new insights.

3.1 Introduction

With the evolution of technology and the increasing coverage of Internet access, news outlets,

and journalism in general, have faced several problems. Apart from the obvious economic

impact, with the noticeable downfall of physical newspapers’ sales [165], this has had a great

impact on traditional news distribution. Nowadays, most newspapers thrive on their online

presence and greatly depend on web advertisement revenues [160].

This transition from o✏ine to online newspapers also provoked an enormous growth in volume

and diversity of online news articles, coupled with increased easiness in access [188]. Due to

the low cost of publishing online, it has also caused a great overlap of news stories, where

media outlets attempt to cover as many events as possible, in the shortest time period. The

combination of such factors creates a setting of information overload, where the volume of

accessible information is so overwhelming that it causes an inability to make decisions or to

fully understand the issues [60].

These factors, in addition to the need of managing the galloping demand of news from

users, presents several problems to decision-makers in news rooms. Namely, the ability to

act quickly on breaking news. These lead to consecutive updates (new stories) requiring an

almost constant readiness to react and to decide on which news to promote and advertise.

On the other hand, it also raises concerns regarding the consumption of news by the users:

61
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given the high volume of news stories divulged every day, spanning a variety of topics, the

e↵ort required by users to find the items most relevant to them is a major issue [60].

Addressing user demand, but also in order to ease the e↵ort of going through multiple

online newspapers, news recommender systems have become very popular. These serve as

aggregation sites for news of multiple outlets, where news rankings are suggested to users,

in order to facilitate the search of relevant items. To a considerable degree, the evolution

and success of such platforms is due to research on collaborative filtering approaches [1].

Collaborative filtering leverages data concerning the interaction of users and items, allowing

to derive a deep understanding of trends and similarities between both entities. However,

these approaches are prone to several issues. Namely, when considering the high throughput

of news and the dynamics of the topics, these systems are required to find relevant news

early. This is di�cult, as collaborative filtering requires data on related user-behaviour and

recent items do not have such data. In addition, previous work suggests that traditional in-

formation retrieval and web page ranking approaches have demonstrate several shortcomings

in identifying and recommending the most relevant information to users [59].

A comprehensive list of the challenges that recommendation systems face in this context of

news feeds is described by Özgöbek et al. [262]. These include the cold-start problem of not

having data related to a given item, and the recency problem where the available data is

not su�cient for accurate recommendations. In this context, researchers have focused on

tackling the task of predicting the popularity of news in social media. The cold-start problem

is related to a priori prediction (without related social feedback), and the recency problem

is mainly related to a posteriori prediction (when available social feedback is insu�cient for

accurate predictions), both extensively reviewed in the previous chapter. In both prediction

tasks, the main assumption is that the data presents a realistic sample of the interest relation

between users and news [165].

A recent international study [176] on news consumption has shown that half (51%) of the

Internet users use social media as a source of news each week and that 24% of users share

news in social media on a weekly basis. This relates to the large amount of news-related

queries submitted by users, providing evidence that a great amount of activity in social

media is a response to news events [170]. As an example, Kwak et al. [134] show that nearly

85% of Twitter posts are related to news.

In addition, news items have a very short lifetime in terms of capturing the attention of

users, when compared to other types of web content, e.g. videos. Specifically, previous work

has shown that news may receive the attention of users up until two [60] or four days [246]

after they are published. This fast fading characteristic can be associated to habituation

or the diversion of attention towards other news [242], as previously referenced, which in

turn is manifested in the suggestions provided to users [208]. This amounts to the common
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property of web content, where their popularity in social media is described by a heavy-tail

distribution: most of the items are relatively unpopular, and a small set of rare cases are

highly popular.

This exacerbates the popularity prediction task using news-related data, requiring highly

reactive predictions, and the ability for them to be highly accurate, specially when concerning

rare cases of highly popular news. The success of such prediction tasks can lead to consider-

able improvements in the quality of news recommendations. Namely, accurate and early news

popularity predictions allow for more reactive suggestions of news, to improve the quality

of popular items’ suggestions [215] and faster discovery of relevant news [256]. Considering

the plethora of previously proposed approaches concerning popularity prediction, it clearly

shows the importance of solving this prediction task and how it continues to be an important

goal, not only for users, but also for media professionals [12].

3.2 Data Sets

In this section two novel data sets are presented1, which will be used in the subsequent

chapters for experimental evaluations.

The goal of popularity prediction tasks using online news feeds’ data is commonly to an-

ticipate the popularity of a given news story in social media. News data can be obtained

from two types of sources: i) o�cial media, and ii) social media sources. The first type

of source, o�cial media, relates to the origin of news items and their original content. It

may also provide an indication of the items’ relevance according to the o�cial media source,

denoted by its ranking position. The second, social media, is the medium used to measure

the attention received by the news items, i.e. popularity. In previous work, the provenance

of the data used can be framed in one of three settings: i) solely using o�cial media sources

(e.g. [242, 142, 212]), ii) solely using social media sources (e.g. [207, 186]), or iii) using data

from both o�cial and social media sources (e.g. [141, 104, 60]).

O�cial media sources include legacy media2 outlets (e.g. The Washington Post), news

aggregation platforms (e.g. Digg, Slashdot) and news recommender systems (e.g. Google

News, Yahoo! News). Most of previous work solely concerning o�cial sources was focused

on the second, with emphasis on the Digg platform. However, since one of the objectives of

this thesis is to analyse the ranking ability of the prediction models proposed, the focus of

this work is on the third type of o�cial sources: news recommender systems. This choice

has the benefits of i) providing a potentially large list of items, ordered by the relevance

attributed by the system, and of ii) presenting a multitude of news outlets, including those

1Both data sets are available for download at www.dcc.fc.up.pt/
~

nmoniz/Thesis/FullDataSets.zip.
2Common expression to denote traditional media outlets.

www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~nmoniz/Thesis/FullDataSets.zip
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that are not considered as being legacy media.

Regarding social media sources of news data, research shows that the micro-blogging platform

Twitter covers almost all news-wire events but the opposite is not true [186]. Furthermore,

Osborne and Dredze [181] have shown that Twitter is the preferred medium for breaking

news, almost consistently leading Facebook or Google+. However, this claim has since

grown out of date, as it has been shown [181] that Facebook is now the leading platform in

accessing and sharing news, followed by Twitter. Newman et al. [176] provide a survey of over

50,000 people in 26 countries concerning news consumption. It shows that the most popular

platform is Facebook, followed by Youtube, Twitter, Whatsapp, Google+, LinkedIn and

Instagram. The data sets presented in this section include these sources with the exceptions

of Youtube, Whatsapp and Instagram. The reason for this is that such platforms either

do not allow the sharing of news items (although allowing it in comments) as in the case of

Youtube and Instagram, or are essentially focused on direct messaging, significantly reducing

the dynamics of popularity and social spread.

In order to allow the analysis and discussion of the interplay between these two types of data

sources, the novel data sets use data from both types of sources: o�cial and social media.

The information portrayed in such sources is used and interpreted di↵erently. From o�cial

data sources descriptors of news items are extracted, as well as their respective relevance

according to each source, illustrated by their rank. As for social media sources, these are

used to obtain the popularity of news, which may be denoted by di↵erent signals in each

source.

The main di↵erence between the two proposed data sets is the amount of o�cial and social

media sources. The first is a single-source data set, using one o�cial media source and one

social media source, Google News and Twitter. The second is a multi-source data set, using

two o�cial media sources (Google News and Yahoo! News) and three social media sources

(Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn). It should be clearly noted that not using Twitter data

in this second data set was not a choice, but indeed due to the deprecation of its API

functionality allowing for the extraction of such data3.

Both data sets contain news-related data concerning four topics: economy, microsoft, obama,

and palestine. These topics were chosen due to two factors: their worldwide popularity

and the fact that they report to di↵erent types of entities (sector, company, person, and

country, respectively). Notwithstanding, this choice raises some caveats. Being limited to a

small number of topics might undermine conclusions concerning the ability to generalize the

predictive ability reported in experiments. On the other hand, it does provide a deep insight

into topics that have a daily activity of high magnitude, in opposition to having a news sample

of a variety of topics. By approaching the development of data sets as proposed, possible

3Twitter API: https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api. The count method was deprecated on 20th of

November, 2015.

https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api
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problems related to context-sensitivity (i.e. topic) characteristics of text-based tasks [31] are

also tackled.

Concerning the prediction horizon, previous work has di↵ered on the active time that one

should consider to news items, since their publication. For example, alternative values

include two days [60, 135], four days [246, 24] and 30 days [216]. However, based on the

analysis provided by these works, most of the popularity dynamics of news develop in the

first day, although showing that in some cases it may develop for more time. Nonetheless,

in the latter cases, the increase is very residual in terms of proportion. Given this, an active

time for the news items of two days is established, since their publication. This means that

the popularity evolution of each item is stored for this period, since their appearance in

o�cial media sources.

Finally, it should be noted that a stochastic view of the popularity concept is assumed

(i.e. aggregate behaviour [216]), considering all publications from every user equally, which

are used as input in the prediction tasks. Di↵erent approaches have been proposed, as

previously discussed, such as those focused on determining the number of “retweets” (Twitter

functionality to re-publish a tweet) a given tweet will obtain [210, 254, 104] or those using

data concerning the social network of individual users to predict the popularity of content

they generate [95]. The data composed in these data sets is not focused on the popularity

of content generated by a single or a given group of users, but on the general popularity

of content in social media platforms, allowing for a source-wide perception of news stories’

popularity.

3.2.1 Single-Source Data Set

The news recommender system Google News was queried during a period spanning roughly

seven months (March 20th, 2015 until October 23rd 2015), in 20 minute intervals, for each

of the four topics. For each query, the top-100 recommended news were collected. For each

news recommended by Google News the following information was registered: title, headline,

publication date, the news outlet and its position in the ranking. Figure 3.1 shows the total

number of news per topic during this period (left) and a smoothed approximation of the

amount of news per day for each topic (right).

Upon the retrieval of information from Google News, the popularity of all news items with an

alive time below the defined period of two days, was obtained from Twitter. To obtain that

information the Twitter API4 was queried, using the count method. This method allows to

check the number of times the news URL was published following its publication. Of the total

number of news for all topics (81,469), in 4,622 cases (5.7%) it was not possible to obtain the

number of tweets and in 10,951 cases (13.4%) the news items were not tweeted. Figure 3.2

4Twitter API: https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api

https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api
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Figure 3.1: Single Source Data Set: Number of news per topic (left) and a smoothed

approximation of the amount of news per day for each topic.

shows the distribution of popularity in all topics, estimated by the number of tweets (in

logarithmic scale), for the news that were published in Twitter. For understandability

purposes, the illustration is limited to 100 publications, although it should be noted that the

remainder of the data abides by the same pattern of decay, seemingly following a heavy tail

distribution, in accordance with previous work (e.g. [215, 118]).
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Figure 3.2: Single Source Data Set: Distribution of news popularity in Twitter in a

logarithmic scale, limited to 100 publications.
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3.2.2 Multi-Source Data Set

The process to build the second data set is similar to the former. However, in order to

accommodate the information retrieved from multiple o�cial and social media sources some

processes were parallelized. The process is described as follows. The o�cial media sources

Google News and Yahoo! News were queried, during a period of approximately eight months

(November 10th, 2015 until July 7th 2016), for each of the four topics (economy, microsoft,

obama and palestine). The queries were done simultaneously, in 20 minute intervals. For each

query, the top-100 recommended news of the respective o�cial media sources were collected.

As in the previous data set, for each news recommended, the following information was

collected: title, headline, publication date, the news outlet and its position in the ranking.

In order to deal with duplicated cases, the following procedure was applied. First, cases with

the same title, headline and from the same news outlet, are grouped. Second, the oldest case

is kept and the remaining are removed from the data set. Finally, the identifiers of the

removed cases are replaced by the case that was kept. Figure 3.3 shows the global number

of news per topic during the retrieval period (left) and a smoothed approximation of the

amount of news per day for each topic (right). The total amount of news retrieved in both

o�cial media sources is 93,239.
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Figure 3.3: Multi Source Data Set: Number of news from both Google News and Yahoo!

News (left) and a smoothed approximation of the amount of news per day, for each topic.

The contribution of each o�cial media source to the total amount of news is not equal. In

Figure 3.4 a Venn diagram is depicted, illustrating the intersection of both news sets. As

shown in the figure, the o�cial media source Google News provides the majority of items

(71,481) in comparison to Yahoo! News (24,474). Additionally, data shows that there is only
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a small set of 2,702 news items (2.9%) that are used by both sources.

Google News

Yahoo! News

2445771479 2702

Figure 3.4: Venn diagram of published news items in o�cial media sources.

After retrieving the query-data from the o�cial sources, the popularity of all known news

items, with an alive time below the defined period of two days, is obtained from the social

media sources Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn, simultaneously. Considering the di↵erences

between each social media source, the procedures for obtaining popularity are di↵erent. They

are described as follows.

• For obtaining information from Facebook, the Facebook Graph API5 is used, by

querying for information concerning the URL of each news item. The data retrieved

reports the number of ”likes”, shares, clicks, comments and the total number of

interactions concerning each unique URL. For consistency, the number of shares is

used as the main popularity measure. In 11,602 cases (12.4%) it was not possible to

obtain the number of shares, and in 26,919 cases (28.9%) the news items’ were not

shared on Facebook;

• The social media platform Google+ does not allow to obtain the number of shares of a

given URL. Nonetheless, it allows one to check the number of times users have ”liked”

the URL’s. Despite the di↵erences with other social media sources, it is nonetheless

a valid metric of received attention by news stories. This process is carried out by

querying a public end-point6 in order to obtain the amount of ”+1” (similar to ”like”

in Facebook) a given URL received. In 5,744 cases (6.2%) it was not possible to obtain

5The Graph API: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api
6The number of ”+1” received by a given URL in Google+ is obtained by appending the respective URL

to https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/fastbutton?url=.

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/fastbutton?url=
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the number of ”+1”, and in 55,114 cases (59.1%) the news items’ did not obtain any

”+1”;

• Finally, concerning the LinkedIn platform, the number of times each news story URL

was shared is obtained by querying its public end-point7, designed for such purposes.

Concerning the overall statistics of the news items’ presence in the platform, in 5,745

cases (6.2%) it was not possible to obtain information concerning the news item URL.

In addition, in 54,413 cases (58.4%) the news were not shared on the LinkedIn platform.

Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of popularity for the news that were published in all

the social media sources used in this multi-source data set, in a logarithmic scale (for

understandibility purposes). The illustration is limited to 100 publications, noting that

the distribution of the data follows the same trend, consistently, in each of the sources,

until the respective maximum of popularity. According to the data collected, the maximum

popularity obtained by a news item in Facebook (shares) is 49,211, in Google+ (”+1”) 1,267,

and in LinkedIn (shares) 20,341.
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Figure 3.5: Multi Source Data Set: Distribution of news popularity in Facebook, Google+

and LinkedIn, limited to 100 publications.

Similarly to the case of o�cial media sources, in Figure 3.6 the intersection of the sets of news

that were published in each of the social media sources is illustrated. Results show that most

of the news published in Google+ or LinkedIn are also published in Facebook (91.7% and

88.7% respectively). Conversely, data shows that roughly a third (36%) of news published in

Facebook are also published in both Google+ and LinkedIn. Additionally, only 2,006 (7.9%)

news stories were published in both Google+ and LinkedIn, and not on Facebook.

7The number of times a given URL was shared in LinkedIn is obtained by appending the respective URL

to https://www.linkedin.com/countserv/count/share?format=json&url=.

https://www.linkedin.com/countserv/count/share?format=json&url=
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Figure 3.6: Venn diagram of published news items in social media sources.

3.3 Analysis

In this section an extensive study of the characteristics of the data sets described in this

chapter is presented. The study concerns various aspects of the data, such as: i) temporal

dynamics of popularity, ii) the agreement between sources, iii) the distribution of popularity,

iv) the presence of sentiment words, v) impact of named entities and vi) news outlets, and

vii) the contribution of temporal data. Considering these aspects of the data, ten analysis

questions are formulated and addressed:

Q1. How does popularity evolve with time? Considering the importance of accurate predic-

tions soon after a news item is published, it is crucial to understand the temporal dynamics

of the popularity of such items. Using data from both data sets, the evolution of popularity

according to the available social media sources is analysed.

Q2. Do o�cial media sources agree? Using data from the multi-source data set, the

recommendations of both Google News and Yahoo! News are analysed. The objective is

to understand the degree of overlap amongst these o�cial media sources. Understanding

their intersection allows the derivation of insights regarding the diversity or superposition of

news recommendations.

Q3. Do social media sources agree? Also using data from the multi-source data set, given

the availability of data from three di↵erent social media sources, a study is carried out in

order to understand which news are more popular according to each social media source.

This allows to understand if popularity is a transverse concept along various sources. If not,

do they show clear patterns of popularity evolution amongst them?
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Q4. Do o�cial media and social media sources agree? Building on the two former questions,

the possibility of agreement between news recommendations from o�cial media sources with

the suggestions provided by the aggregate behaviour of users in social media sources is

explored.

Q5. Is news popularity in social media sources best described by a power-law distribution?

Despite the widespread claim that the popularity of web content is described by a power-law

distribution [215, 208, 56], this has been previously contested. Some authors propose that

the popularity of web content is better fitted by a log-normal distribution. The objective

is to study the popularity distribution of all social media sources available in the presented

data sets, in order to confirm whether the distribution of news popularity is best described

by a power-law distribution.

Q6. How does sentiment analysis of news relate to their popularity? Previous work has

shown the positive impact of using sentiment analysis as features in prediction models [18].

The objective is to understand the existence and magnitude of the relation between sentiment

in news and the magnitude of their popularity.

Q7. Are highly popular news related to mentions of popular named entities? As in the

previous question, the objective is to discover the relation between entities mentioned in

news and the degree of popularity the news items obtain.

Q8. Are popular news published by popular news outlets? The outlet of news items has

been used in previous work [24], claiming that such a predictor greatly contributes to the

prediction of popularity. The objective is to ascertain if news outlets are good indicators of

news popularity.

Q9. Does the publication hour influence news popularity? Concerning the temporal aspect,

previous work has studied the circadian pattern of user activity and its impact in the

evolution of web content’s popularity [124]. Here the objective is to study the commonalities

and disparities within the circadian pattern of news in multiple social media sources, w.r.t.

to their publication hour.

Q10. Does the publication weekday influence news popularity? The previous study is

repeated, focusing on the publishing weekday of news items.

Dynamics of Popularity

The first question addressed in this analysis of the presented data sets concerns the evolution

of popularity (Q1). One of the main caveats concerning the prediction of web content

popularity relates to recency. This occurs when content is very recent, and the related social

feedback provided by users is nonexistent or insu�cient to enable accurate predictions. As
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such, it is important to understand how popularity evolves. Additionally, given that the

data sets presented include several social media sources, it is also important to understand

if such dynamics are similar amongst di↵erent sources.

With this objective, the evolution of popularity in each of the topics available in the data

sets is studied, as well as in each of the social media sources: Twitter, using the single-source

data set, and Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn using the multi-source data set. Figure 3.7

illustrates the evolution of popularity for each of the query periods in the data sets, referred

to as time slices. It should be reminded that the query periods/time slices in both the

single-source and the multi-source data are set to 20 minutes. For example, the first time

slice t1 refers to alive-time period of a news item between 0 and 20 minutes, and the third

time slice to the period between 40 and 60 minutes. Given the prediction horizon of two

days, the final time slice (tf ) is 1448.
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of popularity (as proportion of final popularity) in each topic, for

social media sources of both data sets. Each time slice represents a 20 minute period.

Results in Figure 3.7 are depicted as the average proportion between the popularity scores

at each given time slice, and the respective final popularity scores. Based on this, it is

observed that in most social media sources, news items obtain close to half of their final

popularity in a short amount of time. However, it should be noted that the case of Twitter

presents a di↵erent dynamic from all others. Although Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn

show that in the first moments after publication, news items quickly obtain on average close

to 20% (22%, 21.8% and 16.8%, respectively) of their final popularity, in the case of Twitter

this proportion is close to 50% (45.1%). This shows that Twitter presents a more reactive

response to news items than other social media sources.

8144 time slices corresponds to 144 query periods of 20 minutes.
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Agreement Between Sources

In this section the analysis of agreement between the various data sources (and types of

sources) included in the data sets is addressed (Q2, Q3 and Q4). The objective is three-

fold: i) to understand the intersection of news in o�cial media, ii) in social media, and iii)

amongst both types of sources. To do so, the rankings proposed by the sources are analysed

and compared.

To assess the level of agreements between o�cial sources (Q2), the multi-source data set

is used, as it contains data from both Google News and Yahoo! News. Formerly, when

describing this data set, it was shown that the intersection of news between both o�cial

media sources is small (see Figure 3.4). Only in the case of 2,702 news did such items appear

in rankings of both o�cial sources. This represents approximately 3.8% of news items in

Google News rankings, and 11.1% of those in Yahoo! News. Furthermore, the discrepancy

between the amount of news suggested by both sources was pointed out (illustrated in

Figure 3.4). Yahoo! News proposed 24,473 news items in the span of roughly 8 months,

whilst Google News proposed 71,480 items.

Before proceeding with the study of agreement between o�cial media sources, it is important

to understand the reason for the discrepancy in amount of news between these two sources.

As such, each of these o�cial media sources is analysed, concerning the alive-time of news

items in their respective news recommendations, illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of the amount of days news items appear in o�cial media sources’

recommendations.

Results show a clear distinction between Google News and Yahoo! News concerning the

alive-time of news items in their respective recommendations. With a higher throughput,

results show that nearly 50% of news items in Google News are included in recommendations

for a single day. Conversely, in Yahoo! News, this proportion is roughly a third (31.8%).

Moreover, it is interesting to note that only 10% of news items in Google News are included

in recommendations for a period of over a week. In the case of Yahoo! News, nearly a quarter

(24.4%) of news items are included in recommendations for more than a week. Therefore, it

may be concluded that the discrepancy in the amount of news included in recommendations
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of both o�cial sources is mainly related to the alive-time of each sources’ recommendations:

Google News has a higher throughput, and therefore, news will usually not remain long in

their recommendations, whilst in Yahoo! News the data shows a tendency for news to remain

in recommendations for a longer period of time.

Given the amount of news in both o�cial media sources, it is clear that the overlap between

sources is not significant. However, it is nonetheless important to understand on which

type of news they tend to agree. Concretely, it is analysed if such shared news, despite

their amount, are considered by both sources to be relevant news. The degree of relevance

according to the sources is indicated by their position in the respective rankings. As such,

an evaluation of the news rankings suggested by the sources is carried out, focusing on two

perspectives: i) is the occurrence of news items in both o�cial media sources constant, or is

it dependent on to a given temporal window; and ii) are these news jointly considered to be

relevant. In Figure 3.9, the distribution of news ranking positions for both o�cial sources is

depicted (left), as well as the their temporal dynamics (right).
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of news ranking positions in both o�cial sources (left) and their

temporal dynamics (right).

The results illustrated in Figure 3.9 show that news suggested in both o�cial media sources

are commonly considered by both sources as being relevant items. By observing the left

side of the aforementioned figure, it is clearly observable that news suggested in both o�cial

media sources, are often jointly considered top suggestions. Also, considering the temporal

dynamics of this set of news (right side of the figure), results show that the occurrence of

news items suggested in each o�cial media sources roughly follows the same tendencies.

Thus, given the results obtained, it is concluded that the o�cial media sources Google News

and Yahoo! News are mostly discordant, as can be argued primarily by the observation that

the intersection of suggestions from both sources is minimal (2.7%). However, it should be

noted that news suggested by both o�cial media sources are tendentiously considered to be
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top suggestions, and that the existence such news are not related to specific time periods.

Building on the former conclusions, question Q3 of whether social media sources agree on the

relevance of news items, is approached. To carry out this analysis, the following procedure

was implemented. Using the multi-source data set, the data was partitioned according to

both the day of news publication and its respective topic. Using this information, daily

sub-sets of news were derived in order to obtain news rankings for each of them. For each

combination of topic and day of publication, three rankings were derived, considering each

of the social media sources available (Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn). Iteratively, the

rankings of each source was considered to be the ground-truth and an evaluation of the re-

mainder sources was carried out. The evaluation resorts to the metric Normalized Discounted

Cumulative Gain (NDCG@k), defined in Section 2.4, considered to be a robust ranking

evaluation metric [203]. This metric requires the definition of cut-o↵ ranking positions.

Three were used: 10, 25 and 50. The metric also requires the setting of degrees of relevance

for ranking positions intervals. As such, a scale of relevance based on the ground-truth

ranking positions was defined, described as follows: items in the top-10 have a relevance of

3, the remaining positions in the top-25 a relevance of 2, a relevance of 1 is attributed to

other items in the top-50 and the remainder have a relevance of 0. Results are described in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Evaluation of daily news rankings from social media sources using NDCG@k

(with 10, 25 and 50 as k values), for each topic. Results in bold denote the best scores for a

given baseline source.

Facebook Google+ LinkedIn

Topic Baseline @10 @25 @50 @10 @25 @50 @10 @25 @50

Economy
Facebook • 0.590 0.650 0.738 0.492 0.569 0.668
Google+ 0.629 0.652 0.722 • 0.594 0.643 0.716
LinkedIn 0.529 0.571 0.656 0.594 0.645 0.730 •

Microsoft
Facebook • 0.633 0.714 0.765 0.569 0.657 0.710
Google+ 0.678 0.721 0.756 • 0.632 0.693 0.734
LinkedIn 0.593 0.660 0.709 0.606 0.688 0.742 •

Obama
Facebook • 0.685 0.747 0.829 0.523 0.575 0.692
Google+ 0.699 0.747 0.819 • 0.494 0.570 0.673
LinkedIn 0.506 0.563 0.654 0.489 0.555 0.652 •

Palestine
Facebook • 0.775 0.845 0.869 0.650 0.747 0.771
Google+ 0.806 0.844 0.874 • 0.654 0.739 0.771
LinkedIn 0.690 0.762 0.783 0.679 0.758 0.793 •

In each of the topics, results obtained with the evaluation metric NDCG@k for di↵erent cut-

o↵ ranking positions, show that all three sources show a considerable degree of agreement.

Nonetheless, it is observed that some of the sources are more similar to others: Facebook and

Google+ share a high degree of similarity amongst themselves, in comparison to LinkedIn;

and Facebook and Google+ show di↵erent degrees of similarity with LinkedIn depending on
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the topic.

Finally, the similarity of recommendations from o�cial and social media sources is analysed

(Q4). This issue has been previously addressed [59], presenting evidence that would suggest,

in this case, that o�cial and social media sources do not agree well. Nonetheless, in order to

test this conclusion and to provide further insights, an analysis of the data in both the multi-

source and single-source data sets described in this chapter is performed. The procedure is

as follows. For each ranking proposed by Google News and Yahoo! News, an evaluation

using the NDCG@k metric is performed, using each of the social media sources as ground

truth. In this case, the focus is on the top 10 positions of the ranking (NDCG@10), since

those are the most likely to be suggested to users.

However, unlike the analysis performed in the previous question (Q3), an issue may arise

concerning the magnitude of popularity. As shown, news items remain for a given period

of time in the proposed rankings. As such, using their final popularity may not provide

a fair comparison between the di↵erent types of sources. Therefore, a linear decay factor

is applied to the ground-truth popularity of social media sources in order to simulate the

deprecation of news items’ popularity. This decay factor relates to the alive-time of the news

items, translated as the number of existing query periods (time slices). As previously noted,

in both the single- and multi-source data sets this period is defined as 20 minutes, and the

final time slice (tf ) if 144. The decay factor d(ti) at a given time slice ti is then defined as:

d(ti) = 1� ti � 1

tf
, (3.1)

and the popularity of a given news item is the product of its final popularity and a decay

factor d(t). Results of the aforementioned analysis are described in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Evaluation of news rankings from o�cial media sources with social media sources’

data as baseline, for each topic, measured by NDCG@10.

Topic O�cial/Social Facebook Google+ LinkedIn Twitter

Economy
Google News 0.299 0.401 0.400 0.433
Yahoo! News 0.342 0.267 0.329

Microsoft
Google News 0.612 0.687 0.625 0.713
Yahoo! News 0.326 0.295 0.345

Obama
Google News 0.493 0.502 0.490 0.526
Yahoo! News 0.474 0.335 0.342

Palestine
Google News 0.601 0.528 0.387 0.662
Yahoo! News 0.346 0.228 0.180

Results show a di↵erent conclusion when compared to the former analysis of agreement

amongst social sources. Concerning the multi-source data set, the outcome of this analysis

shows that o�cial and social media sources are mostly discordant. However, it should be

noted that the case of the o�cial source Google News and the topic mirosoft is an exception

since it obtained similar results to those of agreement amongst social sources. As for the
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single-source data set, results show that the social media source Twitter and the o�cial

media source Google News have a considerable level of agreement.

Given the overall results, the degree of agreement between o�cial and social media sources

shown in this analysis points to the confirmation of the conclusions by DeChoudhury et

al. [59]. The authors state that information retrieval and web page ranking approaches

present several issues when identifying the most relevant content for end users, which is

mostly confirmed by the results obtained. Nonetheless, it should be highlighted that Google

News and Twitter show a distinct level of agreement when compared to the other o�cial/-

social media sources pairs.

Furthermore, the impact of using the decay factor should be noted. Although it arguably

provides a fairer comparison, it is not based on any o�cial procedure made public by o�cial

media sources.

Popularity Distribution

The distribution of web content popularity has been subjected to a wide variety of analysis,

in previous works. Specifically concerning the case of online news feeds and the popularity

of such items, conclusions on how to better describe their distribution are not consensual.

Although authors agree that the distribution is better described as heavy-tail, there is

disagreement in regards to the type of heavy-tail distribution that best fits web content

popularity. On one hand, some argue that this distribution is best fitted with a log-normal

distribution [209, 146], and on the other hand, other authors have described this distribution

as a power-law [215, 118, 208, 56].

Addressing question Q5, the distribution of online news popularity is studied, considering

several social media sources: Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn from the multi-source data

set, and Twitter from the single-source dataset. The objective is to provide evidence of

whether or not the notion that online news’ popularity is better described by a power-law

distribution is correct, and if not, which distribution provides the best fit.

The procedure applied to study the distribution of online news popularity is as follows. A

Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test is applied, via a bootstrapping procedure with 100

simulations, to the popularity of news items according to each of the social media sources,

following the guidelines of Clauset et al.9 [50]. This procedure estimates the parameters of

the power-law distribution - the minimum value for which the power law holds xmin and the

exponent ↵ of the power law, and the p-value for likelihood of the distribution fitting the

power-law distribution.

However, it is still necessary to discard the possibility that no other distribution provides

9This procedure was carried out by using the framework available in the R package poweRlaw[94].
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a better fit. As such, the goodness-of-fit of the popularity distribution is compared with

two other types of distribution: log-normal and exponential. This comparison is carried

out by using the value of xmin estimated for the power-law distribution, and by estimating

the parameters for the comparisons with log-normal and exponential distributions. The

parameters estimated for the former are the location µ and scale �, and for the latter, the

rate (or inverse scale) �. Using this outcome, the test statistic R proposed by Vuong [231] is

applied. The test statistic R is the sample average of the log-likelihood ratio, standardized

by a consistent estimate of its standard deviation. The outcome is bounded by [�1, 1], and

its sign indicates the best fit: if positive, the baseline model is a better fit, and if negative,

the opposite is concluded.

This procedure is applied to all the distributions of news popularity according to each of

the social media sources in both the single- and multi-source data sets, and for each topic.

Results are presented in Table 3.3 where the type of distribution providing the best fit is

denoted in bold.

Table 3.3: Goodness-of-fit tests via bootstraping procedure as described by Clauset et al. [50].

The p�value evaluates the power-law goodness of fit and the test statistic R compares it to

the log-linear and exponential distributions.

Power-Law Log Linear Exponential

Topic Source x
min

↵ p � µ R � R

Economy

Twitter 190 2.57 0.01 2.35 1.61 -1.95 0.004 3.54
Facebook 573 2.47 0.35 -2.05 2.58 -0.48 0.001 2.17
Google+ 45 2.92 0.9 -1100.94 24.36 0.20 0.019 2.70
LinkedIn 37 1.99 0 1.75 1.94 -3.51 0.007 11.44

Microsoft

Twitter 536 3.24 0.41 4.65 1.05 -1.31 0.003 1.17
Facebook 84 2.17 0.09 -7.76 3.46 -0.59 0.004 5.44
Google+ 51 2.47 0.07 1.50 1.60 -0.73 0.013 3.26
LinkedIn 413 2.56 0.85 -926.98 24.55 0.10 0.002 3.25

Obama

Twitter 452 2.69 0 4.11 1.35 -2.68 0.002 4.13
Facebook 8824 3.99 0.83 -245.73 9.32 0.08 0.001 2.46
Google+ 137 3.87 0.47 3.12 0.93 -0.58 0.014 0.81
LinkedIn 44 2.19 0 1.18 1.88 -1.76 0.009 4.46

Palestine

Twitter 143 2.41 0 3.34 1.44 -1.57 0.004 2.71
Facebook 75 1.94 0 2.66 1.94 -2.88 0.003 5.31
Google+ 41 3.16 0.63 -37.45 4.50 0.24 0.028 2.38
LinkedIn 30 2.66 0.62 -707.67 21.31 0.20 0.02 2.01

Results show that, in contradiction to the majority of previous works’ conclusions, the

log-linear distribution is predominant in providing a best fit for online news popularity

distribution, over power-law. However, it should be stressed that the power-law distribution

provides the best fit in some cases, and as such should not be disregarded. The exponential

distribution shows the worst results, by not providing any advantage over the power-law

distribution. To illustrate the di↵erences in the goodness-of-fit of the various distributions,

a set of cases described in Table 3.3 are depicted in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Goodness of fit for the power-law (red), log-linear (green) and the exponential

(blue) distributions in three scenarios: using (a) data from LinkedIn in the topic ”palestine”,

(b) data from Twitter in the topic ”microsoft”, and (c) data from Google+ in the topic

”obama”.

These three cases were chosen due to their di↵erent conclusions or uniqueness. The first case

(a) reports the distribution of news’ popularity of the topic ”economy” according to Google+;

the second case (b) uses the social media source Twitter, to illustrate news’ popularity

distribution of the topic ”microsoft”; finally, the third case concerns news’ popularity of the

topic ”obama” according to Google+. In the first case, the power-law distribution provides

evidence as to being the best fit, and in the second and third case, the log-linear distribution

is considered to be a best fit. The third case is featured in the figure due to it being the case

where the exponential distribution provides its best results.

Sentiment Analysis

In a priori prediction tasks, models often extract information from the content of news (e.g.

title, headline) in order to predict their popularity - one of the most popular features is

derived using sentiment analysis.

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a field of text mining which studies

people’s opinions, judgments and ideas towards entities [151]. The process of sentiment

analysis mainly relies on the detection of sentiment words (also known as opinion words or

opinion-bearing words).

Sentiment is usually described by its polarity (positive, negative or neutral). Examples
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of positive sentiment words are ”good”, ”excellent” and ”amazing”. Examples of negative

sentiment words are ”bad”, ”awful” and ”horrible”. It is possible to represent it numerically,

portraying di↵erent degrees of polarity strength. This numeric representation depicts a

regression-like approach to the strength of the sentiment polarity. Therefore, sentiment

words may be associated to a given polarity strength value in order to express their positive or

negative polarity (1 and -1, respectively) or to portray levels of polarity strength (for example,

between 5 and -5). This information is encapsulated in sentiment lexicons, providing the

necessary structure for applying sentiment analysis.

Several approaches can be used to calculate the sentiment score of a given text. These range

from the more näıve approaches (e.g. di↵erence between the number of positive and negative

words), to those more elaborate.

In this thesis, a more elaborate approach is applied, accounting for context words, the

polarity strength of positive and negative words and also for additional types of words:

negation, amplification and de-amplification words. Negation words invert the polarity of

words, e.g. ”not good”; amplification words multiply the polarity strength of words by a

factor greater than 1, e.g. ”very good”; and de-amplification words multiply the polarity

strength of words by a factor below 1, e.g. ”rarely good”. This structure is implemented by

the R package qdap [199], which is used to calculate the sentiment scores of news items10.

It has been established that sentiment analysis is influenced by the domain of the items

to which it is applied [31]. This context-sensitivity characteristic is important as it carries

e↵ects on the vocabulary-level where words may express di↵erent polarities, depending on

the domain. As such, a collocation assumption [86] is usually enforced, where it is assumed

that given a sentence which expresses sentiment polarity, its expression is directed to the

domain in question.

Considering this, question Q6 is addressed, in order to study the relation between sentiment

analysis and the popularity of news. It has been previously indicated that sentiment analysis

provides a positive impact in prediction models, when used as features [18]. Therefore,

using several sentiment lexicons, a study of the relation between sentiment score and news

popularity is provided, according to each of the social media sources, for all available topics.

For this analysis four di↵erent sentiment lexicons are considered: AFINN [177], the sentiment

lexicon used in the early work of Hu and Liu [107] henceforth referred as SentLex, the

SentiStrength lexicon [218] and SentiWordNet 3.0 [21]. Each of these lexicons have been

developed for and used in di↵erent contexts but all have in common their proven added-value

to the detection and analysis of sentiment in short-text environments. Table 3.4 summarizes

the aforementioned sentiment lexicons11.

10The formulas used to calculate the sentiment scores are also described in [199].
11The sentiment lexicons were standardized in order to provide fair comparisons. This process included

the translation of positive/negative labels to numeric (1/-1), the removal of neutral and repeated sentiment
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Table 3.4: Description of known sentiment lexicons according to number of positive and

negative words, scale and reporting the use of n-grams.

Lexicon #Pos #Neg Scale n-Grams

AFINN 878 1598 [�5, 5] X
SentLex 2003 4779 {�1, 1}
SentiStrength 593 1971 [�5, 5]
SentiWordNet 9021 11127 [�1, 1] X

Apart from their di↵erences in terms of the amount of positive and negative words inscribed

in the lexicon, their di↵erences also include the scale in which they present the polarity/po-

larity strength of a given sentiment word and if they include n-grams (e.g. a good deal)

or solely unigrams (e.g. good). A significant di↵erence concerns the process of polarity

and strength labelling, which in most cases was done by using manual labelling. AFINN

and SentLex were manually labelled by the respective authors; the SentiStrength lexicon

was manually labelled by a seed of annotators and optimized by trying di↵erent values of

strength with each term in classification tasks; and the SentiWordNet lexicon uses synonym

distance for attributing polarity strength to words.

Considering the diversity in sentiment lexicons, as well as news popularity according to each

of the social media sources in both the data sets presented in this chapter, the relation

between these two components is analysed. Due to understandability and space constraints,

the focus of this analysis is on the case of the topic ”economy”12 as it provides a comparable

illustration to the outcome of other topics. Given that the headlines of news items provides

much more information than the title, the sentiment analysis procedures were applied to

such component of the news. Results are shown in Figure 3.11. Note that in the figure,

a logarithmic scale is applied to the popularity of news in order to ease the e↵ort of

understanding the results.

Results concerning the setting depicted in this figure show that 1) there is no significant

change in the relation between the various sentiment lexicons used and the popularity of

news according to the available social media sources. Additionally, results also show that 2)

the magnitude of sentiment in news’ headlines is not necessarily related to higher popularity,

and that 3) most of the news headlines have a sentiment score near 0, and that the most

rare cases (those with high popularity) are included in such cases. Also, it is observed that

these conclusions extend to the analysis of other topics using either the headline and the

title of news.

words and aggregating multiple word-sentiment records based on the work of Gatti and Guerini [92]
12Results concerning the remaining topics and the application of sentiment analysis to the title of news are

accessible in http://tinyurl.com/kx7xekz.

http://tinyurl.com/kx7xekz
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Figure 3.11: Scatter plot between sentiment score (headline) and the popularity of news

items (logarithm) using four di↵erent sentiment lexicons and data from all social media

sources concerning the topic ”economy”.

Named Entities

In addition to text mining tools such as sentiment analysis, news data also allows for the

recognition of named entities. In the title and headline of news, a diverse type of entities

may be mentioned, entailing further information.

One may postulate that by mentioning a certain entity in the title or the headline (e.g.

Hillary Clinton, Republicans), this could have an impact on the attention that news gathers.

This is the objective of this section, by addressing question Q7 on the relation between the

popularity of news items and mentioned named entities.

This analysis is carried out as follows. Using the infrastructure provided by the openNLP [105]

package in R, a process of named entity recognition is applied to both the title and headline

of all news items in each topic. This process is carried out separately for each of the data

sets presented in this chapter. The recognition of named entities is focused on three types

of entities: locations, people and organizations. For each type of entity, a di↵erent language

model was used, leveraging available tools: the location, person and organization finder

models made available by openNLP13. Building on this information, the average popularity

of each entity is calculated by averaging the popularity of news in which they were mentioned.

It should be stressed that this process is carried out independently for each topic and each

data set. This is justified as to certifying that the analysis of entities are topic-dependent,

13These resources are available in http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/models-1.5/.

http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/models-1.5/
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i.e. an entity may be highly popular in only one topic.

Using the outcome of this procedure, a score is attributed to each news item. In Figure 3.12

the scatter plot between news popularity and the average popularity of entities mentioned

in each of these news is depicted. The depiction relates to the topic ”economy” using data

from both data sets. The values of each axis are transformed with a logarithmic scale to

improve readability.

Figure 3.12: Scatter plot between the average popularity of mentioned named entities and

news items’ popularity in topic ”economy”, using data from available social media sources.

The dashed line (red) represents the logarithm of the mean popularity in each scenario, and

the smoothed conditional mean is also illustrated (blue).

By analysing the data depicted in Figure 3.12, the existence of a considerable degree of

correlation between the popularity of mentioned entities and the popularity of the news in

which they are mentioned is confirmed. Specifically, evaluating this correlation with the

broadly used Pearson correlation coe�cient (detailed in Equation 2.20), it is observed that

in the topic ”economy”, the correlation between these two variables is considerable: 0.57,

0.65, 0.81 and 0.56 according to the social media sources Twitter, Facebook, Google+ and

LinkedIn, respectively.

Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that results concerning all topics show that above-

average news in terms of popularity, or even highly popular news, are not exclusively related

to high average of mentioned entities’ popularity. As such, it is concluded, concerning

question Q7, that a significant degree of correlation between mentioned entities popularity

and news popularity is observed, but when focusing on highly popular news, these are not

exclusively related to highly popular entities.

News Outlet

Recommendations made by the o�cial media sources sources include news from a large

number of news outlets. These are not limited to traditional legacy media such as the
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Washington Post or BBC News. News outlets in o�cial media sources such as Google

News and Yahoo! News range from blogs (e.g. The Nation) to radio stations (e.g. Radio

New Zealand), traditional newspapers (e.g. Financial Times), and television networks (e.g.

CNBC).

As previously mentioned, earlier work by Bandari et al. [24] provided important insights on

the influence of news outlets and the popularity of items. Mainly, authors report results that

point to the conclusion that this influence relates to news outlets that are widely recognized,

and/or have a greater presence online, thus having a greater probability of obtaining high

popularity levels for their news. QuestionQ8 addresses this issue by studying the influence of

news outlets in the final popularity of news. This is carried out by aggregating the popularity

of news items by outlet and topic, guaranteeing that the scope (i.e. topic) of the news is

considered, and that the impact of the news outlets’ is accounted.

In Figure 3.13, results concerning the topic ”economy” are shown, using data from social

media sources of both data sets (single- and multi-source) and illustrating the relation

between the average popularity of news outlets and the popularity of each item it published.

For this figure, the popularity scores are transformed with a logarithmic scale, in order to

provide a more understandable illustration of the results. Also, a dashed line (in red) is

added in order to demarcate the logarithm of the mean popularity in each topic-social media

source pair, and also a smooth approximation of news’ popularity in relation to the average

popularity of outlets’ news (in blue).

Figure 3.13: Scatter plot between the average popularity of news outlets and their respective

news items’ popularity, in topic ”economy”, using data from available social media sources.

The dashed line (red) represents the logarithm of the mean popularity in each scenario, and

the smoothed conditional mean is also illustrated (blue).

As expected, results show that there is a clear relation between the popularity of the news

outlet and the popularity of their items. Although the figure only depicts the results

concerning the topic ”economy”, it is observed that this tendency is also clear for the

remaining topics, in both data sets.
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However, news items included in the data sets presented only report news suggested by

Google News and Yahoo! News, and therefore do not include all news from each outlet. Given

this, it should be noted that results show that the most popular news outlets commonly show

a small amount of news. Furthermore, results also show that, despite the greater probability

of highly popular news being related to highly popular news outlets, these are not exclusive to

such outlets. In fact, it is observed that in many cases the most popular news items published

in a given topic (according to the popularity values by a given social media source), did not

originate from the most popular news outlets.

Given these results, it is concluded that there is a clear relation between the popularity of

news items and their respective news outlet. Also, it is observed that the average popularity

of news outlets’ items does provide an interesting indicator of news popularity. However,

it should also be noted that the variation of news’ popularity within news outlets is of

great magnitude, and that the most popular news are not necessarily published by top news

outlets, in terms of the average popularity of its items.

Temporal Patterns

The circadian14 nature of user behaviour on the Internet is an important factor in the

analysis provided in this chapter. In previous works, authors have considered this issue.

For example, Kobayashi and Lambiotte [124] proposed an approach that modelled the data

based on this circadian behaviour, and Tatar et al. [215] analysed the hourly performance

of their proposed approaches in ranking news items. Also, Kong et al. [126] have indicated

that temporal features are important for popularity prediction tasks.

In order to better understand the temporal patterns of user activity a study on the common-

alities and disparities within this circadian pattern is provided, considering news of multiple

social media sources. However, first and foremost, it is important to understand the temporal

patterns involved in news publishing. As such, an illustration of the hourly average number

of published news for each topic is provided, according to the o�cial media sources available

in the multi-source data set (Figure 3.14).

Results show that the dynamics of online news publishing is similar in both the single- and

multi-source data set. It reveals that most topics see an increase in the amount of news

published throughout the day. This conclusion does not hold for the topic ”palestine”,

which is likely related to its lower throughput of news. However, in all topics a peak of news

publishing at the turn of the day is observed. This can be explained by the scheduling of

news for automatic publishing.

Based on these conclusions, the behaviour of users w.r.t. news items is analysed, within the

14Natural recurrence on a twenty-four-hour cycle.
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Figure 3.14: Daily average of news published for each topic, in both data sets.

scope of a circadian pattern. In Figure 3.15 the distribution of popularity according to the

social media sources available in both the single- and multi-source data sets is illustrated,

for each daily hour. As in previous cases, the popularity scores of each social media source

are transformed with the application of a logarithm in order to improve understandability.

Also, this illustration solely refers to the topic ”economy”.

Figure 3.15: Distribution of news popularity (logarithm) per publishing hour, for all social

media sources available, on the topic ”economy”.

Results show that the popularity of news is not related to the news publication temporal

dynamics, previously depicted in Figure 3.14. Regarding question Q9, concerning the

influence of publication hour in news popularity, results also demonstrate that in most cases

the average popularity of news is rather stable throughout the day. Concerning highly

popular news, results do not show any evidence of such cases being typically framed within

a certain period of the day. Finally, concerning the other available topics, it is observed that
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results provide evidence to support the aforementioned conclusions.

Notwithstanding, it is also important to frame the issue of popularity patterns within the

space of the week (question Q10). As such, the process implemented to answer question

Q9 is repeated, but concerning the dynamics of news popularity in each weekday. First, in

Figure 3.16 the throughput of news from o�cial media sources in each of the weekdays is

depicted, for each of the topics, in both the single- and multi-source data sets.
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Figure 3.16: Throughput of news per weekday concerning each topic, in both data sets.

Results from both data sets agree, showing that for most days, a similar amount of news is

published. However, it is observed a considerable decrease in daily throughput on Tuesdays

and Wednesdays. This could be related to the scheduling process for news publishing: in

order to maximize the number of online readers and newspapers’ sales, the publishing of

news deemed as impactful is planned for days of the week when the audience is larger, such

as the beginning and the end of the week15.

Based on these observations, the correlation of news popularity and their publication weekday

is studied. Figure 3.17 shows the distribution of news items’ popularity according to the

social media sources available in both the single- and multi-source data sets, for the topic

”economy”. As in previous cases, popularity scores were transformed to a logarithmic scale

in order to improve understandability.

Results show similar conclusions to question Q9: there is no apparent relation between the

popularity of news items and the weekday they were published. As well as in the previous

case, the average popularity of news items w.r.t. each of the social media sources is fairly

stable. Results do not show any evidence of a given day or group of days explaining a

significant amount of highly popular cases.

15Given the lack of empirical evidence to support this hypothesis, it should be solely considered as intuition.
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Figure 3.17: Distribution of news popularity (logarithm) per publishing weekday, for all

social media sources available, on the topic ”economy”.

Summary

This analysis was focused on studying several aspects of the proposed data sets: the dynamics

of popularity, the agreement between types of sources (o�cial and social), the distribution of

popularity, the analysis of sentiment in news, the impact of named entities and news outlets,

as well as the contribution of temporal data. In summary, the following conclusions were

drawn from the aforementioned analysis:

• The evolution of news items’ popularity is quite rapid, achieving roughly 50% of each

items’ final popularity in only a few hours, in the case of Facebook, Google+ and

LinkedIn. In the case of Twitter, results show that this social media source is more

reactive, providing evidence that items obtain close to 50% of their final popularity

under the first hour.

• Results obtained show that Google News and Yahoo! News (o�cial media sources)

share a small amount of news items in their recommendations. However, it also shows

that this intersection of items is constant, and that they are usually considered by both

sources as relevant items. As for agreement between social media sources, results show

a considerable degree of agreement, revealing that this agreement is larger amongst

Facebook and Google+. Finally, concerning the agreement between o�cial and social

media sources, results show that the user activity in Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn is

mostly discordant with the suggestions of Google News and Yahoo! News. Nonetheless,

results show that Twitter and Google News present a considerable level of agreement.
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• In previous work, a recurrent discussion is related to the characterisation of the distri-

bution of popularity. On one side, several authors have provided empirical evidence of

it being better described by a power-law distribution, whilst others have empirically

defended that it is best described by a log-linear distribution. Resorting to diverse

combinations of settings (di↵erent topics and social media sources), results using the

data sets described in this chapter provide strong evidence indicating that in most cases

the log-linear provides a better fit. Results also include the exponential distribution as

a possibility, which provides the worst results in terms of goodness-of-fit.

• A study of the relation between the sentiment scores of both the title and headline of

news items is applied. Results show that the magnitude of sentiment is not necessarily

related to higher popularity and that most news have a sentiment score nearing 0.

These conclusions were consistent in diverse settings where di↵erent sentiment lexicons

were used, and throughout all possible combinations of topics and popularity data from

all social media sources.

• The analysis of entities mentioned in news and their popularity, in relation to the

popularity of their respective news, shows that a strong correlation exists between the

two. This conclusion is transverse to all social media sources. However, it should be

mentioned that results also show that the rare cases of highly popular news are not

exclusively related to highly popular named entities. This same analysis procedure

was applied to the popularity of news outlets and the popularity of their respective

news. Results indicate similar conclusions, although denoting that highly popular news

outlets present a small amount of news in the o�cial media sources recommendations,

and that the deviation of popularity in popular outlets is significant.

• Finally, results show that both the hour and weekday of publishing do not provide any

evidence for further understanding the dynamics of highly popular news items. Also,

it should be mentioned that results show a rather stable average of news popularity

throughout publishing hours and weekdays. Finally, it is worth noting that, concerning

the analysis of news items’ popularity and the weekday of publishing, results from both

data sets show that Wednesday and Thursday present a significant di↵erence in number

of news published.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter a particular case of web content is presented: online news feeds. This type

of web content is described by a set of distinguishing characteristics in comparison to other

types of web content. Most importantly, news items have a short lifetime, which exacerbates

the complexity of popularity prediction tasks, requiring accurate and very early predictions

of the level of attention that these items will receive.
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A general description of the pressing issues that news outlets face is presented. These include

the problems raised by the transition from o✏ine to online environments, creating the need

to publish large amounts of news from diverse topics, under the pressure of increasing user-

demand. For news rooms, the online environment presents several problems which have been

increasingly addressed. Given the evolving dependency on web advertisement revenues, not

only does it require a permanent promptness in reacting to ”newsworthy” events, but also in

deciding on issues such as which news to promote or advertise. These issues are detailed in

this chapter, using them as motivation for the use of online news feeds data in web content

popularity prediction tasks.

Two data sets are detailed, using data from two di↵erent types of sources: o�cial media

sources, i.e. news recommender systems such as Google News and Yahoo! News, and social

media sources (Twitter, Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn). Their main di↵erence resides in

the amount of sources used in each data set. The first data set is single-source, using one

o�cial media source and one social media source, Google News and Twitter, respectively.

The second data set uses multiple sources, resorting to Google News and Yahoo! News

as o�cial media sources, and to Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn as social media sources.

These data sets present the opportunity to study these two distinct scenarios in popularity

prediction tasks. Upon the description of both data sets, an extensive exploratory data

analysis was performed focusing on some of the key characteristics of online news feeds.

Using the data sets presented in this chapter, and building on the results from the extensive

analysis provided, the task of web content popularity prediction is discussed and formalized

in the following chapter. Unlike previous work, the work presented in this thesis is focused on

the prediction and ranking of the rare cases of highly popular web content. The issues raised

by standard prediction tasks when focused on such type of items are discussed, motivating the

use of utility-based regression [196]. Also, building on this concept, an evaluation framework

for web content popularity prediction tasks is presented. Using this evaluation framework and

the data sets hereby presented, the contribution of a diverse set of predictors in popularity

prediction tasks is analysed, when focusing on highly popular items.



Chapter 4

Learning with Imbalanced Domains

In this chapter the problem of learning with imbalanced domains is introduced, showing

how skewed distributions impact standard evaluation approaches in the context of predictive

modelling tasks. The concept of utility-based regression, a non-standard approach for such

tasks, is described. Considering the primary goals of this thesis - the prediction and ranking

of highly popular web content - a new approach to utility surfaces is proposed, based on rule-

knowledge derived from user preferences, and a robust evaluation framework is presented.

Finally, an experimental evaluation is carried out with two objectives: i) to assess the

contribution of several types of predictors in terms of accuracy towards highly popular items,

in a priori popularity prediction tasks; and, ii) to provide insights concerning the caveats

raised by standard evaluation methods used in previous work.

4.1 Introduction

Building on the analysis of the web content domain provided in previous chapters of this

thesis, it is noticeable how large amounts of data may impede decisions that until recently

were the responsibility of human actors. For example, news outlets today face the challenge

of providing an overwhelming degree of throughput in news stories, on an hourly basis.

Decisions regarding the promotion or the advertisement of such items were feasible to

decision-makers in newsrooms on an o✏ine environment. However, with the transition to

online news, this task is now virtually unfeasible for human actors.

To tackle this issue, one of the main contributions of machine learning and data mining relate

to learning and data analysis tasks such as predictive modelling, allowing the prediction of

outcomes. Predictive modelling is a statistics-based task where the goal is to map a given

set of features to a given target (or targets). Formally, given a variable Y from a domain

Y, predictive modelling attempts to approximate a function Y = f(X1, X2, · · · , Xp), where

Y is the target variable, X1, X2, · · · , Xp are describing features, i.e. predictors, and f() is

91
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the unknown function one attempts to approximate. In order to obtain an approximation

h(X1, X2, · · · , Xp) of this unknown function, a set with examples of the function mapping

(known as a training set) is used, i.e. D = {hxi, yii}ni=1. Depending on the type of Y

variable, this task can be denoted as a classification task, when Y is nominal, or a regression

task when Y is continuous.

Successful predictive modelling approaches allow the automation of many previously human-

dependent tasks, and the ability to handle a greater number of such tasks. These can be

solved using many existing algorithms, where a trial-and-error process is applied in order

to find the best solutions. This performance-based process is commonly driven by the

optimization of a given standard error criterion.

However, previous work [155, 128, 35] suggests that the use of standard learning algorithms

and evaluation metrics is prone to misleading conclusions and under-performing models in

domains with skewed distributions of the target variable, such as the case of web content

popularity. This characteristic of data sets is commonly denoted in related literature as

imbalanced data.

4.2 Imbalanced Domains

Learning tasks are commonly faced with imbalanced data. This problem has been extensively

studied within the scope of classification tasks [155]. In such tasks, this issue is presented

when a significant gap amongst the prior probabilities of di↵erent classes is observed [101], i.e.

the probabilities of a given example belonging to distinct classes are significantly di↵erent.

For example, in a binary classification task, this occurs when one class is severely under-

represented in relation to the other. This problem is also common in regression tasks. Given

the continuous nature of the target variables in such tasks, the problem is observed when

specific intervals of the domain are severely under-represented. However, despite the interest

in solving such tasks [128], the problem of imbalanced data has not yet been thoroughly

explored in regression tasks.

In order to provide a coarse definition of imbalanced data, capable of covering both nominal

and continuous prediction tasks, the following is presented:

Definition 4.2.1. Imbalanced Data. A characteristic of data from domains where the

distribution of target values is severely skewed. Depending on the type of variable, this

characteristic translates to the existence of a given class(es) or numeric interval(s) which is

(are) extremely under-represented.

Despite the widespread observation of imbalanced data, there are scenarios in which it may

not be a relevant issue. Consider the problem of handling outliers in traditional statistics
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literature [190]. An outlier is considered to be a data point showing a significant deviation

from the remaining data [3], therefore similar to the under-represented items of skewed

distributions. Several reasons for the presence of outliers may be presented, ranging from

data input and sampling errors, to intentional misreporting. Previous work [190] argues that

the treatment of outliers depends on such reasons and the objective of the task. In addition,

some authors argue that when outliers are considered as illegitimate or error-based, these

may be removed in order to obtain the best parametrization possible [117] (e.g. [119]).

However, in many domains, these rare and under-represented items are considered by users

to be the most important cases in terms of predictive accuracy implying a great cost when

incorrectly predicted [72]. The combination of such factors (skewness of data distribution

and domain preferences towards less common cases) is the basis for the task of imbalanced

domain learning.

Regarding classification tasks, Krawczyk et al. [128] observe that this is a common situation

in many domains. Examples include activity recognition [88], behaviour analysis [20], cancer

malignancy grading [129], sentiment analysis [244], text [172] and video mining [89], amongst

others. As for regression tasks, examples of domains with imbalanced data sets include

those related to meteorology [82], electricity [127] and water consumption [261] or financial

markets [8].

The application of standard algorithms in learning tasks with imbalanced domains has been

thoroughly studied in previous works [155, 128, 35], showing how these may favour the over-

represented (majority) items, which in many cases, users consider to be non-relevant [180,

90]. Standard learning algorithms are commonly focused on optimizing a given standard

evaluation metric. Since these metrics are focused on the average error, the results will be

greatly influenced by the behaviour of the models towards the majority of items, to the

detriment of the minority items.

Consider the example of online news data, detailed in the previous chapter. The goal of the

related predictive task is to forecast the amount of popularity that news will obtain in social

media, i.e. a numerical prediction task. Evidence shows that the distribution of web content

popularity is best described by a heavy-tail distribution. As such, at a given moment, it is

possible to have a set of news where the majority of items has a small amount of popularity,

whilst a small group of rare cases has a very high level of popularity. Coincidentally, these

highly popular news are those that should be accurately predicted, in order to quickly place

them in the top of recommendations to users.

To illustrate the issues associated to the evaluation of learning tasks in the imbalanced

domain of web content using standard evaluation metrics, a ranking scenario is depicted

in Figure 4.1. This scenario uses data from the single-source data set (described in Sec-
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tion 3.2.1), in which the popularity of 100 news1, according to the social media source

Twitter is presented. A näıve set of artificial predictions is used, by generating random

values from a normal distribution, using the median of ground-truth popularity values and

a standard deviation of 3. In this example, the evaluation metric Normalized Mean Squared

Error (NMSE) described in Equation 2.16 (Section 2.4), is used. This metric is bounded

by [0, 1], where 0 denotes the optimal result.
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Figure 4.1: Google News ranking with 100 news, ordered by their respective popularity

according to the social media source Twitter, and a set of 100 random predictions generated

by a normal distribution.

Due to the data imbalance of web content popularity, and in this case the online news feeds

data, it is observed that for most of the items the error between the true and predicted

values, is relatively small. This is confirmed by the resulting NMSE score: 0.1. As such,

by according to this standard evaluation metric, one could conclude that this median-based

näıve approximation is fairly acceptable. However, by observing the illustration, predictions

show significant errors concerning the small set of highly popular items.

This problem relates to one of the main subjects of this thesis. Focusing on regression tasks,

i.e. numerical prediction, our objective is to enable a fast and precise anticipation of web

content items’ popularity, targeting the small set of highly popular items, i.e. those that

should be placed in the top of recommendations to users.

Based on the description of imbalanced domains and the formal definition of predictive

modelling tasks, the problem of learning with imbalanced domains abides to the verification

of two conditions [35]:

1. a subset of the target variable domain is attributed more importance by the user, w.r.t.

its predictive performance in the obtained model;

1This set of news is given by a Google News ranking on the topic ”economy”, with the time stamp

2015-05-29 05:40.
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2. the most relevant cases for the user in the training set are severely under-represented,

causing a poor predictive performance in such cases.

Unlike standard learning tasks, these conditions describe a scenario where users assign

di↵erent levels of importance to distinct types of cases. This uneven judgment of importance

may be denoted in di↵erent manners, relating the attribution of di↵erent benefits to the

accurate prediction of target values, or the association of di↵erent costs to di↵erent types of

prediction errors. Additionally, this non-uniform importance may also be characterized by

a combination of di↵erent costs and benefits.

4.2.1 Utility-based Learning

Several learning approaches have been proposed to address problems similar to that of

learning with imbalanced domains. These are mainly related to utility-based data min-

ing [237, 238, 253] or utility-based learning [85]. The concept of utility is originally found

in the field of economics, used as a metric of usefulness, i.e. benefits, concerning the

consumption of a given good. More recently, authors have observed how this concept can

also be applied to machine learning and data mining tasks. In this context, Elkan [72]

defines utility as a function combining positive benefits and negative benefits (costs), being

applied as a domain-specific metric of approaches’ usefulness, with the main goal of utility

maximization.

As an illustration of the practicality of the utility concept, consider the example provided

by Ribeiro [196] concerning fraud detection. In such scenario, decisions are related to the

triggering (or not) of actions. If one suspects that a given transaction is fraudulent, an action

can be triggered. However, if an action is triggered and the transaction is not fraudulent,

a cost is associated. This is also the case if a fraudulent transaction is not detected and no

action is triggered.

Amongst the extensive work concerning utility-based data mining, the most popular ap-

proach is cost-sensitive learning [72]. Usually associated to classification problems, previous

work [252, 150] shows that there are three main approaches to this type of learning task: i)

minimization of expected cost, ii) example weighting, and iii) cost-sensitive classifiers. The

first associates non-uniform costs to classification errors, expecting the learner to minimize

such costs. The second tackles the problem by sampling the data set before applying a

classifier algorithm. Finally, the third is based on the conversion of classification algorithms

to being cost-sensitive.

One of the main di↵erences between these cost-sensitive learning approaches is the manner

in which misclassification costs are represented. The first approach assumes the existence

of prior knowledge or the ability to estimate misclassification costs associated to the target
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domain. The second approach does not make this assumption. Instead, it weighs examples

of the data set in a cost-proportionate manner, similarly to the boosting technique [83]. The

third approach may assume costs by any of both approaches.

Given the characteristics of the target domain of this thesis, web content popularity, the

available information allows for the first assumption. As such, we will focus on the first

approach, cost-sensitive learning by minimization of expected cost, henceforth referred to as

cost-sensitive learning for simplification purposes.

Early work regarding cost-sensitive learning includes several proposals (e.g. [62, 72]) as

to formulations of cost matrices which incorporate domain knowledge. These proposals

associate costs to all possible classification combinations between true and predicted values.

Domingos [62] proposes the cost-sensitive meta learning algorithm MetaCost, based on Bayes

risk theory [67], and Elkan [72] proposes the formulation of benefit matrices, in which

costs are measured in relation to a given benefit baseline. This proposal is an extension

of cost matrices, allowing for positive and negative values. Also, it stipulates that accurate

predictions have non-negative values in the matrix, and that the remaining values in the

matrix should have negative values.

Based on the definitions proposed by Ribeiro [196], cost and benefit matrices may be defined

as follow:

Definition 4.2.2. Cost Matrix. Given a n⇥ n matrix C := [cij ], where n is the number

of classes existing in domain Y, the value cij denotes the cost of classifying a case of true

class j as class i. The structure of the cost matrix is then defined such that,

cij =

(
0, if i = j;

> 0, otherwise
(4.1)

Definition 4.2.3. Benefit Matrix. Given a n⇥n matrix B := [bij ], where n is the number

of classes existing in domain Y, the value bij denotes the benefit of classifying a case of true

class j as class i. The structure of the cost matrix is then defined such that,

bij =

(
� 0, if i = j;

< 0, otherwise
(4.2)

These matrices provide the foundation that allows the application of cost-sensitive learning

in solving tasks such as learning with imbalanced domains. However, it should be noted

that the relation between the two problems (cost-sensitive and imbalanced domain learning)

is dependent on the verification of the two previously mentioned conditions: based on users

preferences: i) the judgment of cases importance is uneven, and ii) the most relevant cases

are severely under-represented.
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Users’ domain preferences are a crucial factor in cost-sensitive learning. Due to their

importance, several caveats may be raised as to the quality and detail of such specifications.

For example, previous work notes that the quality of information provided by users has an

impact on the evaluation and comparison of models, as well as the optimization of such

models [35]. This is known as the ”problem-definition issue” [236].

Ideally, for each cost-sensitive learning task, one should possess a detailed specification of

the utility function provided by the user, U , denoting the utility value (i.e. usefulness)

of making a given prediction ŷ, given a true value y. However, in most cases, this is not

possible. For example, real-world domains are commonly a↵ected by systematic changes in

the distribution of observed values, i.e. non-stationarity. As such, this would require the

user to provide regular updates concerning the utility values associated to all possible pairs

of predicted and true values, hŷ, yi. Also, given the amount of combinations, providing such

complete specifications of utility functions may be extremely di�cult.

Furthermore and most importantly, as previously stated, the majority of work concerning

cost-sensitive learning is focused on classification tasks. Considering the issues raised by the

”problem-definition issue”, the complexity of the problem is much larger when regarding

regression tasks, given their continuous domains. In such tasks, the user is required to

provide, in ideal scenarios, the utility function u(ŷ, y) for an infinite domain, which is

unobtainable. Even in the case of providing a constrained utility function, the amount

of e↵ort required to perform such task would be significant.

4.3 Utility-Based Regression

According to Crone et al. [55] the majority of research concerning regression tasks does not

consider uneven judgments of values’ importance, i.e. assumes uniform costs. For example,

according to the extensive review of previous work in web content popularity prediction

(Chapter 2), this problem has not yet been addressed when considering numeric prediction

tasks.

In standard regression tasks, the objective is to optimize models according to a given loss

function, L(ŷ, y). This loss function may be denoted by di↵erent error criteria, such as

the absolute or the squared error of predictions w.r.t. the true values. The underlying

assumption is that the usefulness of a prediction is inversely proportional to the respective

loss values. As such, given uniform domain preferences, standard regression tasks assume

that utility U is a function of the prediction error L(ŷ, y), and that the utility function is

inversely proportional to the loss function, U / L�1. Therefore, given a domain Y, the

following properties [196] are verified for any pair of predictions hŷ1, y1i , hŷ2, y2i 2 Y:
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1. Equally accurate predictions have the same utility.

L(ŷ1, y1) = L(ŷ2, y2) ) U(ŷ1, y1) = U(ŷ2, y2);

2. More accurate predictions have greater utility

L(ŷ1, y1) < L(ŷ2, y2) ) U(ŷ1, y1) > U(ŷ2, y2);

3. Less accurate predictions have lesser utility

L(ŷ1, y1) > L(ŷ2, y2) ) U(ŷ1, y1) < U(ŷ2, y2).

Although these properties may be valid for tasks where users’ domain preferences are uni-

form, when regression tasks involve imbalanced domains, they could be misleading. Based

on the work of Branco et al. [35] a set of properties is provided below, which are verified2 in

regression tasks with imbalanced domains and non-uniform domain preferences.

1. Equally accurate predictions may have di↵erent utility.

L(y1, y1) = L(y2, y2) 6=) U(y1, y1) = U(y2, y2);

2. More accurate predictions may have lesser utility.

L(ŷ1, y1) < L(ŷ2, y2) 6=) U(ŷ1, y1) > U(ŷ2, y2);

3. Less accurate predictions may have greater utility.

L(ŷ1, y1) > L(ŷ2, y2) 6=) U(ŷ1, y1) < U(ŷ2, y2).

These properties also represent a formalization of the first condition (Section 4.2), which

must be verified in order to consider a problem as learning with imbalanced domains: a

subset of the target variable domain is more relevant to the user, in terms of its predictive

performance.

Given a regression task on an imbalanced domain, the main problem of using cost-sensitive

learning is related to the ”problem-definition issue”. In regression tasks, the information con-

cerning domain preferences is potentially infinite, therefore requiring alternative approaches

as to the definition of utility functions.

This was addressed in the work by Ribeiro [196] on utility-based regression. Concretely,

the author focuses on how to enable tasks of evaluation, comparison and model selection

while accounting for uneven judgments of items importance. To our knowledge, no other

approach on how to handle imbalanced domains learning with regression has been proposed.

Nonetheless, it should be noted that several authors have addressed the problems related

with the average-based evaluation in regression tasks [49, 55] in the domain of financial

applications. However, these approaches are specifically focused on the distinction between

2These properties may be verified singularly, or jointly.
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under- and over-predictions, and therefore do not address the problem of users’ non-uniform

domain preferences.

Coarsely, the approach of utility-based regression is based on two concepts: i) relevance

functions, and ii) utility surfaces.

4.3.1 Relevance Functions

In order for the user to define the importance of values in a given domain, Ribeiro [196]

proposes the use of relevance functions. By definition, the relevance function allows the user

to assign a relevance score to each of the values in a certain target variable, concerning a given

domain. Therefore, in formal terms, a relevance function �() maps the values of a target

variable Y , from a given domain Y, to a range of importance/relevance. This function

is bounded by [0, 1], where 0 corresponds to minimum relevance, and 1 to the maximum

relevance, and is described as

�(Y ) : Y ! [0, 1] (4.3)

The advantages of this approach are described by Branco et al. [35]. The authors note that it

relaxes the problem associated to the definition of utility functions in regression as follows: i)

instead of requiring the definition of a function which depends on two variables (ŷ and y), the

relevance function solely requires one (y); and ii) relevance functions require a significantly

smaller amount of information in comparison to utility functions.

In order to facilitate the users’ task of providing relevance functions, Ribeiro [196] also

proposes an approach for the interpolation of relevance, given a set of user-defined pairs

of relevance scores and target values, i.e. control points. These control points report to

values in the target variable of the imbalanced domain for which the user is aware of the

relevance score. Given this information, the author proposes the use of Piecewise Cubic

Hermite Interpolating Polynomials [64] (pchip) in order to define an appropriate relevance

function.

In addition, Ribeiro also proposes a distribution-based approach to the automatic definition

of relevance functions. This is appropriate when users have no domain knowledge, or

when domains are highly dynamic, thus requiring regular updates to previous relevance

judgments. This proposal is based on box plot statistics [227], which provide a visualisation

of key elements of a continuous variable distribution. This method is non-parametric (i.e.

does not assume any underlying distribution), and provides an emphasis on the tails of the

distribution.

The elements illustrated by the box plot visualisation w.r.t. the distribution of a given
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target variable Y are: i) the median (Ȳ ), ii) the lower and upper hinge, describing the first

(Q1) and third (Q3) quantile, and iii) the lower and upper whisker. The middle 50% of

the distribution is depicted within a box, delimited by Q1 and Q3. The range between Q1

and Q3 is known as the inter-quartile range (IQR). The lower and upper whiskers denote

the distribution space outside of the box, where values are not considered as outliers, i.e.

the box plot rule [51]. According to Tukey [227], these are defined as Q1 � ↵ ⇥ IQR and

Q3 + ↵⇥ IQR, respectively. The ↵ factor represents a coe�cient that is variable depending

on the preferences of the user, although traditionally defined as 1.5.

It should be noted that, concerning our target domain of web content popularity, cases which

are considered as outliers, are also extreme values. Extreme value analysis [189] is based on

1-dimensional data, assuming that outliers are values which present a value too large or too

small. Conversely, the traditional definition of outliers (e.g. Hawkins [100]) is related to the

generative probability of the values and not their extremity. Thus, it should be clarified that

in the scope of this thesis, outliers and extreme values report the same type of cases: rare

cases of highly popular items. Therefore, such type of values will be referred to using both

terms interchangeably.

Based on the information given by the box plot statistics, one is able to define a set of

control points which are then used to automatically define a relevance function, resorting to

the pchip interpolation method. These control points are as follows, given a target variable

Y :

• a relevance score of 0 is attributed to the median of Y ;

• a relevance score of 1 is attributed to the values of the lower and upper whiskers, i.e.

boundaries for the definition of values as outliers;

• a relevance score of 1 is attributed to all outliers.

To exemplify the application of this method, the data formerly employed in Figure 4.1

(Section 4.2) is used. Figure 4.2 shows the interpolation of relevance (�(Y )) based on box

plot statistics (top) of the popularity values Y .

Results show that this approach is capable of depicting the distribution of a target variable

Y , in accordance with box plot statistics. To elaborate, it is observed that the relevance of

values between 0 and the median of the distribution (22) have a relevance of 0; the relevance

value of the third quantile (Q3 = 68) is 0.51; and all values equal or greater than the upper

whisker (113) have a relevance of 1. In addition, it should be stressed that in the case of

web content popularity, its distribution has only one tail. Therefore, one can only expect

high extreme values (i.e. upper whisker). This is not the case for many other domains (e.g.

electricity [127]) presenting extreme values on both sides of the box.
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Figure 4.2: Relevance function of data in Figure 4.1 with boxplot statistics (top).

Relevance Threshold

In many imbalanced domains, for both classification and regression tasks, the users may

introduce thresholds, thus defining importance boundaries. For example, in a financial

market application, the user may define a minimum threshold for the transaction to be

considered interesting, i.e. having a relevant level of return. As such, it may be assumed

that in addition to the relevance function provided by the user, or automatically generated

as previously described, the user may also define a relevance threshold, tR.

The relevance threshold represents a boundary for the user-definition of relevant values. It

should be stressed that this boundary does not serve the purposes of discretization (definition

of classes) or the definition of irrelevant values. Its objective is to define the values that,

according to the user, are the most relevant in a given domain.

Using this threshold, it is possible to consider the domain Y of a given target variable Y

as having two types of values, according to their relevance: a subset of the domain where

values are considered highly relevant, and a second domain subset with values considered

to be normal. The first subset YR ⇢ Y contains all domain values that have a relevance

greater than the defined threshold, YR = {y 2 Y : �(y) > tR}; and the second subset YN ⇢ Y
contains all remaining values YN = Y \ YR.

Using this notation, a formalization to the second condition (Section 4.2) required in order

to consider a problem as learning with imbalanced domains is provided. Given a subset DR

of training data D where y 2 YR, and DN is a subset containing the values considered by

the user to be normal DN = D \ DR, imbalanced domain learning tasks must verify the

condition |DN | � |DR|: relevant cases are severely under-represented w.r.t. normal cases.
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4.3.2 Utility Surfaces

Based on the concept of relevance functions, Ribeiro [196] defines the principle of utility for

imbalanced domain regression tasks:

Definition 4.3.1. Principle of Utility in Non-Uniform Regression. Utility is a

function of the error of predictions, L(ŷ, y), and the relevance of both predicted (ŷ) and

true (y) values.

This definition depicts the di↵erences between standard and utility-based regression. The

former assumes that users’ domain preferences are uniform and therefore utility is an inverse

function of the loss function L(ŷ, y). However, in utility-based regression, non-uniform

domain preferences are assumed, and as such, the utility of a given prediction u(ŷ, y) not

only depends on the loss function, but also on the relevance of true and predicted values.

Nonetheless, despite the relaxation of the ”problem-definition issue” [236] using the concept

of relevance, it is still necessary to translate such relevance functions to utility values.

Accordingly, Ribeiro [196] proposes the following formalization of utility functions for utility-

based regression tasks:

up�(ŷ, y) = B�(ŷ, y)� Cp
�(ŷ, y) (4.4)

= �(ŷ) · (1� �B(ŷ, y))� �p(ŷ, y) · (1� �C(ŷ, y)), (4.5)

where B�(ŷ, y) and �B(ŷ, y) are the benefit and bounded benefit loss functions, and Cp
�(ŷ, y)

and �C(ŷ, y) are the cost and bounded cost loss functions, respectively3.

According to this proposal, both the benefit and cost loss functions, abide to the preposition

of a maximum admissible loss. It stipulates that the maximum prediction error is equal

to double the smallest amplitude between relative or absolute minimums and maximums.

Predicted values presenting an error of equal or larger magnitude, obtain minimum utility,

�1. As an example, given the ranking scenario illustrated in Figure 4.2, the maximum

admissible loss is defined by the amplitude between the highest value y with relevance �(y) =

0 (y = 21), and the smallest value y with relevance �(y) = 1 (y = 113).

Using this process, one is able to obtain utility functions for continuous domains, also denoted

as utility surfaces. These can be interpreted as a continuous version of benefit matrices used

in cost-sensitive learning, with classification tasks [72]. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 depict a utility

surface, when applied to the data used to illustrate Figure 4.2.

Results show that by applying this approach, one is able to account for non-uniform users’

3Each of these functions is thoroughly presented in [196], and as such they will not be described in detail.
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Figure 4.3: Example of utility surface (3D).
Figure 4.4: Example of utility surface (iso-

metrics)

.

domain preferences, allowing a utility-based evaluation of models’ predictions. This evalua-

tion accounts for the relevance of both the predicted and true values, according to a given

relevance function, and the prediction error (loss).

4.4 Rule-Based Utility Surfaces

The approach proposed by Ribeiro [196] to obtain utility surfaces is originally motivated by

the problem of actionable forecasting tasks [28], which spawns from the concept of activity

monitoring [78]. Actionable forecasting entails the process of predicting the correct action,

inferred by a function of a predicted numerical variable.

As an example of such tasks, a previously described scenario (Section 4.3.1) is restated.

Given a financial market application, a given user may define a minimum threshold (i.e.

relevance threshold) for the transaction to be considered positive, i.e. renders a given level

of profit. As such, if the outcome is much more lucrative than a borderline positive prediction,

this does not translate to a case of negative utility. Conversely, it could be considered as

a near-zero utility transaction, since the outcome for the user could have been much more

lucrative. Objectively, in such scenarios, users will not consider correct predictions of positive

or negative actions as non-useful, i.e. with negative utility. This is also the case in the domain

of web content popularity: amongst a considerable size of items, correctly predicting rare

items as highly relevant should not render a negative utility, and vice-versa.

The proposal of utility by Ribeiro [196] states two criteria for considering a prediction as
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beneficial (i.e. positive utility): i) the predicted value leads to the correct action, and ii)

the deviation of the predicted value is within a maximum admissible loss (prediction error).

Given a domain where the ground assumptions are similar to that of the previous example

scenario, it should be noted that this approach raises an important caveat. As observed in

the previous illustrations of utility surfaces and isometrics (Figures 4.3 and 4.4), the original

concept of utility by Ribeiro allows for highly relevant values which are predicted as such, to

have a negative utility. This is due to the definition of the maximum admissible loss (double

of the smallest amplitude between relative or absolute minimums and maximums), and the

impact of this constraint on domains that have highly extreme values.

Based on these observations, a new approach for utility surfaces is proposed. As in the work

of Ribeiro, this proposal also considers utility as a function of both the relevance of true and

predicted values, and a given loss function. For simplification purposes, the utility function

is denoted as follows [35]:

u(ŷ, y) = g(�(ŷ),�(y), L(ŷ, y)), (4.6)

where y and ŷ are true and predicted values and �() is a relevance function.

As an alternative to the constraint of maximum admissible loss, a rule-based approach to

derive utility surfaces is proposed, resorting to interpolation methods. The baseline rules of

this proposed approach are as follows:

1. If a case is correctly predicted as highly relevant or non relevant, its utility is bounded

by [0, 1];

2. If a case is incorrectly predicted as highly relevant or non relevant, its utility is bounded

by [�1, 0];

By using rule-based knowledge and the relevance function �() for a target variable Y of a

given domain Y, a set of predicted (ŷ) and true (y) paired values is obtained, where the

corresponding score in the utility function u(ŷ, y) is known. These are described as such:

• When the predicted value is equal to the true value (ŷ1 = y1), the utility of the

prediction is equal to the relevance of the true value: u(ŷ1, y1) = �(y1);

• Pairs of predicted and trues values where one corresponds to its maximum value, e.g.

max(ŷ), and the other is a value with the same relevance as the relevance threshold,

�(y2) = tR, the utility value is 0: u(max(ŷ), y2) = 0;

• Cases where the prediction error is maximized (e.g. (max(ŷ),min(y))), the utility

value is equal to �1: u(max(ŷ),min(y)) = �1.
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In summary, i) accurate predictions obtain a utility corresponding to the true value’s rele-

vance, �(y); ii) the minimum utility for cases correctly predicted as highly relevant or normal

is 0; and iii) predictions corresponding to the largest prediction error possible have a utility

of �1.

To interpolate the remaining values of utility, a scattered-data surface fitting approach

proposed by Akima [9] is used. This approach provides a framework for the interpolation

of irregularly and regularly spaced data4. This interpolation process can be achieved with

several other surface interpolation methods, such as those based on multilevel B-splines [138]

or kriging [132].

In Figures 4.5 and 4.6 a comparison of the utility surfaces proposal by Ribeiro [196] and the

proposal for rule-based utility surfaces is depicted. These are based on the same settings

used in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The comparison is carried out using the isometrics illustration

of the surface, and for example purposes, the relevance threshold tR is defined as 0.9 (dashed

line). As previously noted, this threshold defines a boundary for values of a given domain,

which the user considers to be highly relevant.

Figure 4.5: Example of utility surface as

proposed by Ribeiro [196], with relevance

threshold (dashed line).

Figure 4.6: Example of rule-based utility

surface with relevance threshold (dashed

line).

Results show that the proposal by Ribeiro (left) may not provide the best fit for the

exemplified scenarios. Due to the interpolation of utility based on the concept of maximum

admissible loss, there can be negative values of utility in cases where highly relevant values

are predicted as such. In contrast, the proposed approach (right) better accounts for the

user preferences, and is capable of defining a utility function that better approximates the

user-defined boundaries, i.e. relevance threshold.

4This approach is implemented in the R package akima [10].
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Therefore, in regression tasks where, in addition to providing domain preferences, users also

set a relevance threshold and establish that the usefulness of predictions is bounded by such

a threshold, the proposed approach of rule-based utility functions is capable of providing a

better approximation to the user preferences, when compared to the work of Ribeiro [196].

4.5 Evaluation Metrics for Imbalanced Learning

As previously noted, one of the crucial aspects of predictive modelling is the application

of appropriate evaluation procedures, since the development and improvement of predictive

models are driven by the reduction of forecasting errors. These are measured by employing

evaluation metrics.

Concerning learning tasks with imbalanced domains, it is very noticeable that most of the

e↵orts have been focused on classification problems. In such tasks, the common approach is to

use the precision/recall evaluation framework [57] and their composite metric, F-Score (F�).

Given a data set from an imbalanced domain, the metric Precision provides an indication on

how accurate the model is in predicting under-represented cases. As for the Recall metric, it

signifies how frequently these rare cases were identified as such by the model. The F-Score

metric [198], combines both previous metrics based on a � factor, which allows to define the

importance attributed to Precision and Recall. The F-Score is often used in order to account

for the known trade-o↵ between the Precision and Recall measures, i.e. predicting all items

as ”rare” will result in a perfect Recall score, but a very poor score concerning Precision.

Nonetheless, regarding regression tasks with imbalanced domains, the e↵orts made concern-

ing their appropriate evaluation have been negligible. In such tasks, researchers commonly

resort to standard metrics such as the Mean Squared Error (MSE). These standard metrics

assume uniform domain preferences and are solely focused on the magnitude of the prediction

error. As such, they raise severe issues when evaluating imbalanced domain learning tasks.

In the financial domain, several authors have proposed evaluation methods capable of consid-

ering uneven costs of predictions, e.g. [49, 55]. Such proposals are based on asymmetric loss

functions with the prime objective of di↵erentiating between under- and over-predictions.

The idea of these proposals is that such types of errors should be considered di↵erently, i.e.

di↵erent prediction costs for the same absolute error. However, these proposals prove to be

inadequate for imbalanced domains learning given that they do not account for di↵erentiated

domain preferences of users.

Based on the concept of utility-based regression, Ribeiro [196] proposes several utility-

based evaluation metrics, providing a framework for the assessment of predictive errors in

imbalanced learning tasks. These metrics include the Mean Utility (MU) and the Normalized

Mean Utility (NMU). The former (MU) allows the estimation of models’ performance given
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uneven domain preferences by users, which are depicted by relevance functions �(). The

latter metric is a normalization of the Mean Utility. Given a set of paired predicted (ŷ) and

true (y) values of size n and a utility function u(), these metrics are defined as follows:

MU =
1

n

nX

i=1

u�(ŷi, yi) (4.7) NMU =

Pn
i=1 u�(ŷi, yi) + n

2n
(4.8)

In addition, based on the concept of the precision/recall framework, Ribeiro also proposes

an adaptation of such metrics to the scope of numerical prediction tasks with imbalanced

domains. This framework for utility-based regression considers both the user preference

biases and the issue of numeric accuracy. This is carried out by resorting to the previously

described concept of utility. Formally, Ribeiro [196] defines the Precision (precu�) and Recall

(recu�) metrics as follows:

precu� =

P
i:ẑ

i

=1,z
i

=1
1 + u(ŷ, y)

P
i:ẑ

i

=1,z
i

=1
1 + �yi +

P
i:ẑ

i

=1,z
i

=0
2� p(1� �(yi))

(4.9)

recu� =

P
i:ẑ

i

=1,z
i

=1
1 + u(ŷi, yi)

P
i:z

i

=1
1 + �(yi)

(4.10)

where p is a weight di↵erentiating the types of errors, and ẑ and z are flags associated with

the presence of a highly relevant case.

In order to relax the definition of the metrics proposed by Ribeiro, an alternate definition of

these metrics is proposed, by identifying normal and highly relevant cases solely resorting to

relevance functions �() and the respective relevance threshold tR. As such, instead of using

a binary flag in order to identify signalled (predicted as highly relevant) and true (highly

relevant) cases, the signalled and true highly relevant cases are those where the relevance of

their values is above the relevance threshold: �(ŷ) > tR and �(y) > tR, respectively. Given

this, the proposed alternative definitions of Precision and Recall for utility-based regression

are as follows:

precu� =

P
�(ŷ

i

)>t
R

,�(y
i

)>t
R

(1 + u(ŷi, yi))

P
�(ŷ

i

)>t
R

(1 + �(ŷi))
(4.11) recu� =

P
�(ŷ

i

)>t
R

,�(y)>t
R

(1 + u(ŷi, yi))

P
�(y

i

)>t
R

(1 + �(yi))
(4.12)

where �(yi) is the relevance associated with the true value yi, �(ŷi) is the relevance of the

predicted value ŷi, tR is a user-defined threshold, above which cases are signalled as highly

relevant for the user, and u(ŷi, yi) is the utility of making the prediction ŷi for the true

value yi, normalized to [�1, 1]. It should be noted that the proposed alternate definition of

Precision and Recall is motivated by the work of Branco [33] which also presents a di↵erent
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definition for the utility-based metrics. However, unlike the original proposal by Ribeiro [196]

and the traditional definition of Precision and Recall, in Branco’s proposal, the numerators

and denominators of the equations report to the same amount of true and predicted pairs

of values. The alternate definition proposed in this section does not make such assumption,

encapsulating the same assumptions on which both the traditional definition and the proposal

by Ribeiro are based: the numerators of Precision and Recall concern the cases where highly

relevant values were predict as such.

As for the F-Score metric for utility-based regression (F u
� ), it is based on the traditional

definition of the metric, previously described in Section 2.4 (Equation 2.5). It combines both

Precision (precu�) and Recall (recu�) according to our alternate definition, with an harmonic

mean, including a � factor which denotes the importance attributed to the components:

F u
� =

(1 + �) · precu� · recu�
�2 · precu� + recu�

. (4.13)

4.6 Utility-Based Evaluation Framework

In this section, an evaluation framework for the imbalanced learning task of web content

popularity prediction is proposed. Building on previous work concerning this issue, this

proposal uses both standard and utility-based evaluation metrics. The motivation for such

decision is related to allowing the comparison of the performance of models from multiple

perspectives.

The proposed evaluation framework is composed of three evaluation metrics. Two of these

metrics have already been described and formalized: the i) Root Mean Squared Error

(RMSE) and the ii) utility-based F-Score (F u
� ). The former (RMSE) assumes uniform

domain preferences, and is focused on determining the average squared error of models’

predictions. The resulting score is given by the root of this average, in an attempt to

mitigate the e↵ects of extreme values of errors. This metric is commonly used in previous

work concerning web content popularity prediction. The latter, utility-based F-Score (F u
� ),

is a composite measure of the utility-based regression framework proposal for the Precision

(precu�) and Recall (recu�) metrics. The RMSE and F u
� metrics are defined in Section 2.4

(Equation 2.15) and in Section 4.5 (Equation 4.13), respectively.

In addition to these evaluation metrics, a novel evaluation metrics is proposed: the Relevance-

Weighted Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE�).
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Relevance-Weighted Root Mean Squared Error

In order to provide a notion of the impact caused by non-uniform domain preferences in

standard evaluation metrics, a relevance-weighted adaptation of the Root Mean Squared

Error (RMSE) is proposed, focusing on prediction errors of highly relevant cases.

It should be noted that applying this weighted approach to all cases is prone to severe eval-

uation caveats [196], as it could ignore the impact of cases where true values are considered

as normal w.r.t. their relevance, but are predicted with highly relevant values.

To illustrate this issue, consider the following scenario. Given a domain Y, consider two true

values, y1 = 0 and y2 = 100, where the former is signalled as ”normal”, with a relevance

score of 0, and the latter as highly relevant with a relevance score of 1. Consider that their

respective predictions are ŷ1 = 100 and ŷ2 = 0, representing the same absolute error. By

weighing these cases according to the relevance of their true values, the first case would be

discarded, despite representing a considerable error by the prediction model. Based on this

insight, the proposed metric focuses on a subset of cases – those considered to be highly

relevant – avoiding the issues raised by weighted evaluation metrics.

The Relevance-Weighted Root Mean Squared Error RMSE� is formalized in the following

manner: given a paired set of true and predicted values from cases considered highly relevant,

i.e. those with a relevance score �() of the true value above the relevance threshold tR, the

proposed adaptation consists of weighting the average squared errors of these pairs, using

the relevance score of the respective true values,

RMSE�(ŷ, y) =

vuut
P

�(y)>t
R

�(y)⇥ (ŷ � y)2

|y : �(y) > tR|
(4.14)

where predicted and true values are respectively denoted as ŷ and y; |y : �(y) > tR| denotes
the number of highly relevant true values; �(y) is the relevance of a given items’ true value

and tR is the user-defined relevance threshold.

This proposal allows the evaluation of prediction errors’ impact, when focusing on cases

regarded by users’ domain preferences as highly relevant. In comparison to the originally

proposed RMSE, our proposal accounts for the users’ domain preferences, denoted by the

true values’ relevance. However, it does not account for the relevance of the predicted values

and the utility of such predictions, as considered by the utility-based F u
� evaluation metric.

In summary, the proposed evaluation framework is characterized by the use of the following

metrics, with di↵erent objectives:

• Root Mean Squared Error RMSE. A standard evaluation metric accounting for
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squared prediction errors. The outcome is given by the root of the squared errors

average. It assumes uniform domain preferences.

• Relevance-Weighted Root Mean Squared Error RMSE�. Using user-defined

relevance functions, and focusing on highly relevant cases, it weighs the squared error of

predicted and true paired values with the relevance of the latter. Results are described

by the root of the weighted squared errors average.

• Utility-Based F-Score F u
� . A composite evaluation metric (precu�, rec

u
�) based on the

definition of a relevance function, which evaluates the accuracy of models’ predictions

towards user-defined highly relevant cases, based on the concept of utility.

Finally, it should be noted that the proposed evaluation framework can be extended in order

to include the factors (Precision and Recall) of the F-Score metric. Regarding parametriza-

tion, this evaluation framework depends on the definition of a relevance function �() and the

relevance threshold tR to account for uneven domain preferences, and a � factor used by the

F-Score metric, in order to weigh its respective Precision and Recall metrics.

4.7 Experimental Analysis

In this section an experimental analysis is provided, focusing on the target domain of this

thesis: web content popularity. As stated in this chapter, we consider the task of web content

popularity prediction to be an imbalanced domain learning task. As such, it assumes that

both the following conditions are verified: i) the distribution of the target variable is highly

skewed, and ii) the cases that are severely under-represented are those which require the

most predictive accuracy.

This task can be framed in two scenarios: a priori and a posteriori. The former concerns

the scenario where the evolution of the items’ popularity one aims to predict is not available.

This scenario is common when predicting the popularity of items before they are published,

or shortly after. The latter, a posteriori prediction, refers to the scenario where the predictive

task is focused on modelling the evolution of items’ popularity, in order to forecast future

popularity. In the experimental analysis provided in this section the focus is on a priori

prediction tasks.

One of the most crucial procedures in the e↵orts to boost predictive accuracy in a priori

tasks concerns feature selection. As analysed in the literature review provided in Chapter 2,

several types of features5 have been used in related works: i) behavioural, ii) social network,

iii) content, iv) temporal, v) meta-data, vi) external sources. One of the main distinctions

5A thorough description of these types of features with illustrative examples is provided in Section 2.3 of

Chapter 2.
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between a priori and a posteriori tasks is that the former does not resort to behavioural

features.

The objectives of the experimental analysis presented in this section are two-fold: i) to

study the contribution of several types of features concerning predictive accuracy in a priori

popularity prediction tasks, and ii) to analyse and discuss the conclusions provided by

standard and utility-based evaluation metrics.

4.7.1 Materials and Methods

In this section, the materials and methods used to perform the experimental analysis are

detailed. The description of the predictors used from each type of features, as well as the

data set, is presented. The evaluation methods are motivated and presented, including

their required parametrization. The learning algorithm used is described and the evaluation

methodology motivated. Finally, results are presented and a discussion is provided.

Data

The experiments performed in this analysis use the data sets concerning online news feeds

presented in the previous chapter. Online news feeds are a type of web content, with

particular characteristics. The most important characteristic is that it has a very short alive-

time, therefore requiring that prediction models are both quick and accurate in predicting

the popularity of news items.

The two data sets were presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The first is a single-source data

set, and the second is a multi-source data set. The former includes news items obtained from

the news recommender system Google News, and the respective popularity of such news in

the social media source Twitter. The latter data set, concerns news obtained from both

the Google News and Yahoo! News news recommender systems, and the popularity of such

news items in the social media sources Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn. In both data sets,

from the news recommender systems, i.e. o�cial media sources, the retrieved information

involves the title, headline, publication date, the news outlet and the position of news in the

respective source rankings. From social media sources, the amount of attention received by

the news items, i.e. popularity, was queried in intervals of 20 minutes.

For the purposes of this experimental evaluation, the goal is to predict the final popularity

of news items, i.e. the popularity accumulated by news until 2 days after their publication

(prediction horizon), before such items are published. Therefore, behavioural features such

as the popularity of the items at the moment of prediction will not be considered. Also, in

this evaluation social network and external sources features are not considered. As previously

discussed in Section 2.5, social network features raise several issues concerning privacy and
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scalability of data access. As for external sources features, previous work by Martin et

al. [161] shows that such features do not provide significant additional performance and, in

the scope of this experimental evaluation, the focus is on data provided by o�cial and social

media sources.

The news items obtained in both data sets concern four topics: economy, microsoft, obama

and palestine. These are very active topics, and they report to di↵erent types of entities:

sector, company, person, and country, respectively.

Using the data available in this type of data sets, previous work provides evidence pointing

to variables that have strong predictive power and those that do not. Bandari et al. [24] show

that the news outlet (media source) of the news items is a strong predictor of popularity.

Additionally, the authors use named entity identification, adding predictors concerning

average behaviour (as to popularity) when certain entities are referenced in news. Textual

features are used by Tsagkias et al. [224], by extracting the top-100 most discriminative terms

and observing that they show a strong predictive performance. Subjectivity of language

and sentiment analysis have also been used in numeric prediction tasks of news popularity.

Bandari et al. [24] used subjectivity of language, reporting little predictive power by this

predictor. In contrast, Berger et al. [29] show that sentiment analysis features are a good

indicator of articles’ virality. Also, concerning temporal features, Ahmed et al. [6] show that

date and time information concerning news can be successfully employed as features in web

content popularity prediction tasks.

Considering the indications provided by previous work, this study will focus on three types of

predictive features: content, temporal and meta-data features. Concerning content features,

the contribution of bag-of-words features and sentiment scores obtained by the text mining

technique, sentiment analysis, is assessed. As for temporal features, the day of the week

and the hour of news’ publication are considered as predictors. Finally, regarding meta-data

features, the popularity of entities in the title and headline of the news items’, as well as

that of news outlets is considered. The features are grouped by their type, and as such, this

experimental evaluation will test seven di↵erent possible feature sets (combinations of each

type of features) in each predictive scenario combining the available social media sources and

news topics. Table 4.1 summarizes the predictive features described, and Table 4.2 presents

the combinations of feature types tested in the experimental evaluation.

Type Variable Description

Content
T1, T2, · · · Frequency of terms from bag of words approach applied to headlines.
SentTitle, SentHeadline Sentiment scores of the news title and headline.

Temporal
D1, D2, · · · , D7 Day of the week the news was published (flag).
Hour Hour of news publication.

Meta-Data
OutletAvg Average popularity of news’ outlets.
EntitiesAvg Average popularity of entities mentioned in title and headline of news.

Table 4.1: Set of predictors tested in the experimental evaluation.
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Table 4.2: Feature sets with combinations of predictors tested in the experimental evaluation.

Feature Generation. The generation of features described in Table 4.1 is carried out using

the following procedures.

• A standard bag-of-words approach is applied in order to obtain a set of terms describing

it, using the infrastructure provided by the R package tm [79]. This is applied to

the headline of the news6, given that it provides a larger amount of information.

Punctuation, numbers and stop words are removed. Sparse terms that appear in less

than 1% of cases are also removed. Depending on the topic, this translates to between

100 and 200 terms describing news items’ text content.

• The two sentiment scores, concerning the title and headline of news, are obtained by

applying sentiment analysis techniques, using the sentiment lexicon described by Hu

and Liu [107]. This is carried out using the framework provided by the R package

qdap [199].

• Data concerning the weekday and hour of a given news publication are extracted

directly from information retrieved from o�cial media sources (Google News and

Yahoo! News).

• The popularity of news outlets is obtained by averaging the amount of attention their

respective news obtained. This is carried out by applying simple statistics to historical

data, i.e. training set.

• The popularity of entities mentioned in news items is obtained by averaging the amount

of attention obtained by news in which they were mentioned. To achieve this, the R

package openNLP [105] is used. It allows one to recognize named entities based on

language models. This process focuses on three types of entities: locations, people and

organizations.

6The full news text was not considered as this would require following the available link to the original

news site and have a specific crawler to obtain this text.
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It should be stressed that these procedures are applied separately to each combination of

social media source and topic of news. This allows for a more precise generation of features,

accounting for the specific topics in which the prediction tasks are framed. As a reminder,

the process for obtaining the popularity of the items in each of the social media sources is

described in the previous chapter (Section 3.2).

Learning Algorithms

In order to analyse the contribution of the types of features mentioned, it is necessary to

select the regression tools used to learn the predictive models. A similar study by Arapakis et

al. [15] claims that the best results in numerical prediction tasks of web content popularity

are given by linear models (lm). As such, in this experimental evaluation this modelling

approach is used. To allow easy replication, the implementation of lm in the R package

stats is applied.

Regardless, the performance of learning algorithms are highly dependent on the predictive

features used. As such, it should be made clear that the outcome of this experimental

evaluation is specific to the use of linear models, given the claim by Arapakis et al. [15] that

such approach provides the best outcome. However, if another learning algorithm would be

employed, it is possible that the results concerning the best feature set for the web content

popularity prediction task would provide di↵erent conclusions.

Evaluation Metrics

Regarding the evaluation of prediction models’ performance, the focus of our problem is

accurately predicting the popularity of a small amount of cases, i.e. those which are rare

due to their high level of popularity. As thoroughly described in this chapter, standard

evaluation approaches are prone to issues in such predictive settings. Concerning the scope

of our predictive task, the main issue with standard evaluation metric is that such metrics

assume uniform domain preferences.

As such, the utility-based evaluation framework proposed in Section 4.6 is used. This

framework includes three evaluation metrics: i) the root mean squared error RMSE, the

relevance-weighted root mean squared error RMSE�, and a utility-based F-Score F u
� . Given

our focus on highly popular items, experimental evaluations will focus on the latter two

metrics, since those are focused on assessing the predictive accuracy of models towards such

type of cases. The relation of such results will be compared and discussed with those obtained

by the RMSE metric.

The utility-based evaluation framework requires the definition of several parameters: i) a

� factor determining the importance attributed to the factors (Precision and Recall) in the
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metric F u
� , and ii) the relevance functions noting the importance attributed by users to the

values of the domain and the threshold for considering a case as highly relevant. Also, given

the use of the proposal by Ribeiro [196] for the automatic definition of relevance functions,

the boxplot coe�cient ↵ must also be defined.

Boxplot Coe�cient. According to the seminal work on boxplot statistics by Tukey [227],

outliers can be assigned to two di↵erent categories: i) mild outliers, and ii) extreme outliers.

This categorization is related to the coe�cient ↵ used in order to define the boundary of the

lower and upper whiskers7: Q3+↵⇥IQR, where Q3 is the third quantile of the distribution,

and IQR is the di↵erence between Q3 and Q1.

Given a domain Y, mild and extreme outliers are defined as follows:

• Mild Outliers (mOut):

mOut := {y 2 Y|y 6 Q1� 1.5⇥ IQR _ y > Q3 + 1.5⇥ IQR} (4.15)

• Extreme Outliers (eOut)

eOut := {y 2 Y|y 6 Q1� 3⇥ IQR _ y > Q3 + 3⇥ IQR} (4.16)

Considering that our objective is to accurately predict the rare cases of highly popular news,

i.e. extreme cases of high popularity, the focus of the experimental evaluation concerns

extreme outliers. As such, the boxplot statistics coe�cient ↵ is defined as 3.

F-Score � Factor. As previously described, the F-Score is a composite evaluation metric,

combining the scores of the metrics Precision and Recall with an harmonic mean. Preci-

sion indicates the model’s accuracy on under-represented cases, and Recall specifies how

frequently models correctly identify such cases.

The � factor determines the importance of the Recall measure in relation to Precision.

Commonly, the � factor assumes one of three values: 0.5, 1 and 2. The first weighs Precision

higher than Recall, and reduces the impact of false negatives8; the second weights Precision

and Recall equally; and the third weighs Recall higher than Precision, thus accentuating the

e↵ect of false negatives.

Given the scope of our objectives, the accurate prediction of news items’ popularity and

the focus towards the rare cases of extreme popularity, the information provided by both

Precision and Recall are equally important. As such, the value of � is defined as 1.

7As previously described, in the domain of web content popularity there is only one extreme of large

numbers.
8In the scope of our predictive task, false negatives report to situations where a highly popular news item

is predicted with a popularity level of a normal case.
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Relevance Functions. The definition of relevance functions is crucial for the e↵orts of

formalizing the described popularity prediction tasks as utility-based regression. In ideal

scenarios, it is expected that the user would provide such relevance functions. These contain

the users’ domain preferences and the description of the importance attributed to target

variable values.

As previously discussed, one of the main caveats raised by this ideal scenario concerns highly

dynamic domains. For example, if a domain is prone to non-stationarities, a↵ecting the

distribution of its values, this would require the user to update the function regularly.

Another example concerns scenarios where there is no previous domain knowledge, and

therefore it is not possible to provide such specifications. The domain of web content

popularity can be framed in both of these situations. To tackle this, Ribeiro [196] allows

for the automatic definition of relevance functions based on the distribution of the target

variable, using boxplot statistics. Such approach is used, in order to obtain relevance

functions.

However, it is still necessary to provide an additional parameter related to the relevance

of values: the relevance threshold. This threshold regards the users’ boundary definition

in order to consider items as highly relevant. In order to obtain an appropriate amount of

highly relevant items, given that the accurate prediction of such cases is the focus of our

predictive tasks, several values were tested: 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9. Considering the number of

cases provided by the automatic relevance functions and each of these relevance threshold

alternatives, the value of 0.9 was selected since it presents an appropriate (small) number

of cases: results show that with a threshold of 0.9 the amount of cases considered as highly

relevant is roughly 10%, for each combination of social media source and news topic.

Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation methodology used in experiments regards the approach applied to estimate

the error that a predictive model incurs when applied to future data, i.e. unseen data. In

related work concerning web content popularity prediction, the most popular methodologies

are the out-of-sample method [213] and k-fold cross validation [93].

However, given the implicit temporal order of information commonly observed in web content

data sets, approaches such as the out-of-sample method and k-fold cross validation raise

severe caveats. Previous work [213] shows that the application of out-of-sample estimation

may lead to unreliable estimates of the models’ prediction errors. As for the latter, the

problem of using such method is related to the temporal order of the data, since this method

assumes that the data is independent w.r.t. the temporal dimension.

In this experimental context, one needs to be careful in terms of the process used to obtain
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reliable estimates of the selected evaluation metrics. This means that the experimental

methodology should make sure that the original order of the data is kept, so that models are

trained on past data and tested on future data, avoiding over-optimistic estimates of their

scores.

In order to obtain reliable estimates of the selected evaluation metrics for each of the

alternative models (based on di↵erent combinations of predictive features’ types), the Monte

Carlo simulation method is used as the experimental methodology9. This methodology

randomly selects a set of points in time within the available data, and then for each of these

points selects a certain past window as training data and a subsequent window as test data,

with the overall training+test process repeated for each random point. All alternative models

are compared using the same training and test sets to ensure fair pairwise comparisons of

the obtained estimates.

4.7.2 Results

This experimental evaluation is focused on assessing the contribution of di↵erent types of

features in terms of their predictive accuracy. To evaluate the various types of features and

their combinations, the previously described utility-based evaluation framework is applied,

and the evaluation methodology employed is the Monte Carlo simulation. Results are

obtained through 10 repetitions of a Monte Carlo estimation process with 50% of the cases

used as training set and the subsequent 25% as test set. This process is done using the

infrastructure provided by R package performanceEstimation [220].

Figure 4.7 presents an illustration of the results according to the F u
1 evaluation metric,

concerning the combination of news data on each of the topics economy, microsoft, obama

and palestine and the popularity of such news according to each of the social media sources

available: Twitter in the single-source data set, and Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn in the

multi-source data set. Results concerning all metrics are presented in Annex A, where for

each combination of social media source and news topic, the best result according to each

evaluation metric is denoted in bold.

Results show that meta-data features provide the best predictive performance and that

temporal features provide the worst. Focusing on the combinations of feature types, results

show that the best predictive performance is obtained by approaches using a combination of

meta-data and temporal features. However, approaches solely based on meta-data features

provide a better evaluation than such combination. Experimental results also show that

these conclusions are valid for most combinations of social media source data and news

topic.

9An implementation of the Monte Carlo simulation method for R is provided by Torgo [219].
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation of prediction models using distinct feature sets in all combinations of

social media sources and news topics, according to the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 .

Concerning the comparison of standard evaluation metric RMSE and the utility-based

metric F u
1 , results show that in the majority of cases these do not agree. This shows the

impact that standard evaluation metrics may have when evaluating learning tasks where

the objective is to accurately predict an underrepresented set of cases in the data. This

observation is also valid for the relevance weighted version of RMSE (RMSE�). Indeed,

in most cases, RMSE� does not agree with either the standard version of the evaluation

metric (RMSE) or the F u
1 metric.

These discrepancies between the outcome of di↵erent evaluation metrics show the ability

of the proposed evaluation framework in providing a broad and multi-faceted analysis of

the predictive accuracy of regression models in this domain. It shows that, for most cases,

the models with the best overall prediction error (i.e. uniform domain preferences), are not

the models with the best numeric accuracy on highly relevant cases (RMSE�). Also, it

shows that such models do not present the best results in this experimental evaluation when

accounting for both the relevance of the true and predicted values (F u
1 ).

Despite this overall analysis of results, it is still not clear if the outcome of the models

represent statistically significant performance di↵erences. Therefore, critical di↵erence dia-

grams [61] according to the Friedman test are applied, in order to further understand the

di↵erence between the prediction models tested, concerning the F u
1 metric. A lower rank

represents better performance, and the horizontal lines connecting the methods show the
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significance of the di↵erence among ranks. Pairs of models not connected with a horizontal

line indicate significant (p�value < 0.05) di↵erence in their ranks for a given experiment.

Results are depicted in Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.8: Critical di↵erence diagram concerning the results of the evaluation metric F u
1

for models with di↵erent combinations of features.

According to the significance tests carried out, results show that models using meta-data

features provide the best results, with statistical significance over models solely based on

content and/or temporal features. Also, results show that models using content features

provide a statistically significant advantage over models solely based on temporal features.

Overall, best results are obtained by models solely based on meta-data features, although not

presenting a significant improvement over feature sets combining content and/or temporal

features with meta-data features. However, it should be noted that the models using such

feature space show F u
1 scores that are non-optimal, with a global average of roughly 0.25.

This shows the di�culty of standard learning algorithms in learning with imbalanced data,

and in accurately identifying the items that are more relevant for the users, in the context

of a priori prediction.

4.7.3 Discussion

Based on the definition of the popularity prediction task as an imbalanced learning problem,

this experimental evaluation is focused on two objectives: i) to provide a comparison between

standard and utility-based evaluation metrics, and ii) to derive conclusions as to the best

feature space in order to predict highly popular news items.

As previously stated, related work shows how standard evaluation metrics are prone to mis-

leading results. This issue is related to their assumption of uniform domain preferences, i.e.

every case is equally important. To overcome this problem, a robust evaluation framework

combining standard and utility-based evaluation metrics is proposed.

Results of the utility-based F-Score (F u
1 ) show that concerning the prediction of highly
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popular items, the models which provide the best predictive accuracy towards important and

under-represented cases are based on a feature space solely composed of meta-data features

(average popularity of named entities mentioned and of the news outlet). This metric is the

most robust of the framework, accounting for the numerical error of predictions, and the

relevance of both the true and predicted values.

However, it should be noted that a comparison of results concerning the utility-based F u
1

metric and both the standard evaluation metric RMSE and the relevance-weighted RMSE�,

which does not account for the relevance of predicted values and the utility of such predic-

tions, show some discrepancy regarding the top performing models. In Figures 4.9 and 4.10,

critical di↵erence diagrams [61] are depicted, illustrating the statistical significance (p�value

< 0.05) between the prediction models using the di↵erent combinations of features. The

diagrams concern results obtained by evaluation metrics RMSE and RMSE�, respectively,

in the previously detailed experimental evaluation conditions.
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Figure 4.9: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

RMSE for models with di↵erent combina-

tions of features.
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Figure 4.10: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

RMSE� for models with di↵erent combina-

tions of features.

According to the results of the statistical tests, it is observed that the conclusions according

to RMSE and RMSE� metrics are di↵erent from those obtained with the F u
1 metric.

Concerning the RMSE metric, results show that models based on meta-data and/or tem-

poral features provide a significant advantage over all other combinations, and that models

using content features obtain the worst results. As for the RMSE� metric, results are

similar to those obtained by the F u
1 , with small di↵erences as to which provides the best

outcome (although without statistical significance). These di↵erences highlight the impact

of solely accounting for the relevance of the true values and the numerical error, and the

additional impact of also accounting for the relevance of predicted values and the utility of

such predictions, as done by the F u
1 metric.

Regarding the sets of features used in the predictive modelling tasks, the conclusions derived

from this experimental evaluation require a comparison with previous work. As previously
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described, several authors have provided insights on the predictive ability of features in

popularity prediction tasks. Bandari et al. [24] show that the popularity of media outlets are

strong predictors of popularity, whilst Tsagkias et al. [224] show evidence of discriminative

terms providing good predictive performance. Sentiment analysis has shown [29] to be a

good indicator of virality, and Arapakis et al. [15] prove that temporal features are well

correlated with articles’ popularity in Twitter.

In comparison, our results show that content features (bag-of-words and sentiment analysis),

although providing average results (in comparison to the best performing feature sets), do

not provide a good predictive performance, which is also the conclusion in the work of

Martin et al. [161]. Also, regarding temporal features, it is noted that these provide the

worst predictive performance, in contradiction with the conclusions by Tsagkias et al. [224].

Concerning the meta-data features, experimental results provide similar evidence to that of

Bandari et al. [24], where media outlets’ and named entities’ popularity provide a strong

predictability of popularity.

However, one of the features used in the experiments provides a singular contradiction with

all previous work: sentiment scores. The use of sentiment analysis and features derived from

such approach, have shown throughout previous experiments to be good predictors [29, 161,

18].

Given this contradiction, the experimental evaluation is repeated in order to provide further

evidence to support the evaluation outcome, with the aim of comparing the predictive

performance of models using solely meta-data features, and their combination with sen-

timent scores of both the title and headline. In order to reduce the bias of using a given

sentiment lexicon, results include the use of four di↵erent lexicons, previously described in

Section 3.3: AFINN [177], SentLex [107], SentiStrength [218] and SentiWordNet 3.0 [21].

Due to the extent of the results, they are described in Annex B (best results denoted in

bold). In Figures 4.11 and 4.12 critical di↵erence diagrams are presented in order to assess

the statistical significance (p�value < 0.05) of the models.

Results show that according to both RMSE and F u
1 evaluation metrics, the models based on

meta-data and sentiment scores’ features provide the best outcome. Results also show that

all models combining both types of features provide a statistically significant advantage

over models solely based on meta-data features. As for the best combination, results

concerning the F u
1 metric show that this is obtained by using the SentiWordNet lexicon

to obtain sentiment scores, despite not presenting a significant advantage over the second

best combination (when using the AFINN lexicon).

In summary, the experimental evaluation carried out in this section shows that meta-

data features provide the strongest predictability of news items’ popularity, and temporal

features the worst. Also, regarding the combination of features, results show that the best
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Figure 4.11: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

F u
1 for models using meta-data and senti-

ment scores’ features.
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Figure 4.12: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

RMSE for models using meta-data and

sentiment scores’ features.

performing models are observed when combining meta-data features (average popularity

of named entities and news outlets) and sentiment scores derived from the application of

sentiment analysis to the title and headline of news items, using the SWN sentiment lexi-

con. Concerning the proposed evaluation framework, results show how standard evaluation

metrics are prone to ambiguous optimization of models, and that the improvement of results

w.r.t. standard evaluation metrics may not signify an improvement of predictive accuracy

in under-represented cases. In fact, results show that the optimization of models according

to the RMSE metric may lead to a deterioration of prediction models’ ability to accurately

forecast rare cases of highly relevant items.

It should be stressed that such conclusions are specific to the application of linear models,

following the results presented by Arapakis et al. [15] where it is concluded that such learning

approach provides the best outcome in web content popularity prediction tasks. Given that

learning algorithms are greatly influenced by the feature sets used, it is possible that if a

di↵erent algorithm would be used, the conclusions would also be di↵erent.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter the problem of predicting the popularity of web content is formalized as a

numeric predictive modelling task. As previously observed, this domain is severely skewed,

given that the majority of items at a given time have a low amount of popularity, and a

small set of rare (and relevant to the user) cases has an abnormal (high) level of popularity,

i.e. imbalanced domain.

To tackle the task of web content popularity prediction, related work has proposed a con-

siderable amount of approaches. However, their commonality is the assumption of uniform

user domain preferences. Unlike previous work, such an assumption is not made here. The
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problem of web content popularity prediction is defined as a non-standard learning task,

framed within the concept of imbalanced domain learning.

Learning with imbalanced domains is based on two conditions: i) the user is focused on

the predictive accuracy of a subset of target values, and ii) that subset is severely under-

represented in the data. It is argued that this is the case in the web content popularity

domain. As such, in this thesis, it is established that the focus of popularity prediction tasks

concern under-represented cases of highly popular items, since those are the ones which

should likely be recommended to end-users.

To solve this problem, the concept of utility is described, as well as its application to

data mining and machine learning problems. Previous work has mainly focused on this

problem within the scope of classification tasks, i.e. nominal target variables, and the

related work concerning regression is negligible. The proposal of Ribeiro [196] concerning

utility-based regression is presented. This proposal allows for the definition of a framework

capable of formalizing the problem of web content popularity prediction with non-uniform

domain preferences. It is based on two concepts: i) relevance functions and ii) utility

surfaces. The first, relevance functions, allows users to attribute relevance scores to values

of the target domain. It presents a relaxation of the ”problem-definition issue” defined

by Weiss [236] where the quality of information provided by users has an impact on the

evaluation, comparison and optimization of prediction models. The latter, utility surfaces,

allows the evaluation of prediction errors of models, not only based on numerical error, but

also considering the relevance of both true and predicted values.

Based on the shortcomings of the proposal by Ribeiro concerning utility surfaces in the

context of web content popularity prediction, a new approach to deriving them is proposed,

based on rules knowledge instead of a maximum loss criterion. Also, a robust evaluation

framework is proposed in order to provide a broad and multi-faceted evaluation of popularity

prediction tasks. This framework includes a novel evaluation metric, focused on assessing the

numerical error of items considered by users as highly relevant. This evaluation framework

allows to understand the impact of using a standard evaluation metric such as RMSE and

its shortcomings when focusing on the prediction errors of highly relevant cases (RMSE�).

Furthermore, the use of the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 is able to illustrate the impact

of accounting for both the numeric error and the relevance of the true and predicted values

by the models.

Using the proposed evaluation framework, an experimental analysis is carried out focused

on the problem of a priori popularity prediction tasks. The experimental evaluation uses

the data concerning online news feeds, a type of web content, thoroughly described in the

previous chapter. The objectives of the experimental analysis are two-fold: i) to analyse the

predictive ability concerning highly popular items of di↵erent types of predictive features,

and ii) to compare and discuss the impact of standard and utility-based evaluation metrics.
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Concerning the first objective, experimental results show that the best performance is ob-

tained by models based on a feature set composed of meta-data features (average popularity

of named entities and of news outlets) and sentiment scores of the news title and headline,

using the SWN sentiment lexicon. As for the second objective, results show that the use

of standard evaluation metrics is prone to ambiguous conclusions when the objective of the

predictive tasks is accuracy on under-represented items. Concretely, it is observed that in

some cases, standard evaluation metrics consider ine↵ective prediction models w.r.t. highly

popular cases as being within the group of top performing models. Notwithstanding, it

should be noted that these conclusions are based on the use of linear models, following the

work of Arapakis et al. [15]. As such, given the sensitivity of learning algorithms to di↵erent

feature sets, such conclusions could be di↵erent when applying other algorithms.

In this chapter, the problem of standard evaluation metrics and their impact on predictive

tasks focusing on under-represented cases is thoroughly discussed. However, the issue of

standard learning tasks focusing on accuracy towards the average behaviour of the data,

i.e. the majority of cases (items with low levels of popularity), as well as its implications in

predictive tasks such as those described in this chapter, is not addressed. In the following

chapter, such issues are discussed. In addition, several proposals for imbalanced domain

learning approaches are described, for both a priori and a posteriori prediction of web

content popularity. Using such proposals, an extensive experimental evaluation is carried

out, providing a comparison with state-of-the-art approaches in order to assess their ability

to accurately predict the popularity of rare cases of highly relevant web content items.



Chapter 5

Popularity Prediction Models

In this chapter, the use of standard learning algorithms in imbalanced domain learning tasks

is addressed. Previous work suggests that the application of such algorithms in learning tasks

with imbalanced domains are prone to several issues. In order to tackle such issues, previous

work concerning imbalanced domain classification tasks have addressed this issue extensively.

However, concerning regression tasks, related work is negligible. Framed within the imbal-

anced domain of web content popularity, this chapter presents several proposals to tackle the

issues associated to the use of standard learning algorithms when the distribution of the data

is skewed, and the user domain preferences target under-represented cases. An extensive

experimental evaluation is carried out concerning a priori and a posteriori prediction tasks,

comparing the ability of the proposed approaches in accurately predicting the popularity of

highly popular items to several state-of-the-art baselines.

5.1 Introduction

Solving the predictive task of anticipating the popularity of web content has received in-

creasing attention over past years. The interest in solving this task may be observed by the

quantity and diversity of approaches proposed to solve this problem. However, as thoroughly

analysed in the previous chapter, the majority of related work has neglected the impact

of an important characteristic of the web content popularity domain: the skewness of its

distribution. This translates to an imbalanced distribution setting, where most of the web

content items receive low levels of popularity and only a small set of such items gather a

high degree of popularity.

The uneven distribution of popularity could not be a problem in the context of web content

data, if the under-represented items were not relevant. However, intuitively, the objective of

prediction tasks involving such domain is mostly concerned with accurately predicting such

under-represented cases, i.e. those with high popularity levels. These are the items that

125
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will be suggested to users, or automatically promoted to improve user-experience in online

platforms.

In the former chapter, the dimension of evaluating imbalanced domain learning tasks was

addressed and solutions to tackle the shortcomings presented by standard evaluation metrics

were described. In this chapter, the impact of commonly used standard learning algorithms

to solve web content popularity prediction tasks is discussed. Novel proposals to improve the

prediction of highly popular web content items are presented, and an extensive experimental

evaluation is carried out including state-of-the-art approaches.

5.2 Strategies for Imbalanced Domains

Standard learning algorithms commonly optimize models by attempting to reduce a given

standard evaluation metric, which is focused on the average behaviour of the data. Such

approach may lead to models which are specialized towards the well-represented cases of the

data, causing the models to obtain a sub-optimal performance towards under-represented

cases. The reasons for the impact of imbalanced domains in standard learning algorithms is

mostly related to the following reasons:

1. Using standard evaluation metrics may provide misleading results, causing the models

to be optimized towards the average behaviour of the data;

2. Standard learning algorithms may disregard under-represented cases due to their small

coverage;

3. Algorithms may denote these rare cases as noise, discarding them from the learning

process.

The problems posed by standard learning algorithms in imbalanced domain learning tasks

have been studied for over two decades, mostly concerning classification tasks. Several

surveys on this topic have been published (e.g. [155, 128, 35]), thoroughly describing

approaches to overcome such di�culties, and providing important insights that can be

applied to the problem of web content popularity prediction.

According to Branco [35], there are four main approaches to learning tasks when using

data from imbalanced domains: i) data pre-processing methods, ii) special-purpose learning

methods, iii) prediction post-processing methods, and iv) hybrid methods. The first type of

methods operate by modifying data sets in order to provide more balanced distributions. The

second type attempts to relax the bias towards majority cases by modifying existing learning

algorithms and adapting them to imbalanced distributions. The third type, manipulates the
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predictions of models according to both user preferences and the imbalance of the data. The

fourth type of methods work by combining both the first and second types of methods.

In this thesis the prediction post-processing methods are not studied. As such, the objective

is to propose several approaches for data pre-processing methods, special-purpose learning

methods and hybrid methods, and investigate if they are capable of improving the ability of

models in predicting highly relevant cases in web content prediction tasks. Such cases are

the most important concerning an accurate and early prediction, as they are the ones that

should be placed in the top positions of suggestions to users. For simplicity, the three types

of approaches will be referred to as data-level methods, algorithm-level methods and hybrid

methods, respectively. In the following sections, each of these methods are described.

Data-Level Methods

Methods operating at a data-level are applied as pre-processing procedures1. The objective

of the methods is to change the distribution of the training sets in order to balance rare

(minority) and normal (majority) cases, following user preferences. As such, instead of

applying a given learning algorithm directly to the original training data, this data is first

pre-processed, providing a new data set.

Data-level methods are independent w.r.t. the learning algorithms used, and therefore

provide a broad applicability to various predictive scenarios, presenting an e↵ective solution

to the imbalance problem [76, 80]. However, the main issue concerning such methods is that

it requires considerable e↵orts regarding parametrization. This is necessary as to discover

the optimal new distributions, capable of accurately translating the preferences of users, and

maximizing predictive accuracy towards the target cases.

Di↵erent approaches have been proposed in previous work concerning data-level methods,

which can be clustered in three major groups: i) undersampling, ii) oversampling, and iii)

a combination of the previous approaches.

Undersampling approaches operate by reducing the number of examples which are considered

as normal. These cases compose the majority of the data set. By reducing the amount of

such cases, the objective is to aid standard learning algorithms in better capturing the

dynamics of under-represented (rare) cases. Oversampling approaches are based on the

generation of new examples concerning under-represented cases, which can be obtained

by simply replicating existing cases, or by interpolating new cases based on other under-

represented cases. Finally, the third type of data-level methods (hybrid methods) combine

undersampling and oversampling approaches, attempting to balance the distribution by

simultaneously reducing the number of normal cases, and adding new examples of under-

1Data-level methods are also commonly denoted as resampling strategies.
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represented cases.

Concerning previous work, the main distinction between the data-level proposals pertain

to case selection procedures. Commonly, the selection of cases to remove (undersampling)

or to add (oversampling) in the new data set, is carried out randomly [66, 76]. However,

several caveats may be raised by the random selection of cases. Namely, concerning its use

in undersampling, this could lead to the removal of relevant cases for the learning process.

As for the case of oversampling, since it commonly consists of replicating existing examples,

this could increase the likelihood of overfitting.

To avoid such issues, other approaches to undersampling and oversampling have been pro-

posed. These include distinct case selection procedures, such as those based on i) the distance

between cases [30], ii) the clusters obtained from the data [113] or iii) those focusing on the

recognition of cases from the majority class [110]. In addition, one of the most sophisticated

approaches in data-level methods is the ”Synthetic Minority Ovesampling Technique” [45]

(SMOTE). This approach is focused on generating new under-represented (rare) cases by

interpolating the existing ones. As such, instead of replicating such cases (as in traditional

oversampling proposals), it generates synthetic cases, thus reducing the hazard of overfitting.

Algorithm-Level Methods

In order to relax the bias of standard learning algorithms towards the most common type of

examples in data sets, algorithm-level methods provide modified versions of such algorithms.

These approaches are considered as special-purpose learners, where knowledge concerning

the domain is introduced into the learning process, biasing the algorithms towards users’

preferences. This requires an extensive knowledge of the learning algorithm, and the un-

derstanding of the reasons related to its failure in accurately predicting under-represented

cases.

The most common approach to algorithm-level methods consists of modifying preferences

criteria of learning algorithms, incorporating costs and/or benefits in order to detail the

utility of the predictions, i.e. cost-sensitive learning [72]. Examples of such approach

include applications to algorithms such as decision trees [159], k-Nearest Neighbours [27],

kernels [243], Support Vector Machines [7] (SVM) or neural networks [11]. Also, this

approach has been applied to ensembles of SVMs [232] and Random Forests [46], as well

as boosting proposals [116], among others.

Hybrid Methods

Hybrid methods combine methods at a data- and algorithm-level. Their objective is to

potentiate the strengths and to reduce the shortcomings of the previously detailed meth-
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ods. One of the first proposals concerning hybrid methods is presented by Estabrooks

and Japkowicz [75]. This proposal is based on a framework that combines 10 classifiers

using oversampling and 10 classifiers using undersampling methods, with di↵erent sampling

percentages. A simple heuristic scheme is applied to combine the methods and to discard

classifiers that are considered unreliable. Phua et al. [187] proposes the application of

undersampling on several partitions of the data set, which are then individually used to train

models using several classifiers. Classifiers trained by the same algorithm are combined using

the bagging technique, and predictions are obtained by applying the stacking technique to

combine the various classifiers. Similarly, Liu et al. [154] also propose the combination of

data-level approaches with both bagging and boosting techniques, creating an ”ensemble of

ensembles”.

Several contributions to the semi-supervised strategy of active learning can also be framed

within the concept of hybrid methods. These contributions are commonly described by

the combination of undersampling methods and SVM classifiers [74, 259, 73]. Nonetheless,

research has shown that models based on the active learning strategy show a performance

degradation as the domain imbalance increases [19].

5.2.1 Strategies for Regression Tasks

In spite of the interest that the problem of imbalanced domain learning has received for over

two decades, proposals concerning this problem are mostly related to classification tasks,

with emphasis in binary imbalanced classification tasks [211]. Concerning the proposal of

strategies within the scope of numerical prediction tasks, such as regression, the attention

it received is negligible. Nonetheless, a small number of proposals has provided important

insight concerning the applicability of such strategies in continuous domains.

Concerning data-level methods, Torgo et al. [222] propose an adaption of the random under-

sampling method and of the SMOTE method for regression tasks (SMOTEr). The authors

formalize the problem as a utility-based regression task, described in Section 4.3. Using

such formalization and the concept of relevance functions, where cases are described by a

given relevance score (Section 4.3.1), and considered ”normal” or ”rare” based on a given

relevance threshold value. Concerning the proposed SMOTEr method, this combines the

random undersampling method with the synthetic generation of new rare cases. Also, Branco

et al. [34] propose an adaption of the random oversampling method, for which the objective

is to randomly select rare cases and to replicate them, in order to provide a more balanced

data set. As for algorithm-level methods, some approaches have been presented concerning

regression trees, by proposing to change their splitting criterion [221, 197].
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Motivation

Before proceeding, it is important to clarify how these methods for tackling imbalanced

learning tasks may be applied within the context of web content popularity prediction tasks.

As previously stated, such tasks are presented in two scenarios: a priori and a posteriori

prediction.

In a priori tasks of web content popularity prediction, the predictive modelling approaches

are solely based on leveraging features related to descriptors of the content. One of the main

problems in providing prediction models which are accurate in predicting the rare cases of

highly popular content concerns the diversity of the data. For example, concerning online

news feeds data, it is possible to have a considerable number of similar or even identical

news, for which the only di↵erence is the time they were published and the respective news

outlet, where all but one obtains a minimal level of popularity. Given the available methods

for imbalanced domain learning, data-level methods provide an interesting approach, by

reducing the number of cases that hinder the ability to accurately predict the target cases,

or by providing a greater coverage for such cases.

For a posteriori tasks of web content popularity prediction, the issues which hinder the

predictive ability of models is slightly di↵erent from a priori tasks. Such predictive modelling

tasks are commonly based solely on observations of items’ popularity in consecutive periods.

A major di�culty in such predictive scenario is that the models must be able to provide a

prediction of the final value of popularity with di↵erent levels of available data, and in the first

moments, it may be di�cult to distinguish which observations relate to cases that will obtain

a high level of popularity. Given the focus of standard learning algorithms in optimizing the

predictions of models towards the average behaviour of the data, these will only be able to

detect the highly relevant cases that obtain an extremely high level of popularity in a very

short amount of time. However, this problem can be tackled if the the focus of such learning

algorithms is altered, in order to be more sensitive to highly relevant cases. As such, in

order to tackle the a posteriori prediction tasks, it is proposed the use of algorithm-based

methods, which are focused on altering learning algorithms in order to relax the influence of

well-represented cases in the predictions.

Notwithstanding, it should be noted that the distinction of a priori and a posteriori tasks

may be artificial in many situations. For example, once a news item is published, there is

no social feedback from users available. Therefore, only an a priori prediction approach

is possible. Conversely, if some time has passed since the items’ publication, the level of

available observations will probably be enough to provide an accurate prediction of the final

value of popularity. However, in the first moments after a news item is published, given a

minimal amount of popularity observations, it is indeed possible to approach the problem in

both a priori and a posteriori scenarios. As such, in order to explore this approach, hybrid
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methods are proposed in order to study the predictive ability of approaches combining data-

level and algorithm-level methods.

Concerning the data-level methods proposed in this thesis, such methods are focused on

taking advantage of the context of web content data, namely its temporal order and the

relevance of the items. Instead of using a random approach to the selection of cases for

under- and/or oversampling, the proposed methods incorporate the notion of temporal and

relevance bias.

Regarding algorithm-level methods, new proposals are presented concerning altered versions

of kernel and k -nearest neighbour methods, attempting to improve the predictive accuracy

towards under-represented cases in comparison to state-of-the-art approaches.

Finally, concerning hybrid methods, a time-based ensemble method is proposed in order

to combine approaches using the data- and algorithm-level methods proposed in this thesis.

This proposal is focused on combining such approaches in a time-dependent manner, in order

to account for the strengths and issues of both types of approaches.

5.3 Context-Bias Resampling Strategies

Traditional approaches of data-level methods, also known as resampling strategies, operate

by randomly selecting cases that are removed from and/or replicated in the original data

set. This leads to a more balanced data set, aiding standard learning algorithms to improve

their predictive accuracy towards under-represented cases. However, as previously stated,

the random case selection procedure is prone to several issues such as overfitting and the

removal of relevant cases.

Data from the domain of web content popularity is commonly associated to contextual

information, such as the platform in which it is published or its topic. Additionally, this

type of data also contains a temporal dimension, denoted by time stamps, e.g. publication

date. Concerning the predictive ability of models when focusing on examples of web content

data such as online news feeds, a case can be made as to recent news items providing a

better contribution to the predictive accuracy of models than older items: given the fast

paced evolution of news stories, such items are constantly replaced by more recent events.

However, solely relying on the recency of events can also be misleading, because it could lead

to a situation where normal cases are favoured solely because of their recency. Therefore,

a second case can be made concerning recent and highly relevant news items providing a

better contribution to the predictive accuracy of models rather than older and less relevant

items.

Based on these claims regarding the impact of the temporal dimension of web content items
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and their relevance scores in terms of the contribution to optimizing data-level methods, the

following hypothesis are asserted:

Hypothesis 1 The use of resampling strategies significantly improves the predictive accu-

racy of prediction models on imbalanced domains in comparison to the direct application of

standard learning algorithms.

Hypothesis 2 The use of bias in case selection of resampling strategies is able to improve the

predictive accuracy of prediction models in imbalanced domains, in comparison to non-biased

strategies.

Given such hypotheses, this section describes the proposal of context-bias resampling strate-

gies. Such strategies are motivated by the claim that the temporal order of web content items

should be taken into account when altering the distribution of training sets. By considering

such order, it is possible to introduce a bias in the case selection process of resampling

strategies. This proposal is presented as an extension of well-known resampling strategies:

random undersampling, random oversampling and SMOTEr [222, 34]. For each strategy,

two alternatives are proposed: undersampling, oversampling and SMOTEr with i) temporal

bias, and ii) with temporal and relevance bias.

It should be reminded that these proposals are framed within the concept of utility-based

regression. As such, it is assumed that users provide a relevance function �() denoting their

domain preferences or a distribution-driven procedure is applied to automatically define one.

Also, it is assumed that users provide a relevance threshold tR in order to define which target

values are highly relevant. Given such information, it is possible to obtain two subsets of a

target variable Y : i) a subset with all the highly relevant cases YR = {y 2 Y : �(y) > tR}
and ii) a subset with the remaining cases which are considered as having a normal relevance,

YN = Y \ YR. The random undersampling, random oversampling and SMOTEr algorithms

are described as follows.

5.3.1 Non-Biased Strategies

The random undersampling (U B) strategy is described in Algorithm 1. This approach

has the default behaviour of balancing the number of normal and rare values by randomly

removing normal cases. The algorithm also allows the specification of a particular under-

sampling percentage by defining the parameter u. When the user sets this percentage, the

number of cases removed is calculated w.r.t. to the amount of normal cases in the data.

The percentage of undersampling 0 < u < 1 defines the percentage of normal cases that are

maintained in the new data set.

The random oversampling (O B) approach is described in Algorithm 2. In this strategy, the

default behaviour is to balance the number of normal and rare cases with the introduction
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Algorithm 1 Random Undersampling (U B).
1: function RandUnder(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, u)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // u - (optional parameter) Percentage of undersampling
7:
8: D

N

 {D
i

: 8y
i

2 Y,�(y
i

)  t
R

} // Cases considered as normal
9: newData D\D

N

// Highly relevant cases are kept in the new data set
10: if u then

11: TgtNr  |D
N

|⇥ u

12: else

13: TgtNr  |D
N

|⇥ |D\DN |
|DN |

14: end if

15: selNormCases sample(tgtNr,D
N

) // randomly select a number of normal cases from D
N

16: newData c(newData, selNormCases) // add the normal cases to the new data set
17: return newData

18: end function

of replicas of randomly chosen highly relevant cases. An optional parameter o > 1 allows

the user to select a specific percentage of oversampling to apply to highly relevant cases.

Algorithm 2 The Random Oversampling algorithm (O B).
1: function RandOver(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, o)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // o - (optional parameter) Percentage of oversampling
7:
8: D

R

 {D
i

: 8y
i

2 Y,�(y
i

) > t
R

} // Cases considered as highly relevant
9: newData D\D

R

// Normal cases are kept in the new data set
10: if o then

11: tgtNr  |D
R

|⇥ o

12: else

13: tgtNr  |D
R

|⇥ |D\DR|
|DR|

14: end if

15: selRareCases sample(tgtNr,D
R

) // Randomly select a number of rare cases from D
R

16: newData c(newData, selRareCases) // Adds the replicas of rare cases to the new data set
17: return newData

18: end function

The third strategy, SMOTEr (SM B), is an adaptation of the original SMOTE [45] method

for regression tasks, proposed by Torgo et al. [222]. It combines random undersampling with

oversampling through the generation of synthetic cases. The random undersampling part

is carried out through the process described in Algorithm 1. The oversampling strategy

generates new synthetic cases by interpolating a seed example with one of its k-nearest rare

case neighbours.

Algorithm 3 shows the process for generating synthetic examples and Algorithm 4 describes

the SM B strategy. By default, this strategy balances the number of normal and rare cases

in a data set. Alternatively, the user may set the percentages of under/oversampling to be
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applied using parameters u and o.

Algorithm 3 Generating synthetic cases.
1: function genSynthCases(D,ng, k)
2: // D - A data set
3: // ng - Number of synthetic cases to generate for each existing case
4: // k - The number of neighbours used in case generation

5: newCases {}
6: for all case 2 D do

7: if |D \ {case}| < k then // Less examples than number of neighbours required
8: nns kNN(|D \ {case}|, case,D \ {case})
9: else

10: nns kNN(k, case,D \ {case}) // k-Nearest Neighbours of case
11: end if

12: for i 1 to ng do

13: x randomly choose one of the nns

14: new  {} // A new synthetic case
15: for all a 2 attributes do // Generate attribute values
16: diff  case[a]� x[a]
17: new[a] case[a] + random(0, 1)⇥ diff

18: end for

19: d1  dist(new, case) // Decide the target value
20: d2  dist(new, x)

21: new[y] d2⇥case[y]+d1⇥x[y]
d1+d2

22: newCases newCases
S

{new}
23: end for

24: end for

25: return newCases

26: end function

Algorithm 4 SMOTEr algorithm (SM B).
1: function SMOTEr(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, k, o, u)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // k - The number of neighbours used in case generation
7: // o, u - (optional parameters) Percentages of over and undersampling
8:
9: D

R

 {D
i

: 8y
i

2 Y,�(y) > t
R

} // Cases considered as highly relevant
10: D

N

 D\D
R

// Cases considered as normal
11: newData {}
12: if u then // Apply undersampling
13: TgtNr  |D

N

|⇥ u

14: else

15: TgtNr  |D
N

|⇥ |DR|
|DN |

16: end if

17: selNormCases sample(tgtNr,D
N

)
18: newData newData

S
selNormCases

19: if o then // Generate synthetic examples
20: TgtNr  |D

R

|⇥ o

21: else

22: tgtNr  |D
R

|⇥ |DN |
|DR|

23: end if

24: synthCases genSynthCases(D
R

, tgtNr � |D
R

|, k)
25: newData newData

S
synthCases

S
D

R

26: return newData

27: end function
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5.3.2 Resampling with Temporal Bias

In this section, variants of the random undersampling, random oversampling and SMOTEr

methods are proposed. The main di↵erence concerning the original proposals relate to the

case selection procedures. Instead of randomly selecting cases, a biased procedure is applied.

The idea implemented in these proposals is that, the older the example is, the lower is the

probability of it being selected for the new training set. This provides a modified distribution

which is balanced in terms of normal and rare cases, with a probabilistic preference towards

the most recent cases. The integration of the temporal bias is performed as follows. Given

a data set D,

• obtain the di↵erence between the publication time stamps of cases and the most recent

case, t.dif = {max(D[pubT ime])�Di[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D|)};

• assign the preference of pi = 1 � t.dif
i

max(t.dif) for selecting each case in D, where i 2
(1, · · · , |D|);

• select a sample from D where each case has a probability pi of being selected.

The Undersampling with Temporal Bias (U T) proposal is based on Algorithm 1. The main

di↵erence regarding the previously formalized random undersampling strategy, concerns the

temporal bias implemented in the case selection procedure. This corresponds to substituting

line 15 in Algorithm 1 by the lines 15 through 17 presented in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 The Undersampling with Temporal Bias algorithm (U T).
1: function UnderT(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, u)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // u - (optional parameter) Percentage of undersampling
7: · · ·
15: t.dif  {max(D[pubT ime])�D

N,i

[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)} // Time di↵erence w.r.t. most recent case

16: prefs {1� t.difi
max(t.dif)

, 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)} // Higher preferences for most recent cases

17: selNormCases sample(tgtNr,D
N

, prefs) // Sample normal cases from D
N

based on prefs

· · ·
20: end function

The second proposed strategy, oversampling with temporal bias (O T), is based on Al-

gorithm 2. This strategy performs oversampling giving a higher preference to the most

recent examples. As such, the strategy incorporates a bias towards newer cases in the

replicas selected for inclusion in the novel data set. The integration of the temporal bias in

oversampling corresponds to replacing line 15 in Algorithm 2 (random oversampling) by the

lines 15 through 17, presented in Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6 Oversampling with Temporal Bias (O T).
1: function OverT(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, o)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // o - (optional parameter) Percentage of oversampling
7: · · ·
15: t.dif  {max(D[pubT ime])�D

R,i

[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
R

|)} // Time di↵erence w.r.t. most recent case

16: prefs 1� t.difi
max(t.dif)

, 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)} // Higher preferences for most recent cases

17: selNormCases sample(tgtNr,D
R

, prefs) // Sample rare cases from D
R

based on prefs

· · ·
20: end function

The third proposed strategy is SMOTEr with Temporal Bias (SM T). This approach com-

bines the application of undersampling with temporal bias in normal cases, and the ap-

plication of an oversampling mechanism integrating temporal preferences. The undersam-

pling with temporal bias strategy is the same as described in Algorithm 5. Regarding the

oversampling strategy, a preference for the most recent cases is included in the SMOTEr

generation of synthetic examples. This means that when generating a new synthetic case,

after evaluating the k-nearest neighbours of the seed example, the neighbour selected for the

interpolation process is the most recent case. Algorithm 7 shows the changes applied to the

original SMOTEr method, described in Algorithm 4. To include the temporal bias, line 17

in Algorithm 4 referring to the undersampling step, is replaced by lines 17, through 19 in

Algorithm 7. Concerning the oversampling step, line 24 in Algorithm 4 is replaced by line 27

in Algorithm 7.

Regarding the function for generating synthetic examples, Algorithm 8 describes the changes

in Algorithm 3 for including the temporal bias. In this case, only line 13 of Algorithm 3 is

altered, in order to consider the time factor, ensuring that the nearest neighbour selected is

the most recent.

Algorithm 7 SMOTEr with Temporal Bias (SM T).
1: function SMOTErT(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, k, o, u)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // k - The number of neighbours used in case generation
7: // o, u - (optional parameters) Percentages of over and undersampling
8: · · ·
17: t.dif  {max(D[pubT ime])�D

N,i

[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)}
18: prefs {1� t.difi

max(t.dif)
, 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D

N

|)}
19: selNormCases sample(tgtNr,D

N

, prefs)
· · ·

27: synthCases genSynthCasesT(D
R

, tgtNr � |D
R

|, k)
· · ·

29: end function
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Algorithm 8 Generating synthetic cases with temporal bias.
1: function genSynthCasesT(D,ng, k)
2: // D - A data set
3: // ng - Number of synthetic cases to generate for each existing case
4: // k - The number of neighbours used in case generation

· · ·
13: x choose the nns most recent in time

· · ·
26: end function

5.3.3 Resampling with Temporal and Relevance Bias

This section describes the final proposals of resampling strategies for imbalanced domain

learning tasks. The idea of the approaches described in this section is to also include the

relevance scores in the sampling bias, in addition to the temporal bias. The motivation is

that while it is assumed that the most recent cases are relevant, as they better entail recent

dynamics of popularity, it is questionable if older cases with considerable scores of relevance

should be discarded. To combine the temporal and relevance bias three new methods are

proposed: undersampling (Algorithm 9), oversampling (Algorithm 10) and SMOTEr with

temporal and relevance bias (Algorithm 11). The integration of temporal and relevance bias

is performed as follows. Given a data set D and a relevance function �(),

• obtain the di↵erence between publication time stamps of cases, w.r.t. the most recent,

t.dif = {max(D[pubT ime])�Di[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D|)};

• assign the preference of pi = (1 � t.dif
i

max(t.dif)) ⇥ �(Di[y]) for selecting each case in D,

where i 2 (1, · · · , |D|);

• select a sample from D where each case has a probability pi of being selected.

The Undersampling with Temporal and Relevance Bias (U TPhi) proposal is based on

Algorithm 1. The main di↵erence regarding the original formalization of the random un-

dersampling strategy, concerns the temporal and relevance bias implemented in the case

selection procedure. This corresponds to replacing the line 15 in Algorithm 1 by lines 15

through 17 in Algorithm 9.

The second proposed variant, oversampling with temporal and relevance bias (O TPhi), is

based on Algorithm 2. This strategy performs oversampling giving a higher preference to the

most recent and most relevant cases. This corresponds to replacing line 15 in Algorithm 2

by lines 15 through 17 in Algorithm 10.

The same integration of time and relevance bias is also done in the SMOTEr algorithm. In

this case, both the undersampling and oversampling steps of SMOTEr algorithm are altered.

Algorithm 11 (SM TPhi) shows the changes applied to Algorithm 4. Lines 17 and 24 of

Algorithm 4 are replaced by lines 17 through 19, and by line 27 in Algorithm 11, respectively.
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Algorithm 9 Undersampling with Temporal and Relevance Bias (U TPhi).
1: function UnderTPhi(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, u)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // u - (optional parameter) Percentage of undersampling
7: · · ·
15: t.dif  {max(D[pubT ime])�D

N,i

[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)} // Time di↵erence w.r.t. most recent case

16: prefs {(1� t.difi
max(t.dif)

)⇥ �(D
N,i

[y], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)} // Preferences based on time and relevance

17: selNormCases sample(tgtNr,D
N

, prefs) // Sample normal cases from D
N

based on prefs

· · ·
20: end function

Algorithm 10 Oversampling with Temporal and Relevance Bias (O TPhi).
1: function OverTPhi(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, o)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // o - (optional parameter) Percentage of oversampling
7: · · ·
15: t.dif  {max(D[pubT ime])�D

R,i

[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
R

|)} // Time di↵erence w.r.t. most recent case

16: prefs {(1� t.difi
max(t.dif)

)⇥ �(D
R,i

[y], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
R

|)} // Preferences based on time and relevance

17: selRareCases sample(tgtNr,D
R

, prefs) // Sample rare cases from D
R

based on prefs

· · ·
20: end function

These changes correspond to biasing the undersampling process to consider time and rele-

vance of the cases considered as normal, as previously described: the most recent examples

with higher relevance are preferred to others, for remaining in the new data set. Regarding

the oversampling strategy, the generation of synthetic examples also assumes this tendency:

new examples are generated using the function GenSynthCasesTPhi(), by prioritising

the selection of highly relevant and recent cases. Algorithm 12 shows the changes made in

Algorithm 3 (line 13 in Algorithm 3 is replaced by lines 13 through 16). The bias towards

more recent and high relevance cases is achieved in the selection of the most recent and

relevant nearest neighbour.

In summary, for each of the three resampling strategies considered (random undersampling,

random oversampling and SMOTEr), two new variants are proposed, attempting to incor-

porate a form of context bias in order to improve predictive accuracy on imbalanced domain

learning tasks. The baseline strategies (U B, O B and SM B) carry out sampling in the

data sub sets of cases considered as normal and those considered as highly relevant (i.e.

rare), according to user preferences. The selection of cases when using such strategies is

commonly carried out in a random manner. The first variants (U T, O T and SM T)

extend the baseline strategies by adding a preference toward the most recent cases within

each subset, as these could provide a better depiction of the recent dynamics of popularity.

Finally, the second variants (U TPhi, O TPhi and SM TPhi) add another preference to
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Algorithm 11 SMOTEr with Temporal and Relevance Bias (SM TPhi).
1: function SMOTErTPhi(D,Y,�(Y ), t

R

, k, o, u)
2: // D - A data set
3: // Y - The target variable
4: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function
5: // t

R

- The threshold for relevance on y values
6: // k - The number of neighbours used in case generation
7: // o, u - (optional parameters) Percentages of over and undersampling
8: · · ·
17: t.dif  {max(D[pubT ime])�D

N,i

[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)} // Time di↵erence w.r.t. most recent case

18: prefs {(1� t.difi
max(t.dif)

)⇥ �(D
N,i

[y], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D
N

|)} // Preferences based on time and relevance

19: selNormCases sample(tgtNr,D
N

, prefs) // Sample normal cases from D
N

based on prefs

· · ·
27: synthCases genSynthCasesTPhi(D

R

, tgtNr � |D
R

|, k)
· · ·

28: end function

Algorithm 12 Generating synthetic cases with temporal and relevance bias.
1: function genSynthCasesTPhi(D,ng, k,�(Y ))
2: // D - A data set
3: // ng - Number of synthetic cases to generate for each existing case
4: // k - The number of neighbours used in case generation
5: // �(Y ) - User specified relevance function

· · ·
13: y.rel �(nns[y]) // Relevance the target value of nns
14: t.dif  {max(D[pubT ime])�D

i

[pubT ime], 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D|)} // Time di↵erence w.r.t. most recent case
15: y.time {(1� t.difi

max(t.dif)
), 8i 2 (1, · · · , |D|)}

16: x argmax
neig2nns

y.rel(neig)⇥ y.time(neig)

· · ·
29: end function

the sampling procedures, by also including the relevance scores of the cases, avoiding the

disposal of cases that may not be the most recent, but are highly relevant for the user.

In order to understand the impact of applying each of the resampling strategies described in

this section, a depiction of the e↵ect on the distribution of data from imbalanced domains

is illustrated in Figure 5.1. This data reports to the single-source data set of online news

feeds, previously presented in Section 3.2.1, concerning all news published in the month of

June (2015) in the topic ”economy”. To this data sample, the baseline resampling strategies

(random undersampling, random oversampling and SMOTEr) and the proposed context

biased variants of such strategies are applied. Regarding parametrization, the percentage of

undersampling and oversampling are respectively defined as 0.5 and 5; relevance functions are

obtained using the boxplot approach proposed by Ribeiro [196] (described in Section 4.3.1)

with a relevance threshold of 0.9; and finally, concerning the number of k-nearest neighbours

required for the application of the SMOTEr algorithm and its variants, this is defined as 3.

This illustration is restricted to a target value of 200 for understandability purposes.

Results show that the impact of each of the resampling strategies is di↵erent, corresponding

to their respective objectives. The random undersampling strategy clearly reduces cases

considered as ”normal”. Its variant of temporal bias presents similar results. However, the
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of the target variable of a data sample when resampling strategies

are applied, in comparison to the original data (red). The grey line delimits the target

variable as to “normal” or “rare” values, given a relevance threshold of 0.9.

variant of temporal and relevance bias shows a more severe reduction of near-zero target

values, maintaining examples with a bigger relevance score (although still considered as

”normal” cases). Concerning the random oversampling strategy, overall results do not show

any consistent di↵erence between the baseline proposal and both variants. It should be noted

that this is not unexpected, as i) such cases have similar relevance (above the threshold of 0.9

and below 1, the maximum), and ii) the impact of the proposed variants are mostly related

to the distribution of cases on a temporal dimension. Concerning the SMOTEr algorithm,

the results of the baseline approach and its variants confirm the same conclusions w.r.t. to

the application of undersampling and oversampling.

The impact of the context-bias variants also relates to the distribution of examples in a

temporal dimension. To analyze the impact of applying such strategies in such dimension, the

same data sample is used, as well as the previously described parametrization. In Figure 5.2

the impact of applying the described resampling strategies concerning the distribution of

examples per day is illustrated. It should be noted that in this example day 1 concerns the

less recent items, and day 30 concerns the most recent items.

As expected, by analysing the impact of the resampling strategies, and specifically the
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the target variable of a data sample when resampling strategies

are applied, concerning the number of cases per day. The original data is denoted in red.

proposed context-biased variants, it is observed that they favour more recent cases to the

detriment of older ones. This impact is observed in both the temporal-bias variants and the

temporal and relevance bias variants. Nonetheless, such impact is more evident concerning

the temporal-bias variants.

5.4 Algorithm-Level Approaches

In this section, the focus is directed towards the problem of predicting the popularity of

web content items after they are published, i.e. a posteriori prediction. In such tasks it is

commonly assumed that one is in possession of a set of cases C describing the dynamics of

their popularity evolution, and that the objective is to predict the final popularity values of

a second set of cases depicting their popularity evolution until a given time slice t, P t. In

this thesis, time slices are defined as consecutive periods of 20 minutes, after the publication

of a given web content item. The sets C and P are defined as follows, where tf corresponds

to the final time slice, i.e. prediction horizon.
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C =

2

64
c11 · · · c

t
f

1

· · · · · · · · ·
c1i · · · c

t
f

i

3

75 (5.1) P =

2

64
p11 · · · pt1
· · · · · · · · ·
p1j · · · ptj

3

75 , t < tf (5.2)

The study of web content popularity prediction after the items are published is the task

that collected the most attention within this topic of research. Proposals to solve this task

range from statistical approaches, to applying learning algorithms. Some of the most known

solutions concern the proposals by Szabo and Huberman [212] and Pinto et al. [191], which

are often used as experimental baselines. These are well representative of the types of

approaches proposed over the years.

Szabo and Huberman [212] propose two statistics-based approaches, the constant scaling

and the log-linear approaches. The constant scaling approach is based on the calculation

of a factor ↵ which is solely dependent on the reference time, i.e. time slice. It depicts

a concept similar to a growth factor, which is multiplied by the popularity of all the

items chosen for prediction, at a given prediction time. The log-linear approach explores

the linear relationship of popularity values at a given time slice and their final value,

using logarithmic transformations. Other authors have proposed modelling the dynamics

of popularity according to a given type of distribution, such as the PCI [118] or the Poisson

distributions [206, 87].

Concerning the application of learning algorithms, Pinto et al. [212] propose two approaches

which attempt to take advantage of the dynamics of items’ popularity, and as such are not

solely based on the most recent account of popularity. The first proposal by the authors is a

multivariate linear regression model, using sampling intervals (time slices) and denoting each

interval as a popularity delta, i.e. the di↵erence in popularity between consecutive intervals.

A second proposal extends the multivariate linear model by accounting for the similarity of

cases, using features obtained by the application of Radial Basis Functions [39]. Tatar et

al. [217] and Asur and Huberman [18] also rely on linear models to learn the dynamics of

popularity. The former proposes a direct approach, where the model represents the relation

between the popularity of items in a training set w.r.t. a given time slice, and their final

popularity. The latter extends this direct approach by including features related to sentiment

analysis.

As previously described, one of the issues concerning standard prediction tools such as those

described in the former paragraphs, is their focus on the average behaviour of the data. Given

our predictive focus towards rare cases of highly popular items and the objective of obtaining

accurate predictions early on, such approaches raise two caveats: i) in the first moments after

an item is published its popularity may not be clearly distinguishable from known cases, and

ii) using the dynamics of all known items in a training set will cause the predictions to be

biased towards normal cases, due to the imbalanced distribution. Therefore, the standard

statistical and learning methods commonly applied to solve a posteriori tasks, could lead to
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under-performing prediction models concerning the objective of early and accurate forecast

of highly popular web content.

The focus of algorithm-level methods is to address the shortcomings of standard approaches

when these are biased towards covering the average behaviour depicted by the majority of

cases in the data. This is commonly carried out by altering learning algorithms in order to

correct such bias, and to focus on the intended target cases.

To improve the predictive accuracy of highly popular web content items in a posteriori

tasks, two proposals are presented in this chapter. These proposals are built on the concept

of algorithm-level methods, using kernel regression and k-nearest neighbour methods. The

distinguishing characteristic of the proposed approaches concern the use of a biased case

selection procedure. As such, instead of basing the prediction of cases on overall statistics

(e.g. the average slope between the popularity of training cases at a given time slice and

their final value), the objective of the proposed approaches is to implement such process

locally.

5.4.1 Kernel-Based Approach

Kernel regression is a statistical-based approach for a non-parametric estimation of the

conditional expectation regarding a given variable. A kernel is a non-negative weighting

function based on the density of random variables. Kernels commonly include an ad-hoc

definition of the bandwidth, a smoothing parameter. Seminal work on kernel regression by

Nadaraya [173] and Watson [233], formalize the problem as follows:

ĥ(x) =

Pn
i=1Kh(x� xi)yiPn
i=1Kh(x� xi)

, (5.3)

where ĥ is the approximation (prediction) for a given set of predictors, x, with a corre-

sponding target variable y; Kh denotes a kernel with a bandwidth h. According to this

formulation, kernel regression corresponds to the estimation of a target variable as a locally

weighted average, where weights are obtained by a kernel. The inclusion of a kernel allows

to weigh the contribution of known examples xi where i 2 (1, · · · , n), according to their

distance w.r.t. to the item being predicted.

The concept of kernel regression provides an interesting framework concerning the problem

dealt in this thesis. As mentioned, one of the major issues of learning tasks in imbalanced

domains is the focus of standard learning algorithms on the average behaviour of the train

data. Kernel regression provides an approach to modelling and prediction tasks using locally

weighted estimation. It should be noted that the definition of a kernel’s bandwidth variable

is crucial for the e�ciency of kernel regression. Regarding such issue, previous work has
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described the di�culties in defining this variable in heavy-tail distributions [40], such as

that of the web content popularity domain.

Description

The first proposal in this thesis concerning algorithm-based methods is a kernel-based ap-

proach, building on the concept of kernel regression. The idea of this proposal is related to

capturing the local dynamics of items’ popularity, by using locally weighted averages instead

of coarse-grain statistics concerning the data. This relates to the procedure of case selection,

where distinct training cases should provide a di↵erentiated contribution to the prediction

of future values, depending on their distance w.r.t. to the target case.

To achieve such outcome, a distance factor is introduced in the training case selection process.

This factor enables the determination of an interval around the popularity value of a given

web content item. This allows the selection of cases that have similar levels of popularity

w.r.t. the target prediction case, at a given time slice t. Concerning the definition of the

interval, this proposal uses the interquartile range (IQR), considered to be a basic robust

measure of scale. It is defined as IQR = Q3 �Q1, where Q3 and Q1 report to the third and

first quantile of a given continuous target variable.

As depicted in Equations 5.1 and 5.2, the popularity of a given item may vary in consecutive

time slices, and as such the distribution of the the target variable as well. Given this, the

value of IQR is calculated for each time slice t and is denoted as IQRt, where t 2 (1, · · · , tf ).

Formalization

Given a case pj for prediction at a given time slice t, the proposed kernel-based approach

formulates the predictive problem as follow.

p̂
t
f

j = f(ptj , C
t), (5.4)

where p̂
t
f

j is the predicted value of popularity for the item pj in the final time slice tf , ptj
is the level of popularity at the reference time (time of prediction), and Ct represent the

popularity values of cases from a given training set C in time slice t.

By using the value of the target case at the reference time (ptj), a procedure is applied in order

to obtain a set of cases that are within the interval of IQRt, i.e. the maximum admissible

distance for considering an example as similar. This is carried out by defining the lower and

higher value thresholds of ptj concerning IQRt, and retrieving the index of the items in Ct

that present a value framed within the mentioned thresholds:
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lowt
j = max(0, ptj � IQRt) (5.5)

hightj = ptj + IQRt (5.6)

At
j = {i : cti 2 [lowt

j , high
t
j ], c 2 Ct} (5.7)

Given a set of indexes At
j representing the cases considered as similar to the target case ptj ,

it is necessary to calculate the weight that each of these train cases have when predicting

the final popularity value of the target case pj .

In kernel regression approaches, the common choices of kernels concern polynomial functions

and Gaussian radial basis functions (described by Wu and Chang [243]). Such approaches

attribute a weight to all known cases based on a given notion of similarity: the most similar

obtain a value close to 1, and the most distant a value which tends to 0.

The motivation for the kernel-based approach is that the number of cases that are considered

as the basis for the prediction should be restricted. As such, the weight of cases is defined as

the inverse distance between the popularity at the time slice t of each case cta where a 2 At
j ,

and the popularity value of the target case ptj . These values are normalized into a [0, 1] scale.

The calculation of the weights is formalized in the following equation.

W t
j = {1�

|ptj � cta|
cta

, 8a 2 At
j , c 2 Ct} (5.8)

Using the train cases considered as being similar (in terms of popularity) to the target case,

and their calculated weights, the prediction of the popularity value at the final time slice tf

for a given case ptj is carried out as follows:

p̂
t
f

j =

P
awa ⇥ c

t
f

aP
awa

, a 2 A, c 2 Ct (5.9)

5.4.2 kNN-Based Approach

The second proposal in this thesis concerning algorithm-based methods is based on the

k-nearest neighbour algorithm [13] (kNN). This algorithm is a non-parametric method, con-

sidered to be one of the most simple algorithms in the field of machine learning. Concerning

regression tasks, a typical setting of the method operates by deriving a subset of k train cases,

those presenting the smallest distance to the target case. Using this subset, the predictions

are given by the average of their target values.
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Description

In comparison to the previously described kernel regression approach, the main di↵erence

between these two methods is related to the use of weights. While kernel regression is built

on locally weighted averages, the kNN algorithm does not use weights. Therefore, it is based

on predictions given by local averages, w.r.t. to the k-nearest neighbours of a given target

case. In comparison to the original kNN algorithm, instead of providing a fixed number of

neighbours k, in the proposed kNN-based approach this value is given the amount of cases

in a training set that, in a time slice t, have a similar popularity value w.r.t. the target case,

i.e. IQRt.

Formalization

The formalization of this second proposal concerning algorithm-based methods, the kNN-

based approach, is very similar to the formalization of the kernel-based approach. The main

di↵erence between these two approaches relates to the non-use of weights (Equation 5.8).

Disregarding the influence of such factors, the formalization of the kNN-based approach

is given by the following, concerning a given target case pj and the prediction of its final

popularity value w.r.t. to the reference time slice t:

p̂
t
f

j =

P
a c

t
f

a

|A| , a 2 At
j , c 2 CT (5.10)

where At
j (Equation 5.7) is an index set regarding cases in Ct (set of values at time slice t

from the train set) with a popularity value at the reference time slice t framed within an

interval of IQRt (Equations 5.5 and 5.6).

5.5 Hybrid Methods

Hybrid methods consist of a strategy for tackling learning tasks with imbalanced domains

where data-level and algorithm-level methods are combined. By exploring their main advan-

tages, hybrid methods are considered to a robust and e�cient solution in imbalanced domain

learning tasks [131]. Related work shows that such methods are commonly formulated in two

manners: i) through the proposal of algorithm-based methods which incorporate data-level

methods, or ii) by combining both types of methods through ensemble approaches. However,

after a careful review of previous work concerning the subject of imbalanced domain learning

and the proposals for hybrid methods, no evidence was found regarding proposals of such

methods in the context of regression tasks.
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Motivation

Several shortcomings may be raised by the formalization of predictive tasks as either a priori

or a posteriori prediction. Although predictive modelling approaches in a priori tasks are

useful for predicting web content popularity when no social feedback is available, they are

not designed to correct or update such predictions once observations of popularity become

available. As for approaches in a posteriori scenarios, relying solely on a limited amount of

data available shortly after publication might not be su�cient for an accurate prediction of

highly popular items.

In this section, building on the concept of hybrid methods, two novel proposals for hybrid

methods are introduced, concerning the accurate prediction of highly popular web content.

The proposals consist of time-based ensembles, in order to combine the strengths of data-

and algorithm-level methods, and as such, the predictive ability presented by approaches

for both a priori and a posteriori prediction tasks. Despite using proposals concerning the

task of a priori prediction, the proposed hybrid methods are targeted towards a posteriori

prediction tasks.

5.5.1 Time-Based Ensembles

Ensemble methods train several learners to tackle the same problem and combine their out-

come [258]. The most common combination methods are averaging and voting. The proposed

hybrid methods focus on averaging methods which are more appropriate for regression tasks.

A simple version of these methods consist of averaging the output of the learners directly.

One may also use the weighted averaging method, where the combined output is obtained

by averaging the outputs of each learner with di↵erent weights. This approach is common

when the objective is to attribute di↵erent levels of importance for each learner. Given that

the predictive ability of web content popularity models in a posteriori tasks is related to the

level of the available data at a given time t, the proposed time-based ensembles resort to

such weighted averaging methods.

The scarcity of social feedback is a major issue in both a priori and a posteriori prediction

tasks. Such shortcoming is related to the recency of the events. As such, the alive-time

(denoted by a time slice t) of web content items is a crucial factor in order to combine models

designed for both predictive scenarios. In Figure 5.3, the evolution of the mean proportion

of available social feedback in online news feeds data from both the single- and multi-source

data sets (described in Chapter 3) is illustrated. These samples concern the topic ”obama”.

It should be reminded that in the mentioned data sets the evolution of popularity is observed

for a period of two days and the final time slice is 144. The blue (dashed) line shows the

evolution of the mean proportion of available data for the rare cases of highly popular
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Figure 5.3: Example of the evolution in mean proportion of data concerning the topic

”obama” in both the single- and multi-source data sets described in Chapter 3. The dashed

line represents the evolution of the cases considered as highly popular.

news, according to the application of the boxplot approach for the automatic generation of

relevance function, proposed by Ribeiro [196]. The relevance threshold is defined as 0.9. As

expected, Figure 5.3 shows that, in comparison to cases considered as normal, the cases of

highly popular items have a much slower evolution of popularity.

Given this, the proposed hybrid methods of time-based ensembles are based on the following

assumptions:

1. When social feedback is unavailable, only a priori models are able to predict the

popularity of web content;

2. When web content items are recent, the available social feedback may be insu�cient

to confirm a priori predictions or to accurately predict popularity using approaches

focusing on a posteriori prediction;

3. As time passes since the publication of the web content items, the available social

feedback increases the accuracy of a posteriori predictions.

Given that the ability of prediction models in accurately predicting highly relevant cases is

related to the available data at the time of prediction, the proposed time-based ensembles

relate the weights of each learner in an ensemble w.r.t. the evolution of the average proportion

of available data at a given time t. The average proportion of available data concerning the

final popularity values of cases is learned using the available training data. This characteristic

of the proposed hybrid methods justifies its time-based property: weights attributed to

models of each scenario (a priori and a posteriori) are dependent of the reference time slice

t, in which the prediction occurs.
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Proposals

Two time-based ensemble approaches are proposed, resorting to the weighted averaging

method: i) by combining the numeric predictions of the models (ENSt), and ii) by com-

bining the relevance of the models’ predictions (ENSphi). As a reminder, the concept

of relevance, as proposed by Ribeiro [196] and described in Section 4.3.1, is related to

the rareness of the popularity of the web content items: higher the popularity, higher the

relevance of the web content item.

When web content items are published, there is no related social feedback available. There-

fore, the predicted popularity of items when t = 0 is solely based on the a priori models’

predictions (see Assumption 1). As such, the weight of a priori models in the combination

method of the ensemble is w0
pr = 1, and the weight of the a posteriori models is w0

po = 0.

This is true for both proposed approaches of time-based ensembles (ENSt and ENSphi) .

When t 2 (1, 2, . . . , tf ), where tf is the final time slice, the weight of models focusing on a

posteriori tasks are associated to the average proportion of available data, kt at a given time

slice t, learned with data from a training set C,

kt =

P|C|
i=1

ct
i

c
t

f

i

|C| , (5.11)

where cti is the popularity in the time slice t of each case in a training set C. Therefore, the

weight of the a posteriori models is defined by wt
po = kt. Conversely, the weight of a priori

models is given by wt
pr = 1� kt (see Assumption 2).

Combination of Predicted Values (ENSt)

The first proposed approach (ENSt) applies weighted averaging to the numeric predictions

of a priori models, ŷpr, and of a posteriori models, ŷpo, where weights are calculated as

previously described (kt). Therefore, the formalization of this time-based ensemble proposal

is as follows:

ŷ = wt
po ⇥ ŷpo + wt

pr ⇥ ŷpr. (5.12)

One of the e↵ects of applying data-level methods in a priori prediction tasks, is that a

bias is introduced in the original learning data. By providing a more balanced distribution

of data, under-represented cases with extreme values of popularity cause the average value

of the target variable to increase, also influencing the predicted values. As such, for web

content items with a low popularity level, the application of data-level methods may cause
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an over-estimation of popularity and an increase of normal cases obtaining predictions with

values considered as highly relevant. In classification tasks, such errors are known as false

positives.

Combination of Relevance Scores (ENSphi)

To tackle these potential issues, a second approach (ENSphi) is proposed. In this proposal

the weights used in time-based ensembles, wpo = kt and wpr = 1 � wpo, are applied to the

relevance of the predicted values of each model (� (ŷpo) and � (ŷpr) respectively) instead of

being applied to the predicted values. Using this combined relevance score, the predicted

popularity value is given by the inverse of the previously mentioned relevance function (��1).

Formally, the second proposed approach for time-based ensembles (ENSphi) is described as

such:

ŷ = ��1(wt
po ⇥ � (ŷpo) + wt

pr ⇥ � (ŷpr)). (5.13)

It should be noted that a rule is introduced in both the proposed time-based ensemble

proposals: if the observed popularity level of a given web content item, at a given time slice

t, is considered to be highly relevant (has a relevance score above the relevance threshold), the

entire weight of the time-based ensemble is attributed to a posteriori models (see Assumption

3).

5.6 Experimental Evaluations

In this section an experimental evaluation of approaches for web content popularity pre-

diction is presented and discussed. This section includes two sets of experiments using the

online news feeds data sets presented in Chapter 3. The first is focused on the evaluation of

prediction models in a priori prediction tasks. The second relates to the predictions models

proposed for a posteriori prediction tasks.

In both of these predictive tasks, the problem of web content popularity prediction is

formalized as an imbalanced domain learning task. Concerning the prediction horizon, the

objective is to predict the final value of each news’ popularity two days after their publication.

These values may be di↵erent, depending on the social media source used to check the items’

popularity. As such, the ground-truth values in both sets of experiments are given by the

final popularity of the news items, according to each of the social media sources.
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Data

The experiments carried out and analysed in this section are based on data concerning two

data sets of online news feeds presented in Chapter 3. In comparison to other types of web

content data, online news feeds have a much shorter life-span. This creates added di�culties

for predictive tasks, since it requires models to enable accurate predictions shortly after the

items are published.

The main di↵erence between the data sets presented relate to the amount of o�cial and social

media sources. The first data set is a single-source collection of news items, collected from

the news recommender system Google News, and their respective popularity was obtained

by querying the social media source Twitter. As for the second data set, it uses data from

multiple o�cial and social media sources: news are collected from Google News and Yahoo!

News, and their popularity is obtained from the social media sources Facebook, Google+

and LinkedIn. In both data sets, the data was obtained by querying both types of sources in

20 minutes intervals: from the o�cial media sources the top-100 news of a given news topic

is retrieved, and the popularity of all items with an alive time under two days (prediction

horizon) is obtained from the social media sources.

Depending on the predictive task (a priori or a posteriori), the data used in the predictive

modelling process is di↵erent. The former relies solely on descriptors of the items, excluding

observations of the evolution of their popularity in social media sources. As for the latter,

it is primarily based on the modelling of the popularity evolution of web content. The news

items in both data sets belong to four di↵erent news topics: economy, microsoft, obama and

palestine. As previously referenced, the criteria for the topics selected relates to them being

very active topics and to report di↵erent types of entities.

Data for A Priori Tasks

Concerning the data used in a priori prediction tasks, this mainly relates to the information

retrieved from o�cial media sources. For each query, information concerning the top-100

recommended news is collected. This includes the title, headline, publication data, news

outlet and the position that such news are presented in the respective o�cial media source

ranking. Based on the results obtained by the experimental analysis provided in Section 4.7

the predictors used by the predictive models tested in this experimental evaluation report to

content and meta-data features: the sentiment scores of both in the titles and headlines of

news items using the SentiWordNet 3.0 [21] sentiment lexicon, and the average popularity of

the news outlets and of the entities mentioned in both the titles and headlines. The process

for obtaining such features is described in Section 4.7.1. It should be reminded that the

use of social network and external sources features is not considered. The issues concerning
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social network features relate to privacy concerns and the problem of scability in accessing

data [91]. The latter relates to the conclusions shown by Martin et al. [161].

Data for A Posteriori Tasks

For a posteriori prediction tasks, in addition to the data sets based on news descriptors, it

is necessary to have data concerning the popularity evolution of the news. The evolution of

the news popularity according to each social media source is used to construct additional

data sets, which are used in approaches for a posteriori prediction tasks. The procedures to

obtain such data from each social media source is thoroughly described in Section 3.2.

Table 5.1 illustrates the mentioned data sets, where Tt reports to a given time slice t (periods

of 20 minutes), ni represents the news items obtained from a given o�cial media sources

and yti 2 Y describes the popularity of news item ni in time slice t, where tf represents the

final time slice. Considering the timespan of two days, the final number of time slices is 144

(tf = 144).

Table 5.1: Illustration of the data set used in a posteriori prediction tasks, encapsulating

the evolution of popularity in a social media source.

News T1 T2 · · · Ttf

n1 y11 y21 · · · y
tf
1

n2 y12 y22 · · · y
tf
1

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

n
i

y1
i

y2
i

· · · y
tf
i

Evaluation Metrics

The objective of the experimental analysis provided in this chapter is to assess the ability of

prediction models in accurately predicting the popularity of highly popular items, concerning

both a priori and a posteriori predictive settings. As thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4,

standard evaluation metrics are focused on assessing the average error of predictions, assum-

ing uniform domain preferences by users. This is not the case in this experimental evaluation,

given that the predictive task is formalized as an imbalanced domain learning task.

In order to provide an appropriate evaluation of the prediction models employed in both

experimental sets, the utility-based evaluation framework proposed in Section 4.6 is used.

This framework includes three evaluation metrics: i) the root mean squared error RMSE,

the relevance-weighted root mean squared error RMSE� and a utility-based F-Score F u
� .

Concerning the parametrization of the utility-based evaluation framework, the settings used

in the experimental analysis described in Section 4.7 are applied.
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Learning Algorithms

In order to build predictive models in a priori tasks, it is necessary to use learning algorithms.

In order to test the hypothesis that data-level methods are able to improve the predictive

accuracy of models concerning the target cases of the online news feeds domain, a diverse

set of regression tools is tested. The goal is to ensure that the conclusions provided the

experimental evaluation are not biased by a particular learning tool.

Table 5.2 presents the regression tools used in the experimental evaluation concerning a

priori tasks. To allow for an easy replication, the tools used concern implementations in the

free and open source R environment.

Table 5.2: Regression algorithms and respective R packages.

ID Method R package

LM Multiple linear regression stats [195]
MARS Multivariate adaptive regression splines earth [168]
RF Random forests randomForest [144]
SVM Support vector machines e1071 [167]

Concerning the parameter settings, a simple heuristic method is applied in order to discover

the optimal parametrization for the models of each learning algorithm: given a parameter

space of possible values, the optimal parametrization is the setting that obtains the best

possible results, concerning the evaluation metric F u
1 . This choice is related to the fact that

the main goal of the prediction tasks evaluated in this section is to accurately predict rare

cases of highly popular items.

The following list describes the parameters tested. For SVM models, the cost (c) and gamma

(g) parameters were test; for MARS models, the parameters nk, degree (d) and thresh (th);

and for Random Forest models parameter ntree (nt) were also tested. These parameters

correspond to the mentioned implementation of such models in R.

• svm: c 2 {10, 150, 300}, g 2 {0.01, 0.001};

• mars: nk 2 {10, 17}, d 2 {1, 2}, th 2 {0.01, 0.001};

• rf : nt 2 {500, 750, 1500};

The optimal parametrization method was applied to each of the regression tools used in each

combination of regression tool - data set. In addition, all of the variants using resampling

strategies were also optimized. Concerning the under-sampling percentages, the following

values were tested: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. The over-sampling percentages tested

include 1.1, 1.5 and 2. In resampling strategies combining both under-sampling and over-

sampling techniques, all combinations of percentages were tested. Results are detailed in

Appendix C.
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Evaluation Methodology

One of the major concerns in performing experimental evaluations concerns the decision of

the experimental methodology employed. These are applied in order to accurately assess

the prediction error of the models tested. Given the implicit temporal order of web content

data, it is necessary to choose an experimental methodology that guarantees that the original

order of the data is maintained, i.e. models are trained on past data and tested on future

data.

As such, the Monte Carlo simulation method is applied in both sets of experiments concerning

a priori and a posteriori predictive tasks. This method randomly selects data points in the

available data, selecting a certain past window as training data, and a subsequent window

for test data. All alternative models use the same training and test sets in order to ensure

a pairwise comparison of the estimates obtained.

5.6.1 Evaluation of A Priori Prediction Tasks

This section presents the results of the first set of experiments, concerning a priori prediction

tasks. The data used in order to perform this experimental set is previously described in

Section 5.6.

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the contribution of data-level methods in terms

of the predictive models accuracy, when focusing on under-represented cases (highly popular

items). The data-level methods tested include the random undersampling and SMOTEr

proposals by Torgo et al. [222], and the random oversampling method. This experiment also

tests the proposed context-bias resampling strategies, described in Section 5.3. These include

two variants of the random undersampling, random oversampling and SMOTEr methods:

i) using a temporal bias, and ii) using a temporal and relevance bias in the respective case

selection procedures.

In order to ensure that conclusions are not biased, several learning algorithms are employed

in order to build predictive models. These are detailed in Section 5.6, as well as the method

for optimal parametrization of the models w.r.t. each learning algorithm.

Baselines

As baselines for this experiment, in addition to the models produced by the learning algo-

rithms without the application of resampling strategies (data-level methods), the approach

proposed by Bandari et al. [24] is also tested.

The authors report that the best results concerning web content popularity prediction are
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obtained by resorting to support vector machines (SVM) to model the data, using a di↵erent

set of predictive features than the one used in the approaches proposed in this thesis. Bandari

et al. propose the use of six predictive features: the density score of the each news source and

category, a subjectivity score, the number of named entities, and the highest and average

scores of popularity among named entities. The source and category scores report to the

items’ level of popularity. As for the subjectivity score, the authors examine if an article

written in a more subjective voice can resonate stronger with the readers. Originally, the

authors used a subjectivity classifier from LingPipe2. However, due to issues concerning its

implementation in R, the approach to obtain subjectivity scores by Asur and Huberman [18]

is applied. The authors state that the subjectivity of a given text is given by the fraction of

sentiment words w.r.t. to the total number of words it contains.

Results

To evaluate the various combinations of learning algorithms and data-level methods (resam-

pling strategies), the previously described utility-based evaluation framework (Section 4.6)

is applied. Results are obtained through 20 repetitions of a Monte Carlo simulation process

with 50% of the cases used as training set and the subsequent 25% as test set, using the

infrastructure provided by R package performanceEstimation [220].

Figure 5.4 presents an illustration of the results concerning the combination of news data on

each of the topics economy, microsoft, obama and palestine and the popularity of such news

according to each of the social media sources available: Twitter in the single-source data

set, and Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn in the multi-source data set. Results are grouped

by the respective learning algorithm. In each group, the results obtained by the baseline

approach of Bandari et al. [24] is included, in order to provide an easier comparison.

This illustration presents the results concerning the evaluation metric F u
1 , which is the most

robust metric concerning the objective of the task: the accurate prediction of highly popular

items. In Annex D results concerning all metrics are described, where for each combination

of social media source and news topic, the best result according to each evaluation metric is

denoted in bold.

Results obtained by the standard evaluation metric rmse (Annex D) show that the best

models are those which do not apply resampling strategies. This outcome is expected,

as the imbalanced distribution of web content popularity causes the predictive focus of

such models to target the cases considered to be normal. Nonetheless, it should be noted

that SVM and Random Forest models using resampling strategies are capable of improving

results concerning the rmse evaluation metric, in some of the social media source-news topic

contexts.

2Lingpipe 4.1.0: http://aliasi.com/lingpipe

http://aliasi.com/lingpipe
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Figure 5.4: Evaluation results of prediction models for a priori prediction tasks, concerning

the F u
1 metric, for all combinations of the available news topics and the popularity scores

given by all social media sources.

By comparing the results of this evaluation metric and the outcome according to the rmse�

metric, the best overall results show the impact of accounting for relevance when assessing

the numeric prediction error of highly popular news: the best results considering the rmse�

metric are given by models which apply resampling strategies. It is noted that concerning

this metric, the best overall models are obtained by combining the MARS models and the

resampling strategy SMOTE.

Regarding the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 , which combines the utility-based precision

(precu�) and recall (recu�) metrics, results show that the best results are given by models where
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resampling strategies are applied. This confirms the claim set forth in this thesis concerning

the issues raised by standard evaluation metrics, in the context of a priori prediction tasks.

Concerning the regression algorithms employed, results show that the best overall results

are obtained when using the regression algorithm MARS. As to the best combination of

a regression algorithm and a given resampling strategy, results show that the best overall

combination is provided by the use of the MARS algorithm, and the application of the

resampling strategy undersampling with temporal bias.

Concerning the baseline approach of Bandari et al. [24], tested in this experimental set,

results show that such prediction models do not present an improvement over the approach

(feature set of content and meta-data) proposed in this thesis, concerning both the rmse�

and F u
1 utility-based metrics, without the use of resampling strategies. This is observed in

the vast majority of combinations concerning social media source-topic-regression algorithm

settings. However, it should be noted that concerning the standard evaluation metric rmse,

the approach by Bandari et al. shows a consistent advantage over the approach proposed in

this thesis, when models are built using the Random Forest learning algorithm.

Given the outcome of this experimental evaluation, it is observed that the models where

resampling strategies are applied provide a considerable advantage in web content popularity

prediction tasks, when focusing on the accurate prediction of highly popular items. However,

the contribution of such resampling strategies in comparison to not using such strategies,

and between the non-biased and the proposed context-bias strategies, is still unclear. In

terms of comparison with its non-use, and concerning the context-bias resampling strategies

proposed in this thesis. To assert the statistical significance of such methods, the Wilcoxon

signed rank tests are applied. These are used to test the hypothesis that the performance of

the resampling strategies provide significant accuracy improvements over a given baseline,

concerning the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 . The objective is to infer the statistical

significance (with p-value < 0.05) of the paired di↵erences in the outcome of each approach.

The statistical tests concerning the results of models with and without the application of

resampling strategies show that the former provides a significant performance improvement

in every comparison. However, concerning the comparison between the baseline resampling

strategies and the context-bias strategies proposed in this thesis, the results are more diverse.

These are shown in Table 5.3, by aggregating their outcome by each regression algorithm.

Such tests are carried out separately concerning the random undersampling (U), random

oversampling (O) and SMOTEr (SM) strategies, which are compared to their respective

context-bias variants: i) temporal bias ( T ), and ii) temporal and relevance bias ( TPhi).

Given the outcome of the significance tests carried out, results show that the proposed

context-bias resampling strategies are capable of providing significant advantages over the

baseline strategies used in this thesis, in the majority of cases. It is observed that, depending

on the regression algorithm employed and the baseline resampling strategy used, results vary.
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Table 5.3: Number of significant (p�value < 0.05) wins/ties/losses according to Wilcoxon

signed rank tests, concerning the F u
1 evaluation metric, for models with and without the

application of resampling strategies.

LM MARS SVM RF

Strategy Wins (Sig) Losses (Sig) Wins (Sig) Losses (Sig) Wins (Sig) Losses (Sig) Wins (Sig) Losses (Sig)

U 4 (3) 4 (2) 3 (2) 5 (3) 4 (2) 4 (2) 2 (2) 6 (0)
U T 4 (2) 4 (1) 6 (2) 2 (0) 6 (1) 2 (1) 6 (5) 2 (0)
U TPhi 4 (3) 4 (1) 3 (2) 5 (3) 2 (2) 6 (4) 4 (4) 4 (1)

O 3 (2) 5 (2) 2 (2) 6 (1) 6 (1) 2 (1) 3 (3) 5 (0)
O T 5 (4) 3 (0) 6 (6) 2 (0) 3 (1) 5 (3) 3 (3) 5 (0)
O TPhi 4 (3) 4 (1) 4 (3) 4 (0) 3 (2) 5 (4) 6 (6) 2 (0)

SM 7 (5) 1 (1) 7 (6) 1 (0) 7 (3) 1 (0) 2 (2) 6 (0)
SM T 1 (0) 7 (2) 3 (2) 5 (1) 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (4) 4 (0)
SM TPhi 4 (2) 4 (2) 2 (2) 6 (1) 1 (1) 7 (2) 6 (6) 2 (0)

Concerning the baseline version of the random undersampling strategy, the proposed variants

provide a significant advantage in most of the cases. Regarding the random oversampling

strategy, results show that both the temporal bias and the temporal and relevance bias

variants of the strategy provide a significant advantage. As for the SMOTEr method, the

proposed variants only show a significant advantage when using the Random Forest learning

algorithm.

An analysis of the predictive ability of models w.r.t. the their data setting (combination of

topic and social media source), shows that such ability is divergent. Results show that the

social media source Twitter (single-source data set) is more ”predictable” than the remainder

of the social media sources. Also, concerning the predictive ability of models concerning the

topic of news and the social media source used, these show clear oscillations of evaluation

results. This demonstrates the di�culty of obtaining prediction models that are capable

of accurately forecasting the popularity of highly popular news items in di↵erent settings,

providing an explanation for the varying results when resampling strategies are applied.

The outcome of this experimental evaluation set concerning a priori prediction tasks shows

that the application of resampling strategies significantly improves the ability to accurately

predict the popularity of the highly popular items. Concerning both the baseline resampling

strategies and the proposed variants, results show that they are able to overcome the bias

of learning algorithms towards the average behaviour of the data, to a significant degree.

However, despite their significant advantage in comparison to previous work and baseline

models, the models evaluated in this experimental set obtain scores of the utility-based

evaluation metric F u
1 varying between 0.2 and 0.4. Such outcome is not optimal, and its

impact on the ability to provide rankings of news items which are fast and accurate in

suggesting highly popular news is still unclear.

In the following section, results of the second experimental evaluation set are described. The

experimental set concerns web content popularity prediction tasks in an a posteriori setting,
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i.e. after the news items are published.

5.6.2 Evaluation of A Posteriori Tasks

Given the di↵erences between both predictive scenarios, the data used in each of them is

di↵erent: a priori tasks do not use behavioural features whilst a posteriori tasks are primarily

based on modelling such features. Therefore, it should be made clear that the data used in

this experimental set is di↵erent from the former. Such data is described in Section 5.6. It

consists of a data set where the evolution of news items’ popularity is described in intervals

of 20 minutes.

In a posteriori prediction tasks the news items may have di↵erent levels of popularity data

available at a given moment. As an example, for a news item ni framed within the time slice t5

(between 80 and 100 minutes after it is published), the available data consists of consecutive

measurements of popularity in time slices t1, · · · , t5. Using such data, the objective is to

accurately predict the amount of popularity for this given item in its final time slice tf .

Given the prediction horizon of 2 days defined in the online news feeds data used in these

experimental evaluations sets, the final time slice is 144.

This experimental set is also formalized as an imbalanced domain learning task. The main

objective is to evaluate the proposals previously presented and formalized in Sections 5.4 and

5.5. These concern algorithm-level methods (kernel- and kNN-based methods) and hybrid

methods (ENSt and ENSphi variants of time-based ensembles) used to tackle imbalanced

domain learning tasks.

The methodology applied to carry out this set of experiments is described as follows. First,

an experimental evaluation is carried out concerning the proposed approaches for algorithm-

level methods, including several well-known approaches as baselines. The outcome of such

experimental evaluation is presented and analysed. Then, using the approaches that present

the best results concerning a priori prediction (described in the previous section), and the

best performing algorithm-level method, a second evaluation is carried out in order to assess

the predictive accuracy of the proposed hybrid methods concerning the prediction of highly

popular news items.

Baselines

In this experimental set several methods presented in previous work are tested as baselines.

These include the proposals made by Szabo and Huberman [212], Pinto et al. [191] and Asur

and Huberman [18].

Based on the observation that early and future log-transformed values of popularity show a
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high correlation, Szabo and Huberman [212] propose two prediction models of web content

popularity: i) the constant scaling model, and ii) linear-log model.

Using the correspondence of the popularity values in a logarithmic scale, the constant scaling

(ConstScale) model is expressed as

ŷ
t
f

j = ↵2 (t, tf )⇥ ytj , (5.14)

where ytj is the popularity value of a given item nj , received in time slice t; the final time

slice is described as tf ; and ↵2 is a factor which is independent of the item being predicted,

defined as
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where a is an index of all items in the training set.

As for the proposal of linear log (Linear-log) models, this approach is based on a linear

regression procedure using the values of popularity on a logarithmic scale. This approach is

described as

ŷ
t
f

j = exp

✓
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�
ytj
�
+ �0 (t, tf ) +

�2
0 (t, tf )

2

◆
, (5.16)

where ytj is the popularity of a given item nj , received in time slice t; the parameter �0

is computed using maximum likelihood parameter estimation given the regression fuction

ln
⇣
y
t
f

j

⌘
= �0 (t, tf ) + ln

⇣
ytj

⌘
, on the training set; and the estimate of the variance of

residuals on a logarithmic scale is given by �2
0.

These proposals are based on the value of popularity at a given time slice t, discarding

past values of popularity and therefore its evolution pattern. Conversely, Pinto et al. [191]

propose two linear modelling approaches which attempt to predict future values of popularity

by focusing on such patterns of popularity. In the first proposal (ML) the authors sample the

popularity of items in regular intervals (i.e. time slices) until the present time t. However,

instead of using the cumulative value of popularity, the authors use the popularity of the

items in each timeslice, i.e. popularity deltas.

The second proposal by the authors (MRBF ) extend the former, by introducing a factor of

similarity between the target case for prediction and training cases. This is carried out by

adding feature to the learning process regarding a measure of similarity, using a Gaussian
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Radial Basis Function [99]. A radial basis function is a real-valued function where values

solely depend on the distance between inputs and a given point.

Finally, Asur and Huberman [18] propose the combination of behavioural features (popular-

ity) and sentiment scores of the given texts in order to construct prediction models using

linear regression (LM ). Instead of using the accumulated values of items’ popularity, the

authors propose the use of a rate, entailing the di↵erence between equal time intervals,

i.e. time slices. In addition, the authors also use a distribution parameter as a predictive

feature. Originally, this proposal is focused on the prediction of box o�ce revenues, using

social media data. Given this scope, the authors used as a distribution parameter the number

of theaters a given movie is presented in. In our case of web content popularity prediction,

the distribution parameter is defined as the accumulated popularity of the web content item,

until the moment of prediction.

Results

In this section, results of the experimental evaluation concerning the imbalanced domain

learning task of predicting web content popularity in an a posteriori setting are presented.

The approaches tested in this evaluation include the previously described baselines, and

the algorithm-level methods proposed in this thesis: the kernel-based and the kNN-based

approaches (Section 5.4). These will be denoted as kernel and knn, respectively. The

constant scaling and linear logarithm models proposed by Szabo and Huberman [212] are

mentioned as ConstScale and Linear-log ; the proposals by Pinto et al. [191] are referred to

as ML and MRBF ; and the approach proposed by Asur and Huberman is denoted as LM.

To evaluate the performance of all the approaches in a posteriori prediction tasks of web

content popularity, the utility-based evaluation framework described in Section 4.6 is ap-

plied. Concerning the evaluation methodology used in this experiment, the Monte Carlo

simulation method is applied. Results are obtained through 20 repetitions of the evaluation

methodology process, using 50% of cases as training set, and the subsequent 25% as test

set. This procedure is carried out using the infrastructure provided by the R package

performanceEstimation [220].

Given the context of a posteriori prediction tasks, and the data used in this experimental

evaluation (online news feeds), the prediction horizon is established at two days. For a given

item, the ability of models in predicting its final popularity may be carried out using di↵erent

levels of available data, i.e. depending on the time slice of the prediction. The objective

of this evaluation is to assess the ability of prediction models in accurately predicting the

popularity of highly popular news. In addition, the overall goal is also to enable such

accurate prediction as early as possible. Therefore, our focus is on the first moments after

the publication of the items, given that after a certain period of time the prediction becomes
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obvious. In this evaluation the focus is directed towards the accurate prediction of highly

popular news within the first hour of it being published. As such, results report the predictive

ability of models in the first three time slices.

Figure 5.5 presents an illustration of the evaluation results concerning the combination of

news in each of the topics economy, microsoft, obama and palestine and the popularity of

such news according to each of the social media sources available: Twitter in the single-

source data set, and Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn in the multi-source data set. The

depicted results concern the evaluation metric F u
1 . In Annex E results concerning all metrics

are described, where for all combinations of social media sources and news topics, the best

result of each evaluation metric is denoted in bold.

Results obtained with the rmse evaluation metric show that the best predictive approach

is the ConstScale model, proposed by Szabo and Huberman [212], concerning all the first

three time slices. This outcome is relatively unexpected since most of the remaining baseline

models in this experimental evaluation have used such model as a baseline, concluding that

their proposals provided an increased predictive ability. Regardless, it is also observed that

the algorithm-based methods proposed in this thesis are capable of obtaining considerable

results, presenting the best overall outcome when excluding the constant scaling model

proposal.

When comparing the top performing approaches in this experimental evaluation concerning

the rmse� evaluation metric, it is observed that the same three approaches provide the

best overall results in all three initial time slices: the ConstScale, kernel and knn models.

However, unlike the outcome concerning the standard evaluation metric rmse, results con-

cerning this metric show that the best overall results are given by the predictions of the

kernel approach, in the time slices pertaining to the first hour after the items are published.

Focusing on the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 , results clearly show an advantage con-

cerning the methods proposed in this thesis, the kernel and knn approaches. As such,

this outcome confirms the intuition motivating such proposed methods, which denotes the

possible issues concerning previously proposed approaches and the influence of the imbal-

anced distribution of web content popularity. Nonetheless, it should be noted that Linear-

log models show a poor predictive performance concerning the standard evaluation metric

rmse and the utility-based rmse� metric. However, concerning the metric F u
1 , such models

show a considerable advantage in comparison to other baselines. This shows that Linear-

log models, although presenting non-optimal performance concerning cases with a level of

popularity considered as normal, it shows a considerable ability to predict highly relevant

cases in comparison to other baselines.

Given the outcome provided by the experimental evaluation performed, results show that

regarding the objectives of accurately predicting highly popular news, and doing so in the
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Figure 5.5: Evaluation results of prediction models for a posteriori prediction tasks,

concerning the F u
1 metric, for all combinations of the available news topics and the popularity

scores given by all social media sources, in the first three time slices.

shortest amount of time after items are published, the proposed algorithm-based methods

present the best overall results. In order to confirm such claim, a study of the statistical

significance of their predictive ability is provided, using critical di↵erence diagrams [61]. The

objective is to test if the improvements shown by the proposed algorithm-based methods

are statistically significant (p�values < 0.05) in comparison to previous work approaches.

Results are presented in Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.

An analysis of the results obtained by the application of critical di↵erence diagrams show

that the proposed algorithm-level methods are capable of providing a significant predictive
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Figure 5.6: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

F u
1 for models in a posteriori prediction at

timeslice 1.
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Figure 5.7: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

F u
1 for models in a posteriori prediction at

timeslice 2.
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Figure 5.8: Critical di↵erence diagram concerning the results of the evaluation metric F u
1

for models in a posteriori prediction at timeslice 3.

advantage in comparison to all baselines used in this experimental evaluation, and that the

kernel method obtains the best overall performance. It is also observed that this conclusion

holds true for all time slices analysed: the first three time slices, concerning the first hour of

news alive-time.

Evaluation of Time-Based Ensembles

Given the analysis of the predictive ability concerning both a priori and a posteriori predic-

tion tasks of web content popularity, an evaluation of the hybrid methods proposed in this

thesis is provided. The proposed time-based ensembles are hybrid methods that combine

data-level and algorithm-level methods in order to improve predictive accuracy in imbalanced

domain learning tasks. This proposal defines the combination of prediction models with a

weighted averaging approach. Both types of methods are combined with the following time-

sensitive process: the weight of predictions concerning approaches using data-level methods

and those using algorithm-level methods are dependent on the amount of time passed since
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the publication of the items and the proportion of available data observed in the training

sets at a given time. The proposal for time-based ensembles is presented and described in

Section 5.5.

Concerning the data-level methods used, this evaluation resorts to the results presented by

the evaluation of a priori prediction tasks, illustrated in Section 5.6.1. For each combination

of social media source (Twitter for the single-source data set, and Facebook, Google+ and

LinkedIn for the multi-source data set) and the topic of news items (economy, microsoft,

obama and palestine), this evaluation of hybrid methods uses the approach which obtained

the best score concerning the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 . As for the algorithm-level

methods employed in this experimental evaluation, given the clear advantage concerning

predictive accuracy towards highly popular news by the proposed kernel- and kNN-based

methods (denoted as kernel and knn), these will also be tested in the evaluation of the

time-based ensembles.

Using the same settings as in the previous evaluation, the objective of this second evaluation

within the scope of a posteriori prediction tasks is to evaluate the predictive accuracy of

the proposed time-based ensembles concerning highly popular news items, in comparison to

the sole use of kernel and knn methods. The proposal of time-based ensembles includes two

approaches for the combination of predictions from data-level and algorithm-level methods:

i) using the predicted values of each type of method, and ii) using the relevance of their

predicted values. The former is denoted with the prefix ENSt, and the latter with the

prefix ENSphi, e.g. ENSt kernel ENSphi kernel. This nomenclature is used throughout this

section, in order to refer to each of the time-based ensemble alternatives, and the algorithm-

level method used.

Results concerning the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 are illustrated in Figure 5.9 and

the results of all evaluation metrics employed are detailed in Annex F, where the best result

according to each evaluation metric is denoted in bold. Such results show that the proposals

of time-based ensembles present distinct results regarding the various evaluations metrics,

and that this is mainly related to the data setting concerning the news topic and the social

media source in question.

A careful analysis of the results presented in Annex F shows that the proposed time-based

ensembles are capable of improving the predictive performance of models in comparison to

the use of the proposed kernel and knn-based methods.

Concerning both the rmse and the rmse� evaluation metrics, overall results show that

both time-based ensemble proposals are capable of improving the results of the base models

obtained by kernel and knn methods. The same conclusion is obtained when concerning

the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 : in all combinations of social media sources data and

each news topic tested, for all the first three time slices, the time-based ensemble proposals
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Figure 5.9: Evaluation results of prediction models concerning algorithm-based and hybrid

methods in a posteriori prediction tasks, regarding the F u
1 metric, for all combinations of

the available news topics and the popularity scores given by all social media sources, in the

first three time slices.

are capable of improving the predictive performance of both kernel and knn-based models.

In the following section, the results obtained in the experimental evaluation sets provided in

this chapter are discussed. Several issues presented in the analysis of results are addressed,

and further insights concerning the ability of the proposed approaches in this thesis are

provided, regarding the prediction of highly popular news.
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5.6.3 Discussion

The experimental evaluation sets provided in the previous sections are focused on evaluating

the impact of using standard learning algorithms in web content popularity predictions tasks.

As stated, this task is considered to be an imbalanced domain learning task.

Experiments are divided in two groups concerning the type of prediction task: i) a priori

or ii) a posteriori prediction tasks. The former is focused on predicting the final values of

popularity for news items before or when these are published. As such, it is assumed that

observations of the dynamics of news popularity are unavailable. Concerning the latter,

these are mainly focused on modelling the dynamics of news popularity, in order to predict

their final values. In this latter case, the prediction is dependent of the amount of time

passed since the publication of the item: as time passes, more observations of popularity are

available. This presents a paradox, given that as time passes the final values of popularity

also become considerably evident. Therefore, the objective in a posteriori tasks is not only to

accurately predict highly popular news, but to do so in the shortest amount of time possible.

A Priori Prediction Tasks

Concerning the first set of experiments focusing on a priori tasks, the objective is to evaluate

if by resorting to data-level methods it is possible to improve the accuracy of prediction

models, concerning on highly popular news. In order to do so, several standard learning

algorithms are used, in order to ensure that conclusions are not biased. Results show that

data-level methods are indeed capable of significantly improving the predictive accuracy of

prediction models towards under-represented cases, when compared to models where such

methods are not applied. This conclusion also holds when comparing the results with the

work of Bandari et al. [24], a well-known approach in the context of a priori prediction tasks.

Furthermore, regarding the proposals made in this chapter concerning context-bias resam-

pling strategies, results show that these are capable of providing an advantage over non-biased

strategies: the best overall results are obtained by models combining the application of the

undersampling strategy with temporal bias, and the use of the standard learning algorithm

MARS to learn the models. However, this conclusion varies when addressing each of the

baseline resampling strategies: i) random undersampling, ii) random oversampling and iii)

SMOTEr. Results show that concerning the random undersampling and oversampling, the

advantage of their context-bias variants is observed in most cases. However, concerning the

SMOTEr strategy, the proposed variants only show a significant advantage when models are

built using the Random Forest learning algorithm

In order to provide additional insights concerning the impact of applying data-level methods

(resampling strategies), the following test is carried out. Three of the best performing
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and worst performing prediction models are chosen according to the results of the critical

di↵erence diagrams applied in the respective experimental evaluation. These relate to the

evaluation of the prediction models using the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 and a p-

value < 0.05. The critical di↵erence diagrams are again used concerning the components

of F u
1 : the utility-based precision (precu�) and recall (recu�) metrics. The objective is to

better understand the predictive accuracy improvement towards under-represented cases,

when data-level methods are applied. Results are depicted in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The

best performing models consist of the application of the MARS learning algorithm with the

undersampling strategy and its respective variants. The worst performing models include

those built with the approach proposed by Bandari et al. [24] and the SVM algorithm without

the application of resampling strategies and by applying oversampling with temporal bias.
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Figure 5.10: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

precu� for the three best and three worst a

priori models according to the F u
1 metric.
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Figure 5.11: Critical di↵erence diagram con-

cerning the results of the evaluation metric

recu� for the three best and three worst a

priori models according to the F u
1 metric.

Results provide an illustrative example of how data-level methods operate, as well as the

impact that they have on imbalanced domain learning tasks. The utility-based precision

metric (precu�) is focused on assessing the utility of models’ predictions in cases considered

as highly relevant, i.e. the relevance score of the predicted values is higher than the relevance

threshold. Results show that the best outcome comes from prediction models which obtain

poor F u
1 results. This means that one of the problems associated with the application of data-

level methods is that prediction models become more prone to forecasting items with highly

relevant popularity values, when their true value is considered to be of normal relevance.

On the other hand, the objective of the utility-based recall metric (recu�) is to measure the

utility of predictions concerning cases where their true target value is considered to be highly

relevant. In this case, results show that the best outcome is given by the models presenting

the best evaluation concerning the F u
1 . This shows that such prediction models are able to

accurately predict a greater number of highly relevant cases. Also, in comparison to the

worst three predictions models (w.r.t. F u
1 ), results show that the gap is more significant.

This demonstrates the reason for their poor predictive accuracy towards highly popular
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cases: although accurately predicting a small amount of highly popular cases, the majority

of such cases are predicted with low levels of popularity.

Given such results, one is able to conclude that the application of data-level methods presents

an interesting trade-o↵, in terms of their ability to predict highly relevant cases. These

methods cause prediction models to incur in a greater number of cases where the predicted

value is considered to be highly relevant, but the true target value is considered to be normal.

However, they are also much more able to accurately predict the rare cases of highly popular

web content.

Given the results provided by the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 in the experimental

evaluation of a priori models, it may be concluded that the increased predictive accuracy

towards highly relevant cases associated to the application of data-level methods, outweighs

the impact of cases a↵ected by misleading predictions.

A Posteriori Predictions Tasks

Regarding the second set of experiments, these are focused on a posteriori tasks. The

objective of these experimental evaluations is to assess the predictive ability of several

proposals concerning algorithm-based and hybrid methods, focusing on highly popular news.

First, the predictive accuracy of algorithm-based methods is compared to several state-of-

the-art approaches for web content popularity prediction. Results show that the proposed

algorithm-based methods provide the best overall results concerning predictive accuracy

towards highly popular cases. Given such results, a second experimental evaluation is carried

out concerning the proposed hybrid methods (time-based ensembles), in comparison to the

proposed algorithm-based methods. Results show that the hybrid methods are capable of

improving the predictive ability of models, in comparison to algorithm-based methods.

The algorithm-based methods proposed in this chapter focus on the concept of local averages.

Both kernel- and kNN-based approaches build on such concept, and their main di↵erence

relates to the former, which is based on the concept of local weighted averages. These

proposals show a clear improvement of predictive accuracy towards highly popular news,

in comparison to all state-of-the-art baseline approaches. Regardless, the focus of the

experimental evaluation presented concerns the first moments after the publication of news,

i.e. the first hour. In order to further understand the impact of the proposed algorithm-based

models, in Figure 5.12 the evolution of the metric F u
1 for all 144 time slices (i.e. two days)

concerning the constant scaling [212] and the proposed kernel-based method is illustrated.

This illustration uses data from the social media source Google+ and the topic ”microsoft”.

Results clearly show that the proposed kernel-based method provides a significant advantage

concerning the first hours of news’ alive-time. In this case, results show that the kernel-based
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Figure 5.12: Evaluation results of ConstScale and Kernel models regarding the F u
1 metric,

using data from social media source Google+ and topic ”microsoft”, for all time slices.

method provides such advantage for roughly the first 10 hours after news are published. Such

outcome is also observed in the majority of combinations of social media sources and news

topics data, for both the proposed methods, in comparison to the baselines used in the

experimental evaluation. It should be noted that after a considerable period, the majority

of baseline methods tested are capable of achieving or providing better results than the

proposed methods. Nonetheless, after such amount of time, the relevance of news items is

most probably already obvious.

Concerning the proposed hybrid methods, in comparison to the proposed algorithm-based

methods, results show that the hybrid methods are capable of providing a considerable

improvement in terms of predictive performance. Although this observation is visible in

terms of the di↵erence of results w.r.t. data from di↵erent social media sources, this claim

should be confirmed statistically. To achieve such objective, Wilcoxon signed rank tests

are employed, in order to assess the statistical significance (p-value < 0.05) of the results

obtained by the hybrid methods using each of the proposed algorithm-based methods as a

baseline, concerning the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 . These results are aggregated

by the respective social media source, and by each of the first three time slices in which

the predictions models were tested, i.e. concerns the ability of models to predict the final

values of news popularity within the first hour after they are published. The outcome of the

statistical tests is described in Table 5.4.

By observing the outcome of the statistical tests, results confirm the previously stated

conclusions: the use of the hybrid methods proposed in this thesis (time-based ensembles)

allows for a significant increase in predictive accuracy over the best performing algorithm-
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Table 5.4: Number of significant (p�value < 0.05) wins/ties/losses according to Wilcoxon

signed rank tests, concerning the F u
1 evaluation metric, for the proposed hybrid methods

using the proposed algorithm-based methods as baseline, aggregated by social media source

and the first three time slices.

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3

Model Wins (Sig) Ties Losses (Sig) Wins (Sig) Ties Losses (Sig) Wins (Sig) Ties Losses (Sig)

T
w
it
te

r ENSt kernel 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)
ENSphi kernel 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 3 (3) 0 1 (1) 4 (3) 0 0 (0)
ENSt knn 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)
ENSphi knn 4 (4) 0 3 (3) 3 (3) 0 1 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k ENSt kernel 3 (3) 0 1 (1) 3 (3) 0 1 (1) 3 (3) 0 1 (1)

ENSphi kernel 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 2 (2) 0 2 (2) 4 (3) 0 0 (0)
ENSt knn 3 (3) 0 1 (1) 3 (3) 0 1 (1) 3 (3) 0 1 (1)
ENSphi knn 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)

G
o
o
g
le
+ ENSt kernel 3 (3) 0 1 (0) 3 (2) 0 1 (0) 1 (0) 0 3 (1)

ENSphi kernel 2 (2) 0 2 (1) 4 (3) 0 0 (0) 3 (3) 0 1 (1)
ENSt knn 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 3 (3) 0 1 (0) 3 (2) 0 1 (1)
ENSphi knn 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)

L
in

k
e
d
In ENSt kernel 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (3) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)

ENSphi kernel 3 (3) 1 0 (0) 3 (3) 1 0 (0) 4 (3) 0 0 (0)
ENSt knn 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)
ENSphi knn 4 (4) 0 0 (0) 3 (3) 1 0 (0) 4 (4) 0 0 (0)

based methods. Results also confirm that this observation is transverse to all combinations

of social media sources and news topics, as well as in all the first three time slices tested (the

first hour of news’ alive-time).

In summary, this extensive experimental evaluation shows that it is possible to significantly

improve the predictive accuracy of models, when focusing on rare cases of highly popular

items. The first set of experiments concerning a priori prediction tasks shows that the

application of data-level methods is able to significantly improve the prediction of under-

represented items in the data (highly popular news), in comparison to its dismissal. This

conclusion is also observed concerning the state-of-the-art approach proposed by Bandari et

al. [24]. Furthermore, the impact of applying data-level methods is studied, and results show

that such methods present a trade-o↵: more cases with popularity values considered as highly

relevant are correctly predicted, but more cases are erroneously predicted as highly relevant.

Notwithstanding, results show that the former significantly outweighs the latter. As for the

second set of experiments, concerning a posteriori prediction tasks, results show that the

proposed algorithm-based methods significantly improve the ability to accurately predict

highly popular news in comparison to several state-of-the-art approaches. Concerning the

proposed hybrid methods (time-based ensembles), results show that this approach is capable

of further improving predictive accuracy in comparison to the proposed algorithm-based

models.
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5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the use of standard learning algorithms in imbalanced domain learning tasks

is addressed. Previous work shows that such algorithms are prone to several issues such

as i) the optimization of models towards the well-represented cases of the domains when

using standard evaluation metrics, ii) the disregard of under-represented cases due to their

reduced coverage, and iii) the interpretation of such rare cases as noise, causing them to be

discarded.

To tackle this issue, distinct approaches have been proposed in previous work, mainly

concerning classification tasks. Given the scope of the web content popularity domain, several

approaches to each of these types of methods are proposed in this chapter. Concerning data-

level methods, the concept of context-bias resampling strategies is introduced. This type

of data-level methods di↵ers from traditional strategies due to their guided case selection

procedure, instead of the commonly employed random selection. Two variants of the random

undersampling, random oversampling and SMOTEr [222] strategies are proposed: i) with

temporal bias, and ii) with temporal and relevance bias.

Regarding algorithm-level methods, two novel approaches are proposed: i) a kernel-based

approach, and ii) a kNN-based approach. The motivation for these proposals is based on the

fact that the standard learning algorithms used in previous work concerning the prediction

of web content popularity are prone to the previously mentioned issues. As such, these

proposed approaches for prediction of highly popular items are based on the notion of local

averages, building on the concept of kernel regression, and the k-nearest neighbour algorithm,

respectively.

Finally, concerning the proposed hybrid methods, an ensemble approach is detailed. This

approach is based on the concept of time-based ensembles and the limitations of approaches

for both a priori and a posteriori tasks. In the former, approaches are not able to update

their predictions when social feedback from users becomes available. As for the latter, their

predictive accuracy may be a↵ected in the first moments after the publication of web content

items, due to the lack of su�cient feedback from users. In order to overcome such issues,

the time-based ensembles propose the combination of approaches employed both data-level

methods (in a priori prediction tasks) and algorithm-level methods (in a posteriori tasks).

This is carried out in a time-sensitive manner w.r.t. the data available at a given prediction

time, using a weighted averaging approach. Two proposals for time-based ensembles are

presented: i) by combining the predicted values of approaches using data- and algorithm-

level methods, and ii) by combining the relevance of their predicted values.

An extensive experimental evaluation concerning online news feeds data shows that the

approaches proposed in this chapter for tackling the problem predicting highly popular
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items provide a considerable advantage in comparison to state-of-the-art approaches. In

a priori prediction tasks, results show that the application of resampling strategies sig-

nificantly improves results over several baselines, and that the context-bias variants are

capable of further improving such results. The algorithm-level methods also show that

they are capable of providing a significant advantage over several state-of-the-art approaches

concerning the ability to predict rare cases of highly popular items in the first moments after

their publication. As for the hybrid methods, in comparison to the proposed algorithm-level

models, results show that the time-based ensembles proposal is capable of further improving

predictive accuracy in all scenarios tested (i.e. combination of social media sources and news

topics).

The outcome of the sets of experimental evaluations carried out in this thesis show that the

proposed methods are capable of improving the predictive accuracy obtained by state-of-the-

art approaches, concerning the rare cases of highly popular items. Regardless, it is not clear

that such improvement can translate to an improved user experience. This relates to the

fact that the main motivation for the use of predictive modelling in web content popularity

prediction tasks is to enable a faster recommendation of highly relevant items to users and

to aid in a more accurate promotion of such content. In the following chapter, the ability of

the approaches proposed in this chapter in properly ranking web content items is studied.
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Chapter 6

Single and Multi-Source Ranking

In previous chapters, the problems of predicting highly popular web content and of correctly

evaluating their predictive performance is studied. The main distinction of this study in

comparison to previous work is that the prediction task is considered to be an imbalanced

domain learning task. However, one of the major challenges concerning web content is the

ability to provide meaningful suggestions of such content in a timely manner. In this chapter,

the ability of the previously proposed and evaluated prediction models in providing accurate

and timely suggestions of web content items is assessed. This includes the evaluation of

rankings provided by the predicted values of modelling approaches in a single-source and a

multi-source context.

6.1 Introduction

One of the most distinctive aspects of web content data is that it is pervasive. Accounting for

the most known types of web content data, such as online videos or news feeds, the massive

amount of data generated on a daily basis provides a di�cult setting for the process of

searching for relevant items. This is one of the main problems that recommendation systems

face today.

Concerning previous work, one of the most popular approaches to deal with this problem

concerns collaborative filtering techniques [1]. Such techniques are based on using the

interaction of users and items in order to capture preferences and trends. Nonetheless,

as previously discussed (Section 3.1), the use of collaborative filtering approaches raise

several caveats. For example, in settings where data is massively and constantly generated,

systems based on such techniques may not provide the best solution. This is related to

collaborative filtering requiring the existence of pre-existing data concerning the interaction

between users and items: for very recent items, no such data is obtainable. In addition to

175
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this, DeChoudhury et al. [59] have also demonstrated that traditional information retrieval

and ranking approaches are prone to severe issues when attempting to identify the most

relevant information for users.

In order to overcome such issues, one of the most explored solutions concerns the use of

predictive modelling tools. The objective of such approach is to allow for an anticipation

of the items’ relevance to users, allowing a more preemptive recommendation of relevant

content. The previous chapters studied this problem, where the ability to accurately predict

highly relevant content is addressed in both the aspects of evaluation and predictive modelling

(Chapters 4 and 5).

Results show that the predictive approaches proposed in this thesis are capable of providing a

significant improvement in the accurate prediction of highly popular web content. Regardless,

it is unclear if their predictive accuracy translates to an improvement concerning the rankings

it generates. This is the focus of this chapter, where the ability of prediction models in

providing accurate rankings of web content items is studied. This study evaluates such

rankings in two scenarios: i) single-source and ii) multi-source rankings.

6.2 Single-Source Ranking

From a statistics point of view, ranking tasks concern the simple transformation of numerical

or ordinal target values into a sorted rank. The sorting order (ascending or descending) of the

rank depends on the context of the data and the objectives defined for the task. Simply put,

a rank is an ordered rearrangement of a list of items w.r.t. a given criteria. For example, in

the case of web content popularity, it is expected that the most popular items are positioned

in the first positions. As such, the ranking of a given set of items depicts the rearrangement

of the set in a descending order of popularity, i.e. the most popular are placed first, the less

popular are placed last.

Regarding the most common representation of rankings, these are usually depicted as ordinal

numbers. As such, given a set of items which are properly rearranged according to a given

order, their target values are replaced by an ordinal number 1, · · · , n, where n is the number

of items in the list. In an ordinal ranking, all items receive a distinct number, including the

items that have an equal target value. In order to solve ties, the random attribution of a

number can be applied.

The main assumption of ordinal rankings is that, for any given pair of items, one must be

ranked higher or lower than the other. Given this, rankings provide a useful tool in order

to evaluate a given data set, according to a given criteria. This is the case for many tasks

involving web content data. For example, consider the case of online news feeds and the task

of providing a list of suggested items, given the overwhelming amount of news published
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each day. In order to provide such suggestions, a ranking approach is applied, in order to

sort the items as to their estimated relevance, enabling an easy selection of the content by

the user. Formally, a single-source ranking task in the context of web content data may be

described as follows.

Definition 6.2.1. Single-Source Ranking Task. Let X be a set of n items and Y the

respective set of popularity values associated to x1, . . . , xn 2 X. Given a ranking function

f that orders X according to the respective Y scores in a decreasing fashion, the resulting

ranking list xf(1), . . . , x
f
(n) satisfies the condition yf(1) � . . . � yf(n), where xf(n) represents the

n�th item in the ranked list and yf(n) the respective popularity.

The usefulness of ranking tasks concerning web content data has evolved according to the

demands of users. Initially, the main goal of rankings was to enable the development of

e�cient algorithms in order to provide complete sets of items in a timely manner. In

comparison, today, the usefulness of rankings relates to enabling a short and accurate set of

items which attempt to match as well as possible the preferences of user queries [204].

In this thesis the problem of ranking web content data is approached by solely resorting

to publicly available data, and therefore, as independent as possible from any given user

profile, or group of profiles. The main goal is to identify the top-ranking web content items

concerning a given query, in order to provide a concise set of the most relevant items. In

this context, the relevance of items is related to their popularity (i.e. amount of attention

received) in social media sources such as Twitter, Facebook, Google+ or LinkedIn.

Therefore, concerning single-source ranking tasks in the scope of this thesis, the objective is

to use predictive modelling tools (described in the previous chapters) in order to anticipate

the popularity of web content items, enabling the derivation of rankings. The usefulness of

the rankings produced by predictive modelling tools is evaluated concerning its ability to

accurately suggest the most popular items in the top positions of the ranking, in a timely

manner.

6.3 Multi-Source Ranking

A similar problem to the task of single-source ranking concerns the application of ranking

approaches using multiple sets of preferences concerning a given list of items. In the domain

of web content popularity, this translates to the task of predicting the popularity of a set of

items according to data from l multiple social media sources. Such prediction sets are used

to generate l rankings of the items, which are then combined in order to provide a unique

final multi-source ranking.

The combination of preference lists into a single ranking is commonly referred to as rank
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aggregation [125]. This is a well known problem in the field of information retrieval [68]. In

such context, the main focus of rank aggregation approaches is to optimize the ”correctness’

of the final ranking. However, this task of rank aggregation (i.e. multi-source ranking) may

be a↵ected by Arrow’s impossibility theorem [17] when the number of preference lists is equal

or larger than 3. Based on social choice theory, this theorem states that when voters have

three or more distinct options, no ranked voting electoral system can convert the individuals’

ranked preferences into a global ranking, while also meeting a pre-specified set of criteria.

Based on the domain of web content popularity, and given a setting where three lists of

preferences are available for a set of web content items, Arrow’s criteria may be restated as

follows:

• If every social media source prefers item A over alternative B, then the group prefers

A over B;

• If the popularity of items A and B remain unchanged in all social media sources, then

the group’s preference between A and B will also remain unchanged (despite changes

in popularity of other pairs of items);

• There is no ”dictator”: no single social media source possesses the power to always

determine the group’s preference.

As such, in a multi-source ranking setting where 3 or more social media sources are consid-

ered, a unique top-k ranking may not be possible to obtain [204]1. Therefore, the objective of

multi-source ranking tasks (also known as rank aggregation), is to derive a ranking of a given

set of items, which maximizes the coherence of the final ranking with all of the individual

sources’ rankings [125]. Formally, the multi-source ranking task may be defined as follows,

for the domain of web content popularity.

Definition 6.3.1. Multi-Source Ranking Task. Let X be a set of n items, S a set of

social media sources’ preference lists, and Y 1, Y 2 and Y 3 the respective sets of popularity

values associated to items x1, . . . , xn 2 X and to preference lists s1, s2, s3 2 S. Given the

ranking functions f, g and h that order X according to the respective Y 1, Y 2, Y 3 scores and

in a decreasing fashion, the resulting ranking list xf,g,h(1) , . . . , xf,g,h(n) maximizes the condition

yf,g,h(1) � . . . � yf,g,h(n) , where xf,g,h(n) represents the n�th item in the aggregated list.

Concerning the domain of web content popularity, the objective of the multi-source ranking

task is to combine the rankings of a set of items according to their popularity in multiple

social media sources, in a manner that the amount of items which are presented in each

sources’ top positions is maximized in the final aggregated ranking.

1It should be noted that several proposals have provided solutions to scenarios where some of Arrow’s

criteria are relaxed [69]
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Several approaches to the problem of multi-source ranking tasks in top-k lists have been

proposed in related work (see [147]). Some of the most popular approaches are Borda-inspired

methods and Markov Chain based methods. The original method proposed by Borda [112]

stated that the aggregation of ranks could be carried out by an arithmetic average. Other

approaches have proposed to use other statistical methods such as the median, the geometric

mean, and the l-2 norm [147]. Concerning Markov Chain based methods, Lin also proposes

an approach using ergodic Markov Chains. In such proposal, a larger probability in the

stationary distribution will correspond to a higher rank of the corresponding item. The

author proposed three variants of this approach: i) spam sensitive, ii) majority rule, and

iii) proportional.

In order to evaluate the ability of predictive modelling approaches in deriving accurate and

timely rankings of web content items, the following section provides a thorough experimental

evaluation concerning both single- and multi-source ranking tasks.

6.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section an experimental evaluation is carried out in order to assess the ability of

predictive modelling tools in providing accurate and timely rankings of web content items,

based on their levels of popularity. Two sets of experiments are presented, using the online

news feeds data presented in Chapter 3. The first concerns the ability of prediction models

in generating single-source rankings. The second set aims at evaluating their ability in

generating multi-source rankings. Concerning the predictive modelling tools employed in

these experiment sets, such tools are described in Chapter 5.

The data used in these experiments concerns the rankings provided by o�cial media sources

(Google News and Yahoo! News). Given that news items provided in such o�cial media

rankings concerns items that have already been published, the experiments will be mainly

focused on the ability of a posteriori approaches in generating rankings for both single- and

multi-source rankings.

Data

In these sets of experiments the data used concerns the two data sets of online news feeds

presented in Chapter 3. However, unlike the experimental evaluation of prediction models

provided in the previous chapter which concerns news items, in this evaluation the train and

test cases are rankings provided by the o�cial media sources Google News in the single-source

data set, and by Google News and Yahoo! News in the multi-source data set.

As previously stated, the main di↵erence between these data sets concerns the cardinality
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of o�cial and social media sources. The single-source data set contains data regarding

news items obtained from the news recommender system Google News, and their respective

observations of popularity from the social media source Twitter. In the case of the multi-

source data set, data concerns news items obtained from both Google News and Yahoo!

News, and the observations of the news items popularity from the social media sources

Facebook, Google+ and Linkedin.

The data acquisition process for both data sets is the same. The top-100 news rankings from

the o�cial media sources are retrieved in intervals of 20 minutes (time slices). These news

rankings concern four di↵erent news topics: economy, microsoft, obama and palestine. For

each retrieval of the top-100 news rankings, the popularity of all known items with an alive

time under 2 days (prediction horizon) is queried with all social media sources.

Given this description of the data used in the experiments described in this experimental

evaluation, the objective of these experiments may be further specified: given a train set

of rankings containing news items, the aim of this experimental evaluation is to assess the

ability of web content popularity prediction approaches in accurately ranking news items

presented in rankings provided by o�cial media sources. In order to build both a priori and

a posteriori prediction models, their respective training sets include all news items presented

in known news rankings, and their respective format is described in Sections 5.6 and 5.6.

It should be stressed that the ground-truth values for the each predictive modelling approach

is the popularity of news according to each of the social media sources. Also, in assessing

the ground-truth ranking order for a given set of news, the ground-truth (preferences) are

obtained by a descending order of popularity from the news item. However, it should be

noted that in a given ranking news items have di↵erentiated alive times. This may lead

to two types of issues. First, as previously stated concerning a posteriori prediction tasks,

after a considerable amount of time passes since the publication of a given news item, its

popularity becomes obvious. Second, given the diversity of alive times of news, it is possible

to have a majority of news that were not published recently, for which their popularity is

already known.

Given this, in order to ensure that the evaluation of the single-source and multi-source

ranking tasks is capable of assessing the ability of predictive modelling tools in i) detecting

news cases which are considered to be highly relevant, and ii) to do so in the shortest amount

of time possible, a time-sensitive weight is applied to the final (accumulated) values of news

popularity. It is defined that the ground-truth popularity of items is given by the product

of the final popularity of each news item, and a discount factor that emulates the loss of

novelty and interest in a news items as time passes. Given a prediction horizon of 2 days in

the data sets used in this experimental evaluation, the final time slice (consecutive periods

of 20 minutes) is 144 (tf = 144), and the ground-truth popularity values are formulated as

follows:
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yti = y
t
f

i ⇥
tf � t

tf
, (6.1)

where yti is the ground truth-popularity of a given item i in time slice t for ranking evaluation,

and y
t
f

i is the true amount of popularity accumulated by a given item. It should be stressed

that when describing a posteriori tasks the nomenclature yti denotes the amount of popularity

accumulated by a given item until a time slice t. In these experiments, such notation

represents the ground-truth popularity of a given item i and an alive time discount. By

applying this procedure, this evaluation ensures that no advantage is given to news items

which are no longer recent, and for which their magnitude of popularity already became

obvious.

Finally, concerning the use of the data sets presented in Chapter 3 (single- and multi-source

data sets): for single-source ranking tasks, the evaluation is carried out for each of the social

media sources in both data sets, using ranking cases from the o�cial media source Google

News; as for the multi-source ranking tasks, these are tested using data from the social media

sources in the multi-source data set, resorting to rankings data from both the Google News

and Yahoo! News o�cial media sources.

Baselines

Concerning the single-source ranking task, the e↵ectiveness of the proposed prediction models

in generating news rankings is compared to three baseline strategies:

• Time: news are ranked by time of publication with the most recent first;

• Live: news are ranked by the amount of popularity accumulated until the reference

time (time of prediction);

• Source: news are ranked by the average popularity of other known news items from

their news outlet.

The first two baselines are simple heuristic strategies, usually employed by news aggregators

to promote popular content [215]. As for the third, although no reference of its use is found

in previous work, it is an acceptable hypothesis that there are news outlets that gather more

attention than others. Therefore, this baseline is introduced in order to assess if knowledge

of the news outlet is enough to provide optimal news recommendations.

As for the multi-source ranking tasks, according to the previously described Arrow’s impos-

sibility theorem, there is no perfect ordering of rankings capable of converting the preferred

items (i.e. the most popular news items) by each of the social media sources (when 3 or
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more), into a group-wide unique ranking while maintaining the fairness criteria described

in Section 6.3. Regardless, the objective is to apply rank aggregation methods in order to

maximize the match between the aggregated rankings and each of the social media sources.

As such, as baselines, the rankings produced by rank aggregation methods are compared to

each of the single-source rankings derived from predictive modelling tools. In addition, the

average rank (AR) of single-source rankings is also employed as a baseline.

Evaluation Metrics

Given the importance of the ranking order to news recommendation, the following metrics

are applied: Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Normalized

Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@k) metrics. The first metric is focused on the global

outcome, and the remaining metrics consider the position of a given item in the ranking.

These are thoroughly described in Section 2.4.

Average Precision computes the average precision for all values of k where k is the rank, n is

the number of retrieved items and Relk is a binary function evaluating the relevance of the

kth ranked item, attributing 1 to the relevant items at rank k and 0 otherwise. The Mean

Average Precision (MAP) metric computes the fraction of relevant documents retrieved over

a set of queries. It should be noted that in this experimental evaluation it is established that

the relevant items are those which belong to the top-10 positions of the ranking.

Taking into account the ranking positions of items, the Reciprocal Rank is defined as the

inverse of the rank at which the first relevant item is retrieved. As in MAP, the Mean

Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is defined as the average of the reciprocal ranks over all queries.

The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@k) measures the search result quality

of the ranking function by assigning high weights to documents in highly ranked positions and

reducing the ones found in lower ranks. Unlike the previous ranking evaluation metrics which

use a binary definition of items relevance, the Its uses multiple ad-hoc relevance judgments

which are associated to ranked items in a given query. The normalization of this metric is

obtained by using the ideal ordering of the ranking.

The evaluation of the single-source ranking tasks resort to all of the mentioned evaluation

metrics. As for the multi-source ranking tasks, the experimental set is focused on the outcome

concerning the NDCG@k metric, which is the most robust [203].

Prediction and Ranking Approaches

In the sets of experiments presented in this experimental evaluation, two types of approaches

are tested which relate to each type of ranking task. Concerning the single-source ranking
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tasks, the alternatives evaluated concern predictive modelling approaches. As for the multi-

source ranking tasks, the approaches tested concern rank aggregation methods, using the

predictive modelling tool which presented the best overall results in the single-source ranking

task evaluation.

The rankings provided by o�cial media sources such as Google News concern items that

have already been published. As such, the predictive modelling tools tested in the single-

source ranking task evaluation concern a posteriori approaches. Namely, this evaluation

includes the following approaches, which are thoroughly described in the previous chapter

(Sections 5.6.2, 5.4 and 5.5): the constant scaling and linear-log models proposed by Szabo

and Huberman [212], the multi-linear regression with and without the use of RBF functions

proposed by Pinto et al. [191], the linear regression approach with sentiment analysis features

by Asur and Huberman [18], the algorithm-level (kernel and knn) methods proposed in this

thesis, as well as the proposed approaches for hybrid methods (time-based ensembles ENSt

and ENSphi). It should be noted that the latter (hybrid methods) also uses approaches

focusing on the a priori task of web content popularity prediction. The best performing

method in each combination of social media source and news topic is also evaluated as to its

ability to provide accurate and timely rankings of news, along with the baseline approach

tested in their respective experimental evaluation, the proposal presented by Bandari et

al. [24]. However, the a priori approaches proposed in this thesis will not be tested individ-

ually since their objective is to accurately predict highly popular news before (or when) the

items are published.

In the single-source ranking task, the ranking approach is simply the application of a re-

ordering of the predicted cases in a descending fashion. As for the multi-source ranking task,

several approach for rank aggregation are tested in order to assess if they provide a cumulative

advantage in comparison to the rankings derived for each social media source using predictive

tools. These include Borda methods [112] and Markov Chain approaches [148], a Cross

Entropy Monte Carlo approach [149] and the Rank Product method [37].

The Borda methods tested [148] in the evaluation of multi-source ranking tasks concern the

combination of Borda counts using the statistical methods i) average (Borda m), ii) median

(Borda M ), iii) geometric mean (Borda geo), and iv) the l-2 norm (Borda l2n). For any

given setting, the Borda count attributes a number of points to each item which denote

the number of items which are ranked lower. The authors also provide several variants

of Markov Chains to tackle the problem of rank aggregation where a larger probability

in the stationary distribution corresponds to a higher rank of the corresponding element.

These variants are the denoted as spam sensitive (MCspam), majority rule (MCmaj ) and

proportional (MCprop) Markov Chains algorithms. In a di↵erent work, Lin also proposes the

Cross Entropy Monte Carlo approach [149]. This approach selects random samples of data

using an iterative importance sampling technique, which is then optimized by minimizing its
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cross-entropy [201, 58]. Finally, the Rank Product approach proposed by Breitling et al. [37]

is a non-parametric statistics approach based on ranks of fold changes. The aggregated rank

is given by sorting the product of ranks in di↵erent preference lists via a geometric mean.

As such, given n items and k lists of preferences (i.e. popularity) from social media sources,

let ri,s be the rank of item i in the preference list of the social media source s:

RP (i) = (
kY

s=1

ri,s)
1/k (6.2)

All of these methods are tested in the evaluation of multi-source ranking tasks, using the

rankings produced by predictions of items’ popularity according to each of the social media

sources.

Evaluation Methodology

Similarly to all experimental evaluations carried out in the previous chapters, the data used

in the experiments detailed in this section have an implicit temporal order. As such, this

requires evaluation methodologies which are capable of accurately assessing the prediction

error of the approaches, while maintaining such temporal order. This is important in order

to guarantee predictions models solely resort to past data in order build the models, and

that predictions concern future data.

Given this, the Monte Carlo simulation method is again applied in both sets of experiments

in this section: evaluation of single-source and multi-source ranking tasks. This method

guarantees that all the alternative models are trained and tested with the same pair of train

and test sets. The Monte Carlo simulation method randomly selects points in the data

set, which are then used to select a given past window for training data, and a subsequent

window for test data.

6.4.1 Evaluation of Single-Source Ranking Tasks

This section describes an experimental evaluation of single-source ranking tasks, with the

objective of assessing the ability of prediction models in forecasting the popularity of news

items in such a manner that the most relevant items are accurately positioned in the top

positions of the ranking, in a timely manner. For such endeavour, in the scope of this

evaluation, the data used concerns the top-100 rankings proposed by the o�cial media sources

Google News and Yahoo! News in both the single-source and multi-source data sets. The

news items presented in the rankings of the training set are used for the learning processes of

the predictive approaches proposed in the previous chapter, and enumerated in Section 6.4.

It should be noted that the popularity of items is given by the social media sources presented
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in the data sets. As such, this means that the number of models learned in this experimental

evaluation is singular to each combination of social media sources and news topics. The social

media sources used in this evaluation are Twitter (concerning the single-source data set),

and Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn (multi-source data set). The topics studied concern

the terms economy, microsoft, obama, and palestine.

For each ranking in the test set, the prediction models are used in order to forecast the

final popularity of the items according to each available social media source. Using such

predictions, a ranking is derived and evaluated w.r.t. the ground-truth. Given that news have

a very short lifetime in comparison to other types of web content, mainly due to factors such

as habituation or the diversion of attention towards other news [242], the decision concerning

the definition of ground-truth values (and therefore the order of the ranking considered as

correct) is debatable. As time passes, and the level of news popularity becomes evident, the

usefulness of anticipating the future popularity of the items becomes irrelevant. That is the

main reason for the objective of this task to be focused not only on accurately predicting

the highly relevant cases, but also to do that in the shortest amount of time possible after

the publication of the item.

Therefore, in order to correctly assess rankings concerning these two conditions (i) highly

relevant items are positioned in the top of the ranking, and ii) this prediction is only relevant

if provided in a timely manner) the ground-truth value of the items popularity in a ranking

is weighted by a temporal factor. Using a linear decay factor, the ground-truth values of

popularity in a given ranking is given by the product of the final popularity of the item and

a decay factor
t
f

�t
t
f

, where tf is the final time slice (the prediction horizon is two days, and

therefore the final time slice is 144), and t is the time slice of prediction. This procedure

is also applied to the predictions of models, in order to ensure fairness in the evaluation of

their predictive and ranking ability.

Results

Experimental results are obtained through 20 repetitions of the Monte Carlo simulation pro-

cess with 50% of cases (ranking cases from Google News and Yahoo! News) used as training

set and the following 25% as test set, using the R package performanceEstimation [219].

Results are given by applying the ranking evaluation metrics MAP , MRR and NDCG@k,

described in Section 6.4. Concerning the definition of k, given that the objective is to assess

the quality of the ranking in its top positions, this value is defined as 10 (NDCG@10): this

evaluation focuses on the quality of the ranking in its top 10 positions. The NDCG@k

evaluation metric also requires the ad-hoc definition of relevance judgments concerning the

items’ importance. Given that the rankings evaluated in this section have 100 items, it

is defined in an ad-hoc manner that the judgments of relevance for an instance space of
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{0, 1, 2, 3} are as such: items with the top-10 popularity values have a relevance of 3, the

remaining items in the top-25 popularity values a relevance of 2, the remaining items in the

top-50 popularity values a relevance of 1, and the following values a relevance of 0.

Concerning the remaining evaluation metrics used in this experiment, it should be reminded

that their objective is di↵erent. The goal of the Mean Average Precision MAP is to assess

the amount of relevant cases (those in the top-10 positions of the ground-truth ranking) that

are presented in the rankings proposed by the tested predictive modelling tools. As for the

Mean Reciprocal Rank MRR, its objective is to assert the ability of the proposed rankings

in presenting a relevant case in the top positions of the ranking.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the results of the metric NDCG@10 obtained, concerning

the evaluation of the rankings obtained by the prediction models tested in this experiment,

in each combination of news topics and social media sources using ranking data from the

o�cial media sources Google News and Yahoo! News2. Results are grouped accordingly.

The choice of NDCG@10 relates to it being considered as a robust metric, due to the use

of multi-level relevance judgments and discount factors. Results concerning the remaining

ranking evaluation metrics are described in Annexes G and H, for rankings of Google News

and Yahoo! News, respectively, where the best result according to each evaluation metric is

denoted in bold.

From a general standpoint, the results illustrated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show that predictive

modelling tools are capable of providing news rankings which obtain a considerable level of

accuracy, according to the ranking evaluation metric NDCG@10. Also, by analysing the

outcome of the various approaches tested in this evaluation, results from all the evaluation

metrics employed show a considerable coherence as to which prediction models and strategies

obtain the best and worst outcome. Results show that in the majority of cases, the best

performing approaches concern the proposals of algorithm-based models (kernel and knn)

and the proposed time-based ensembles. Specifically, in most cases, the evaluation of

the rankings proposed by these approaches shows that the time-based ensembles approach

ENSt, using the algorithm-level method knn, show the best overall results. As for the

worst performing approaches, results show that the baseline strategy Time and the a priori

approaches evaluated present the worst news rankings.

However, some noticeable performances are worthy of mentioning. Although presenting a

low predictive accuracy in terms of predicting highly popular news, the proposal by Asur

and Huberman [18] indicates a considerable ability for positioning relevant items in the top

positions of their proposed rankings, as shown by the evaluation metric MRR. Nonetheless,

2The evaluation results obtained by the original ranking of Google News and Yahoo! News are also

depicted, denoted with the tag O�cial. However, it should be stressed that this is solely for illustration

purposes, since there is no evidence that the objective of the ranks proposed by these o�cial media sources

is to provide the news items that are the most popular in social media.
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Figure 6.1: Evaluation results of single-source ranking tasks, using the NDCG@10 metric,

concerning all a posteriori prediction approaches, for all combinations of the available news

topics and the popularity scores given by all social media sources, using data from Google

News.

the remaining evaluation metrics MAP and NDCG@10 show that this is not generalized

to the items in the top-10 of their proposed rankings. Also, it should be noted that the

rankings proposed by prediction models concerning the social media source Twitter obtain

a very high score according to NDCG@10. In this context, it is also worth noticing that

the linear-log approach proposed by Szabo and Huberman [212] are among the best overall

approaches for providing news rankings, concerning the amount and accuracy of relevant

items positions in the top-10 positions.

In order to confirm the overall observation and analysis of the results obtained concerning the

ability of prediction models in providing news rankings that are capable of positioning highly

relevant news at the top of the suggestions in a timely manner, a study of the statistical

significance of the predictive modelling tools in providing such rankings is carried out. This is

done by applying critical di↵erence diagrams [61] with the objective of assessing the statistical

significance (p�value < 0.05) regarding the pairwise comparison of all the tested approaches

and their respective evaluation concerning the metric NDCG@10. Results are presented in

Figures 6.3 and 6.4, concerning the experiments using rankings data from Google News and

Yahoo! News, respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Evaluation results of single-source ranking tasks, using the NDCG@10 metric,

concerning all a posteriori prediction approaches, for all combinations of the available news

topics and the popularity scores given by all social media sources, using data from Yahoo!

News.
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Figure 6.3: Critical di↵erence diagram concerning all single-source ranking approaches

tested, using Google News rankings, according to the NDCG@10 evaluation metric.

The outcome of the statistical tests applied to the predictive approaches tested in this

evaluation of single-source ranking tasks confirms the overall analysis of results: in all
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Figure 6.4: Critical di↵erence diagram concerning all single-source ranking approaches

tested, using Yahoo! News rankings, according to the NDCG@10 evaluation metric.

combinations concerning o�cial and social media sources, the algorithm-based and hybrid

methods proposed in this thesis provide approaches that are the most able in generating news

rankings based on their predictions, given the criteria of accurately predicting highly popular

cases and doing so in a timely manner. Nevertheless, despite statistical tests showing that in

the case of Google News the proposed approaches are capable of providing a statistically

significant advantage, in the case of Yahoo! News this is not verified. In the latter,

results show that the proposed approaches do not provide a significant advantage over the

baseline Live and the constant scaling approach proposed by Szabo and Huberman [212].

Regardless, both statistical tests confirm that the time-based ensemble approach ENSt using

the algorithm-level method knn provides the best overall solution.

6.4.2 Evaluation of Multi-Source Rankings Tasks

In this section the results of the experimental evaluation concerning multi-source ranking

tasks is presented. The aim of the previous evaluation concerning single-source ranking tasks

is to use predictive modelling tools in order to provide news rankings which are capable of

anticipating the most relevant news in a timely manner, and to position them in the top

positions of the ranking. In this experimental evaluation the objective is to combine such

single-source approaches in order to provide aggregated rankings concerning the popularity

of news items in multiple social media sources.

The problems associated to this task have been previously presented. The main issue relates

to Arrow’s impossibility theorem [17]. However, several approaches for rank aggregation

have been presented which relax some of the conditions presented by Arrow’s theorem.
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These approaches are described in Section 6.4.

The methodology of this experimental evaluation consists of evaluating the rankings ob-

tained by single-source ranking approaches and by rank aggregation methods, having as

a ground-truth the true values of each social media source, using the ranking evaluation

metric NDCG@10. The objective is to assert if by combining the rankings provided by

predictive modelling tools concerning each available social media source, these could obtain

a cumulative advantage in comparison to the rankings provided by single-source ranking ap-

proaches. In this context, cumulative advantage is translated as an improvement concerning

the evaluation of the aggregated rank w.r.t. to each social media source.

Results

The experimental setting of the former evaluation of single-source ranking tasks is again

applied in this evaluation, with one exception. In order to proceed with the evaluation of

such task it is required that the data should concern multiple social media sources. As

such, this experimental evaluation is solely based on the multi-source data set. Results

are obtained through 20 repetitions of the Monte Carlo simulation process with 50% of

ranking cases used as training set and the following 25% as test set, using the R package

performanceEstimation [219].

Figure 6.5 illustrates the results obtained concerning the metric NDCG@10, as to the

evaluation of the rankings approaches tested in this experiment. The results are grouped by

each scenario combining news topics and social media sources.

A thorough analysis of the obtained results clearly shows that some of the rank aggregation

approaches enable a cumulative e↵ect. This is observed when comparing the results of

top performers such as MCmaj. Results show that these are, in the majority of cases,

capable of providing a better ranking than the single-source ranking approach specific to

each of the ground-truths, i.e. ranks are provided by predictions of forecasting models

based on popularity data specific to the social media source. To illustrate, the MCmaj rank

aggregation approach presents a better outcome in the context of the news topic economy,

when compared to the ranking provided by single-source ranking approach specific to that

same ground-truth (Facebook* ), as illustrated in the upper left scenario of Figure 6.5.

Concerning the overall outcome, results show that most accurate type of rank aggregation

approaches is the Markov Chain methods proposed by Lin [147] with a specific emphasis on

the majority voting variant (MCmaj ), followed by the Cross-Entropy Monte Carlo method,

also proposed by Lin [149].
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Figure 6.5: Evaluation results of multi-source ranking tasks, using the NDCG@10 metric,

concerning all multi-source ranking approaches, for all combinations of the available news

topics and the popularity scores given by all social media sources, using data from the

multi-source data set.

6.5 Discussion

In this section a discussion concerning the results obtained in both sets of experimental

evaluations is provided. The first set concerns single-source ranking tasks, which are focused

on leveraging predictive modelling tools in order to rank news items by their popularity,

regarding each of the social media sources used. As for the second set of experiments, these

are focused on the task of providing aggregate rankings and to assess if such approach is

capable of providing a cumulative advantage over single-source ranking approaches.

Evaluation results concerning single-source ranking tasks show that the predictive modelling

approaches proposed in this thesis, namely the algorithm-based and the hybrid methods (see

Chapter 5), obtain the best overall results in all combinations of news topics and social media

sources, using rankings from Google News and Yahoo! News. Specifically, results show that

the rankings which present the highest scores of the most robust metric used (NDCG@10)
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is the time-based ensemble ENSt using the knn algorithm-level method3.

Such results are relevant in terms of determining which evaluation metrics in popularity

predictions tasks provide a better insight concerning the models’ ability to provide accurate

rankings of the most relevant items in a given set. Concerning such subject, results concern-

ing both the web content popularity prediction tasks and the ranking tasks provided in this

chapter, provide empirical evidences confirming the claims that standard evaluation metrics

(e.g. rmse) are prone to misleading conclusions when dealing with imbalanced domain

learning tasks. In addition, results also show that the outcome of single-source ranking

tasks is very similar to the conclusions obtained in the experimental evaluations concerning

the prediction of highly popular web content, when focusing on the utility-based evaluation

metric F u
1 . As such, results provided in the first set of this experimental evaluation show that

the optimization of prediction models using the metric F u
1 instead of standard evaluation

metrics, is more accurate in determining the ability of such models in deriving rankings

which are capable of positioning highly relevant items in the top positions of such rankings.

Regarding the multi-source ranking task evaluation, these are based on the results obtained

by employing the predictive modelling tool that obtained the best outcome in the previous set

of experiments: the time-based ensemble approach ENSt using the algorithm-level method

kernel. The objective of multi-source ranking tasks is to provide aggregate rankings which

are capable of maximizing the match between the preferences of multiple sources. In this

evaluation such sources pertain to social media sources: Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn.

Results show that several rank aggregation approaches are capable of providing a cumulative

advantage in terms of their ability to accurately position highly relevant items in the top

positions of the proposed rankings. In comparison to the best single-source ranking ap-

proach for each social media source, the rank aggregation approaches using Markov Chains

(specifically the MCmaj ) show an overall improvement. This advantage is also verified when

focusing on the Cross-Entropy Monte Carlo approach (CEMC ).

The results presented in the experimental evaluation of multi-source ranking tasks are

grouped by social media source. In order to provide additional insights concerning the

ability of rank aggregation methods in providing a cumulative advantage over single-source

ranking tasks, Figure 6.6 illustrates the o�cial media source-wide results (concerning the

evaluation metric NDCG@10) obtained by each rank aggregation approach tested in the

related experimental evaluation.

Results show that an overview of the rank aggregation approaches concerning its ability to

provide better rankings of highly popular news is even more evident. Results concerning

both the o�cial media sources (Google News and Yahoo! News) reinforce the previously

3This approach also uses the a priori approach that obtain the best average outcome in the evaluation

presented in Section 5.6.1.
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Figure 6.6: Evaluation results of multi-source ranking tasks, using the NDCG@10 metric,

concerning all multi-source ranking approaches, for all available news topics and the average

behaviour over all social media sources, using data from the multi-source data set.

mentioned conclusions, showing that in most cases the rank aggregation approaches based

on Cross-Entropy Monte Carlo and Markov Chain methods are capable of providing a

considerable advantage over other rank aggregation approaches, and all the single-source

ranking approaches tested. Finally, it should be noted that in this evaluation perspective

(o�cial media source), the rank aggregation approach of Rank Products [37] also shows a

consistent advantage over the single-source ranking approaches.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter the ability of web content popularity prediction models is assessed in terms of

their ability to generate accurate and timely rankings of news. These comprehend two types

of ranking tasks: single- and multi-source ranking. The first task concerns the simple task

of ordering the predictions of models in a descending order, i.e. the most popular first. The

second task is focused on maximizing the matching of preferences between an aggregated

rank and the ground-truth ranks regarding each of the social media sources tested.

Experimental results show that, concerning the single-source ranking task, the algorithm-

level and hybrid methods proposed in the previous chapter are the most accurate in deriving
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rankings which are capable of positioning the most relevant news items in its top positions.

Concretely, results show that the best single-source ranking approach is based on using the

predictions of the time-based ensemble approach ENSt using the knn algorithm-level method

and the predictive modelling approach which obtain the best average result in the evaluation

of a priori prediction tasks (see Section 5.6.1).

Concerning the task of multi-source ranking, results show that the ranking ability provided

by predictive modelling tools can be augmented by applying rank aggregation methods.

This shows that it is possible to obtain a cumulative advantage through such combinatorial

approaches, and that these are capable of providing a considerable improvement over the

best overall approaches in single-source ranking tasks.

Finally, a comparison between the conclusions provided by this experimental evaluation of

single- and multi-source rankings, and the outcome of the evaluation concerning the ability

of prediction models in predicting highly popular news, provides interesting insights as to

the impact of using standard evaluation metrics in the latter task.

The single- and multi-source source ranking evaluation results provide evidence to support

the claim that standard evaluation metrics are not the best option when concerning tasks

where the objective is to accurately predict target values which are under-represented in

the domain: the best prediction models according to the standard evaluation metric rmse

are not amongst the top performing approaches in deriving rankings. Conversely, this

experimental evaluation of ranking tasks shows that the utility-based evaluation metric F u
1 is

more appropriate when optimizing models for such imbalanced domain learning tasks: results

from both the web content popularity prediction tasks and these experimental evaluations

concerning rankings tasks show evidence of agreement as to the conclusions provided by the

F u
1 and NDCG@10 evaluation metrics.
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Conclusions

The possibility of every user to generate publicly available content provoked an explosion

of available data and a growing demand concerning the computation capability to analyse,

interpret and act upon this referred data. The exponential growth of available information

to users poses many questions and challenges to researchers, which is the main motivation

driving the work presented in this thesis.

Given such profusion of web content one of the main challenges concerns the ability to

correctly identify/anticipate which of the content is relevant. This is of the most importance

when concerning tasks such as suggesting or promoting web content. However, a careful

analysis of the related work shows that a distinctive characteristic web content has been

considerably neglected: the distribution of web content popularity. This distribution is

highly skewed, where only a few items receive relevant levels of attention. This introduces

the problems addressed in this thesis.

In this thesis, the problems of predicting and ranking highly popular web content are

addressed. Unlike previous work, such tasks are solely focused on the accurate and timely

anticipation of the levels of popularity (attention) that web content items receive, and their

evaluation is mostly focused on the ability to accurately identify the rare cases of highly

popular items. Given the imbalanced domain of web content popularity, previous work shows

how the application of standard learning and evaluation tools are prone to under-performing

models and erroneous conclusions.

The objectives of this thesis include i) the study of the web content popularity domain; ii)

the formalization of the popularity prediction task as an utility-based regression task; iii)

the proposal of evaluation approaches in order to accurately assess the ability of prediction

models in detecting highly relevant cases; iv) the proposal of predictive modelling tools

focusing on the accurate prediction of highly popular web content items and v) their ability

to provide useful rankings.

195
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Contributions

This thesis has produced the following contributions:

Literature Review of Web Content Popularity Prediction and Ranking. In Chap-

ter 2 a thorough review of previous work concerning both prediction and ranking tasks using

web content data is provided. A discussion is provided regarding several issues that may

hinder the ability of previous proposals in accurately predicting and ranking highly popular

web content items.

Study of Online News Feeds Data. A study of online news feeds data, a type of web

content, is provided in Chapter 3. Its characteristics are thoroughly analysis by means of

an exploratory study concerning two new data sets which are proposed in this thesis: a i)

single-source, and a ii) multi-source online news data set.

Popularity Prediction as an Imbalanced Domain Learning Task. Based on the

study concerning online news feeds data, it is concluded that the distribution of popularity

values is highly skewed. Considering that one of the main goals when using such tasks is

to correctly anticipate the cases of highly popular items in order to suggest or promote

them, in Chapter 4 the predictive modelling problem of web content popularity prediction

is formalized as an imbalanced domain learning task.

Utility-based Evaluation. Also in Chapter 4, the appropriateness of standard evaluation

metrics is analysed as to its ability to correctly assess predictive modelling approaches focused

on predicting uncommon cases of highly popular web content items. Such analysis shows

that the assumption of uniform domain preferences in standard evaluation metrics does

not provide the best solution for correctly evaluating approaches for imbalanced domain

learning tasks. The concept of utility in regression is introduced and extended. A utility-

based evaluation framework is proposed, including a new utility-based evaluation metric,

and tested in a priori prediction tasks, i.e. predicting the popularity of items before or when

they are published.

Popularity Prediction Approaches. Chapter 5 presents several proposals for tackling

the imbalanced domain learning task of predicting highly popular web content items. These

proposals are based on the concepts of data-level, algorithm-level and hybrid methods,

which are focused on tackling the caveats raised by standard learning approaches when

applied to imbalanced domain learning tasks. Such proposals are extensively evaluated

in several scenarios, and compared to state-of-the-art approaches. Results show that the

proposed approaches are capable of significantly improving the predictive ability of models

in accurately anticipating the popularity of highly popular items. These results apply to

both a priori and a posteriori tasks.
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Single- and Multi-Source Ranking. Finally, the ability of prediction models in gener-

ating rankings which are capable of accurately identifying highly relevant items in a timely

manner is addressed, in Chapter 6. An extensive evaluation is carried out concerning two

types of tasks: single-source and multi-source ranking tasks. Results show that the best

overall ranking approaches to both types of tasks concerns the use of the prediction methods

proposed in this thesis. In addition, results also show that several rank aggregation methods

are capable of obtaining a cumulative advantage e↵ect, i.e. consistently provide better results

that any single-source ranking approach.

7.1 Limitations and Future Work

Considering the results provided by the several experimental analysis provided in this thesis,

it is possible to conclude that the task of web content popularity prediction is not trivial. In

both predictive scenarios (a priori and a posteriori) results show that, regardless of predictive

accuracy improvements, the overall results are still far from optimal. This shows that there

is still a great amount of e↵ort required concerning the prediction of highly popular web

content items. For tasks with such goal, this thesis provides a starting point.

Nevertheless, as it would be expected, the work presented in this thesis also provides some

limitations, and therefore, suggestions for future work.

Concerning imbalanced domain learning tasks, these were formalized as a numeric prediction

task, for which previous work is negligible. Therefore, solving several issues concerning the

proper evaluation of models’ performance, and approaches for tackling imbalanced domains

are still required. Furthermore, in this thesis the problems of prediction and ranking of web

content popularity are evaluated in an o✏ine environment. Given the growing interest in

field such as data streams [130], it would be interesting to explore these problems within

such scope.

In Chapter 4 the problem of a priori prediction is evaluated and a thorough study is provided

concerning the best predictive features to tackle the web content popularity prediction

task. As noted in such chapter, such conclusions are solely based on the outcome of the

applying linear models as a learning tool. As such, as future work, a comprehensive study

using multiple learning tools is required, with the objective of arriving at a conclusion

concerning the best predictive features for such tools. Also, other learning algorithms should

be evaluated, such as neural networks, as well as ensemble learning approaches, e.g. bagging

and boosting methods.

Additionally, concerning predictive features, the study presented in this thesis points to

features based on sentiment analysis providing an important predictive contribution. How-

ever, some questions may be raised for future endeavours. These are mainly related to
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the static nature of sentiment lexicons, i.e. a fixed polarity strength value is attributed to

sentiment words. Given the dynamic of web content data, it would be interesting to explore

the possibility of inferring such polarity strength values from the feedback of users in social

media platforms. This could lead to more precise sentiment scores of news items’ titles and

headlines and, ultimately, to a better contribution to the predictive accuracy of models.

In addition, concerning the case of online news feeds, the impact of using the full-text of

the items should be studied, including the evaluation of other representations of text (e.g.

distributional semantic vectors [98]) and sentiment analysis approaches (i.e. model-based

instead of lexicon-based sentiment analysis).

Regarding the evaluation of imbalanced domain learning tasks, further work is mostly needed

regarding proper evaluation metrics, and the derivation of utility surfaces, i.e. continuous

versions of cost-matrices [72]. As for strategies to tackle imbalanced domain learning tasks,

this thesis presents proposals for data-level, algorithm-level and hybrid methods. Nev-

ertheless, the motivation for applying such methods in each of the described scenarios

is somewhat näıve: an attempt to match the strengths of each method to the specific

prediction problem. Results show that these are capable of providing better results. However,

these are solely a depiction of the predictive potential that could be provided by such

methods. Concretely, many proposals can be explored by using hybrid methods. In this

thesis, a solution proposed for such methods is based on combining two models of di↵erent

characteristics. However, many other solutions can be explored. For example, the exploration

of diversity, by combining models with di↵erent sampling percentages, e.g. [76].

Concerning the ability of the proposed predictive modelling approaches in generating accu-

rate and timely rankings, results show that it is possible to improve such ability. However,

the most noticeable part of such study concerns the multi-source ranking task. Results show

how prediction models for each source of popularity observations regarding a set of items,

i.e. social media sources, can be combined in order to provide an increased ability in timely

suggestions of highly popular items, according to multiple sources. However, the implications

of heavy-tail distributions should be studied in order to assess if such results could be further

improved. Furthermore, the performance of the methods proposed in this thesis should be

further evaluated by means of a human evaluation. This would provide increased confidence

in the improved ability of the proposed approaches.
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A Evaluation Results of Feature Sets

Table 1: Evaluation results concerning the evaluation metrics rmse, rmse� and F u
1 , for all combinations of social media sources and

news topics in a priori prediction tasks, regarding models with di↵erent sets of features.

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine
Features rmse rmse
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1 rmse rmse
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C 125.349 258.309 0.207 174.216 371.341 0.174 321.497 705.956 0.059 156.136 371.269 0.218
T 125.540 261.475 0.000 174.406 377.722 0.000 322.252 710.022 0.000 156.668 376.245 0.000
M 120.365 228.714 0.376 128.910 272.707 0.581 296.735 644.208 0.313 137.659 325.991 0.444

CT 125.315 258.248 0.209 174.161 371.385 0.179 321.445 705.819 0.061 156.016 370.909 0.226
CM 120.819 228.684 0.373 129.680 272.826 0.572 296.840 643.914 0.311 138.219 325.809 0.431
TM 120.363 228.708 0.376 128.913 272.679 0.578 296.648 644.048 0.311 137.657 325.976 0.442
CTM 120.819 228.681 0.372 129.683 272.808 0.578 296.758 643.769 0.311 138.210 325.767 0.431

F
a
ce
b
o
o
k

C 352.783 1049.817 0.121 411.477 1331.273 0.104 728.522 2321.233 0.012 289.507 880.689 0.120
T 345.760 1058.186 0.000 406.280 1333.496 0.000 720.947 2333.649 0.000 275.944 891.975 0.000
M 346.759 1038.391 0.246 439.445 1320.443 0.330 764.006 2240.831 0.156 317.719 886.859 0.285

CT 352.797 1049.855 0.120 411.452 1331.132 0.105 728.623 2321.226 0.012 289.419 880.237 0.121
CM 346.657 1033.100 0.224 443.701 1319.528 0.232 766.677 2235.903 0.165 322.675 882.358 0.265
TM 346.841 1038.577 0.247 439.471 1320.431 0.322 764.115 2240.856 0.156 317.797 886.801 0.284
CTM 346.742 1033.284 0.223 443.708 1319.493 0.235 766.708 2235.620 0.165 322.730 882.336 0.265

G
o
og

le
+

C 10.175 36.920 0.034 26.578 107.348 0.086 21.237 79.389 0.006 14.425 50.525 0.021
T 9.482 36.678 0.000 25.085 108.885 0.000 20.635 79.392 0.000 11.572 52.449 0.000
M 10.662 35.423 0.177 26.558 101.498 0.237 22.029 77.322 0.105 15.239 48.524 0.099

CT 10.179 36.926 0.033 26.581 107.375 0.085 21.238 79.382 0.006 14.433 50.556 0.021
CM 10.773 35.481 0.186 27.752 101.818 0.209 22.190 77.378 0.135 16.492 48.247 0.098
TM 10.660 35.413 0.177 26.568 101.560 0.237 22.032 77.320 0.107 15.242 48.542 0.099

CTM 10.770 35.472 0.186 27.754 101.862 0.209 22.192 77.374 0.132 16.495 48.266 0.098

L
in
ke

d
In

C 120.205 372.956 0.058 371.987 1195.104 0.100 82.255 231.651 0.086 59.863 100.127 0.117
T 118.827 375.236 0.000 371.288 1200.371 0.000 80.679 232.456 0.000 28.981 98.028 0.000
M 108.418 326.308 0.189 363.499 1166.255 0.239 80.303 225.443 0.188 33.403 102.454 0.184
CT 120.225 372.978 0.058 372.009 1195.077 0.101 82.248 231.615 0.086 59.876 100.127 0.116
CM 108.593 324.575 0.192 364.641 1167.213 0.246 80.599 224.519 0.195 46.930 102.554 0.142
TM 108.425 326.315 0.189 363.539 1166.333 0.240 80.303 225.445 0.186 33.436 102.485 0.185

CTM 108.604 324.578 0.191 364.661 1167.226 0.251 80.600 224.524 0.195 46.950 102.550 0.141



B Evaluation Results of Best Feature Set and Sentiment Scores

Table 2: Evaluation results concerning the evaluation metrics rmse, rmse� and F u
1 , for all combinations of social media sources and

news topics in a priori prediction tasks, regarding models with meta-data features and sentiment scores.

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine
Features rmse rmse

�

Fu

1 rmse rmse
�

Fu

1 rmse rmse
�

Fu

1 rmse rmse
�

Fu

1

T
w
it
te
r

M 120.365 228.714 0.376 128.910 272.707 0.581 296.735 644.208 0.313 137.659 325.991 0.444
MS (Baseline) 110.144 221.697 0.424 128.702 272.302 0.585 290.036 626.010 0.338 137.631 324.590 0.450

MS (AFINN) 110.095 221.599 0.424 128.678 272.222 0.585 289.889 625.612 0.337 137.626 324.519 0.448
MS (SentiStrength) 110.169 221.731 0.423 128.710 272.320 0.586 289.974 625.830 0.336 137.480 324.059 0.448
MS (SWN) 110.151 221.688 0.424 128.702 272.302 0.585 290.035 625.783 0.339 137.631 324.590 0.450

F
a
ce
b
o
o
k

M 346.759 1038.391 0.246 439.445 1320.443 0.330 764.006 2240.831 0.156 317.719 886.859 0.285
MS (Baseline) 303.711 737.001 0.307 391.701 948.464 0.355 660.035 1662.589 0.320 589.332 1513.117 0.308
MS (AFINN) 303.765 736.975 0.307 391.689 948.421 0.355 660.076 1662.694 0.324 589.207 1512.749 0.312

MS (SentiStrength) 303.741 736.879 0.307 391.817 948.632 0.346 660.052 1662.633 0.318 589.268 1511.711 0.306
MS (SWN) 303.670 736.811 0.308 391.693 948.484 0.349 660.036 1662.598 0.322 589.047 1511.726 0.303

G
o
o
g
le
+

M 10.662 35.423 0.177 26.558 101.498 0.237 22.029 77.322 0.105 15.239 48.524 0.099
MS (Baseline) 5.816 12.333 0.337 18.624 46.715 0.361 18.071 36.932 0.386 26.745 76.550 0.311
MS (AFINN) 5.815 12.329 0.337 18.626 46.689 0.361 18.068 36.921 0.384 26.752 76.571 0.319

MS (SentiStrength) 5.816 12.328 0.336 18.628 46.708 0.355 18.069 36.925 0.384 26.749 76.571 0.314
MS (SWN) 5.815 12.331 0.338 18.628 46.719 0.362 18.068 36.925 0.386 26.750 76.591 0.316

L
in
ke

d
In

M 108.418 326.308 0.189 363.499 1166.255 0.239 80.303 225.443 0.188 33.403 102.454 0.184
MS (Baseline) 75.231 164.683 0.335 301.541 744.935 0.361 103.702 227.002 0.376 104.202 236.683 0.354
MS (AFINN) 75.203 164.606 0.335 301.544 744.990 0.362 103.700 226.999 0.376 104.195 236.639 0.354
MS (SentiStrength) 75.220 164.663 0.336 301.539 744.971 0.361 103.705 227.008 0.374 104.211 236.690 0.355

MS (SWN) 75.241 164.729 0.335 301.554 745.031 0.366 103.690 226.981 0.378 104.193 236.672 0.354



C Optimal Parametrization for Learning Algorithms in A Priori Experiments

Table 3: Results concerning the application of the optimal parametrization method in a priori prediction tasks based on each combination

of news topics and social media source’s data, concerning parameters cost and gamma for SVM’s, nk, degree and thresh for MARS’s,

and ntree for Random Forests, with the addition of under-sampling and/or over-sampling percentages where applicable.

Economy Microsoft

Strategy lm mars svm rf lm mars svm rf

T
w
it
t
e
r

Original x 10,1,0.01 10,0.001 5,750 x 10,2,0.001 10,0.01 5,750

U 0.7 17,1,0.001,0.2 300,0.01,0.1 7,500,0.5 0.1 10,1,0.01,0.1 150,0.01,0.1 7,1500,0.8

O 2 17,1,0.001,1.5 10,0.01,2 5,750,1.1 1.5 17,1,0.001,1.1 150,0.01,2 7,750,1.5

SM 0.8,2 17,1,0.001,0.5,2 300,0.01,0.2,1.5 7,750,0.8,1.5 0.1,2 10,20.01,0.2,2 300,0.01,0.1,2 7,500,0.2,1.1

U T 0.7 17,1,0.001,0.5 300,0.01,0.2 5,750,0.8 0.5 10,1,0.001,0.5 150,0.01,0.2 5,1500,0.7

O T 1.5 17,1,0.001,2 300,0.001,2 5,500,1.1 2 17,1,0.001,2 300,0.01,2 5,750,1.1

SM T 0.8,1.1 17,2,0.01,0.8,2 150,0.01,0.2,1.1 7,750,0.6,1.5 0.1,1.1 10,2,0.01,0.7,2 10,0.01,0.2,2 7,500,0.5,1.5

U TPhi 0.7 17,1,0.001,0.2 10,0.01,0.1 7,750,0.2 0.2 17,2,0.01,0.1 150,0.01,0.1 7,500,0.1

O TPhi 1.5 17,2,0.01,2 300,0.001,2 7,750,1.1 2 10,1,0.001,1,5 300,0.01,2 5,750,1.5

SM TPhi 0.8,1.5 17,2,0.001,0.7,2 10,0.01,0.2,1,5 7,500,0.5,1.1 0.1,1.1 17,2,0.01,0.2,1.5 150,0.001,0.1,2 7,1500,0.8,1.1

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

Original x 17,2,0.001 10,0.001 500 x 10,1,0.01 10,0.001 750

U 0.9 17,2,0.001,0.9 10,0.001,0.9 500,0.9 0.9 10,2,0.001,0.9 150,0.001,0.1 500,0.2

O 1.1 17,1,0.001,1.1 10,0.001,1.5 500,2 1.1 17,1,0.01,1.5 10,0.001,1.1 1500,2

SM 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.001,0.9,1.1 10,0.001,0.7,1.5 500,0.7,1.1 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.001,0.9,1.5 10,0.001,0.9,1.1 500,0.1,1.5

U T 0.9 17,2,0.001,0.9 10,0.001,0.9 500,0.8 0.9 17,2,0.01,0.9 10,0.001,0.8 1500,0.7

O T 1.1 17,2,0.001,1.1 10,0.001,2 750,1.5 1.1 17,2,0.01,1.1 10,0.001,1.1 500,1.1

SM T 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.001,0.9,1.1 10,0.001,0.7,1.5 500,0.9,1.1 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.001,0.9,1.5 10,0.001,0.9,1.1 500,0.5,2

U TPhi 0.9 10,1,0.01,0.7 10,0.001,0.9 500,0.7 0.9 10,2,0.001,0.9 10,0.001,0.9 500,0.8

O TPhi 1.1 17,2,0.001,1.5 10,0.001,1.1 500,1.5 1.1 10,1,0.01,1.1 10,0.001,1.1 1500,2

SM TPhi 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.001,0.7,1.1 10,0.001,0.9,2 750,0.2,2 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.01,0.9,1.1 10,0.001,0.9,1.1 500,0.1,1.1

G
o
o
g
le

+

Original x 10,1,0.001 150,0.001 500 x 10,1,0.01 10,0.001 750

U 0.8 17,1,0.001,0.7 10,0.001,0.2 1500,0.5 0.9 10,2,0.001,0.9 150,0.001,0.1 1500,0.1

O 1.1 10,1,0.01,1.1 10,0.001,2 750,1.1 1.1 10,2,0.01,1.1 10,0.001,2 1500,1.1

SM 0.8,1.1 17,1,0.001,0.7,1.1 10,0.001,0.6,2 750,0.7,1.1 0.9,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.9,1.1 10,0.001,0.9,2 1500,0.8,2

U T 0.8 17,1,0.001,0.6 300,0.001,0.2 500,0.7 0.9 10,2,0.001,0.9 150,0.001,0.1 1500,0.6

O T 2 17,2,0.001,2 10,0.001 1500,1.5 1.1 10,2,0.01,1.1 10,0.001,1.5 500,1.1

SM T 0.8,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.5,1.1 10,0.001,0.6,2 1500,0.7,1.1 0.9,1.1 10,2,0.01,0.9,1.1 10,0.001,0.8,1.5 500,0.9,1.5

U TPhi 0.8 17,1,0.001,0.7 150,0.001,0.1 750,0.7 0.9 17,2,0.001,0.8 10,0.001,0.9 1500,0.2

O TPhi 1.5 10,2,0.001,2 10,0.001,2 750,1.5 1.1 10,2,0.001,1.1 10,0.001,2 750,1.5

SM TPhi 0.9,1.5 17,1,0.001,0.7,1.1 10,0.001,0.7,2 1500,0.9,2 0.9,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.9,1.1 10,0.001,0.9,1.5 1500,0.1,1.5

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

Original x 10,2,0.001 10,0.001 1500 x 10,1,0.001 150,0.001 750

U 0.5 10,1,0.001,0.5 10,0.001,0.2 1500,0.7 0.6 17,2,0.001,0.6 10,0.001,0.5 500,0.9

O 1.1 17,1,0.001,1.5 10,0.001,2 1500,2 1.1 10,1,0.01,1.1 10,0.001,2 500,1.5

SM 0.8,1.1 10,2,0.001,0.6,1.5 10,0.001,0.6,2 500,0.8,1.5 0.9,2 17,2,0.001,0.5,1.1 10,0.001,0.6,2 500,0.8,1.1

U T 0.7 10,1,0.01,0.5 10,0.001,0.2 1500,0.8 0.9 17,1,0.001,0.5 10,0.001,0.5 500,0.7

O T 1.1 17,1,0.01,2 10,0.001,2 500,1.5 1.5 17,2,0.01,2 10,0.001,2 500,1.5

SM T 0.8,1.1 17,1,0.001,0.6,1.5 10,0.001,0.8,2 750,0.7,1.1 0.9,1.1 17,1,0.001,0.5,1.1 10,0.001,0.5,1.1 500,0.6,1.5

U TPhi 0.7 10,2,0.001,0.5 10,0.001,0.5 1500,0.9 0.6 10,1,0.01,0.5 10,0.001,0.5 500,0.5

O TPhi 1.1 10,1,0.01,2 10,0.001,2 1500,1.5 1.5 17,2,0.001,2 10,0.001,2 1500,2

SM TPhi 0.8,1.5 10,2,0.001,0.6,1.1 10,0.001,0.6,2 1500,0.5,1.1 0.8,1.5 10,1,0.001,0.8,2 10,0.001,0.6,1.5 1500,0.6,2

Continued on the next page



Table 3 – continued from the previous page

Obama Palestine

Strategy lm mars svm rf lm mars svm rf

T
w
it
t
e
r

Original x 17,1,0.001 150,0.01 7,500 x 10,2,0.01 10,0.001 5,500

U 0.2 17,1,0.01,0.2 300,0.01,0.1 5,750,0.9 0.6 10,2,0.01,0.6 300,0.01,0.1 7,500,0.1

O 2 10,1,0.01,2 150,0.001,2 5,750,1.5 1.1 17,2,0.001,2 300,0.01,2 7,750,1.5

SM 0.2,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.5,2 150,0.01,0.1,1.5 7,500,0.5,1.1 0.8,2 10,2,0.001,0.5,1.5 10,0.01,0.5,2 5,750,0.2,1.1

U T 0.2 10,1,0.01,0.2 150,0.01,0.1 7,500,0.5 0.2 17,2,0.01,0.6 300,0.001,0.2 5,500,0.8

O T 2 17,1,0.001,2 300,0.01,2 5,500,2 2 10,2,0.001,1.5 150,0.001,2 5,750,1.1

SM T 0.2,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.6,2 300,0.01,0.2,2 5,500,0.9,1.5 0.2,1.1 10,2,0.001,0.6,1.5 10,0.01,0.5,2 5,500,0.8,2

U TPhi 0.2 17,1,0.01,0.2 300,0.01,0.1 5,500,0.1 0.9 10,2,0.01,0.1 300,0.01,0.2 7,1500,0.1

O TPhi 2 17,1,0.001,2 300,0.01,2 7,750,1.1 1.1 17,2,0.01,2 150,0.001,2 7,750,1.1

SM TPhi 0.2,1.1 10,1,0.01,0.5,2 300,0.01,0.2,2 5,1500,0.9,1.1 0.6,1.5 17,1,0.01,0.7,2 150,0.001,0.5,2 7,500,0.8,2

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

Original x 10,1,0.01 10,0.001 1500 x 10,2,0.01 150,0.001 1500

U 0.5 17,1,0.01,0.5 150,0.001,0.5 500,0.9 0.9 17,1,0.01,0.6 150,0.001,0.5 1500,0.6

O 1.5 17,2,0.01,1.5 300,0.01,2 1500,1.1 1.1 10,1,0.01,1.5 300,0.01,1.5 1500,1.1

SM 0.9,2 17,1,0.01,0.7,1.5 10,0.001,0.9,2 1500,0.9,1.5 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.001,0.6,1.1 150,0.001,0.6,1.5 500,0.2,1.1

U T 0.5 10,1,0.01,0.5 300,0.01,0.5 1500,0.1 0.9 17,2,0.01,0.6 150,0.001,0.5 750,0.8

O T 1.5 17,1,0.01,2 300,0.001,2 1500,1.5 1.5 17,2,0.001,1.1 150,0.001,1.5 500,1.5

SM T 0.5,1.1 10,1,0.001,0.6,1.5 150,0.01,0.8,2 500,0.2,1.1 0.9,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.7,1.1 150,0.001,0.5,1.5 500,0.7,2

U TPhi 0.5 17,1,0.01,0.5 10,0.001,0.6 500,0.2 0.9 17,2,0.001,0.6 150,0.001,0.2 750,0.1

O TPhi 2 17,1,0.01,2 10,0.001,1.5 750,1.5 1.5 17,1,0.01,2 150,0.001,2 1500,1.1

SM TPhi 0.7,1.5 17,1,0.001,0.7,2 300,0.001,0.8,2 1500,0.2,1.5 0.9,1.1 10,1,0.001,0.7,1.5 300,0.01,0.9,2 500,0.1,1.5

G
o
o
g
le

+

Original x 17,1,0.001 300,0.01 750 x 17,1,0.01 10,0.001 750

U 0.8 17,2,0.01,0.2 10,0.001,0.1 750,0.8 0.8 10,2,0.01,0.1 300,0.001,0.2 750,0.2

O 1.1 17,1,0.01,2 10,0.001,2 500,1.5 1.1 17,1,0.01,1.5 150,0.001,2 1500,1.1

SM 0.9,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.6,2 10,0.001,0.1,1.1 500,0.6,1.5 0.6,1.5 10,2,0.01,0.1,2 150,0.001,0.5,1.5 1500,0.8,1.1

U T 0.8 17,1,0.001,0.5 10,0.001,0.1 750,0.1 0.6 17,2,0.001,0.2 150,0.01,0.1 1500,0.9

O T 1.5 17,1,0.01,2 300,0.001,2 750,2 2 17,2,0.001,2 150,0.01,2 750,2

SM T 0.9,1.1 17,1,0.001,0.9,2 10,0.001,0.1,1.1 500,0.6,1.1 0.5,2 10,2,0.01,0.2,2 150,0.01,0.2,1.5 750,0.9,2

U TPhi 0.7 17,1,0.001,0.5 10,0.001,0.2 750,0.1 0.7 10,2,0.01,0.6 150,0.01,0.1 750,0.1

O TPhi 1.5 10,1,0.01,2 150,0.001,2 1500,1.5 1.5 10,1,0.01,2 300,0.01,1.5 1500,1.5

SM TPhi 0.9,1.1 17,1,0.001,0.9,2 150,0.001,0.1,1.1 500,0.6,2 0.6,1.5 10,2,0.01,0.2,2 10,0.01,0.2,2 750,0.8,1.1

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

Original x 10,1,0.01 300,0.01 750 x 17,2,0.01 300,0.01 1500

U 0.6 17,2,0.01,0.6 10,0.001,0.1 500,0.2 0.9 10,2,0.01,0.7 10,0.01,0.1 500,0.2

O 1.1 10,2,0.001,2 150,0.01,2 500,2 1.5 10,1,0.001,2 10,0.01,1.5 750,1.1

SM 0.9,1.5 10,1,0.001,0.5,2 150,0.001,0.1,1.1 500,0.2,1.5 0.8,1.5 10,2,0.01,0.7,1.1 10,0.01,0.6,1.5 750,0.1,1.5

U T 0.7 10,1,0.01,0.6 150,0.001,0.1 500,0.7 0.8 10,2,0.01,0.7 10,0.01,0.2 750,0.9

O T 1.5 17,1,0.01,2 300,0.01,2 1500,2 1.5 17,1,0.01,2 300,0.01,1.5 500,1.5

SM T 0.6,1.1 17,1,0.01,0.8,2 300,0.001,0.1,1.1 500,0.6,1.1 0.9,2 10,2,0.01,0.6,1.1 10,0.01,0.5,1.5 500,0.9,1.5

U TPhi 0.8 10,2,0.001,0.6 300,0.001,0.1 500,0.2 0.9 17,2,0.01,0.9 10,0.01,0.2 500,0.9

O TPhi 2 10,1,0.001,2 300,0.01,2 750,1.1 1.1 17,1,0.001,1.5 10,0.001,1.5 500,2

SM TPhi 0.9,1.1 10,2,0.001,0.7,1.1 10,0.001,0.1,2 500,0.2,2 0.9,1.1 17,2,0.01,0.5,1.1 10,0.01,0.5,1.5 500,0.7,1.5

203



D Evaluation Results of A Priori Prediction

Table 4: Evaluation results concerning the evaluation metrics rmse, rmse� and F u
1 , for all combinations of social media sources and

news topics in a priori prediction tasks, regarding several regression algorithms and the proposed data-level methods.

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1

T
w
it
t
e
r

lm

Original 131.913 314.052 0.323 127.999 339.848 0.502 311.500 860.664 0.239 150.719 433.922 0.404

U 134.620 313.186 0.326 130.190 330.890 0.530 311.592 820.409 0.302 150.776 431.814 0.405

O 139.297 311.845 0.319 128.175 336.708 0.511 309.771 832.106 0.290 150.948 431.296 0.406

SM 135.726 310.308 0.329 132.725 327.772 0.538 312.329 818.244 0.303 150.886 430.867 0.405

U T 133.707 312.090 0.328 128.296 336.741 0.516 311.078 811.920 0.305 151.231 426.340 0.399

O T 139.819 315.742 0.314 128.017 337.579 0.508 309.761 844.144 0.273 151.896 434.690 0.406

SM T 133.587 312.240 0.329 132.283 328.164 0.535 311.758 808.704 0.304 151.482 426.426 0.396

U TPhi 134.699 314.030 0.323 129.047 332.987 0.524 315.193 816.752 0.299 150.722 433.630 0.403

O TPhi 136.817 313.766 0.323 128.013 337.463 0.509 309.866 844.280 0.273 151.981 437.636 0.402

SM TPhi 136.116 312.114 0.325 133.629 326.949 0.532 316.259 813.527 0.298 150.784 431.225 0.404

m
a
r
s

Original 126.192 309.113 0.348 127.538 337.789 0.513 310.025 858.127 0.237 151.281 438.703 0.402

U 132.368 297.629 0.373 130.280 328.089 0.535 309.962 809.870 0.315 152.681 439.003 0.404

O 129.174 302.059 0.371 128.451 335.527 0.532 308.002 824.126 0.316 157.672 451.079 0.398

SM 132.128 298.165 0.374 130.465 328.614 0.537 309.090 816.290 0.317 153.040 434.893 0.410

U T 129.626 302.512 0.369 128.418 333.480 0.537 310.416 799.823 0.316 153.880 442.508 0.404

O T 133.031 303.543 0.373 128.532 333.618 0.541 308.525 836.375 0.307 152.768 442.508 0.403

SM T 124.505 302.291 0.369 129.280 330.512 0.538 308.117 814.272 0.323 154.319 441.557 0.408

U TPhi 131.525 298.217 0.372 130.789 327.864 0.535 311.327 809.135 0.308 154.788 435.674 0.396

O TPhi 123.813 305.036 0.367 128.226 336.637 0.529 308.411 836.154 0.311 152.698 436.856 0.405

SM TPhi 135.078 302.932 0.371 129.800 329.457 0.535 309.037 813.410 0.322 149.573 427.103 0.410

s
v
m

Original 126.561 329.303 0.241 129.042 350.945 0.456 322.952 911.970 0.140 151.463 443.457 0.393

U 134.079 306.141 0.379 128.563 337.540 0.518 311.248 835.321 0.304 151.567 431.206 0.404

O 125.819 317.073 0.330 128.243 343.552 0.485 313.544 872.436 0.218 154.992 443.379 0.404

SM 131.936 306.526 0.378 129.473 333.802 0.529 312.293 821.983 0.314 150.380 435.110 0.411

U T 130.934 306.403 0.383 128.096 335.868 0.528 310.331 820.568 0.318 150.220 431.294 0.410

O T 127.527 320.159 0.314 128.341 345.027 0.482 316.079 883.215 0.178 151.068 438.557 0.406

SM T 131.316 305.110 0.378 128.618 333.037 0.532 310.266 813.899 0.320 149.982 431.592 0.407

U TPhi 132.731 303.151 0.373 129.600 335.417 0.518 312.377 825.348 0.309 151.552 434.172 0.403

O TPhi 128.781 320.287 0.314 128.412 345.350 0.485 316.057 882.702 0.177 150.688 437.900 0.404

SM TPhi 137.012 304.686 0.375 131.898 331.081 0.529 310.853 820.746 0.315 150.339 434.237 0.409

r
f

Original 128.232 316.704 0.333 133.343 351.424 0.491 321.700 873.604 0.241 152.831 442.788 0.355

U 128.506 316.856 0.333 133.414 351.534 0.490 321.629 873.442 0.239 152.803 442.769 0.351

O 128.426 316.947 0.332 133.452 351.627 0.490 321.868 874.092 0.239 152.800 442.914 0.351

SM 128.358 316.874 0.337 133.439 351.640 0.487 321.822 873.786 0.238 152.875 443.167 0.353

U T 128.292 316.692 0.334 133.415 351.568 0.492 321.756 873.570 0.240 152.874 443.046 0.352

O T 128.308 316.962 0.331 133.385 351.531 0.486 321.496 873.105 0.240 152.908 443.105 0.353

SM T 128.355 316.916 0.333 133.330 351.460 0.488 321.294 872.675 0.242 152.973 443.366 0.355

U TPhi 128.379 316.907 0.332 133.435 351.522 0.493 321.595 873.583 0.240 152.870 442.942 0.352

O TPhi 128.262 316.675 0.334 133.385 351.448 0.488 321.597 873.440 0.241 152.934 443.104 0.351

SM TPhi 128.337 316.883 0.331 133.368 351.497 0.494 321.567 873.384 0.240 152.744 442.666 0.350

Bandari 128.923 337.282 0.213 131.978 360.814 0.444 324.279 912.643 0.129 151.417 444.768 0.346

Continued on the next page
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Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

lm

Original 300.764 882.266 0.218 453.783 1378.938 0.241 754.767 2209.789 0.159 324.116 905.497 0.259

U 302.270 881.736 0.214 456.513 1379.666 0.235 790.584 2130.905 0.184 326.458 906.297 0.254

O 309.281 874.864 0.195 477.781 1388.157 0.211 804.590 2109.642 0.185 339.674 908.311 0.226

SM 302.474 879.559 0.213 457.968 1380.119 0.231 794.956 2116.163 0.188 327.680 906.266 0.252

U T 301.301 880.910 0.217 455.061 1378.906 0.237 793.969 2128.887 0.188 327.019 905.971 0.254

O T 304.636 881.952 0.207 499.262 1399.496 0.224 784.289 2175.396 0.168 346.860 916.169 0.229

SM T 301.988 879.792 0.213 460.667 1379.926 0.233 801.859 2116.973 0.189 331.385 910.183 0.253

U TPhi 302.148 881.054 0.216 455.278 1378.919 0.234 791.567 2132.389 0.182 326.022 906.012 0.257

O TPhi 306.478 883.915 0.204 495.459 1400.538 0.226 804.010 2140.885 0.183 340.068 912.768 0.227

SM TPhi 302.630 880.003 0.211 465.481 1380.976 0.231 796.481 2123.296 0.184 327.746 905.524 0.250

m
a
r
s

Original 296.762 883.065 0.264 451.423 1379.953 0.328 756.740 2193.037 0.163 303.041 892.726 0.282

U 297.172 885.793 0.260 725.500 1372.088 0.321 786.356 2107.161 0.197 333.124 925.651 0.278

O 303.540 879.815 0.245 483.138 1391.301 0.310 896.966 2109.794 0.200 331.064 926.694 0.281

SM 295.761 883.909 0.260 656.487 1381.085 0.317 790.229 2099.433 0.198 314.217 903.158 0.275

U T 297.022 882.880 0.260 746.641 1379.522 0.326 793.190 2097.146 0.200 318.796 897.967 0.284

O T 297.037 890.457 0.262 594.711 1376.383 0.320 794.851 2118.304 0.194 366.836 938.667 0.269

SM T 296.703 883.519 0.260 704.741 1385.280 0.316 808.018 2071.317 0.207 336.467 930.947 0.287

U TPhi 300.186 877.760 0.255 623.283 1381.933 0.317 784.095 2112.352 0.195 342.312 971.720 0.278

O TPhi 298.596 880.237 0.255 482.395 1381.569 0.321 798.056 2116.912 0.194 321.374 918.578 0.286

SM TPhi 297.058 880.203 0.254 838.139 1383.064 0.319 798.174 2084.353 0.207 337.047 934.479 0.277

s
v
m

Original 292.759 886.163 0.215 424.859 1381.226 0.282 736.497 2370.984 0.034 273.085 901.226 0.227

U 293.282 884.299 0.213 494.675 1385.285 0.240 795.796 2300.716 0.090 273.194 890.162 0.261

O 301.134 879.078 0.194 428.361 1375.895 0.264 901.124 2262.489 0.126 274.328 878.977 0.258

SM 296.792 879.806 0.201 425.183 1379.886 0.279 751.811 2320.722 0.070 274.146 881.960 0.267

U T 293.126 884.385 0.212 425.236 1379.077 0.270 856.955 2289.757 0.113 272.178 883.054 0.281

O T 301.459 881.129 0.199 427.077 1378.833 0.258 740.088 2374.103 0.037 272.933 893.189 0.251

SM T 298.159 879.288 0.199 425.000 1378.584 0.276 851.738 2293.877 0.116 273.970 869.210 0.279

U TPhi 293.551 884.217 0.210 424.922 1380.174 0.277 841.244 2292.430 0.105 276.294 880.143 0.258

O TPhi 295.331 887.036 0.214 426.588 1378.077 0.262 734.323 2371.684 0.054 274.261 889.533 0.265

SM TPhi 298.032 880.809 0.203 424.866 1378.010 0.274 843.426 2294.991 0.121 273.275 881.136 0.265

r
f

Original 297.991 879.563 0.245 440.429 1391.415 0.332 717.424 2197.356 0.170 292.294 903.161 0.253

U 297.550 879.224 0.244 439.916 1390.991 0.328 717.571 2197.205 0.174 292.523 903.430 0.253

O 297.258 879.210 0.243 439.537 1390.731 0.331 717.487 2197.453 0.170 292.752 903.209 0.252

SM 297.458 879.221 0.243 439.557 1390.599 0.327 717.463 2197.333 0.171 292.852 904.081 0.252

U T 297.650 879.234 0.245 439.271 1391.085 0.329 717.464 2197.333 0.172 292.430 903.358 0.259

O T 297.349 878.923 0.243 440.171 1390.696 0.327 717.396 2197.168 0.173 292.855 903.448 0.253

SM T 297.514 879.393 0.246 439.915 1391.140 0.326 717.553 2197.584 0.169 292.866 903.926 0.255

U TPhi 297.837 879.569 0.244 440.668 1391.886 0.327 717.465 2197.189 0.172 292.568 903.380 0.256

O TPhi 297.517 879.055 0.246 439.821 1391.041 0.326 717.524 2197.465 0.173 292.267 903.039 0.253

SM TPhi 297.119 879.184 0.246 439.795 1390.907 0.329 717.459 2197.455 0.171 292.691 903.769 0.252

Bandari 293.287 892.522 0.211 425.485 1385.502 0.309 741.610 2371.126 0.053 279.986 907.269 0.194

Continued on the next page
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Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1

G
o
o
g
le

+

lm

Original 10.722 36.443 0.183 29.645 114.651 0.206 22.172 79.331 0.133 15.410 43.765 0.133

U 10.890 36.194 0.187 30.022 114.579 0.199 22.731 78.636 0.138 16.346 43.638 0.110

O 11.371 35.713 0.177 32.470 114.182 0.168 24.302 77.027 0.137 17.540 43.189 0.099

SM 10.975 36.128 0.183 30.304 114.499 0.195 22.656 78.682 0.141 18.816 43.298 0.085

U T 10.896 36.162 0.185 30.010 114.570 0.198 22.711 78.676 0.144 18.115 43.197 0.095

O T 11.499 35.892 0.170 31.819 115.336 0.174 23.698 78.274 0.130 17.825 44.522 0.105

SM T 10.945 36.060 0.185 30.275 114.456 0.195 22.627 78.756 0.139 21.008 43.160 0.082

U TPhi 10.891 36.218 0.184 29.991 114.583 0.198 23.243 77.972 0.141 17.132 43.243 0.101

O TPhi 11.073 36.043 0.171 31.762 115.556 0.178 23.750 78.264 0.128 17.596 44.369 0.105

SM TPhi 11.015 35.946 0.186 30.310 114.551 0.195 22.723 78.709 0.137 18.811 43.497 0.089

m
a
r
s

Original 9.769 35.773 0.224 30.065 114.475 0.234 21.842 77.815 0.113 14.094 44.200 0.102

U 10.014 35.071 0.234 38.017 116.545 0.235 28.607 71.225 0.143 18.639 38.756 0.125

O 10.437 34.732 0.231 36.371 120.066 0.216 25.233 72.399 0.149 16.300 42.132 0.141

SM 10.104 34.876 0.232 31.617 114.071 0.230 25.421 72.112 0.148 20.331 36.178 0.115

U T 10.190 34.755 0.235 35.931 116.216 0.232 24.046 74.332 0.149 17.896 40.933 0.122

O T 12.301 44.819 0.232 32.801 116.105 0.233 23.598 75.007 0.140 16.219 59.834 0.000

SM T 10.629 35.001 0.231 37.307 117.069 0.228 23.427 75.021 0.149 19.747 39.196 0.102

U TPhi 9.948 35.067 0.233 43.052 130.622 0.229 24.145 73.965 0.150 16.265 42.682 0.000

O TPhi 11.043 38.769 0.217 34.455 116.582 0.233 23.585 75.019 0.143 15.943 43.205 0.130

SM TPhi 9.985 34.939 0.231 30.500 114.130 0.231 23.470 74.991 0.151 19.329 36.573 0.116

s
v
m

Original 10.241 35.832 0.144 27.205 118.059 0.217 23.964 80.081 0.093 10.680 49.294 0.092

U 11.369 33.449 0.172 38.261 114.618 0.173 26.546 72.610 0.131 16.076 42.675 0.137

O 10.075 35.168 0.167 28.917 115.783 0.211 22.335 79.383 0.110 15.478 44.773 0.140

SM 10.085 35.156 0.181 28.170 117.531 0.223 27.353 72.130 0.127 14.631 44.622 0.147

U T 16.006 34.856 0.133 35.720 114.079 0.188 28.754 72.354 0.121 18.717 39.504 0.106

O T 9.681 35.658 0.168 27.719 117.682 0.221 24.719 80.031 0.097 11.590 45.222 0.110

SM T 10.218 35.097 0.181 28.050 117.230 0.223 29.698 72.092 0.118 17.049 41.543 0.113

U TPhi 16.273 32.757 0.154 27.298 117.704 0.215 24.877 74.520 0.131 19.171 39.133 0.108

O TPhi 9.749 35.551 0.165 28.265 117.001 0.213 23.913 80.825 0.094 11.435 45.983 0.102

SM TPhi 10.001 35.348 0.174 27.901 117.614 0.225 31.696 70.424 0.118 15.138 38.237 0.118

r
f

Original 9.838 36.119 0.187 29.436 117.754 0.209 22.071 79.156 0.138 11.864 46.373 0.085

U 9.832 36.137 0.188 29.431 117.706 0.209 22.064 79.125 0.138 11.834 46.402 0.084

O 9.825 36.141 0.186 29.418 117.769 0.210 22.069 79.161 0.137 11.836 46.416 0.084

SM 9.827 36.129 0.186 29.421 117.686 0.209 22.071 79.143 0.136 11.840 46.414 0.085

U T 9.827 36.100 0.184 29.440 117.706 0.208 22.068 79.118 0.137 11.871 46.370 0.084

O T 9.825 36.124 0.188 29.448 117.759 0.210 22.061 79.142 0.138 11.837 46.380 0.088

SM T 9.829 36.137 0.186 29.452 117.829 0.210 22.085 79.244 0.138 11.834 46.390 0.085

U TPhi 9.833 36.117 0.185 29.456 117.729 0.208 22.078 79.197 0.138 11.851 46.392 0.087

O TPhi 9.846 36.160 0.186 29.431 117.756 0.208 22.066 79.152 0.135 11.853 46.363 0.089

SM TPhi 9.824 36.127 0.188 29.423 117.773 0.208 22.082 79.177 0.137 11.866 46.391 0.083

Bandari 9.397 37.347 0.133 26.666 119.002 0.147 20.567 83.065 0.066 10.779 48.583 0.097
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Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1 rmse rmsephi F

u
1

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

lm

Original 108.919 326.032 0.194 339.394 1062.832 0.251 80.434 222.722 0.197 50.538 97.143 0.131

U 110.782 317.456 0.195 340.666 1056.487 0.258 81.346 219.570 0.202 52.403 98.013 0.130

O 111.148 317.923 0.195 341.413 1055.550 0.254 81.751 218.521 0.197 59.453 97.458 0.123

SM 109.229 321.876 0.200 341.223 1053.917 0.258 80.983 219.793 0.203 61.318 98.297 0.127

U T 109.443 321.044 0.198 339.656 1062.083 0.251 80.757 220.265 0.208 52.836 98.936 0.127

O T 109.969 325.570 0.195 341.750 1057.873 0.250 82.130 221.322 0.188 55.849 102.804 0.126

SM T 109.333 321.785 0.198 339.860 1060.896 0.251 81.215 218.763 0.203 53.733 97.186 0.118

U TPhi 109.652 321.705 0.199 341.177 1058.810 0.253 80.724 221.381 0.202 55.764 97.622 0.135

O TPhi 109.639 324.707 0.193 341.632 1057.572 0.253 82.186 218.494 0.192 53.297 102.566 0.122

SM TPhi 110.195 316.965 0.200 340.991 1056.286 0.259 80.672 221.460 0.202 54.727 97.685 0.128

m
a
r
s

Original 106.702 315.037 0.202 338.601 1060.762 0.254 79.809 222.980 0.205 26.346 89.450 0.206

U 110.820 315.076 0.217 339.189 1055.439 0.269 81.622 220.683 0.206 38.185 89.526 0.195

O 111.855 311.067 0.213 339.057 1050.537 0.270 82.284 217.022 0.209 32.919 99.919 0.207

SM 110.440 299.066 0.218 339.644 1051.803 0.272 81.740 214.429 0.209 39.430 94.185 0.184

U T 109.768 314.186 0.218 339.721 1049.999 0.267 79.670 219.637 0.214 33.293 91.210 0.197

O T 109.426 313.445 0.216 340.790 1049.686 0.267 81.799 218.238 0.211 42.257 106.822 0.184

SM T 111.888 311.916 0.216 339.960 1048.241 0.271 80.627 217.148 0.209 27.243 90.764 0.200

U TPhi 107.877 301.963 0.216 338.852 1053.437 0.263 81.782 220.471 0.212 28.470 96.007 0.194

O TPhi 109.420 313.621 0.219 340.982 1053.023 0.269 81.552 217.930 0.210 36.308 103.805 0.192

SM TPhi 108.774 303.550 0.215 339.639 1047.305 0.268 81.239 221.069 0.209 33.382 90.969 0.192

s
v
m

Original 113.124 351.150 0.153 344.041 1071.672 0.200 83.230 227.696 0.117 26.159 90.040 0.108

U 115.780 325.770 0.169 339.868 1065.746 0.240 80.167 219.569 0.206 26.252 88.046 0.232

O 112.573 337.499 0.171 340.523 1065.176 0.240 83.832 225.449 0.143 26.185 89.276 0.205

SM 112.016 335.892 0.180 341.478 1067.270 0.245 85.200 218.685 0.196 26.177 89.339 0.211

U T 116.856 326.059 0.175 339.818 1064.983 0.245 87.046 218.733 0.198 26.309 88.285 0.224

O T 112.185 341.884 0.165 340.207 1069.847 0.226 83.249 227.656 0.127 26.357 90.465 0.112

SM T 112.187 340.209 0.178 340.412 1065.562 0.244 87.225 217.837 0.201 26.444 88.349 0.186

U TPhi 113.025 339.399 0.163 340.241 1066.707 0.233 90.898 217.912 0.190 26.131 87.723 0.224

O TPhi 112.401 342.698 0.165 340.337 1070.334 0.227 83.092 228.094 0.127 26.294 90.628 0.118

SM TPhi 112.852 336.958 0.179 341.048 1068.278 0.241 83.409 212.469 0.181 26.207 88.926 0.230

r
f

Original 112.453 337.039 0.183 339.141 1066.389 0.231 80.663 224.595 0.150 28.125 90.394 0.089

U 112.440 337.007 0.184 339.143 1066.438 0.229 80.690 224.502 0.149 28.094 90.396 0.090

O 112.446 336.998 0.183 339.185 1066.433 0.232 80.660 224.564 0.149 28.186 90.386 0.091

SM 112.511 337.104 0.183 339.173 1066.353 0.230 80.716 224.645 0.148 28.051 90.401 0.089

U T 112.472 337.143 0.183 339.202 1066.490 0.231 80.685 224.640 0.149 28.075 90.397 0.096

O T 112.483 336.988 0.185 339.168 1066.449 0.230 80.665 224.594 0.147 28.002 90.447 0.088

SM T 112.435 336.961 0.185 339.162 1066.350 0.228 80.700 224.599 0.147 28.343 90.414 0.084

U TPhi 112.463 337.112 0.183 339.179 1066.485 0.230 80.702 224.714 0.147 28.377 90.390 0.098

O TPhi 112.456 337.096 0.184 339.156 1066.402 0.228 80.702 224.671 0.151 28.391 90.412 0.092

SM TPhi 112.490 337.138 0.183 339.154 1066.439 0.228 80.713 224.698 0.146 27.926 90.417 0.085

Bandari 115.654 362.753 0.146 340.941 1081.835 0.112 80.729 232.827 0.065 26.305 90.216 0.110
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E Evaluation Results of A Posteriori Prediction

Table 5: Evaluation results concerning the evaluation metrics rmse, rmse� and F u
1 , for all combinations of social media sources and

news topics in a posteriori prediction tasks, regarding all baselines and proposed methods.

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1

t
=

1

T
w
it
t
e
r

ConstScale 99.134 266.217 0.494 98.130 274.511 0.634 266.891 828.772 0.311 119.927 396.836 0.380

Linear-log 325.390 851.459 0.329 369.399 1008.403 0.362 697.339 2061.846 0.277 144.111 454.944 0.426

LM 116.922 326.539 0.339 140.225 403.677 0.447 289.605 866.863 0.244 130.304 420.209 0.332

ML 116.818 326.300 0.336 140.013 403.207 0.445 289.384 866.375 0.245 129.832 418.902 0.332

MRBF 116.715 325.643 0.347 140.006 403.114 0.448 289.448 866.038 0.245 131.486 423.734 0.366

kernel 98.621 263.350 0.537 105.368 295.774 0.650 259.557 796.544 0.428 119.986 394.819 0.519

knn 99.388 266.978 0.537 105.360 296.501 0.638 266.947 830.101 0.356 117.911 389.919 0.506

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

ConstScale 141.619 501.463 0.230 135.398 514.137 0.296 661.749 2270.259 0.099 139.277 536.081 0.054

Linear-log 879.653 3076.914 0.238 306.445 1136.190 0.262 2492.805 8141.008 0.266 216.871 751.448 0.360

LM 259.712 917.235 0.093 363.947 1342.361 0.105 686.703 2375.135 0.085 227.009 858.999 0.226

ML 262.645 928.057 0.088 366.125 1350.881 0.109 686.622 2376.208 0.085 234.505 884.036 0.225

MRBF 682.659 2051.217 0.302 367.468 1356.701 0.124 686.673 2375.740 0.087 231.667 870.353 0.220

kernel 221.419 591.907 0.284 201.353 684.440 0.265 673.381 2052.759 0.299 253.435 639.643 0.229

knn 214.941 596.315 0.329 194.181 675.035 0.335 664.676 2153.376 0.310 245.185 650.518 0.277

G
o
o
g
le

+

ConstScale 5.637 39.155 0.111 19.567 105.016 0.098 14.373 74.411 0.029 4.623 44.435 0.000

Linear-log 9.161 46.002 0.239 28.746 138.748 0.268 21.091 85.746 0.180 9.647 32.621 0.284

LM 5.763 40.420 0.102 18.587 110.859 0.265 14.867 83.456 0.050 5.843 54.858 0.000

ML 5.631 39.983 0.215 18.618 114.587 0.287 14.673 83.504 0.060 5.680 53.464 0.072

MRBF 5.636 40.017 0.215 19.678 122.086 0.253 14.723 82.903 0.142 5.771 54.670 0.051

kernel 5.666 37.284 0.192 23.596 118.781 0.305 15.024 64.783 0.150 4.719 39.256 0.206

knn 5.586 38.391 0.209 23.742 127.069 0.318 14.012 69.848 0.135 4.563 40.123 0.234

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

ConstScale 108.099 492.970 0.107 248.536 918.966 0.070 62.010 242.137 0.062 5.474 43.603 0.102

Linear-log 187.911 829.120 0.259 2149.601 7952.599 0.281 77.504 286.629 0.283 8.516 50.843 0.094

LM 89.141 424.400 0.185 395.821 1672.898 0.269 49.493 222.853 0.158 10.822 106.848 0.000

ML 89.012 424.950 0.186 419.268 1773.329 0.264 49.379 223.185 0.165 10.539 105.939 0.091

MRBF 89.010 423.574 0.187 399.767 1676.686 0.259 49.318 222.739 0.155 10.529 105.851 0.072

kernel 111.649 487.449 0.235 315.184 1048.999 0.290 59.176 223.936 0.232 5.426 42.536 0.146

knn 110.992 495.947 0.205 273.675 925.223 0.239 59.078 230.161 0.193 5.466 43.434 0.186

Continued on the next page



Table 5 – continued from the previous page

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1

t
=

2

T
w
it
t
e
r

ConstScale 95.238 256.055 0.524 89.326 248.912 0.673 253.234 788.231 0.359 115.821 382.838 0.399

Linear-Log 297.727 779.820 0.339 346.090 944.431 0.368 648.412 1926.452 0.281 133.503 419.827 0.431

LM 115.791 323.421 0.350 137.441 395.399 0.469 284.668 851.454 0.268 128.259 413.680 0.356

ML 115.391 322.461 0.355 140.460 403.635 0.463 287.535 857.618 0.277 127.714 412.247 0.370

MRBF 115.320 321.836 0.363 140.441 403.610 0.462 287.485 857.215 0.278 129.352 417.155 0.388

kernel 98.345 263.332 0.560 96.495 269.944 0.675 255.459 787.453 0.448 118.649 390.515 0.530

knn 97.755 263.040 0.541 95.475 267.711 0.669 258.408 804.926 0.377 116.536 385.022 0.516

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

ConstScale 162.778 573.566 0.246 320.121 1177.864 0.364 638.624 2179.478 0.141 134.785 527.558 0.045

Linear-Log 705.676 2475.415 0.263 355.227 1298.585 0.317 2093.867 6760.458 0.280 216.276 758.529 0.351

LM 257.076 908.490 0.108 368.675 1362.026 0.113 677.546 2341.414 0.157 226.981 862.994 0.226

ML 257.106 909.189 0.104 357.400 1321.924 0.147 675.975 2343.379 0.157 214.366 831.672 0.217

MRBF 657.498 2009.394 0.362 358.324 1326.854 0.134 676.066 2343.680 0.157 216.173 835.673 0.218

kernel 176.537 562.328 0.285 460.209 1714.828 0.369 655.811 2026.965 0.358 189.534 583.768 0.331

knn 161.554 565.706 0.358 455.411 1703.614 0.463 633.345 2111.491 0.363 179.309 604.490 0.287

G
o
o
g
le

+

ConstScale 5.472 38.127 0.129 18.801 99.890 0.147 14.136 73.081 0.037 4.595 42.777 0.000

Linear-Log 9.001 46.910 0.247 29.237 142.086 0.292 23.567 94.036 0.185 10.269 33.349 0.242

LM 5.666 39.980 0.146 17.975 108.152 0.298 14.717 81.639 0.132 5.815 54.039 0.066

ML 5.538 39.606 0.232 17.274 107.946 0.320 14.401 82.684 0.110 5.595 53.019 0.134

MRBF 5.545 39.640 0.229 17.715 111.726 0.312 14.395 82.563 0.122 5.666 53.914 0.121

kernel 5.347 35.004 0.278 22.761 113.566 0.296 15.335 67.196 0.198 4.702 37.415 0.235

knn 5.257 36.220 0.281 20.548 108.562 0.309 14.206 70.980 0.168 4.483 39.786 0.176

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

ConstScale 105.357 480.803 0.134 233.988 861.858 0.077 61.195 239.015 0.082 5.417 43.329 0.111

Linear-Log 229.445 1024.893 0.251 1981.599 7316.892 0.308 81.907 306.074 0.281 9.774 57.257 0.216

LM 88.590 422.256 0.210 430.211 1820.690 0.288 49.011 220.150 0.210 9.361 88.180 0.095

ML 90.040 430.835 0.210 361.154 1528.014 0.291 49.030 221.914 0.206 10.514 105.801 0.092

MRBF 89.206 426.642 0.210 375.897 1591.305 0.290 48.787 220.659 0.209 10.496 105.605 0.078

kernel 107.652 470.248 0.282 306.985 1066.012 0.325 59.141 223.030 0.293 5.788 47.075 0.119

knn 106.088 478.720 0.245 265.636 940.580 0.318 59.490 231.372 0.238 5.751 47.728 0.120

Continued on the next page
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Table 5 – continued from the previous page

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1

t
=

3

T
w
it
t
e
r

ConstScale 93.111 250.463 0.545 83.283 231.634 0.691 247.141 769.641 0.389 110.468 364.063 0.418

Linear-Log 282.116 738.852 0.337 342.146 935.754 0.360 604.941 1795.512 0.283 127.947 401.626 0.427

LM 114.619 320.262 0.363 136.111 391.484 0.480 281.995 843.225 0.283 125.320 403.974 0.372

ML 115.457 322.707 0.349 139.377 401.437 0.471 276.329 824.258 0.313 119.783 385.478 0.375

MRBF 115.428 322.260 0.357 139.168 401.042 0.472 275.922 823.142 0.313 120.789 388.431 0.383

kernel 90.782 242.639 0.565 99.036 279.588 0.687 240.140 741.669 0.475 113.058 370.975 0.554

knn 91.582 246.313 0.576 98.548 278.851 0.692 248.452 775.252 0.409 110.126 362.581 0.551

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

ConstScale 240.155 851.213 0.269 299.022 1069.749 0.392 620.848 2109.259 0.171 132.312 516.352 0.051

Linear-Log 2387.559 8404.559 0.281 302.453 1075.164 0.350 1667.431 5372.287 0.302 188.445 672.489 0.374

LM 239.641 846.706 0.084 367.727 1359.644 0.126 668.014 2309.325 0.212 216.254 835.456 0.235

ML 262.537 931.591 0.114 352.765 1312.942 0.143 666.646 2325.394 0.228 212.974 829.248 0.226

MRBF 613.605 1833.593 0.408 356.898 1327.258 0.125 666.669 2325.509 0.228 213.638 830.420 0.225

kernel 206.948 713.287 0.305 323.287 1154.831 0.433 616.487 1866.541 0.403 144.849 485.243 0.283

knn 202.360 718.429 0.380 320.128 1152.118 0.494 590.077 1948.483 0.416 136.568 501.453 0.294

G
o
o
g
le

+

ConstScale 5.346 37.416 0.148 18.078 96.376 0.168 13.897 72.369 0.046 4.553 42.623 0.144

Linear-Log 9.172 49.637 0.242 28.093 138.295 0.308 25.310 102.482 0.199 9.068 32.264 0.263

LM 5.594 39.742 0.162 17.207 105.163 0.327 14.590 80.835 0.158 5.814 53.693 0.064

ML 5.466 39.293 0.217 16.741 105.296 0.336 14.109 81.724 0.121 5.591 53.267 0.155

MRBF 5.473 39.303 0.227 17.145 108.471 0.347 14.141 81.174 0.143 5.583 55.788 0.197

kernel 5.170 34.625 0.349 21.469 109.917 0.402 14.725 63.324 0.227 4.734 34.794 0.297

knn 5.155 35.977 0.288 19.646 103.939 0.394 13.493 68.769 0.198 4.350 37.316 0.224

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

ConstScale 103.792 475.230 0.161 221.429 815.070 0.089 60.850 238.052 0.088 5.310 42.591 0.122

Linear-Log 233.073 1048.986 0.276 1513.289 5597.678 0.335 82.484 311.311 0.282 9.177 53.617 0.217

LM 87.781 419.429 0.213 453.970 1929.567 0.304 49.020 219.970 0.245 8.450 78.617 0.098

ML 89.405 428.076 0.217 364.189 1546.896 0.304 48.154 218.216 0.218 10.321 104.171 0.108

MRBF 88.829 423.721 0.240 359.636 1524.828 0.307 47.959 217.006 0.236 10.383 104.685 0.101

kernel 102.432 451.154 0.291 266.896 940.494 0.339 59.266 225.946 0.287 5.764 44.182 0.207

knn 100.853 459.805 0.263 226.114 818.565 0.366 59.723 232.910 0.247 5.874 45.263 0.177
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F Evaluation Results of Hybrid Methods

Table 6: Evaluation results concerning the evaluation metrics rmse, rmse� and F u
1 , for all combinations of social media sources and

news topics in a posteriori prediction tasks, regarding the proposed hybrid methods (time-based ensembles.

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1

t
=

1

T
w
it
t
e
r

kernel 124.899 331.663 0.317 154.985 432.001 0.435 259.557 796.544 0.428 152.941 454.817 0.347

ENSt kernel 119.393 304.849 0.397 125.056 345.495 0.519 285.985 751.647 0.312 144.381 421.558 0.437

ENSphi kernel 119.476 314.492 0.322 137.602 386.283 0.437 291.075 764.366 0.265 148.205 437.015 0.353

knn 127.567 338.029 0.308 155.455 433.184 0.410 266.947 830.101 0.356 152.558 454.066 0.314

ENSt knn 120.268 308.718 0.379 125.245 346.769 0.519 287.423 759.377 0.283 143.613 420.667 0.435

ENSphi knn 119.289 314.905 0.312 137.336 386.255 0.423 292.926 773.654 0.198 146.647 433.454 0.316

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

kernel 310.428 926.061 0.101 427.280 1393.641 0.110 758.956 2530.381 0.159 329.333 961.093 0.145

ENSt kernel 307.272 910.962 0.268 499.114 1490.621 0.335 761.863 2378.565 0.095 315.738 900.821 0.288

ENSphi kernel 306.840 911.154 0.112 425.661 1387.258 0.118 741.909 2384.592 0.164 325.650 937.408 0.165

knn 311.453 933.720 0.084 427.820 1397.538 0.115 763.224 2588.006 0.133 329.281 980.386 0.152

ENSt knn 307.230 911.683 0.268 498.942 1490.691 0.336 761.728 2387.506 0.090 315.039 902.385 0.294

ENSphi knn 305.745 912.242 0.096 424.913 1387.272 0.125 734.794 2404.295 0.136 321.307 941.384 0.173

G
o
o
g
le

+

kernel 9.615 38.873 0.143 26.858 114.541 0.253 20.163 79.045 0.102 11.114 50.455 0.189

ENSt kernel 10.211 36.699 0.233 27.469 107.490 0.254 23.062 73.092 0.158 14.105 46.290 0.134

ENSphi kernel 9.714 36.301 0.165 27.044 113.189 0.254 22.703 72.144 0.106 12.402 44.450 0.109

knn 9.687 40.447 0.129 26.544 121.102 0.245 19.530 85.561 0.082 10.570 54.929 0.217

ENSt knn 10.147 36.829 0.232 26.607 105.822 0.259 22.507 74.017 0.151 13.807 46.938 0.144

ENSphi knn 9.475 36.579 0.156 26.304 117.109 0.272 21.581 73.518 0.085 11.572 44.944 0.119

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

kernel 136.633 425.636 0.164 346.116 1028.013 0.229 77.540 220.524 0.165 28.075 99.929 0.074

ENSt kernel 112.823 328.512 0.234 350.713 1088.490 0.281 79.475 218.376 0.219 30.789 98.836 0.197

ENSphi kernel 134.593 409.120 0.234 343.669 1010.278 0.271 76.972 215.741 0.202 28.018 97.010 0.067

knn 137.758 437.584 0.134 324.600 982.058 0.159 78.358 227.544 0.112 28.491 102.049 0.088

ENSt knn 112.691 329.685 0.234 347.107 1078.883 0.281 79.428 219.004 0.217 30.616 99.041 0.200

ENSphi knn 133.164 412.057 0.211 319.401 953.548 0.223 76.375 218.036 0.136 27.973 97.187 0.079

Continued on the next page



Table 6 – continued from the previous page

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1 rmse rmse� F

u
1

t
=

2

T
w
it
t
e
r

kernel 126.679 335.816 0.341 150.660 419.418 0.460 255.459 787.453 0.448 152.017 452.369 0.356

ENSt kernel 118.733 305.486 0.390 123.885 342.838 0.528 282.607 743.668 0.317 144.179 422.452 0.434

ENSphi kernel 119.599 315.225 0.346 133.138 373.378 0.462 289.508 760.608 0.271 147.230 434.698 0.366

knn 126.994 336.556 0.326 151.009 420.128 0.444 258.408 804.926 0.377 151.773 451.811 0.333

ENSt knn 119.194 307.620 0.375 124.116 344.238 0.529 283.946 750.922 0.286 143.632 422.107 0.430

ENSphi knn 118.829 313.862 0.330 132.656 372.662 0.447 289.747 764.679 0.219 145.985 431.805 0.333

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

kernel 297.612 910.922 0.121 450.788 1484.096 0.142 744.766 2489.714 0.204 297.546 948.712 0.217

ENSt kernel 304.123 906.682 0.279 485.962 1469.367 0.337 757.418 2371.312 0.114 311.308 898.681 0.300

ENSphi kernel 293.730 895.943 0.124 448.810 1477.012 0.143 728.451 2349.996 0.205 292.123 921.230 0.211

knn 296.890 916.006 0.106 450.426 1483.846 0.139 746.830 2545.475 0.176 295.337 964.614 0.159

ENSt knn 304.044 907.730 0.274 485.764 1469.116 0.341 757.564 2383.083 0.104 310.582 900.556 0.297

ENSphi knn 291.315 896.167 0.112 448.023 1475.544 0.144 720.456 2371.189 0.177 286.626 927.459 0.187
G

o
o
g
le

+
kernel 9.383 37.758 0.229 25.825 112.099 0.254 20.327 81.444 0.157 10.951 50.566 0.184

ENSt kernel 10.069 36.483 0.237 26.474 103.610 0.271 22.913 72.719 0.169 13.828 46.563 0.139

ENSphi kernel 9.491 35.433 0.247 26.031 110.309 0.254 22.981 74.911 0.162 12.221 44.935 0.166

knn 9.519 39.732 0.152 24.212 110.233 0.223 19.856 86.735 0.100 10.480 55.762 0.129

ENSt knn 9.991 36.756 0.238 25.705 102.330 0.271 22.398 73.735 0.161 13.493 47.494 0.149

ENSphi knn 9.256 35.934 0.190 24.038 106.479 0.290 21.976 75.457 0.111 11.407 46.370 0.081

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

kernel 135.169 418.787 0.206 342.727 1047.740 0.270 77.534 219.194 0.214 28.321 100.852 0.059

ENSt kernel 112.457 328.086 0.240 348.354 1082.116 0.288 79.120 217.499 0.227 30.311 98.495 0.217

ENSphi kernel 133.662 404.828 0.225 340.481 1033.749 0.277 77.230 215.782 0.231 28.298 98.266 0.053

knn 135.408 431.904 0.163 320.601 997.277 0.233 78.699 228.352 0.153 28.819 103.015 0.060

ENSt knn 112.237 329.607 0.239 343.811 1070.342 0.290 79.119 218.555 0.223 30.071 98.832 0.217

ENSphi knn 131.108 407.856 0.181 316.496 976.009 0.263 76.834 219.374 0.166 28.210 98.298 0.054

t
=

3

T
w
it
t
e
r

kernel 123.656 327.587 0.349 152.119 424.522 0.469 240.140 741.669 0.475 149.456 444.766 0.369

ENSt kernel 117.865 304.389 0.388 124.639 345.973 0.528 280.004 737.404 0.322 142.573 418.805 0.428

ENSphi kernel 116.390 306.613 0.351 134.964 379.688 0.471 283.670 746.115 0.285 144.597 427.105 0.369

knn 124.863 330.669 0.335 152.350 424.913 0.463 248.452 775.252 0.409 148.768 442.811 0.352

ENSt knn 118.431 306.779 0.375 124.809 347.093 0.525 282.203 746.775 0.292 141.671 417.351 0.431

ENSphi knn 116.483 307.589 0.339 134.501 378.922 0.466 286.609 757.295 0.239 142.882 422.744 0.358

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

kernel 257.654 786.498 0.132 420.497 1377.988 0.175 728.019 2430.893 0.244 285.294 926.682 0.218

ENSt kernel 287.874 858.356 0.281 477.788 1454.137 0.345 748.988 2355.826 0.130 306.528 891.486 0.308

ENSphi kernel 253.506 771.039 0.136 418.429 1370.586 0.176 710.826 2289.155 0.245 279.750 899.297 0.220

knn 257.919 790.755 0.121 420.662 1379.040 0.161 728.398 2485.028 0.218 285.923 941.892 0.161

ENSt knn 287.638 858.812 0.279 477.641 1454.049 0.346 749.600 2369.697 0.115 306.036 894.320 0.306

ENSphi knn 252.478 771.496 0.124 418.116 1370.277 0.162 702.453 2315.111 0.222 277.141 905.369 0.176

G
o
o
g
le

+

kernel 9.268 37.738 0.244 24.838 109.841 0.331 19.693 78.713 0.167 10.887 49.792 0.212

ENSt kernel 9.908 36.336 0.242 25.974 102.777 0.276 22.602 72.552 0.170 13.596 46.517 0.141

ENSphi kernel 9.350 35.408 0.247 25.045 107.966 0.325 22.330 72.079 0.179 12.154 44.491 0.282

knn 9.620 40.008 0.166 23.613 107.463 0.293 19.176 84.424 0.121 10.406 55.293 0.150

ENSt knn 9.825 36.731 0.226 25.236 101.296 0.277 22.056 73.786 0.157 13.243 47.591 0.148

ENSphi knn 9.209 36.016 0.190 23.477 103.983 0.324 21.233 73.178 0.125 11.283 46.087 0.076

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

kernel 130.978 408.598 0.220 315.271 976.993 0.279 77.238 219.753 0.212 27.801 99.122 0.117

ENSt kernel 112.276 329.256 0.244 344.178 1071.240 0.298 78.219 215.547 0.244 29.869 97.880 0.209

ENSphi kernel 129.098 393.868 0.234 312.573 960.577 0.289 76.972 216.593 0.234 28.041 97.354 0.140

knn 131.463 420.529 0.175 294.332 929.742 0.280 78.450 227.623 0.170 28.454 101.761 0.094

ENSt knn 112.035 331.117 0.238 338.990 1057.371 0.296 78.119 216.532 0.232 29.648 98.443 0.216

ENSphi knn 127.071 396.893 0.193 289.837 907.312 0.294 76.686 219.225 0.176 28.055 97.795 0.105
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G Evaluation Results of Single-Source Ranking Tasks (Google News)

Table 7: Evaluation results concerning the evaluation metrics MAP , MRR and NDCG@10, for all combinations of social media sources

and news topics in single-source ranking tasks using Google News rankings’ data, regarding all a posteriori prediction approaches.

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10

T
w
it
t
e
r

Time 0.119 0.271 0.222 0.348 0.555 0.439 0.154 0.353 0.239 0.511 0.761 0.691

Live 0.932 0.993 0.915 0.941 0.999 0.945 0.847 0.985 0.870 0.951 0.997 0.954

Source 0.737 0.965 0.753 0.929 0.999 0.915 0.602 0.893 0.631 0.852 0.902 0.843

ConstScale 0.937 0.993 0.922 0.950 1.000 0.952 0.864 0.987 0.884 0.960 0.997 0.962

Linear-log 0.945 0.993 0.927 0.952 1.000 0.952 0.896 0.992 0.906 0.960 0.997 0.956

LM 0.937 0.993 0.918 0.947 1.000 0.942 0.894 0.992 0.909 0.909 0.997 0.893

ML 0.931 0.989 0.912 0.950 1.000 0.943 0.892 0.991 0.899 0.889 0.985 0.870

MRBF 0.931 0.989 0.910 0.953 1.000 0.950 0.893 0.992 0.900 0.878 0.988 0.857

kernel 0.943 0.997 0.921 0.962 1.000 0.952 0.893 0.992 0.902 0.961 0.997 0.944

ENSt kernel 0.946 0.997 0.921 0.960 1.000 0.948 0.885 0.992 0.889 0.942 0.999 0.916

ENSphi kernel 0.940 0.997 0.921 0.961 1.000 0.958 0.888 0.992 0.900 0.961 0.999 0.945

knn 0.936 0.997 0.912 0.962 1.000 0.953 0.874 0.992 0.879 0.916 0.999 0.900

ENSt knn 0.763 0.952 0.768 0.914 0.999 0.903 0.677 0.924 0.702 0.849 0.932 0.841

ENSphi knn 0.789 0.987 0.783 0.922 0.999 0.909 0.624 0.896 0.692 0.822 0.906 0.835

BestAPriori 0.284 0.600 0.378 0.642 0.807 0.685 0.454 0.748 0.524 0.533 0.739 0.639

Bandari 0.945 0.993 0.927 0.952 1.000 0.949 0.899 0.992 0.909 0.962 0.997 0.946

O�cial 0.939 0.993 0.923 0.948 1.000 0.951 0.871 0.987 0.889 0.961 0.997 0.963

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

Time 0.178 0.371 0.274 0.459 0.713 0.561 0.326 0.603 0.457 0.548 0.688 0.636

Live 0.706 0.911 0.715 0.773 0.929 0.783 0.806 0.908 0.826 0.927 0.989 0.926

Source 0.532 0.748 0.572 0.737 0.894 0.780 0.507 0.746 0.617 0.867 0.932 0.846

ConstScale 0.724 0.911 0.728 0.788 0.930 0.795 0.839 0.923 0.853 0.936 0.989 0.934

Linear-log 0.748 0.911 0.747 0.787 0.922 0.797 0.875 0.940 0.882 0.948 0.996 0.919

LM 0.743 0.940 0.758 0.771 0.930 0.797 0.887 0.949 0.906 0.930 0.994 0.896

ML 0.696 0.912 0.721 0.652 0.908 0.714 0.826 0.907 0.852 0.884 0.959 0.862

MRBF 0.724 0.920 0.733 0.718 0.947 0.745 0.825 0.903 0.853 0.876 0.963 0.856

kernel 0.765 0.939 0.797 0.891 0.990 0.890 0.877 0.938 0.896 0.947 0.999 0.916

ENSt kernel 0.782 0.940 0.809 0.881 0.990 0.883 0.893 0.951 0.902 0.927 1.000 0.893

ENSphi kernel 0.762 0.939 0.795 0.886 0.992 0.886 0.864 0.925 0.890 0.948 1.000 0.916

knn 0.770 0.939 0.803 0.879 0.992 0.879 0.881 0.946 0.890 0.920 1.000 0.887

ENSt knn 0.549 0.770 0.591 0.708 0.891 0.740 0.546 0.722 0.634 0.811 0.853 0.817

ENSphi knn 0.527 0.746 0.584 0.712 0.848 0.778 0.588 0.723 0.694 0.788 0.936 0.798

BestAPriori 0.253 0.397 0.354 0.611 0.852 0.687 0.476 0.769 0.544 0.676 0.887 0.668

Bandari 0.736 0.912 0.757 0.809 0.933 0.825 0.884 0.944 0.890 0.952 0.999 0.921

O�cial 0.730 0.911 0.740 0.791 0.933 0.818 0.865 0.932 0.872 0.944 0.989 0.949

Continued on the next page
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Approach MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10

G
o
o
g
le

+

Time 0.165 0.382 0.270 0.382 0.618 0.514 0.368 0.597 0.477 0.570 0.818 0.592

Live 0.752 0.880 0.773 0.906 0.971 0.893 0.806 0.891 0.833 0.836 0.939 0.846

Source 0.494 0.685 0.574 0.685 0.741 0.768 0.548 0.748 0.647 0.902 0.992 0.894

ConstScale 0.757 0.881 0.778 0.920 0.971 0.903 0.820 0.897 0.849 0.836 0.939 0.846

Linear-log 0.746 0.880 0.772 0.934 0.972 0.924 0.833 0.899 0.869 0.762 0.993 0.757

LM 0.781 0.897 0.796 0.911 0.981 0.896 0.866 0.934 0.888 0.830 1.000 0.818

ML 0.730 0.889 0.747 0.893 0.982 0.881 0.840 0.924 0.872 0.683 0.819 0.714

MRBF 0.729 0.889 0.745 0.872 0.981 0.865 0.833 0.914 0.868 0.680 0.814 0.713

kernel 0.777 0.895 0.806 0.919 0.985 0.901 0.876 0.950 0.895 0.882 0.999 0.860

ENSt kernel 0.763 0.900 0.786 0.903 0.975 0.888 0.870 0.962 0.885 0.676 0.932 0.719

ENSphi kernel 0.771 0.900 0.794 0.929 0.974 0.917 0.850 0.933 0.874 0.917 0.999 0.906

knn 0.769 0.894 0.779 0.905 0.979 0.883 0.850 0.944 0.876 0.651 0.902 0.707

ENSt knn 0.549 0.701 0.600 0.781 0.960 0.800 0.612 0.798 0.683 0.777 0.997 0.771

ENSphi knn 0.566 0.701 0.625 0.858 0.989 0.833 0.627 0.791 0.701 0.798 0.999 0.778

BestAPriori 0.345 0.541 0.422 0.595 0.792 0.683 0.509 0.785 0.573 0.735 0.975 0.664

Bandari 0.770 0.890 0.800 0.921 0.982 0.904 0.866 0.935 0.890 0.873 0.992 0.861

O�cial 0.754 0.879 0.776 0.922 0.971 0.912 0.829 0.900 0.852 0.835 0.939 0.845

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

Time 0.195 0.437 0.295 0.378 0.585 0.513 0.289 0.557 0.418 0.305 0.549 0.289

Live 0.738 0.874 0.770 0.853 0.941 0.872 0.787 0.920 0.822 0.927 0.954 0.940

Source 0.597 0.848 0.624 0.762 0.925 0.794 0.575 0.720 0.652 0.871 0.890 0.864

ConstScale 0.760 0.879 0.789 0.880 0.951 0.894 0.790 0.922 0.824 0.927 0.954 0.940

Linear-log 0.790 0.892 0.819 0.925 0.959 0.926 0.839 0.938 0.881 0.570 0.985 0.608

LM 0.760 0.871 0.810 0.919 0.975 0.909 0.856 0.957 0.886 0.757 0.999 0.770

ML 0.712 0.830 0.739 0.900 0.983 0.894 0.771 0.901 0.787 0.635 0.975 0.688

MRBF 0.728 0.833 0.756 0.897 0.980 0.894 0.762 0.900 0.784 0.643 0.975 0.696

kernel 0.798 0.905 0.830 0.928 1.000 0.923 0.854 0.960 0.883 0.675 0.999 0.716

ENSt kernel 0.804 0.914 0.821 0.929 1.000 0.912 0.850 0.966 0.874 0.544 0.958 0.594

ENSphi kernel 0.802 0.908 0.832 0.915 0.987 0.919 0.843 0.961 0.874 0.788 1.000 0.799

knn 0.793 0.915 0.813 0.913 1.000 0.899 0.846 0.963 0.866 0.548 0.989 0.596

ENSt knn 0.569 0.810 0.616 0.872 0.997 0.864 0.566 0.753 0.654 0.566 0.945 0.596

ENSphi knn 0.531 0.733 0.623 0.729 0.911 0.793 0.594 0.755 0.693 0.320 0.519 0.449

BestAPriori 0.357 0.596 0.443 0.519 0.689 0.652 0.413 0.600 0.504 0.331 0.548 0.323

Bandari 0.783 0.878 0.817 0.925 0.964 0.920 0.839 0.946 0.878 0.697 0.999 0.732

O�cial 0.790 0.894 0.811 0.906 0.956 0.912 0.809 0.933 0.833 0.927 0.954 0.939
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H Evaluation Results of Single-Source Ranking Tasks (Yahoo! News)

Table 8: Evaluation results concerning the evaluation metrics MAP , MRR and NDCG@10, for all combinations of social media sources

and news topics in single-source ranking tasks using Yahoo! News rankings’ data, regarding all a posteriori prediction approaches.

Economy Microsoft Obama Palestine

Approach MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10

F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k

Time 0.539 0.826 0.550 0.611 0.843 0.700 0.632 0.910 0.656 0.578 0.982 0.527

Live 0.885 0.958 0.883 0.872 0.908 0.873 0.946 0.983 0.950 0.929 0.988 0.922

Source 0.845 0.871 0.833 0.921 1.000 0.895 0.841 0.956 0.852 0.875 0.866 0.878

ConstScale 0.889 0.958 0.885 0.872 0.908 0.873 0.960 0.986 0.959 0.929 0.988 0.922

Linear-log 0.864 0.975 0.849 0.862 0.905 0.854 0.959 1.000 0.942 0.885 0.999 0.873

LM 0.885 1.000 0.868 0.936 0.985 0.918 0.925 1.000 0.900 0.890 0.911 0.872

ML 0.740 0.890 0.745 0.755 0.838 0.781 0.896 0.939 0.886 0.736 0.795 0.758

MRBF 0.724 0.880 0.735 0.790 0.879 0.803 0.894 0.938 0.886 0.748 0.815 0.770

kernel 0.921 0.988 0.916 0.978 0.999 0.963 0.908 1.000 0.894 0.952 1.000 0.919

ENSt kernel 0.849 0.997 0.844 0.917 0.993 0.884 0.850 1.000 0.846 0.754 0.873 0.773

ENSphi kernel 0.918 0.994 0.915 0.970 1.000 0.968 0.917 1.000 0.900 0.970 0.999 0.948

knn 0.844 0.997 0.839 0.901 0.992 0.870 0.850 1.000 0.846 0.729 0.859 0.755

ENSt knn 0.732 0.858 0.755 0.951 1.000 0.934 0.766 0.993 0.786 0.841 0.926 0.851

ENSphi knn 0.789 0.942 0.799 0.887 0.997 0.877 0.811 1.000 0.819 0.824 1.000 0.849

BestAPriori 0.395 0.669 0.400 0.200 0.328 0.290 0.524 0.809 0.569 0.254 0.533 0.333

Bandari 0.910 0.964 0.920 0.933 0.974 0.943 0.976 0.997 0.955 0.951 0.993 0.927

O�cial 0.894 0.964 0.891 0.878 0.918 0.880 0.971 0.992 0.969 0.942 0.989 0.932

G
o
o
g
le

+

Time 0.147 0.501 0.152 0.440 0.825 0.475 0.532 0.880 0.483 0.194 0.559 0.196

Live 0.883 0.824 0.898 0.902 0.951 0.918 0.899 0.981 0.904 0.927 0.918 0.924

Source 0.825 0.865 0.818 0.926 0.981 0.894 0.753 0.896 0.769 0.919 0.933 0.903

ConstScale 0.883 0.824 0.898 0.902 0.951 0.918 0.899 0.981 0.904 0.927 0.918 0.923

Linear-log 0.274 0.732 0.407 0.713 0.958 0.703 0.618 0.963 0.642 0.593 0.933 0.672

LM 0.531 0.940 0.584 0.813 0.995 0.780 0.770 1.000 0.748 0.763 0.954 0.770

ML 0.590 0.923 0.626 0.748 0.936 0.736 0.753 0.981 0.729 0.807 0.863 0.821

MRBF 0.589 0.924 0.625 0.724 0.921 0.715 0.674 0.885 0.674 0.812 0.869 0.824

kernel 0.618 0.964 0.633 0.852 0.995 0.815 0.783 1.000 0.757 0.810 0.919 0.815

ENSt kernel 0.375 0.819 0.411 0.580 0.768 0.639 0.599 0.973 0.628 0.582 0.937 0.600

ENSphi kernel 0.824 0.965 0.784 0.918 0.997 0.883 0.884 1.000 0.858 0.853 0.919 0.848

knn 0.365 0.802 0.404 0.567 0.760 0.634 0.614 0.958 0.637 0.582 0.937 0.600

ENSt knn 0.222 0.640 0.325 0.703 0.984 0.668 0.586 0.901 0.580 0.542 0.843 0.560

ENSphi knn 0.198 0.570 0.309 0.633 0.995 0.648 0.603 0.957 0.604 0.536 0.846 0.599

BestAPriori 0.191 0.572 0.242 0.180 0.393 0.251 0.310 0.625 0.344 0.155 0.391 0.213

Bandari 0.686 0.938 0.680 0.841 0.995 0.820 0.795 1.000 0.767 0.833 0.919 0.835

O�cial 0.887 0.831 0.901 0.904 0.951 0.918 0.898 0.981 0.903 0.928 0.918 0.923

Continued on the next page
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Approach MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10 MAP MRR NDCG@10

L
in

k
e
d
I
n

Time 0.434 0.843 0.411 0.446 0.797 0.491 0.464 0.786 0.431 0.255 0.628 0.276

Live 0.959 0.989 0.961 0.945 0.946 0.954 0.958 0.990 0.959 0.752 0.980 0.674

Source 0.928 0.978 0.917 0.920 0.968 0.898 0.849 0.988 0.838 0.694 0.918 0.634

ConstScale 0.960 0.989 0.961 0.945 0.946 0.954 0.958 0.990 0.959 0.741 0.961 0.664

Linear-log 0.836 1.000 0.811 0.835 1.000 0.812 0.639 0.992 0.642 0.545 0.891 0.532

LM 0.757 0.957 0.762 0.859 1.000 0.841 0.862 1.000 0.831 0.636 0.982 0.595

ML 0.609 0.721 0.629 0.715 0.896 0.723 0.794 0.993 0.779 0.724 0.998 0.642

MRBF 0.616 0.744 0.634 0.743 0.925 0.737 0.754 0.959 0.752 0.717 0.997 0.636

kernel 0.940 0.994 0.905 0.951 1.000 0.929 0.814 1.000 0.797 0.691 0.976 0.616

ENSt kernel 0.729 0.993 0.732 0.722 0.994 0.722 0.533 0.979 0.581 0.433 0.805 0.409

ENSphi kernel 0.949 0.992 0.931 0.975 1.000 0.964 0.884 1.000 0.860 0.720 0.976 0.635

knn 0.680 0.982 0.696 0.686 0.978 0.705 0.547 0.976 0.591 0.421 0.805 0.402

ENSt knn 0.731 0.983 0.709 0.860 1.000 0.835 0.659 1.000 0.586 0.409 0.759 0.411

ENSphi knn 0.649 0.960 0.681 0.749 0.996 0.745 0.575 0.951 0.591 0.308 0.554 0.329

BestAPriori 0.366 0.653 0.406 0.215 0.395 0.285 0.500 0.856 0.451 0.135 0.302 0.220

Bandari 0.957 0.996 0.927 0.952 1.000 0.934 0.862 1.000 0.834 0.707 0.974 0.630

O�cial 0.965 0.992 0.963 0.950 0.946 0.959 0.958 0.990 0.959 0.744 0.974 0.668
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